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ABSTRACT 
The first Englishmen to write about the city-state 
of Venice were the pilgrims passing through on their way to 
the Holy Land. Their impressions are recorded in the travel- 
diaries and collections of advice for prospective fellow- 
pilgrims between the early fourteenth and early sixteenth 
centuries, the most substantial being those of William Wey, 
Sir Richard Guylforde and Sir Richard Torkington, who visited 
Venice in 1458 and '62,1506, and 1517 respectively. In the 
1540s arrived the men who saw Venice as part of the new Europe 
-- Andrew Borde and William Thomas. Thomas's study of the 
Venetian state emphasized the efficiency of its 
administration, seeing it as an example of constructive 
government, where effective organisation for the common good 
led directly to national stability and prosperity. The mid- 
sixteenth century saw the beginnings of Venice as a tourist 
centre; the visitors who came between 1550 and the end of the 
century described the sights and the people, the traditions 
and way of life. Fynes Moryson`s extensive account details 
what could be seen and learned in the city by an observant and 
enquiring visitor. 
In addition to information available in first-hand 
accounts of Venice, much could be learned from the work of the 
late sixteenth-century English translators. Linguistic, 
cultural, geographical, historical and literary translations 
yielded further knowledge and, more importantly, new 
perspectives, Venice being seen through the eyes of Italians 
and, through Lewkenor's comprehensive work, The CommonNealth 
and Government of Venice, of Venetians themselves. 
Finally, to assess the general impressions of 
Venice and the Venetians, we consider the literature of the 
turn of the sixteenth-seventeenth century; what, and how 
much, of the three-hundred year accumulation of knowledge of 
the city and people of Venice had most caught the attention 
and imagination of the English mind, and how close was the 
relationship between the popular impression and the 
documentary information from which it had largely developed. 
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PREFACE 
As a documentary study of English impressions of Venice 
up to the early seventeenth century, this thesis is primarily 
concerned not with the historical realities of the city itself 
and its fortunes, national and international, during this 
period, but with the English perception of these -- what 
visitors saw, what they passed on to others, what was familiar 
or strange, how much they understood of what they saw, what they 
learned from treatise and translation, and the impressions this 
knowledge had formed by the end of the sixteenth century. Two 
considerations in particular have been necessary: first, a 
continual awareness of this difference of perspective between 
events as they happen and are relevant to Venice, and how they 
are seen and interpreted in England; second, the distinction 
between Venice and Italy. The English attitude to Italy during 
the sixteenth century, with its complex and contradictory 
coexistence of religious and political suspicion and social and 
intellectual fascination has been the subject of much study and 
analysis. Naturally there was little appreciation in England 
of the independence from each other of the various Italian 
I 
regions and city-states; Italy was a long way away, and there 
was no great understanding of non-monarchical governmental 
systems. Yet throughout this period there seems to have been a 
continual awareness among English travellers and writers that 
Venice was in some degree different from the rest of Italy. 
The continuity and stability of the Venetian state in contrast 
to the power-struggles on the Italian mainland was widely 
recognised, and its apparent refusal to be dominated by the 
Papacy was frequently seized upon by English anti-Catholic 
feeling, to the extent that was later to lead Henry Watton to 
consider that the establishment of Venice as a Protestant 
Italian state was not beyond the bounds of possibility. 
I have considered first-hand English descriptions of 
Venice from the earliest times, i. e. the fourteenth century, 
until the end of Elizabeth's reign. With the resumption of 
diplomatic relations under James VI and I and the appointment of 
Henry Wotton as Ambassador in Venice in 1604, the doors were 
reopened to visitors to the city, and they took'full advantage. 
A stream of tourist-travellers began to flow into Venice that 
has continued with few interruptions to the present day, and 
with easier access came a much greater general familiarity with 
the city. With Wotton's appointment came the beginnings of a 
distinct change in attitude towards Venice. The closeness with 
which the permanent diplomatic representative was able to 
2 
observe the life of the city and the function of its government, 
after a break of half a century in which profound changes had 
occurred, inevitably began to dispel the myth of the almost 
mystical superiority of the Venetian constitution. The famed 
stability and continuity was seen to be supported by secrecy, 
tyranny and ruthless suppression of any conceivable threat to 
state security. Though the almost mystical veneration for the 
constitution -- the 'myth' of Venice -- was to survive to the 
end of the seventeenth century, it was James's accession that 
marked the end of the English attitude towards Venice, owing 
so much to imagination based on limited factual knowledge, that 
had been the foundation on which the myth itself was built. 
A consideration of the 'popular impression' of Venice, 
however, could obviously not be limited to the same date; 
impressions take time to form, and outlast the conditions that 
have formed them. In looking to literature for the evidence of 
these I have included the work of writers published during the 
first quarter of the seventeenth century, in fact, until 
Wotton's final return from his third period of office in Venice 
in 1623. The consideration is of general aspects of Venetian 
life, customs and constitution, and as such is unaffected by 
information appearing in the travel accounts and other published 
material of the twenty years since James's accession and 
Wotton's appointment to Venice. 
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The documents I have consulted range from private 
letters to political documents, from immediate impressions noted 
in travel-diaries to reasoned analyses of the political, legal 
and social functioning of the Venetian constitution. Three 
works stand out: William Thomas's Historie of Italic, Fynes 
Moryson's Itinerary, and Lewis Lewkenor's Commonwealth and' 
Government of Venice. Thomas's Historie of 1549, the first 
formative study of contemporary Italy by an Englishman, showed 
Venice as a model of administrative efficiency, an example of 
stable prosperity amid the chaotic upheavals of the rest of 
sixteenth-century Italy. Fynes Moryson's Itinerary is 
included, not for the impressions that would be gained by his 
readers -- the book was not published until 1617 -- but as the 
most exhaustive account of what could be seen in Venice at the 
end of the sixteenth century. Moryson's very determination to 
include every detail tells us exactly what was available to the 
foreign traveller, and far from, being a dry catalogue of tourist 
attractions, his descriptions clearly reveal his own personality 
and attitudes. Lewkenor's translation of Gasparo Contarini's 
De magistratibus et republica Verretorum brought into English in 
1599 the greatest authority on the nature and workings of the 
Venetian constitution, and with its complementary extracts from 
the other major Italian works on Venice forms a full and 
comprehensive guide to the city and the state. Here, in 
English, is the Venetian authority, /`on Venice; the two 
perspectives have come together. The further interest in a 
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close study of these works lies in the discovery of the sources 
used, and in the processes of selection, adaptation and 
translation of them. Thomas's Historie was edited by G. B. 
Parks in 1963, Moryson's Itinerary reprinted with no editing or 
extra material in 1907, Charles Hughes having collected and 
published his additional writings four years earlier. No close 
study of Moryson has so far been made, nor has a specific 
examination of Thomas's view of Venice been undertaken. 
Lewkenor's translations have been reprinted in a facsimile 
edition by Theatrum Orbis Terrarum and the Da Capo press in 
1969, but have apparently been neglected to the extent that two 
copies only of the work are available in Scottish libraries. 
From these and the other documentary sources I have 
examined, a picture is gradually assembled. The early pilgrim 
accounts provide striking visual impressions, and the evidence 
they show of the conducting of the pilgrim trade reveals the 
efficiency and business acumen on which the Venetian empire was 
founded. The same aspects still strike later visitors, as 
indeed they do to this day -- the uniqueness of the situation, 
the visual splendour, the power and material prosperity of 
sixteenth-century Venice -- but differing English attitudes 
reflect the changing historical circumstances. The 
translations make Italian information and attitudes available 
in English, and introduce the new dimension of a view of Venice 
from within the city itself. The final examination of Venice 
i 
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as, it appears in Elizabethan and Jacobean fiction is in no way 
intended as a detailed literary study of the works involved, but 
as a means of assessing what, of the information available about 
Venice from first and second-hand sources of the preceding three 
centuries, had crystallised into the accepted characteristics, 
preconceptions, prejudices and cliches which form the popular 
idea of a place, its people and its influence. 
Various studies have been made of English travellers to 
Italy during this time, the most detailed being G. P. Parks' The 
English Traveler to Italy ; many more follow on the tourists of 
the seventeenth, eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, especially 
those who came to Venice. For this earlier period, however, no 
consecutive documentary study has been made of the English 
attitude to the Venetian city and republic. Nineteenth-century 
antiquarian interest has resulted in printed editions being 
available of some early travel accounts, with, in most cases, 
little if any detailed editorial work or additional information 
on text or author; others exist only in their original 
manuscripts in British and Italian libraries, and much of the 
printed material is confined to sixteenth-century editions. 
Based on a study of these, in Britain and Italy, this thesis 
comprises the first detailed documentary examination of the 
popular impression of Venice in England from the earliest 
records until the beginning of the seventeenth century. 
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 
a) Early contacts between England and Venice. 
b) The English in Venice -- merchants; 
diplomats; mercenaries; students: Padua and 
Venice as a focus of intellectual life. 
c) Earliest English knowledge of Venice. 
7 
a)- Early contacts between England and Venice. 
The earliest contacts between England and Venice were 
commercial. The Venetians had quickly established themselves 
as traders; within a few generations, the refugee fishermen 
Cassiodorus describes in 523 as settling like sea-birds in the 
marshes, ' had laid the foundations bath of their city and 
their prosperity, an emergent nation of sea-travellers, 
pushing their trade-routes gradually further outwards through 
the known world. The ninth century taw great commercial 
advances; the expansionist policies of Doge Pietro Tradonica 
in the 830s to 860s culminated in end-of-century treaty 
agreements with the Western Empire, by which Venetians 
throughout the imperial territories were subject only to their 
own law. Development of the economy and of ship-building 
during the following century led to the establishment of 
favourable trading conditions with both the Western and 
Eastern Empires under Doge Pietro Orseolo II, and Venice found 
herself in the right place at the right time to seize full 
advantage of the opportunities afforded by succeeding crusades 
to establish an empire of its own, increase its wealth and 
influence, and expand its commercial activities still further. 
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The first recorded evidence of Venetian commercial 
dealings with England was at the beginning of the 13th. 
century, when, in 1204, King John granted trading privileges 
to a Venetian. 2 A record exists, dated 1265, of a tariff on 
Venetian textile imports -- in particular, the duty on a piece 
of English cloth ('pecia integra Stanfortis Anglia'). `3 
Regular trading contacts were not, however, established until 
the following century, with the arrival, in 1317, of the first 
of the Venetian galleys to Flanders, captained by Gabriele 
Dandolo, which called in at Southampton. Within three years, 
Zuan da Lege, or Giovanni de Lege, was in England acting for 
the Venetian Signory, and carrying the title of "ambassador" 
(Ca1. St. P. Ven., I, 4). The new trade route was established, 
and during the following century became an integral part of 
what was growing into a regular network of seven major routes 
covered annually by the great galleys of the Venetian merchant 
fleet. After the August convoy to Alexandria had returned in 
January with its cargo of spices and luxury goods, the west- 
and north-bound galleys would take the merchandise on through 
the Black Sea, the western Mediterranean, or out into the 
Atlantic. By the end of the fourteenth century the Flanders 
galley would leave Venice in July and travel to Cadiz, Lisbon 
and Southampton on its way to Flanders, often returning via 
London and Sandwich or other of the south coast ports. It 
was recorded at that time that, from Venice to England, the 
9 
galleys 'be commonly seven months sailing, and sometimes 
more 1.4 
t 
Venice was not the first Italian state to 
establish trading relations with England -- English merchants 
are recorded in Genoa and Lucca in the twelfth century, and 
Italian financiers, chiefly from Florence, Siena and Lucca, 
were a force in English business affairs from their appearance 
in 1229 in the retinue of the papal nuncio charged with 
collecting tithes at the time of the war against Frederick 
II. ° By the early years of the fourteenth century, however, 
English-Venetian trade was firmly established, and diplomatic 
exchanges soon followed. In 1340 Edward III wrote to the Doge 
requesting the hire of forty galleys for a year to assist him 
against Philip of France, offering to grant all Venetians in 
England 'the same immunities as enjoyed by English men', and 
inviting him to send both or either of his sons to be educated 
at the English court (Cal. St. P. Verr., I, 8-9). In 1395 
documents in the Calendar of State Papers relate to the league 
between Bolingbroke's father, the Duke of Lancaster, and the 
King of Hungary and Dukes of Burgundy, Orleans and Venice 
against Bajazet I which was to end in the disastrous rout of 
Nicopoli in September, 1: 96 (I, 35,36). On October 4th, 1399, 
Bolingbroke wrote to Doge Venier announcing his accession to 
the throne and promising to treat all Venetians 'ut nostros 
proprios ligeos' ('as our own subjects'; 1,39). 
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By the late fifteenth century Venice, having finally 
settled its long rivalry with Genoa in the negotiations 
following the battle of Chioggia in 1381, ended its wars with 
Milan by the 1453 Peace of Lodi, and benefitting from the 
great expansion of territory on the mainland in the early 
1440s, had become the strongest power politically in Italy, 
and commercially in the world. The increased stability of 
England under Henry VII after a-century of intermittent- civil 
war_ led to better conditions for commerce, and consequent 
closer diplomatic contact at the turn of the century. 
Diplomatic relations between the two powers entered a new 
phase with the. formation of the Holy League of 1496. Various 
correspondence between Zacharia Contarini and the Venetian 
Signory preceded the charging of two Venetian merchants 
resident in London, Pietro Contarini and Luca Valaresso, with 
the task of negotiating Hing Henry's participation in the 
League, and on the , 23rd. of September at Windsor Henry 
ratified the Holy League treaty, in-which Venice, Ferdinand-of 
Aragon, Maximilian 
, I, Lodovico, 
Sforza, Duke of -Milan, and the 
Republic of Florence joined. with Pope Alexander VI against 
France. The following-year saw the first formal Venetian 
embassy to the English court, with the arrival of Andrea 
Trevisan as official envoy from the Venetian state. b 
11 
b) The English in Venice -- merchants; diplomats; 
mercenaries; students: Padua and Venice as a 
focus of intellectual life. 
Throughout the early period of English-Italian 
commercial dealings, it was on the whole the Italians who 
travelled, the English who conducted their business from their 
home shores. There are isolated cases of English merchants 
in Italy. Parks has found mention of tradesmen and merchants 
in Pavia in the eleventh century, Genoa and Lucca in the 
twelfth, '7 and there is a small colony of Englishmen trading in 
Rome in the second half of the fourteenth century, but it is 
not until 1438 that an English merchant can be located in 
Venice. Geoffrey Chittock (Giufredo Citoco) was running a 
large drapery business in the city, from which he returned to 
London in 1439, leaving in charge his agent, Bartholomew 
Brown. ® No further English merchants are traceable in the 
city until the sixteenth century and Edmund Harvel, who became 
the official English agent in 1535/6, taking over from 
Giovanni Casali, a citizen of Lucca, employed by the English 
crown in the capacity of consul. The appointment of Italians 
to take charge of English commercial activities seems to have 
12 
been a common practice; the English consuls appointed at Pisa 
in 1485/6 were Florentine merchants, and in 1494 they were 
followed by Benedetto and Lorenzo Bonvisi of Lucca. " 
Italians, however, had been prepared to accompany 
their trade abroad from the early Middle Ages, following the 
French and Flemish trade fairs or conducting the financial 
affairs of the Pope and his envoys. There are indications of 
a sizeable Italian community in England from the early 
thirteenth century. In 1456 Italians were banished from 
London for three years following one of the periodic anti- 
foreign riots, this one apparently directed specifically 
against Italians (Cal. St, P. Ver,., I181). Venetians began to 
settle in Southampton from the time of the first arrival of 
the galleys in 1317, as their records of appointments of 
agents to supervise their business show. 1° The community 
grew, spreading to London and by the end of the fifteenth 
century, when an ordinance was published in 1499 limiting the 
number of foreign brokers in London, Venice was permitted the 
highest number: 
Venysians iiij 
Janueys [Genoese] iii 
Spaynardes ii 
fflorentynes iii 
Lucaners [from Lucca] ii 
and for euery other 
nacion Reciaunt wein 
the Ci ti e of London ii. 
(Pol Iard, II, 271-2) 
13 
So by 1507, when Henry VII renewed the trading charter 
between England and Venice, commercial links had been firmly 
and lastingly established. Consuls and commercial agents 
constitute a permanent diplomatic presence in England, and 
consequently a political and social presence at the heart of 
English affairs. 
Commerce and diplomacy brought Venetians to England but 
not, except in isolated cases, the English to Venice. Was 
there any other aspect of life that did? One line of work 
that required foreign travel was that of the mercenary 
soldier, and in view of the policy of the Venetian state of 
depending on foreign mercenaries for their land forces, we 
would expect to find records of Englishmen fighting for Venice 
in the various terra ferma campaigns of the fourteenth and 
fifteenth centuries, and the Calendar of State Papers - Venice 
shows that this is indeed the case. The most famous English 
mercenary to fight in the Italian peninsula, Sir John 
Hawkwood, never worked for Venice, but the Republic did employ 
several English companies. In 1363 one such was hired, under 
the command of a certain Thomas, to settle an uprising in 
Candia (VI, 1574-8). Seventeen years later another served 
against Genoa with five English officers (I, 28), and also in 
1380 William Gold, a former constable of Hawkwood's English, 
14 
or White, Company, whose letters to Mantua concerning a 
certain lady called Janet suggest an interesting story, must 
have been in the service of Venice, as the Signory granted him 
citizenship and a large annuity (I, 22-4,29). In 1434 Sir 
Walter of England and a hundred English bowmen were employed 
(I, 64). Parks suggests that certain Englishmen recorded in 
Padua in 1373 and 1380 are more likely to have been soldiers 
than students, especially as the first group were being paid 
by Sir John Hawkwood and the second were in the service of 
Genoa. i' This possible confusion arises from the fact that 
in Padua was to be found another small but continuous 
community of Englishmen, the English nation of the University 
of Padua. 
By the fifteenth century, Padua had long been a European 
centre of learning. Founded in 1222 by students who had 
migrated from Bologna, it would seem to have had from the 
beginning, as had Bologna, a 'nazione anglica', with at first 
no distinction drawn between the English, the Scots and the 
Irish; in 1331 the English-Scottish distinction began to be 
noted, though the single nation remained. In 1534 -these 
separated, to rejoin in 1603. In 1616 a book was started by 
the bidelly in which the students signed their own names, 
thus making the records much clearer, and it is this register 
that forms the basis of Horatio Brown's invaluable record of 
seventeenth century students and visitors. '= Ten colleges 
15 
were founded between 1363 and 1454, the Collegium Engleschi in 
1446. Although the largest of these, the Collegium Pratense, 
had only twenty students, there is evidence of a continuous 
British presence at Padua, and R. J. Mitchell has compiled a 
list of Englishmen who took degrees at Padua during the 
fifteenth century. 2ý1 Parks adds to this list in his 
appendix, and gives names that he has found for the thirteenth 
and fourteenth centuries and the sixteenth up to 1536. 
In 1404 the city of Padua became subject to the 
Venetians. H. Rashdall notes that 'the Venetian 
government... adopted the policy of patronising and encouraging 
the university, and largely increasing the salaries'. 14 
Venice seems to have dealt very sensibly with the university 
of their newly-acquired territory. The four Paduan citizens 
who acted as 'reformatores' or 'tutores studii' continued as 
such; it was not until 1517 that they were replaced by a 
board of three Venetians. For forty years the election of 
the professors remained officially with the students, some 
chairs remaining so until the mid-sixteenth century. The 
names of the elected professors were sent annually to Venice, 
and the Signory conferred certain privileges on the rector; 10 
by the second half of the fifteenth century it was stated that 
a period of study at Padua University was acceptable as 
qualification for public office, and Venetian subjects were 
eventually forbidden to study in any other university. lb 
16 
So Padua became the university town of Venice. 
The students continued to arrive from Britain, the atmosphere 
of tolerant protection by a major power ensuring safety, 
prosperity, and the conditions in which Padua and Venice were 
to become the heartland of the new humanistic intellectual 
tradition. 
Venice itself had a strong intellectual tradition, 
originally directed towards training for government service 
but during the fifteenth century attracting important 
scholars, especially of the new humanist studies, to its two 
schools, at the Rialto and attached to the Chancery of S. Mark. 
The Rialto school was at one time considered as a possible 
independant university, but with characteristic circumspection 
the city decided to maintain Padua as their studium generals - 
- thus keeping potential political criticism, an unruly and 
perhaps over-independent student population, and all the 
attendant risks of an intellectual elite, at a safe distance 
from the city itself. 
Venice by the mid-fifteenth century had two well- 
established schools, a world-famous university, and an 
atmosphere of intellectual activity flourishing in the many 
17 
private schools, the libraries being assembled in monastic 
foundations and, perhaps most importantly, the close 
involvement of the ruling class. Vittore Branca points out 
how certain Paduan scholars 'encouraged the philosophical, 
especially the Aristotelian interests of a number of Venetian 
patricians'. 17 Philosophical studies and the service of the 
state were seen, not as diverging pursuits, but closely 
linked; Logan notes how, in the following century, the short- 
lived Accademia dells Fama founded by Federigo Badoer, 
contained in its supplications statements concerning the 
utility of learning to the state, and included a Consiglio 
Politico whose function was to collect foreign intelligence 
for the education of Venetian statesmen. '" The result was, 
as Branca again notes, that in the 1430s and 40s, Venice had a 
group of highly cultivated young men, educated in humanist 
studies, not confined to academic circles as in Florence, 
Rome, Naples or Milan, but influential patricians, 'morally 
and materially independent', their literary activities second 
to the pre-eminent service of the state, often becoming 
foreign diplomats; members of the Great Council, procurators 
of St. Mark and ambassadors were among the teachers at Padua 
and Venice. ' 
The English students that we know of, drawn to the 
Venetian Empire during the fourteenth and fifteenth 
centuries, are recorded as attending Padua university only. 
18 
There is evidence that a Scot, Alan Ogilvie, settled in Venice 
in the 1460s, went to Constantinople to study Oriental 
languages, then returned to become a respected philosopher and 
teacher in the city. =° His is the one name that occurs, 
however, and although it would be absurd to assume, in view of 
the geographic and intellectual proximity of Venice itself, 
that Paduan scholars did not visit the city, the fact remains 
that at this time no records exist. It is only at the end of 
the fifteenth century that we find further evidence of English 
scholars in the city of Venice, and this is as a result of the 
remaining factor placing Venice among the great European 
centres of learning -- the development of its printing 
industry. 
In 1433 Cosimo de' Medici visited Venice while in 
exile from republican Florence, and was so impressed by the 
library of the Benedictine foundation of San Giorgio Maggiore 
that he commissioned his companion, Michelozzo di Bartolomeo, 
to design a suitable building to house the collection. With 
the new desire among scholars to move away from Aristotle and 
the endless study of glosses and commentaries on classical 
texts came a hunger for original manuscripts, and these were 
avidly collected. Kimble records that Giovanni Aurispa, a 
pupil of Manuel Chrysoloras, brought home no less than 238 
Greek codices from Constantinople on one journey. a' The many 
Greek scholars arriving in Italy, especially after the sacE:: of 
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Constantinople in 1453, brought their collections with them, 
and a great number found their way to Venice. In 1468 the 
Gre&:: scholar, cleric and humanist Cardinal Bessarion 
bequeathed his own Greek manuscripts to Venice, the nucleus of 
what was to become the Marciana Library. So it was to a city 
which housed in its libraries and monasteries vast collections 
of manuscripts and codices that Johann and Windelin of Speyer 
and the Frenchman Nicholas Jensen came in the 1460s to set up 
their printing presses, and between 1469 and 15001 4,000 titles 
were published. 
Various factors caused this explosion of printing. 
As well as the many manuscripts, there was already arising a 
tradition of textual criticism with the humanists' desire for 
the accurate study of texts. The printing trade quickly 
earned government support, and quality paper was available 
from the Riviera di Sala on Lake Garda, near Verona. In the 
1470s there was an influx of German printers and twenty years 
later the numbers swelled again. In the last years of the 
century there were about 150 presses in Venice, compared to 60 
in Milan, 42 in Bologna, 37 in Rome and 22 in Florence, and in 
the final five years, one quarter of the world's books were 
printed in Venice. 20 Logan notes the first known system of 
copyright granted to Marc'Antonio Sabellico for his 1486 
History, and the first legislation for this in 1517. 
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It was in the closing years of the century that 
Aldo Manuzio arrived in Venice. Born near Rome, he had 
studied Latin there, Greek at Ferrara, and been tutor for the 
della Mirandola family; welcomed and encouraged in Venice by 
the principal scholars of the time -- Merula, Valla and 
Barbaro -- he set up his publishing house with its dolphin 
and anchor sign in about 1495. Before the end of the century 
he had brought out around thirty first editions of Greek 
texts, including his 5-volume Greef; Aristotle. To establish 
the accuracy of the texts he needed editors. For some years 
there had existed in Venice literary groups known as 
'cenacoli'. Ermolao Barbaro had formed the 'Accademia 
Filosofica' in 1484, apparently primarily for Latin studies; 
in the early 1500s another was set up by Tommaso Giustiniani, 
whose members were classical and philosophical scholars, with 
strong religious and biblical interests. In about 1501 Aldo 
Manuzio founded his 'Neacademia', assisted by leading 
scholars, specifically for the study of Greek and work on 
classical texts, and it is here, at the centre of publication 
of accurate classical texts, that we find the evidence of 
British scholars in Venice. In the dedicatory letter to 
Alberto Plo, Prince of Carpi, nephew of Giovanni Pica della 
Mirandola, prefacing his edition of Aristotle's Theophrasti 
Physica of 1497, Aldo writes: 
Id ita sic necne, sent mihi gravissimi testes in tota 
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fere Italia, et praecipue Venetiis Thomas Anglicus homo 
Graece et Latine peritissimus, praecellensque in 
doctrinarism omnium disciplinis. =l 
(Of the truth of what I have said there are witnesses of 
the highest authority almost in every part of Italy, and 
principally in Venice the Englishman, Thomas, highly 
skilled in Greek and Latin, and learned in every branch 
of knowledge. ) 
That this refers to Thomas Linacre is confirmed by references 
in a similar letter to the edition of astronomical texts 
published in 1499, lulii Firmici Astrorromica; Mar, il. ii 
Astrorromica; Arati Phaer, omcrra; Procli Sphaera. Aldo 
explains that he has included the De Sphaera of Proclus, 
magis quod eam Thomas Linacrus Britannus docte et 
eleganter Latinam nuper fecerit... Linacrus noster, acri 
vir iudicio, percenseret, Arcturo principi svo hoc a se 
tralatum opusculum nuncupavit... quamobrem et nos id 
ipsum opusculum nostra cura impressum ad to legendum 
mittimus... quod eo etiam libentius leges, quod sit a 
Thoma Linacro summa tibi familiaritate coniuncto 
interpretatum... (Aldo Marruzio editiere, 1,28) 
(... particularly because it has been translated into 
Latin with learning and elegance by the Briton Thomas 
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Linacre... our Linacre, a man of acute judgement, wanted 
to dedicate the booklet he had translated to his friend 
Prince Arthur... Nevertheless we are sending you too this 
same booklet to read... You will read it with the greater 
pleasure because it has been translated by Thomas 
Linacre, who is a great friend of yours. ) 
Later in the same letter Aldo speaks of William Grocyn who has 
also worked as an editor on these volumes, and is led to a 
complimentary remark about the British scholars: 
Horum ego Latinitatem et eloquentiam admiratus, 
Guglielmi Grocini, viri Graece etiam, nedum Latine 
peritissimi, atque undecunque doctissimi, quam ad me 
doctam quidem et elegantem dedit epistolam subiungere 
placuit ut pudeat philosophos nostros barbare et inepte 
scribere, aemulatique Britannos... Latine et docte 
philosophentur. (Aldo Iiarruz. io edittore, 1,28) 
(Full of admiration for Latin culture and its eloquence, 
I wished to add a learned and stylish letter given to me 
by William Grocyn, an expert in Greek as well as Latin, 
and most learned in every respect, so that our 
philosophers should be ashamed to write so crudely and 
awkwardly, and in emulating the British... should apply 
themselves to philosophise in a learned and Latin 
style. ) 
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According to Erasmus, who met Aldo while visiting Italy in 
1506-7, both he and Aldo also knew Latimer and Tonstall as 
well as Grocyn. 24 Considerably later, in about 1525, four 
English students at Padua -- Edward Wotton; John Clement, who 
had been a member of Sir Thomas More's household; an otherwise 
unknown "Roseus"; and Thomas Lupset, who had been in Venice 
two years previously as tutor to Thomas Winter, Cardinal 
Wolsey's natural son -- were helping with the editing of 
Aldo's first Greek edition of Galen, probably in Venice 
itself. Oý 
Intellectual Venice was unique -- 'a remarkable 
synthesis' of 'traditional philosophic disciplines and 
"humanist studies"'--6 -- schools, a university, libraries, 
academies, publishing houses, embracing the traditional 
classical learning and the new humanism. Branca believes 
that even though a poetic tradition was apparently lacking, it 
was in effect present in pictorial art, Ermolao Barbaro 
claiming for painting a dignity and function comparable to 
those of letters and poetry. --7 All this, moreover, was not 
the separate world of an intellectual elite, but an integral 
aspect of public and private life, -- learning, philosophy, 
literature and the practical affairs of government undivorced. 
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c) Earliest English knowledge of Venice. 
From the earliest accounts of visitors to Venice the 
first impression of the city is one of surprise and wonder, to 
see, as in the words of the German friar, Felix Fabri, 
inclytam civitatem, magnam, pretiosam et nobilem 
Venetiarum, maris magni dominam, in aquis mirabiliter 
subsi stentem, cum al tissimus turn bus et excelsis 
ecclesiis, et domibus ac palatiis eminentibus. Et erat 
nobis stupor videre tam gravissimas moles et altar 
structuras in aquis constitutas. 
(the famous, great, wealthy and noble city of Venice, 
the mistress of the Mediterranean, standing in wondrous 
fashion in the midst of the waters, with lofty towers, 
great churches, splendid houses and palaces. We were 
astonished to see such weighty and such tall structures 
with their foundations in the water. )=E3 
A natural reaction indeed, but one that prompts the question, 
what exactly did they expect? What did the traveller know, 
before he started on his journey, about the city of Venice? 
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The geographical knowledge of the time was almost solely 
based on classical works, and Ptolemy, Pliny anJ Pomponius 
Mela, whose writings were most popular, lived well bef. _, re the 
foundation of Venice. To Isidore of Seville, whose 
Etymologiae formed the basis of many later geographies, it 
would, in the seventh century, have still been a fishing 
village. The lack of originality in geographical writing 
ensured the virtual omission of Venice even as late as the end 
of the fifteenth century when Caxton printed The Nirrour o 
the Wor 1 d, a translation of the Image du Noride attributed to 
Gossuin of Metz, c. 1250-60, and Ranulf Higden's Polyr_hroniciori, 
whose account of Italy was taken from Isidore and Pliny. 
J. K. Hyde has assembled a list of descriptions of cities, 
c. 738-1340, and Venice does not appear among them. "' 
Among the earliest British references to Venice are two 
lines in Alexander Neckam's early thirteenth-century 
encyclopedia, De laudibus divinaa sapientiae, the adaptation 
in verse of his prose De r, aturis rerum. In distinctio V, 
11.344-428, among a list of Italian cities with historical 
associations, there is a reference to the veneration of the 
'corpus Marci', the body of S. Mark, (11.427-8): 310. 
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Little more is found in Ranulf Higden's Polychror, icorr, a 
history extremely popular in the fourteenth, fifteenth, and 
sixteenth centuries. Written probably towards the end of the 
first half of the fourteenth century, it contains a section on 
Italy, mostly taken from Isidore -- the chapter is entitled 
'De Italia / Isidorus libro quarto decimo'. 31 The classical 
Italian provinces are named, without, of course, Venetia, and 
though there is an insertion by Higden in the chapter he has 
not altered the text to include the city or province of 
Venice. There are, however, three references. Having 
recounted the life of St. Mark, Higden continues: 
Tandem circa annum DDmini quadringentesimum sexagesimum 
septimum de Alexandria ad Venetiam translates est... 
(ed. L_umby, IV, 376) 
(About A. D. 867, however, he was transported from 
Alexandria to Venice. ) 
When chronicling the activities of Richard I on crusade, he 
relates how, after sending his wife and her sister to Sicily, 
'ipseque lenti pelagi impatiens feroci aura ad partes 
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Histriae inter Aquileyam et Veneciam cum paucis depulsus 
est'. (ed. Lumby, VII, 122) 
('He himself, held back by the muddy seas, was driven by 
a violent wind with a few followers to the region of 
Istria, between Aquileia and Venice'). 
In the appendix of Lumby's edition there is a reference to 
serious flooding in Devon in January of the year 1385 which is 
compared to a 'similis inundatio... isto anno in erbe 
Venetiarum mense Iulii quae omnes pauperes debiles et 
impotentes, qui ad altiora loca abscondere minime valuerunt 
submersit' (ed. Lumby, IX, 78; 'A similar flood ... in July last 
year in the city of Venice in which all the weak and helpless 
poor who were unable to take refuge on higher ground were 
drowned'). 
The travel-book of Sir John Mandeville, which enjoyed 
enormous popularity in the second half of the fourteenth 
century also contains only passing references to Venice. The 
city is several times mentioned as a stage on the route to the 
Holy Land; the bringing of the bones of St. Mar[:: from 
Alexandria is noted; Venetian merchants are found in Arabia, 
on the island of Hormuz and in China, and for Venetians to 
reach China takes 11 or 12 months; the Chinese city of Cassay 
(Hang-chow) 'es als myk: i11 at say as e Cytee of Heuene... es 
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bigge on pe same manere Iat Venice es bigged; and per er 
Perin xiim brigges and ma'. ý32 
Apart from foreign pilgrim accounts, few if any of which 
can have been widely circulated in manuscript in England at 
this time, there appears to be only one source available to 
the early pilgrims to give any information about Venice, and 
this is found, in almost identical form, in the Liber de 
proprietatibus rerum Bartholomei Anglici, originally written 
C-1230-509 the Eulogium Historiarum sine Tempor. is whose author 
was probably Thomas, a monk of the Abbey of Malmesbury, in the 
latter part of the fourteenth century, and an anonymous 
Geographia Ur, iversalis, existing in a fourteenth-century 
manuscript in the British Library. The three passages are 
printed below, together with the English translation of 
Bartholomaeus Anglicus's version, by John de Trevisa, first 
made in 1397, and here taken from the 1535 edition. 
i) Liber de proprir-tatibus re-rum Bartholomei Arrglici 
(Argentine (Strasbourg), 1485): 
Venecia Uenetorcl ab antiquo dicebat puincia que a litore 
maris adriatici in cuiy sinu urbs venecia ncic est sita 
usgy ad padLt fluuium q' diuidit inter ciuitates Qt fines 
supiorO ligurCu & inferiorum. videlicet int' 
ýgamOses & 
mediolandses pmity extendebat. ut narrat longobardorO 
I 
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ac ligurc hystarie verissim? recitator. multas siquidb 
nobiles nunc obtinuit cttates. n* vt di Hi. li. xv. mAtua 
qa m*to vlmancuo tiresie filia. q post interitü 
thebanorO venit in ytalia. dita. sita est in venecia 
que gallia cisalpina est vocata. Venecie itaq ytalie 
est 
ýuincia 
que multaro terra & civitatü dominio 
habuit ab antiquo ' mars & in tra. cuiy potestas hodie 
p longissimos maxis tractus & usq' in greciam se 
extendit. germano33 fines usq ad aq'1egig tangit. 
dalmatQ & sclauorü piratarum pd r tyrannict rep mit 4< 
cdpescit. Insulas & portus 
ýmunctoria 
maris & sinus 
sub ei? dominio erdtes iustissime regit. subditos 
ptegit ab hostib&7 pot0tissime ac defendit. rempublicti 
& civil@ iustis legib17 subiicit. nu11Q sect& diuinis 
cdtrarift institutis infra suos termi'os manere dissimulat 
auf pnittit. Hui gentis referre singulas ýbitates 
estimo supfluQ cd de gentis venetorc uirtute & potentia 
circOspectbe & Ouidentia unitate & ciuiQ concordia. 
amore tot4 iusticie cd clementia omnibý ferenationiby 
iam sit notü. ut dicit idem regiý scriptor hystorie 
lombardori2. (Bk. XV, ch. clxix) 
Eulogium Historiarum live Temporis, Book IV, ch. cliv: 
Venetia ab antiquo dicitur provincia sub litore Maris 
Adriatici, ubi Venetia civitas nunc est sits, usque ad 
Padum fluvium, quae dividit civitates inter Pagainenses 
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et Mediolanenses. Multas habet civitates cujus 
potestas per longissimos marts tractus est hodie usque 
Aquileiam et Dalmatum. Sclavorum piratarum praedam 
tyrannicam compescit et reprimit. Insulas et portus, 
promunctoria et marts sinus sub ejus dominio existentes 
Justissime regit subditos ab hostibus potentissime 
protegit ac defendit, rempublicam et civilem justissime 
regit. Nullam sectam divinis contrariam institutis 
infra suos terminos manere dissimulat auf permittit. 
Huius provinciae et praecipue civitatis Venetiae 
probitates aestimo superfluum enarrare, cum jam omnibus 
mare navigantibus sit ratificatum. (edited by F. Scott 
Haydon, 3 vols. (London, 1858), 11,112). 
Geographia Universalis, ordine alphabetico compilata ex 
Isidori Hispalensis Originibus, altisque quorum auctoritas 
saepius allegatur. British Library, MS Arundel 123, f. 22a. 
Venitia venetoru ab antiq° dicebat4 pudcia que a littore 
maris Adriatici in cui) sinu urbs venetia ndc est sita. 
usq ad padum fluuic q' diuidit int' ciuitates a fines 
supioru ligoru et inferioru. Uid3 int' ptigamfses et 
mediolan@ses p1? mit ext@debatur; ut narrat Hi Lumbardoru 
ac ligur' historie Qissim1 recitator. mltas sigydem et 
nobiles tdc optinuit ciuitates. Nam ut dic Ysid 
li. xvi. Mantua qua a manto tiresie (ilia que post 
int'itc thebanoru Ueneta et sta in ytaliaq cOdita sita 
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est in Uenetia que galleacisalpina est vocata. Uenetia 
itaq ytalie est Ouf'cia que m`71taro terra et ciuitatu dC 
Wit ab anti quo in märi et in tra. cui`j potestas hodie 
p longissimos marts pytractus et usq in gciam se extendit 
Qmanoru fines usq in Agleam tangit dalmata et sclauoru 
pirataru predft tyrAnicft rapuit et r6puit et cbpescit. 
Insulas et port! et pm2ctoria marts et sinj sb eig drMo 
existentes. iustissime regit. sbditos ptegit ab 
hostib3 potdtissime ac defendit rem publica Ac ciuilem 
iustis legib3 sbicit nullam sectam diuinis >>riam 
institutis. iof" suns 
tmi'os manere dissimulat auf 
pmitit. Hui gentil referre singlas pbitates estimo 
supfluum tQ ct de gentis uenetoru Otute et pot@tia 
ccUspectOne et prud@tia unitate ciuiu et cOcordia amore 
totiy iustitie cd clem@tia @ib3 fere natOiby ig sit nottl 
ut dicy idd Hi. Sc'ptor hystorie Lumbardoru. 
Bartholomaeus de Glanvilla, De proprietatibus rerum, (London, 
1535). Liber XV. Of Venecia. ca. clxix: 
Venetia is sayde of olde men the prouynce of Venix, the 
whiche prouince stretcheth fro the clyse of the see 
Adriaticd vnto the ryuer Padus, whiche departeth bytwene 
the cytees and countrees of the nether and the over 
Liguris, that is to say betwene Pergamenses and 
Mediolanensis so it stretched somtyme, as the most trew 
wryter of storyes of Lombardes and of Ligures tellethe. 
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In the costes of the forsayde see afore and nyghe to 
this prouince the cite of Venice is now buylded, in this 
prouynce are many other noble cities. For as Hi. sayth 
li. xvi. Mantua was buildid of Mantis the daughter of 
Resia Esic7, whiche after the distruction of Thebes cam 
in to Itali, and standeth in Venetia and in the frenche 
tonge is called Alpina. Also Venecia is a prouync: e of 
Italia, that had lordeshyp of many londes and cities in 
the see & londe in aide tyme: and nowe at this daye the 
myghte thereof and lordshyp stretcheth ryght fer in the 
see, and even unto Grecia, ?< retcheth fro the countreyes 
of Germania unto And [for Aquileia] subdueth the thefte 
and tyrannye of skymmours and see theues of Dalmacia and 
of Sclauia, and represseth them. And gouerneth and 
ruleth mooste ryghtefully ylondes, havens, and costes of 
the see, that benne under the lordeshippe therof. And 
defendeth mightily thyr subiectes ayenst ennemyes, and 
holde the comon profyte and ciuell under ryghtful lawes. 
And suffereth within theyr boundes no secte a byde, that 
is contrary to goddes lawe. I trowe hit were 
superfluitie to regen all the goodnes and worthines of 
these men. For the vertue and myght auysemente, and 
redynes, and great accord and love of al ryghtwysenesse 
and myldenesse of men of Venetia aren nowe E:: nowen nye to 
all nacions as sayth the royall wryter [sic] of the 
story of Langobardes. 
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It is noticeable that, whereas the situation of Venice 
is given as on the shore of the Adriatic, no mention is made 
of its site within the lagoon. The use of the word 'antiquo' 
is strange in that it is usually used to denote classical 
times, when of course Venice did not exist, let alone rule 
over extensive territory. The contemporary political 
situation is accurate enough, however, emphasising the size of 
land and sea empire, and noting the anti-pirate campaigns 
which took up so much of the Venetian state's attention. 
The greatest emphasis, however, is on the justice of the 
Venetian government. Venice clearly had a reputation for 
fair and just government at least as early as the end of the 
fourteenth century. 
The lack of geographical writing about Venice in no way 
indicates an ignorance of its existence -- indeed, as in the 
passages above, it seems to have been thought that the fame of 
Venice was so widespread that it was not necessary to describe 
it. Its crucial position on the pilgrim route to the Holy 
Land ensures its appearance on many travel itineraries tracing 
the roads and distances between western and northern Europe 
and Jerusalem and Mount Sinai. Two in particular, dating 
from the fifteenth century, connect the routes to Britain: an 
itinerary from Nuremberg to London and Edinburgh and also 
through France, Spain and Italy, via Venice, to the Holy Land 
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and back through Constantinople to Scandinavia, and another 
following much the same route but beginning in Prague and 
including a route through Germany and Flanders to London and 
Edinburgh. "3`21 By the fifteenth century the majority of 
pilgrims travelling to the Holy Land were passing through 
Venice, and it is the pilgrims from Britain who were the first 
to record their impressions of the city and its people. 
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1) 'Venetiae praedicabiles... Hic vobis aquarilium avium 
mare domus est... ' Senator Flavius Magnus Aurelius 
Cassiodorus describes the Venetians in the first known 
reference to them, a letter from Ravenna in 523. See 
Cassiodori Opera Omrlia (Reims, 1679), pp. 198-9, and The 
Letters of Cassiodorus, ed. T. Hodgkin (London, 1886), 
p. 517, who translatesi 'Venetia the praiseworthy... Here 
after the manner of water-fowl have you fixed your 
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2) Lewis Einstein, The Italian Renaissance jr. England (New 
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3) Calendar of State Papers - Venetian, vol. I, ed. Rawdon 
Brown (London, 1864), p. 2. 
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1229, but it was from this date, operating under Papal 
protection, that they gained a firm foothold in English 
financial affairs. See Einstein, pp. 230-41. 
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7) G. B. Parks, The English Traveler to Italy, (Rome 1954), 
p. 104. 
8) Parks, p. 400. Chittock was not, however, the first 
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dells Paglia; see Cal. St. P. Ven., VI, part iii, 
pp. 1578-80 for the police reports of a murder on the 
premises. Even earlier, a certain Raymond seems to 
have been living in the city in 1224, but there is no 
indication as to his profession (Cal. St. P. Ven., I, 1). 
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at Sandwich in 1427 (Cal. St. P. Ven., I, 62). 
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10) See Gal. St. P. Ven., I, pp. cxxii-iv and cxxx-i for list 
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11) Parks, p. 389. The records of these men are in Andrea 
Gloria, 14oriumer, ti delta UniversitA di Padova 1318-1405 
(Padua, 1888), II, 100,143-4. 
12) H. F. Brown, Ir. glesi e Scozzesi all'Universitb di Padova 
dall'anno 1618 lino al 1765 (Venice, 1921). The early 
records are only of the giuristi or students of law; 
there are no lists of artisti until the end of the 
fifteenth century. 
Brown and to. Aloys. Andrich (De natione anglica et 
scota iuristarum universitatis Patavinae 1222-1738 
(Padua, 1692)) both state that the English nation had 
always been in existence in Padua. A. Lytton Sells, on 
the other hand claims that there had been at first only 
four nations -- French, German, Italian and Catalan -- 
the Angli and Narmanni being part of the French 
('Englishmen in Padua, Chaucer to Shelley', Durham 
University Journal, 40 (December 1947), p. 1, citing A. 
Favaro and R. Cessi, L'Universitä di Padova (Padua, 
1946), p. 19). 
13) R. J. Mitchell, 'English students at Padua 1460-75', in 
Transactions of the Royal Historical Society, 4th. 
series, 19 (1936), pp. 101-17. 
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14) H. Rashdall, The Universities of Europe in the Middle 
Ages, 3 vols., ed. F. M. Powicke and A. H. Emden (Oxford, 
1936), II, 20. 
15) 'The right to wear a robe of purple and gold, and, on 
resignation of office, the title of Doctor for life with 
a golden collar of the order of St. Mark'. (Rashdall, 
11,21). 
16) Statuta spectabilis et almae Univarsitatis luristarum 
Patavini Gymnasii (Padua, 1551), f. 51 b. 
17) Vittore Branca, 'Ermolao Barbaro and late quattrocento 
Venetian humanism', in Renaissance Venice, ed. J. R. Hale 
(London, 1973), p. 218. 
18) Oliver Logan, Culture and Society in Venice 1470-1790, 
(London, 1972), p. 72. 
19) Renaissance Venice, p. 218-9. 
20) Ogilvie was the author of two treatises, De virtutibus 
herbarum and De balneis. See Thomas Dempster: Thomae 
Dempsteri historia ecclesiastica geniis Scotorum, live, 
de scriptoribus Scotis, xiv, no. 975; ed. D. Irving, 2 
vols. (Edinburgh, 1829), II9 511-12. 
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21) George H. T. Kimble, Geography in the Middle Ages 
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23) Aldo Mar, uaio Editore: dediche, prefaaiorri, note ai 
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Garrod, 12 vols. (Oxford 1946-17), 1,438. 
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28) Fratris Felicis Fabri Evagatorium in Terrae Sanctae, 
Arabiae et Egypti Peregrinationem, ed. C. D. Hassler, 3 
vols., Bibliothek des Litterarischen Vereins 2-4 
(Stuttgart 1843,9), 1183; English translation from 
Felix Fabri, trans. Aubrey Stewart for the Palestine 
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a) Venice and the pilgrim trade 
The concept of pilgrimage seems to have existed 
from the early days of the Christian church. In the fourth 
century St. Jerome speaks of British pilgrims in Rome, and 
according to Bede, 'His temporibus multi Anglorum gentis, 
nobiles et ignobiles, viri et feminae, daces et privati, 
divini amoris in tinctu, de Britannia Romam venire 
consueverant'. 1 The Holy Land, though considerably further, 
had an equal (probably at this time no greater) attraction, 
and itineraries such as the Itinerarium Antonini Augusti of 
c. 300 AD and the Itirierarium a Burdigala Hierusalem usque 
of c. 330 AD trace routes between western Europe and 
Palestine. In 637 the Saracens under Omar occupied 
Jerusalem and encouraged pilgrims to visit the existing 
churches on payment of tribute, though they could build no 
new ones. These favourable conditions, and the "publicity" 
resulting from Bede's De Locis Sanctis which contained a 
description based on the French bishop Arculf's detailed 
account of the sites and monuments of the Holy Land, led to a 
great increase in popularity of the idea of pilgrimage.? 
Christian-Saracen relationships fluctuated through the 
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fol lowing centuries, culminating in two hundred years of 
crusades, which in themselves contributed to the increasing 
interest in travel to the Holy Land, and an additional factor 
was the growing desire for travel in general that was 
beginning to make itself felt at this time. Between the 
second and fifth crusades, i. e. 1162-1215, forty-three 
English 'palmers' are listed in the English records. 3 
It was at the turn of the 13th-14th centuries that 
Venice seems to have taken over the bulk of the pilgrim trade 
between Europe and the Holy Land. The fourth crusade, 
begun in 1198, resulting in the fall of Constantinople six 
years later, and relying totally on Venetian transport, had 
effectively created the Venetian empire; the sea-route to 
Jaffa now l: y through a string of Venetian dominions, and the 
republic's advantages in shipping, commerce and experience in 
dealing with the Muslim threat were quickly employed to seize 
the lucrative pilgrim market. The Senate took full control: 
either one or two galleys left for Jaffa twice a year, in 
March and September; after a journey of about five weeks, 
fifteen days or so were spent in the Holy Land, and the 
return was either directly to Venice or via Alexandria to 
take in a visit to St. Catherine's monastery at Sinai. 4 The 
fare varied around 40-50 ducats, which included the return 
fare to Jaffa, all travel within the Holy Land, and basic 
meals provided on the ship, although these were usually 
supplemented at the traveller's own expense. For this 
amount the pilgrim indeed purchased a "package". The 
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captain of the galley was responsible for him until his 
return to Venice, and the whole operation was controlled by a 
department of the Venetian government itself, the senate 
committee of the Cattaveri. 
With its usual long-sighted commercial sense, the 
republic knew that the greatest profit would come from a 
sound reputation for reliability, and consequently regulated 
each detail of the operation meticulously. Licences to 
carry pilgrims were auctioned to the owners of the galleys, 
usually members of the patrician families who owned, 
commanded and were responsible for manning their craft. The 
papal licence, or 'Placet', without which Christians were not 
supposed to spend money among Muslims, was obtainable in the 
city, and a centre for advice and assistance in arranging 
these matters was established at the Franciscan monastery of 
S. Francesco della Vigna, under the 'Padre Provisore di 
Gerusalemme. 'ts Innkeepers were obliged to report the names 
of their guests to the Cattaveri who examined premises, 
controlled prices, and dealt with pilgrims' complaints. 
Everything was arranged to protect the visitors' 
interests. The galley-captains had booking offices set up 
outside St. Mark's church, marked by 'duo vexilla pretiosa in 
hastis altis elevata, alba, cruce rubea insignita, et erant 
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vexilla peregrinorum terrae sanctae'. 6 The contracts were 
registered officially to safeguard the travellers. Brother 
Felix Fabri of Ulm has left a full transcript of his own 
twenty-article contract with 'Master Peter Lando', in whose 
galley he travelled to the Holy Land in 1484, covering ports 
of call, provisions, protection, the payment of charges for 
safe-conducts, etc., accomodation on board ship, and 
arrangements to be made in the event of illness or death 
during the journey. "' All necessities for the voyage could 
be purchased in the shops around St. Mark's square -- not 
only the 'stramazzi e panni necessari al pellegrinaggio per 
mare e per lo diserto' with which the Florentine Lionardo 
Frescobaldi provided himself in 1384,113 but all the varied 
supplies and provisions enumerated in William Wey's 
Itineraries and the Informacdn for Pylgrymes unto the holy 
lande three-quarters of a century later. " This was a great 
advantage to those whose journeys to Venice had been long and 
difficult enough without carrying large amounts of baggage, 
and many of the shops would buy back at half-price any goods 
remaining when the galley returned. Pilgrim guides, or 
'tholomari', were on duty twenty-four hours a day in St. 
Mark's square to help the visitors make their arrangements. 
Obliged to take an oath to abide by stringent rules of 
behaviour, these men were highly paid to ensure their 
honesty, and even, as Rosamond Mitchell notes, sometimes 
officially forbidden to take tips. io 
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The Venetians seemed unable to do too much for the 
pilgrims. There were facilities for the making and 
registration of wills; a pilgrimage was, after all, a 
dangerous undertaking, with its risk of shipwreck or capture 
by pirates on the journey, and disease or possible Muslim 
attack during the stay in the Holy Land, and Mitchell 
believes that it was due to the care taken by the Venetian 
galley-captains and guides that tragic voyages such as that 
of Archbishop Blackader in 1508, sur laqual, di 36 
pelegrini, n'e morti 27' were rare. " The captain of the 
galley could, by arrangement with the Cattaveri, also be 
engaged as guide within the Holy Land, and this made the 
visit very much easier, as the party travelling with John 
Tiptoft in 1458 discovered. 12 Should the worst happen, and 
a pilgrim get into trouble with the Muslim authorities, as 
happened to Sir John Pyllet in the early years of the 
sixteenth century, Venetians might advance him the money 
needed to secure his freedom. ' 
The pilgrims were always accorded public honour in 
Venice. The Doge would receive and entertain those of rank 
and influence, and the Signoria might provide their lodging 
as they often did for important foreign visitors. Giovanni 
Matteo Butigella, who travelled on the same 1458 pilgrimage 
as William Wey, Gabriele Capodilista, Roberto da Sanseverino, 
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Anton Pelchinger and the anonymous Dutch pilgrim, speaks of 
sailing around the city 'fin a Sancto Zorzo Majore dove per 
la ICllustrissima? 7 Sria. di Vinegia el dicto Sigr. 
ICllustrissimo? ] Alexandra era proveduto de Alogiamento'. " 
Dinners were provided at the public expense and sent to 
'strangers of importance'; 1° donations of money were often 
made to the poorer pilgrims. They were all given an important 
role in the religious festivals. Sir Richard Guyl f orde was 
present at the Corpus Christi feast of 1506, where 
was great honoure done to the Pylgrymmes, for we all 
moste and Teste wente all there nexte the Duke in the 
sayd processyon, byfore all the Tordes and other estate, 
with lyghte also in oure handes of weg; e, of the 
fresshest formynge, yeuen unto us by the mynysters of 
the sayde processyon. 18 
When Richard Torl:: ington was there eleven years later, the 
pilgrims were seated on the left side of the choir of St. 
Marks, while the Doge and the Senate sat on the right to 
receive the four-hour procession. Then, as the Doge left 
the church, 
He commaundyd hys lordys thay they shuld in the 
procession euery oon of them take a Pylgrymme on his 
Right-hande hys servaunts geuyng to us grett Candyls of 
wax, whych Candelys every Pylgrim bar a-way the 
procession Doan at hys owen plesur. 17 
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Torkington also describes how the pilgrims were invited to 
the Doge's palace after the Ascension Day sea-marriage 
ceremony to observe the state banquet, 'see them servyd', and 
watch the entertainments: 
And whanne Dyner was Don, the Duke sent to the Pylgryms 
gret basons full of Marchepanys, And also commfytes and 
maluysey, And other Swete Wynys as myche as ony man wold 
ete and Drynke. (ed. Loftie, p. 13) 
Particularly important visitors would even be invited to 
observe the ceremony itself from the Doge's state barge, the 
Bucintoro: Sanuto describes how, in 1508, 
el principe ando con li oratori et la signoria et altri 
invitati al pranso, de more, nel bucintoro fuore di lo 
castelli a spose e benedir il mar. Fonno oratori, 
Franza, Spagna, Milan et Ferrara, et uno Episcopo de 
Scocia, va in peregrinazo in Jerusalem. 
('The prince (Doge] went with the Orators [foreign 
special envoys] and the Signoria and other guests 
invited to the banquet, to sea, in the Bucentoro beyond 
the castles [the fortifications flanking the Lido 
entrance to the lagoon], to marry and bless the sea. 
There were the Orators, France, Spain, Milan and 
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Ferrara, and a Scottish Bishop [Archbishop Black: ader] on 
a pilgrimage to Jerusalem'. )10 
Torkington records the care with which the galley-captains 
wooed their prospective clients; two 'patrones' entertained 
him on board their galleys with 'Diverse Sotylties as 
Comfytes and Marche Panys, and Swete Wynes', and 'a mervelous 
good Dyner' (ed. Loftie, p. 7-8). 
The advantages of such good treatment are clear. 
Diplomatically, good relations could be established with 
influential foreigners; several of the English nobility 
passed through Venice on their way to the Holy Land, notably 
Henry Bolingbroke, Thomas Mowbray and Richard Beauchamp, Earl 
of Warwick, in 1392-3,1398 and 1408 respectively. Mowbray 
was at the time exiled from England, but his reception was 
cordial, the Senate lending him a pilgrim-galley, and 
Venetian merchants considerable sums of money; Venice took a 
sensibly long-term view of shifting political situations. 
Henry Bolingbroke was twice voted sums of money from the 
state treasury as he passed through Venice on his way to and 
from the Holy Land. 1 Financially the pilgrim trade was 
good business; Mitchell calculates that, of the 50 ducats 
standard fare, over a third made its way directly into the 
Senate treasury in tolls, customs charges, etc. 2° 
Commercially, large numbers of people passing through the 
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city, usually staying for some time while arrangements were 
made for their voyage, and buying up large quantities of 
goods, were a substantial boost to the economy. 
The prestige gained by Venice's efficient handling of 
all aspects of the pilgrim trade could only serve to heighten 
its influence internationally, not least with the Saracen 
rulers of the Holy Land. Pilgrimage was a profitable 
business all round, and in view also of Venice's trading 
operations in the Levant, the Republic was clearly concerned 
with maintaining something of a "special relationship" with 
the Saracen and Turkish Muslims. In spite of religious and 
commercial rivalry, it was not until the mid-fifteenth 
century that war appeared to be inevitable. In 1470 the 
Venetian colony of Negroponte fell to the Turks. A 
succession of uneasy pacts and peace treaties were made and 
broken, during which, in 1482, a Muslim military mission 
arrived in Venice, was received with honour, and given a 
place in the Corpus Christi procession -- much to the horror 
of Brother Paul Walther, a Franciscan from Heidelberg. 21 
One such treaty is referred to by Felix Fabri who, when 
informed the pilgrim galley could not sail in 1480 because 
the Turks were besieging Rhodes, applied for a safe-conduct 
to the Venetian senate, and was told that 'quod gala esset 
quidem libera, et per turcos posset transire sine ejus 
captione, propter confoederationem turcorum cum venetis; sed 
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de libertate peregrinorum in galea nollent nos 
certificare'. 212 The disastrous defeat of the Venetian fleet 
at Zonchio in 1499 led to the loss of Modon, Lepanto and 
Coron, and consequently the bulk of the Venetian eastern 
Mediterranean dominions. As soon as the following year, 
however, trading voyages were again under way, and in 1502 
Venice was making representations to the Soldan of Egypt to 
"discourage" the Portuguese trading expeditions -- in effect, 
asking Muslims to attack Christians. 2-5 In their period of 
greatest national danger, at the time of the battle of 
Agnadello in 1509, when the borders of their sea and land 
empires had shrunk to the limits of the lagoon itself, the 
Senate even considered inviting the Turks into Italy as a 
diversionary threat to the powers combined against Venice in 
the League of Cambrai. It was this capacity for pragmatic 
adaptation to circumstances which, having built and 
maintained the most stable government in Europe, was to be a 
source of fascination to the English mind through the 
sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries. 
Venice effectively ran the pilgrim trade between 
northern Europe and the Holy Land throughout the fourteenth, 
fifteenth, and much of the sixteenth centuries, and the 
pilgrim galleys seem to have sailed more or less continually 
until the 1580s. One definitely sailed in 1581, as it is 
recorded as having been wrecked, but within a year or two the 
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regular galleys had ceased, halted by worsening relations 
with the Turks, increasing piracy in the Adriatic and eastern 
Mediterranean, and the falling-off in numbers of those 
wishing to make the pilgrimage-24 Groups of travellers 
continued to gather in Venice to make their own way east, 
though by this time they were well outnumbered by the 
visitors for whom Venice itself was the object of their 
journey as they toured the cultural centres of Italy and 
northern Europe. 
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b) The first British pilgrims' accounts of Venice: 
14th. and early 15th. centuries. 
The earliest extant account of Venice by a pilgrim from 
Britain dates from only four years after the first record of 
an English pilgrim passing through Venetian territory -- a 
certain Sir John Dives, who died at Modon on his way to 
Rhodes in 1319, on the regular route from Venice to the Holy 
Land. '-ý5 Symon Semeonis, an Trish Franciscan, set out from 
Clonmel with his companion, fellow-Franciscan Hugo 
illuminator, or Le Lumineur, on March 16th, 1323. They 
landed at Holyhead, travelled through Wales and England, 
south through France to Nice, sailed to Genoa and crossed 
northern Italy by way of Bobbin, Piacenza, Parma, Mantua, 
Verona, Vicenza and Padua. They arrived in Venice on June 
28th, and Symon's account of the city forms chapter 14 of 
104 chapters; chapters 4 and 7, describing London and Paris, 
are of comparable length. 2' 
Some twenty years later in 1344-5 an English pilgrim, 
whose name we do not know, took the route across Italy to 
Venice, again via Bobbio and Piacenza, then to Cremona, 
F, 4 
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Mantua, and to Ferrara and Venice by boat along the canal and 
river route of the Po and Brenta rivers. He left a 
description of Venice only slightly shorter than his account 
of Rome, not as part of the chronological account of his 
journey, but in a preceding chapter entitled 'Descriptio 
Marls Mediterranei'. ý7 
Certain factors are immediately common to both accounts. 
The situation of the city in the sea is naturally the first 
striking aspect, though the writers differ as to its exact 
distance from the mainland, Symon putting it at two miles, 
the later writer at five. 21 Both remark on the 'corpora 
sanctorum' which the city possesses and give a brief list of 
these holy relics, to which Mark, Zacharius and Lucy are 
common. Symon adds one or two more, but not Helena, mother 
of Constantine, the fourth mentioned by the anonymous pilgrim 
and one of the most popular with later pilgrims. Thereafter 
the accounts diverge; Symon plunges straight into sight- 
seeing -- the 'ecclesia sumptuosissima' of St. Mark, the 
public square 'nullibi sibi reperitur similis'('has no equal 
anywhere'; Esposito, pp. 34,35), the 'famosum' Doge's palace 
with its live lions, the two marble columns, and the bronze 
horses of which, strangely, he remembers only two. The 
anonymous pilgrim's interest is rather in the life and 
government of the city. He notes the manner of the Dukes -- 
'ut doctores sacre pagine' ('like teachers of holy 
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scripture'), lists the Venetian dominions in the Aegean and 
on terra ferma, and makes a brief mention of the form of 
government, in that 'Cancellariam tenent VI veneti sicut Rex 
Frarrcie in terra sua'('six Venetians compose the Council, 
like that of the King of France in his country'), mentioning 
later the election of the Duke. Only finally does he remark 
on the beauty of St. Mark's church. 
Two points in particular arise from these earliest 
British accounts of the city of Venice. The first is the 
degree of extravagance in its praise. This is not perhaps 
surprising in the case of Symon, who is full of excited 
admiration for all he sees. At the beginning of his account 
he describes himself and his companion as 'seraphicis 
inflammati ardoribus' ('inflamed with seraphic ardour'; ed. 
Esposito, pp. 24,25); London is 'inclitissima et 
opulentissima inter omnes civitates que Solis ambitu 
continentur' ('the most famous and wealthy city under the 
sun'; pp. 26,27), and in Paris he finds the 'summe theologica 
et philosophica, quoniam ipsarum nutria est, et aliarum 
artium liberalium mater, et magistra justitie, utique libera 
morum norma, et breviter omnium virtutum moralium atque 
theologicarum speculum et lucerna' ('the home and nurse of 
theological and philosophical science, the mother of the 
other liberal arts, the mistress of justice, the standard of 
morals, and in fine the mirror and lamp of all moral and 
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theological virtues'; pp. 30,31). Even Genoa is 'inter 
omnes mundi civitates famosissima, potentissima, 
victoriosissima'('the most famous of all cities in the world, 
the most powerful and victorious'; pp. 32,33). The second 
pilgrim, however, is not so prone to over-enthusiasm. A 
factual, even analytical observer, impressed by moderate 
behaviour and interested in the relative values of Italian 
currency, he nevertheless ends his description of the city by 
asking, 'Illius civitatis honoris altitudinem et valoris 
profunditatem quas dimensus est? ' (ed. Golubovich, p. 436; 
'Who has measured the height of that city's honour and the 
depth of its worth? '), and saying of St. Mark's church: 
et credo quod in toto mundo non sit talis ecclesia, tam 
sumptuose constructa. Nam parietes ecclesie et 
pavimentum visui homini ostendunt se factum de lapidibus 
preci osi s. 
('and I believe there is no other church in the world so 
sumptuously constructed. For the walls and floor of 
the church appear to a man's sight as though made of 
precious stones. ') 
Secondly, in the account of the anonymous pilgrim, we 
see from the earliest acquaintance with the city, the 
"double" attitude of admiration and moral suspicion with 
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which English visitors were continually to regard Venice. 
Here is none of the later condemnation of luxurious living, 
just an awareness of the moral dangers which must accompany 
the many material advantages to be enjoyed in the city: 
Ibi est, ut loquar mundane, quad dicit beatus Gregorius: 
ibi est quad omni etati congruat et quad omni 
professioni conveniat. De illo loco possunt dir_ere 
mercatores: ibi audivimus precepta que faciamus, 
ibi cognoscimus premia que_ speremus. De istis 
verificatur quad scribitur in Baruch: Qui argentum 
tesaurizant et aurum in quo confidunt homines et non est 
finis adquisicionis eorum. Qui argentum fabricant et 
solliciti sunt, nec est inventier operum illorum. Verba 
que sequuntur sunt horrenda. (ed. Galubovich, p. 436) 
('To talk of worldly things, as Saint Gregory says, 
eveything is there to suit all ages and all professions. 
Merchants can say of that place, we have heard there the 
precepts we must follow, we see there the profits we 
hope for. By them is confirmed what is written in 
Baruch: Those who store up treasure of silver and gold 
in which men put their trust, and there is no end to 
their acquisitions. Those who work with precious 
metals are unsatisfied, nor is there purpose in their 
works... The words which follow are horrifying. ' [i. e. 
' Ex termi nati sent et ad infernos descenderunt. ' Baruch 
III, 191) 
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The first fifteenth-century English pilgrim known to 
have passed through Venice was Margery Kempe of Lynn in 
Norfolk, who was there in 1414 and wrote an extremely lively 
account of her adventures some twenty-three years later. 
Her interest, however, was primarily in her own activities 
and opinions of her fellow-travellers; unfortunately she 
tells us little about Venice beyond a mention of her 
entertainment in a convent: 
Then went they forth to Venice & dwelt there thirteen 
weeks; And this creature was houselled every Sunday in 
a great house of nuns, and had great cheer among them, 
where our Lord Jesus Christ visited this creature with 
great devotion and plenteous tears, so that the good 
ladies of the place were much maruelled thereof. " 
From the early part of this century we can add two more 
pilgrim accounts of Venice; both are brief, both poems, one 
printed in Samuel Purchas's Purchas His Pilgriines in 1625 but 
originally dating from c. 1425, the other included in the 
manuscript of William Wey's Itineraries, Bodleian MS 2351. x° 
As befits a pilgrim, the Wey manuscript poet devotes more 
than half of his 35 lines on Venice to saintly relics and 
what is to be gained in remission of sins by visiting them, 
but he is nevertheless impressed by the city itself. It is 
again 'a cyte of grete Renowne': 
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... of alle 
pe Cetys at I haue seyne, 
That maye Ueynes F:: ynge been, 
That stondith in pe Grikys see alone: 
It is the city's strength and power that strike him most: 
Hit is so stronge alle abowte, 
Of enemyes dare hit not drede; 
He ends by marvelling that the islands through which he is 
sailing on his way to the Holy Land 
... al longyth unto Venes towne, 
Whiche is a Cyte of grete renowne. 
The Purchas poet travelled at approximately the same 
time, and all we know of him beyond what he reveals in his 
poem is the fact, deduced by A. F. Dunlap from 'a cursory 
examination of the rimes', that he was probably a 
Northerner. ' In twenty lines about Venice he too is struck 
by its situation 'alle in the See', and the extent of its 
power over the surrounding islands, 
... Lordez thei ben of diversen placez, 
To teile her Lordschip I have no space: 
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Its wealth also impresses him: 
Nit is a riche Toun of spicery: 
And of alle other marchandise also, 
And right well vitelet ther to. 
Uncharacteristically for a pilgrim, however, he does not seem 
concerned with religious matters, making no reference at all 
to saintly relics; his interest, to the extent of five of 
his twenty lines, is in the food available in Venice -- in 
particular, the many varieties of fresh-water fish: 
Pike, Eile, Tenche, Carpe, I wist 
And of other vitelez mony oon, 
And namely of freche Storgon. 
If in these earliest days of British visits to Venice 
the admiring enthusiasm that the city has fired throughout 
the centuries is already evident, so too is a hint of the 
attitude that was to be so prevalent through the sixteenth 
and seventeenth centuries, and reached its peak in the last 
years of the republic -- that of suspicion and disapproval of 
the decadence, triviality and love of luxury that the British 
saw among the Italians, and of which we have already seen an 
awareness in the account of the anonymous pilgrim of 1344-5. 
Later hardened by the popular concept of the tinselled 
emptiness of Catholic ritual in contrast to the plain solid 
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worth of Protestantism, it is already traceable well before 
the Reformation. Venice, as the centre for export of luxury 
goods brought in from the east, was an early target for 
criticism. The Libel of English Policie, or Libellus dc 
politia conservativa marls, written about 1437, gives a view 
of early fifteenth-century British trade according to which 
the 'great Galees of Venice and Florence' bring luxuries to 
England and take away in exchange basic goods of necessity 
and intrinsic worth. ý10 By this commerce England's chief 
imports are 
... things of complacence, 
All spicery and of grossers ware: 
With sweets wines all maner of chaffare, 
Apes, and Japes, and marmusets tayled, 
Nifles and trifles that little have avayled: 
And things with which they fetely blere our eye: 
With things not induring that we bye. 
For much of this chaff are that is wastable 
Might be forborne for dere and deceivable. 
(Hakluyt, II, 124) 
These galleys, the author says, 
... for this licking ware, 
And eating ware, bare hence our best chaffare: 
Cloth, wall and tinne, which as I sayd before, 
Out of this land worst might be forbore... 
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The writer feels that even the import of medicinal herbs is 
unnecessary: he knows of substances just as effective that 
grow in this country, and believes 
... that a man may voyde infirmitie 
Without degrees fet fro beyond the sea. 
There is sharp comment too on the commercial 
practices of the Venetians. Their system of payment by 
exchange to English merchants for the goods they have already 
brought out of England causes considerable financial loss 
when viewed in the long term; in fact, the consideration of 
the problem occasions a dozen lines of probably the closest 
monetary reasoning to occur in English verse. 'Another 
example of deceite' follows, in which the writer adversely 
compares to usury the Venetians' business dealings with 
English goods bought in Calais and sold in Bruges. He urges 
closer controls of Venetian trading to ensure that they buy 
and sell within a specified time, avoiding costly delays in 
payment; 
If the king would it: 
Ah what worship wold fall to English wit? 
What profits also to oure marchandie 
Which wold of nede be cherished hertilie? 
(Hakluyt, 11,127) 
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c) William Wey 
In 1458 William Wey, aged 51, from the West 
country, fellow of Eton College, travelled on the spring 
pilgrimage from Venice to the Holy Land. Four years later 
he went again, and has left, in his Latin account of his 
journeys, the fullest description we have of Venice from an 
Englishman before the sixteenth century. His itinerary 
contains a wealth of information for the traveller. There 
are details of currency exchange between England and Rome and 
Venice; distances from stage to stage of the journey; 
advice in English concerning the sea-voyage from Venice and 
the preparations to be made for it; a Greek phrase book; a 
comprehensive list of all the places to be visited in the 
Holy Land, with the indulgences allowed for each, ten reasons 
why one should go there, quoting scriptural and 
ecclesiastical authorities, and the poem already discussed. 
The itineraries themselves are in Latin. The first has 
only a mention of Venice as the starting point of his journey 
proper; it is the second that contains a description of the 
A4 
city. Wey arrived on April 22nd., the eve of St. Mark:, and 
he begins with a list of the treasures on display in St. 
Mark's church. The impression is of sheer quantity of gold 
and precious stones. There are: 
duodecim pectoralia plena eciam lapidibus preciosis, 
calicem eciam altissimum et ditissimum, duo turibula 
magna et preciosa de auro vel deaurata, et iiii. 
candelabra deaurata; et summum altare erat de argento 
deat_trato... (ed. Williams, p. 84) 
(twelve gold crowns, full of precious stones and twelve 
pectoral crosses, also full of precious stones, a 
chalice, very tall and sumptuously made, two large and 
valuable censers, of gold or gilded [Wey was not so 
overwhelmed as to lose his regard for accuracy] and four 
gilded candelabra; and the top of the altar was of 
silver-gilt... ) 
The procession on the feast-day itself included: 
ix. tubas argenteas magne longitudinis... viijt° vexilla 
cum octo crucibus in rotundo deauratis: portabantur 
eciam ante eum octo cereferarii magne longitudinis cum 
octo torticiis albis. Et eciam onus portabat ante eum 
in una parte pulvinar magnum de veste aurea, et alius 
cathedram deauratam, et post eum portabat unus canapeum 
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de veste aurea, et alius gladium cum vagina deaurata 
plena lapidibus pretiosis, et post ipsum candelam longam 
de alba cera extinctam. Et cum venerabili duce ibant 
patriarcha Venecie et premissarius Sancti Marci in 
pontificalibus, patriarcha cum cruce, et premissarius 
cum crucifero magni valoris... (p. 84) 
(nine silver trumpets of great length... eight standards 
with eight encircled crosses in gilt: and eight tapers 
of great length were carried before C the Doge 7 with 
eight white twisted candles. And a man carried before 
him on one side a great cushion of cloth of gold and on 
the other a gilt chair, and behind him a canopy of 
cloth-of-gold was carried and a sword with a gilt sheath 
covered with precious stones, and then a long unlit 
candle of white wax. And with the venerable Doge went 
the Patriarch of Venice and the Primus of St. Mark:: in 
their ceremonial robes, the Patriarch with a cross and 
the Primus with a very valuable crucifix... ) 
The number of people in the procession was enormous: twenty 
canons; priests and clergy; lords of the city and 
'multitudo populi'; 'great numbers of brotherhoods of 
different saints, in white robes like monks' habits'; and 
fifty of the 'brotherhood of St. Mark'. 
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Wey had certainly arrived in Venice at the right 
time. On the third of May the Doge, Pasquale Malipiero, 
died, and Wey was present at the funeral ceremonies and 
during the election of Cristoforo Moro as his successor, both 
of which he describes in his account. The funeral 
procession was led by the charitable 'scuole' or 
brotherhoods, dressed as they had been on St. Marks day, and 
they were followed by the citizens, the priests, clerks and 
religious orders, and lastly the canons of St. Mark. After 
two men carrying the arms of the deceased Doge was brought 
the body itself, face uncovered, dressed in gold burial 
clothes, even down to shoes and hose, and accompanied by a 
sword in a gilt sheath. The Doge was interred, 'cum omnis 
istis apparatibus', high in the wall of the church of the 
Frari (p. 85). 
Wey is the first Englishman to look closely at the 
complicated governmental set-up in Venice. The six 
councillors of the Doge have already been noted by the 
anonymous pilgrim of 1344-5. Wey distinguishes the Grand 
Council, the Councils of Forty and Ten, and the three chief 
justices. He is substantially correct as to the titles of 
the officials but largely ignorant of their function; there 
is certainly no attempt to define the exact nature or power 
of the various governmental bodies -- the Council of Forty, 
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or 'precati', 'possunt facere quoll volunt' (P. C35) . The 
Venetian constitution has the same interest as the Arsenal or 
the Doge's funeral procession -- new and different phenomena 
to be described. As the Venetians' treasure and ceremonial 
traditions are unusual and individual, and therefore 
fascinating, so is their power hierarchy. Wey asks, "What 
is it like? ", and, to a certain extent, "How does it work? ", 
but it will be some time before the question, "Why? " arises 
in the minds of Englishmen in Venice. 
Wey does his best to give an account of the 
complicated procedure involved in the election of a new Doge, 
the aim being to choose 'sapienciorem, in condicionibus 
meliorem, in fide Catholica fideliorem, et in mundanis 
actibus pro illa civitate et Buis dominiis habiliorem' (cd. 
Williams, p. 85; 'a wise man, in good circumstances, strong in 
the Catholic faith, and clever in worldly matters for the 
good of the state and its governors'). All the nobles of 
Venice are called to choose a hundred delegates, who then 
elect forty, who, having taken the sacrament and been sworn 
to secrecy about the whole procedure, make the final choice. 
The new Doge is conducted home prior to the ceremonies of 
acceptance and investiture, and on the following Sunday there 
is a further procession to St. Mark's, complete with relics, 
candles, crosses and canopies, and children dressed as 
angels. From St. Mark's he goes to his palace and stands 
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before the people while the nobility pay him homage. Then 
he proceeds to a banquet in the palace 'ubi remanebit per 
totam vitam seam' (p. 86; 'where he will remain for the rest 
of his life'), and later receives visiting ambassadors. 
It is not difficult to see how this frequent public 
display of wealth and opulence could so impress a visitor. 
Even in an age when religious feasts were commonly 
accompanied by the carrying in procession of richly-hoi. ised 
relics, Venice's abundance of paraded wealth strikes visitor- 
-after visitor as remarkable. 
Next is recounted the story of the origin of the 
annual symbolic sea-marriage, commemorating Pope Alexander 
III's recognition of Venetian assistance in obtaining his 
victory over the Emperor Frederick Barbarossa in 1174. Wey 
recognises that the special honours conferred on Venice by 
the Pope had given the city a unique position in Christendom; 
he sees its influence in contemporary political affairs in 
the fact that Cristoforo Moro's first act after his election 
as Doge was to send his envoys to make peace between Pope 
Pius and the Duke of Austria. Then follows a brief history 
of the founding of the city 'edificata per piscatores' (ed. 
Williams, P. 88). It was first called 'Realti', then, 
'provincia Venecie'; its first bishop was St. Magnus, who 
saw in a vision that he was to build seven churches. Wey 
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lists these churches both here in his description of the city 
and again in a later note incorporated in the Itineraries 
(ed. Williams, p. 117) -- St. James in Realto, St. John, St. 
Salvator, St. Maria Formosa, St. Silvester, St. Jerome and 
the Cathedral church of St. Peter. 
There follows what must be the most complete 
catalogue of holy relics in Venice to be compiled for English 
pilgrims. Pilgrimage was after all the main purpose of the 
visit, and greatly interested in the activities and 
government of the Venetian people though he was, Wey does not 
allow the sights of the city to make him forget his chief 
aim. The only other aspect of the city that attracts his 
attention is the Arsenal, where he sees eighty galleys either 
completed or under construction, and a great stock. of armoury 
'ad defensionem fidei nostre [sic]' (p. 85). 
His advice to the traveller, both in Latin and in 
the earlier English passage (largely a translation of the 
Latin), is very practical. First make your contract with a 
patron, or galley-captain, for the return journey, have it 
registered with the city authorities, and make certain you 
get a good place on the galley; ensure adequate supplies of 
food and water, and that your patron does not take you via 
Famagusta in Cyprus, where the air is not healthy for 
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Englishmen (a better route is suggested, with distances 
between stages). Make sure that he gives you a hot meal 
twice a day, with good wine and fresh water, and that he 
takes good care of your possessions on the galley while you 
are ashore. There are helpful suggestions as to what to 
take -- how much wine, what food, medicines, clothes and 
linen, and where to buy a bed that can be resold on return -- 
and warns against eating the fruit, which can lead to an 
upset stomach. After further tips for the stay in the Holy 
Land itself, Wey notes his departure from the city on May 
26th., and final sailing at midnight on June 1st. 
Here then is the first lengthy and detailed 
description of Venice written by an Englishman, and the first 
view of the greatest immediate impression the city was always 
to make on English visitors -- the visible display of wealth 
and power in the magnificence of treasure and symbolic 
ritual. Here also is an increasing awareness of 
singularity, of an "extra-ordinary" city. Venice's 
remarkable situation, wealth and extensive political power 
are immediately evident to a visitor to the city, but Wey 
sees a uniqueness too in the unusual and complex electoral 
system that forms the basis of government, and in historical 
events that have given the city a special relationship with 
the church. Though clearly a very practical man, concerned 
with accurate reporting and conveying useful information, Wey 
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is aware of the city's ability to use ritual ceremonial to 
endow events in the city's history with a symbolic 
significance. 
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d) Information for pilgrims; English documents and early 
printed foreign accounts. 
By the last years of the fifteenth century considerably 
more information was available to the English pilgrim 
travelling to the Holy Land via Venice. Some time between 
1470 and 1496 a collection of advice for pilgrims following 
this route was written, and later printed by Wynkyn de Worde 
as Informac6n, or Irrformacyorr, for pylgrymes unto the holy 
bride in three known editions, c. 1498,1515, and 1524.3a 
Containing itineraries, currency information, duties payable 
at the holy sites, and some handy phrases and vocabulary in 
'Greke and the language of Moreske and Tur ky ' as well as the 
pilgrimage account with a list of holy places and the 
indulgences gained by visiting them, the Ir, formacOn is in 
many parts derived either from Wey's account or from a common 
source. There is no description of Venice, which is 
mentioned in the account simply as the port of embarkation. 
The advice section, detailing the arrangements that should be 
made in the city for the sea-voyage, mostly duplicates Wey, 
the writer adding only, after discussing the purchase of 
provisions, 'and marke his hous and his name that ye bought 
7:, 
it of ayenst ye come to Venyse' (in order to return it at the 
end of the journey and claim a half-price refund; Duff, 
21st. page). 
A second travel handbook dating from this time 
exists in the form of a ten-page manuscript giving further 
practical advice regarding travel to the Holy Land by land 
and sea. 5° Here the traveller is warned about prices in 
Venice: 
Atte Pado, Trevise and Verone is good abidyng, yef a man 
woll soiourne or abyde til his passage tout from Venice 
by ship] were redy, as atte the Freres or sum other 
hired hous, yef hit myght be g(ot) -- for atte the 
ostries hit wold be ouere-hevye and costlewe, were hit 
at Venyse or els-whe(re). (ed. Horstmann, p. 278) 
However, 
The abidyng atte Venyse in wynter is goodly, havyng 
licence of the Lord-shipe to be log(ed) oute of the 
ostries, as atte Seint George or atte sum other 
Religeous hous. 
And ther men may geder suche stuffe to-geder as 
nedeth for the passage... (Horstmann, pp. 278-9) 
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The general impression seems to have been that Venice was 
expensive. Pero Tafur, however, who passed through the city 
five times, wrote of a stay in 1438: '1 passed my time at 
Venice very pleasantly and restfully, at small expense, and 
each day I went about seeing many remarkable and delightful 
things' (Pero Tafur, Travels and Adventures 1435-1439, 
ed. Malcolm Letts (London, 1926), p. 47). 
The business of this writer is to be practical about the 
journey; we have only one further reference to the city, 
other than as a destination: 
Be warre atte Venyse and atte alle suche other places as 
ye fyndene eny preciouse stones, Jewelles or Reliktes 
ynne; for meny that ben right slye, will be right besy 
to disseyve you and youres... (ed. Horstmann, p. 279). 
A further manuscript exists dating from approximately 
this time, i. e. the late fifteenth century, containing 
information about the most important arrangements to be made 
in Venice to ensure a successful pilgrimage. MS Oxford Cod. 
Regin. 357 s xiv, ff. 9-10 (not 375, as in Röhricht, 
Biblintheca Ge-ographia Palaestirrae ) summarises much of the 
advice available to the pilgrim at this time: 
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Itt is bihouable to eueri cristian to that viage pposing 
first to haue his license of oure hooli fader the pope 
as it is constitute bi oure moder hooli church and to be 
att Venyse bi Ascension witsondaie or corpus xsti daie. 
In which tyme there be bifore the front of Seynt marke 
cherch sett certeyn baners wt redde crossis to shewe 
cristian people what patrones with theire galeis ar 
pposed to Cerasure). And bi that knowlich hadde of the 
patrone a c'teien price of 30.40. or 50 dokette 
venysians or thereabowt hee must aggree wt hym taking a 
writyng and promes of the pat°nes hand that hee shalle 
fyend hym bred and lengthe for his bodi in his gala for 
that viage and that don the pilgreme to bie his beddyng 
and cofer accordyng also that hee shalle fyend them mete 
and dryngke honest and holsom... 
Few though these extant examples are, it is clear 
that the English pilgrim now had considerably more 
information available than in earlier years, and this amount 
was about to be greatly increased by the advent of printing. 
There had been a number of foreign accounts written, but it 
is clearly impossible to know, without the most direct 
evidence, which, if any, of these reached England. 3' We 
know that it was entirely possible for a work to be known in 
England relatively soon after its composition on the 
continent. The Corpus Christi College, Cambridge, MS 407, 
which contains the recorded itinerary of Symon Semeonis, 
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contains also those of William de Rubruck or Rubruquis and 
Odoric of Pordenone; Odoric's narrative is known to have 
been compiled in 1330, and as the complete manuscript is 
signed 'Liber fratris Symonis Prioris Norwic''. whom Mario 
Esposito has identified as Simon Bazoun, Prior of Norwich 
1344-52 (I'tinerarium Symonis Semeonis, p. 2), it is clear that 
Odoric's itinerary was known in England within twenty years 
of its writing. With the development of printing, however, 
foreign narratives were to become more available. Among the 
earliest books printed were pilgrim accounts, and several of 
these contain information about Venice. Probably the first 
is the Tracto del viagio ový, er. o itinerario, written by 
Gabriele Capodilista or Capo de Lista, who travelled on the 
spring pilgrimage of 1458, and printed by John Vydenast at 
Perugia in about 1475, but this makes no more than a brief 
mention of Venice as the point of departure of the voyage -- 
'Dopo partiti da Venezia cum la galea del Giapho & gionti al 
predicto loco... '('After leaving Venice on the Jaffa galley 
and arriving at the aforesaid place... '). -37 The Milanese 
Santo Brasca's Viaggio in Terrasanta . based on a pilgrimage 
made in 1480, was printed in Milan the following yearg a 
second edition following in 1497, and contains a great deal 
of information about Venice and the preparations to be made 
there. 30 
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Three German itineraries were printed at this time. 
Johannes Tucher's Wallfahrt und Reisen in das gelobte Land, 
published in Nuremberg in 1482, ý" and the account by Gabriel 
Muffel published in an Italian translation in Bologna in 
1500,40 contain little information about Venice, though 
Muffel includes a full-page illustration. Bernhard von 
Breydenbach's narrative of his 1483 journey, first published 
in Latin in Mainz, 1486, quickly gained popularity, and 
twelve editions appeared in Latin, German, Dutch, French and 
Spanish, between 1486 and 153.11 
1500 was probably the date of the first edition of the 
Viazo da verresia al sar, cto lherusalez et al moste Sinai, a 
travel-itinerary that was to be frequently republished for 
more than two centuries, the last edition coming out in 
1728.4a The author is given as Padre Noe, in some later 
editions Noe Bianchi, a Franciscan. Originally a 
translation from a German source at least as early as 1465, 
it had no major revision until 1640, some of its content 
becoming considerably out-of-date; pilgrims were still being 
advised to take the pilgrim galley, which had ceased sailing 
in the 1580s, and a particular festival held on the banks of 
the Jordan which Noe describes had stopped even earlier. 
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Among these early printed foreign accounts, those 
of Santo Brasca and Padre Noe have significant amounts of 
information about Venice. Breydenbach writes a brief 
paragraph about the places he visited in the city and 
describes their return from the voyage, but though Sir 
Richard Guylforde makes such detailed use of his account of 
the Holy Land itself -- E. Gordon Duff gives as example the 
almost word-for-word correspandance of the passage describing 
Jerusalem4ý -- he makes no reference to Breydenbach for the 
early part of the journey. Santa Brasca devotes 
considerably more space to a list of the churches he visited 
and their tombs and relics, the various rooms and offices of 
the Doge's palace, with descriptions of their paintings and 
the business carried on in each, the sea-marriage and Corpus 
Christi ceremonies, the Arsenalq the bell-towerg the glass- 
works at Murano, and a visit to 'una dona castigliana a 
natura senza braze... Eche3 fa tut li ... exercitij muliebri 
con li piedi quanta faria un'altra con le mane' (Lepschy, 
p-49; 'a Castilian woman barn without arms... [who3... performs 
all women's activities with her feet that others would do 
with their hands'). The earliest edition of Padre Noe's 
book contains a business-like description of the situation of 
the city and its buildings, noticingg as few other visitors 
seem to have done, that of the many towers in Venice, 'molti 
pendeno da uno lato per li cattivi fondamenti che gli andono 
soto laqua'(sig. Al; 'many lean to one side because of the 
weak foundations which extend under water'). He remarks on 
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the importance of shipping and commerce, the number of 
religious houses and, as usual, the relics of saints to be 
found in the churches. 
Theoretically, therefore, more information is now 
available to English pilgrims, but as far as the description 
of Venice is concerned, there is no evidence to show that any 
foreign account was used in any way by the last two English 
participants in the pilgrim tradition to leave accounts of 
their journeys, Sir Richard Guylforde and Sir Richard 
Torkington. 
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e) Sir Richard Guylforde 
Sir Richard Guylforde, a man of prominent family, 
whose father had been household comptroller to Edward IV and 
who had himself been a privy councillor to Henry VII, sailed 
from Rye on April 8th, 1506, at about 10 pm, on the 
pilgrimage from which he was not to return. The account of 
his journey, written by his chaplain, was the first travel- 
book to be printed in English, as The Pyigrymage of Sr R. 
Guy1f, Kny. in 1511.44 Both Guylforde himself and the 
Prior of Giseburn, John Whitby, who accompanied him, died in 
the Holy Land and were buried on 'Mount Syon'. 
He followed the usual route south through France, 
over the Alps to Susa and across northern Italy from Pavia to 
Ferrara and on to Venice. The record of the journey takes 
little account of any town through which they passed, even of 
Paris -- where, admittedly, they spent only one day. A 
longer paragraph is devoted to the entertainment they 
received at Alessandria from 'nyghe cosyns vnto mayster Vaux 
and to my lady Guylforde', who 'made grete honour, feestis, 
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and cheere vnto my M. Gulford yt myght not be ameded, and 
also stuffed vs wt vitaylle, brede and wyne in our barge' 
(ed. Ellis, p. 5), but it is not until their arrival in Venice 
that any attempt at a description of place or people is made. 
There are various possible reasons for the extent 
of the account of Venice, the first city on their journey to 
be described at length and in any detail. Its importance 
and reputation may have been such as to warrant a 
description running to pages instead of lines; the arrival 
in Venice may have been considered the real start of the 
pilgrimage by pilgrims for whom the previous overland journey 
was only a preliminary part; or perhaps it was simply that 
the appearance and character of the city itself had a 
particularly strong impact on travellers for whom the towns 
of France and northern Italy were mere stages on the journey 
-- and in most cases on this route Paris was the only other 
large city through which a traveller would pass. Certainly, 
Venice would have had a distinctly 'foreign' appearance. 
Since its foundation it had looked rather to the east than 
the west, as its situation, commercial ties and political and 
diplomatic development had involved it continually with 
Constantinople, Greece, its dominions in the Levant and its 
trade routes to the east. Its architecture, the 
cosmopolitan crowds thronging the streets and wharves, the 
goods in market and warehouse were foreign, strange, exotic. 
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Many of the travel accounts of western pilgrims begin a more 
detailed observation of their surroundings at Venice, and it 
is from this point that Guylforde's account has more detailed 
descriptive passages, though few, until the Holy Land itself, 
approach the length of the account of Venice. Though 
Guylforde used Breydenbach's journal for his account of the 
Holy Land, his description of Venice appears to owe nothing 
to any source but his own observation. 
Guylforde and his companions arrived in Venice at 
about 2 pm on May 26th, but the description of the city is 
saved until after a short trip to Padua, where they saw a 
'solempne processyon' an June 12th, the feast-day of St. 
Antony of Padua, involving 'many seyntes and relyques' and 
members of the university, and visited the tombs of 'Antenore 
of Troye' and 'Tytus Lyvyus' (ed. Ellis, p. 6). They 
returned to Venice on June 16th. On this day was 'a grete 
tryumphe and Feste there in remembrance of a Victorye that 
the Venycyans had y- same day in gettynge of Padowa'. "° 
The first sight that caught Guylforde's attention was the 
boat-bridge constructed by the Venetians on feast-days: 
They went osier y" water to the churche of the sayde 
Seyntis ESS. Viti and Modesti, whose feast-day it was], 
whiche is an arme of the see, vpon a brygge ladye and 
made of Galyes; and so they do ever whan the Duke and 
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the Senyourye shall passe the same water. (ed. Ellis, 
p. 7) 
He then begins a more formal account of the city 
with a list of relics, though only seven are mentioned by 
name along with 'many other seynte and grete relyques', and 
the main items in the treasury of St. Mark are recounted. 
Unlike Wey, Guylforde does not attempt anything like a 
comprehensive list, but he is anxious to be accurate -- the 
gold chalice he describes 'is in heyght iij. quarters of a 
yerde; it is to large to vse at masse, but they use it in 
adhornynge the aulter at princypall tymes, and in theyr 
processyon on Corpus Xpi day'. He mentions the twelve gold 
crowns and pectoral crosses that Wey had seen, but otherwise 
notes only two enormous candlesticks (two of the four that 
Wey describes? ) and marvels at their value: 
the pryce of all whiche crownes, pectorales, and cappe 
is inestymable, for they be full set with precyous 
stones of the gretest valoure that may be. 
(ed. Ellis, p. 7) 
Guylforde, along with many who followed him, was 
particularly impressed by the great state ship-building yard 
of the Arsenal. A hundred galleys are kept in permanent 
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readiness there, and the size of the place and its work-force 
is indicated by the fact that over a hundred men and women 
spend their entire time making rope and cables in a workshop 
1,080 feet in length. He pays great attention to the 
ordnance, describing, among the many and various devices, two 
particular pieces of artillery, both carefully and 
knowledgably described, with notes of their weight, size, and 
weight of shot. 
Guylforde's general opinion of Venice is clearly 
stated: 
The rychesse, the suptuous buyldynge, the relygyous 
houses, and the stablysshynge of their justyces and 
councylles, with all other thynge yt maketh a cytie 
glorious, surmouteth in Venyse aboue all places yt euer 
I sawe. (ed. Ellis, p. 8) 
He was, like many pilgrims, present at the two greatest 
feasts of the year, Ascension and Corpus Christi. The 
Ascension feast is described, though briefly -- 'the processe 
and ceremonyes wherof were to longe to wryte'. Corpus 
Christi, however, was evidently more impressive. 
There went Pagentis of y" olde lawe and the newe, 
ioynynge togyther the fygures of the blessyd sacrament 
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in suche noumbre and soo apte and conuenyent for that 
feeste yt it wold make any man joyous to se it. (ed. 
Ellis, p. 8) 
He was very impressed by the 'grete noumbre of relygyous 
folkes, and of scoles that we call bretherhede or felysshyps, 
with theyr deuyses'; children, 'gloryously and rychely 
dressyd', carried flowers or incense, and were costumed as 
angels. In fact, 'the forme and maner therof excedyd all 
other that euer I sawe so moche that I can not wryte it'. 
Indeed, the procession was so extensive that it took from 
seven o'clock until after twelve for it to pass individually 
before the Doge sitting in State in St. St. MarE: 's. "6 The 
pilgrims themselves were greatly honoured, having their own 
place in the procession immediately after the Doge, carrying 
war, candles 'of the fresshest f ormynge '. 
During their visit the company also went to Mestre, 
'where y- lewes dwell', 47 the island of Murano, 'where they 
make glasse', and to many of the abbeys and religious houses 
on the islands of the lagoon. On Friday, July 3rd., the 
pilgrims left the harbour at Venice and anchored 'in the rode 
. iiij. or v. myle without the Castelles that stande at the 
mouthe of the sayd haven' (ed. Ellis, p. 9). Luckier than 
Wey, who spent six days waiting to sail, they set off on 
their voyage the following morning. 
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Though Guylforde himself died in the Holy Land, the 
account of the pilgrimage, written by his chaplain, covers 
the return journey, and in the description of the pilgrims' 
return to Venice we see something of the relief and sense of 
safety after a dangerous and difficult journey with which 
returning pilgrims greeted the sight of the city. 
In the nyght we made sayle and passed into the hyghe 
see, in so moche the nexte daye, Monday, it was almoste 
noone or we coude parceyue any lande, and anone after 
that we hadde syghte of the moste glorious cytie Venyce, 
wherof we were ryght joyfull. And so y" same Mondaye 
at nyght, that was the xxv. daye of January and 
Conuercion of seynt Paule, we come to Venyce late in the 
nyght, wondre glad and joyous of our safe aryage there, 
and thankyd Almyghty God, as we had good cause to do, 
that had sent vs grace to se y" blessyd places of his 
holy steppes ones in cure lyves, and had also, by 
myracle of his oonly power, delyuerde vs saafly frome 
the parellys and enemyes of our fayth, as from 
perysshyng in shypwreke in the see, whiche we often 
escaped by his infynyte grace and oonly power, as is 
afore rehersyd in the accompte of our voyage homewarde, 
&c. (ed. Ellis, p. 7(3). 
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Both Breydenbach and Felix Fabri describe the ringing of the 
church bells in Venice to greet the returning pilgrim 
galleys. 
Am B. Tag des Monats Januar sahen wir in der Frühe die 
Stadt Venedig und sobald die Venediger unsere Ankunft 
vernahmen, laüteten alle Glocken, und sie kamen uns in 
Barken entgegengefahren. Unsere Freude war sehr gross 
und wir sagten viel Lob und Dank dem Allmächtigsten. 
(Breydenbach, ed. Geck, p. 41; 'On the morning of January 
8th. we saw the city of Venice, and as soon as the 
Venetians noticed our arrival they rang all the bells 
and came out in boats to surround us. Our Joy was 
great, and we gave great praise and thanks to the 
Almighty'. ) 
Porro, antequam nos videremus Venetias, visi fuimus a 
speculatoribus turris S. Marci, qui currentes arreptis 
campanarum chordis pulsare omnes campanas coeperunt. 
Hoc audito id ipsum fiebat in omnibus turribus et 
campanilibus per universam urbem Venetianam; sic enim 
solitum est fieri in adventu classium. Ut autem 
intellectum fuit mysterium pulses, omnes qui habebant 
amicos in classe et res suas, cupidi fuerunt audire 
nova, et qui volebant lucrari pecunias in ducendo 
homines, et qui officia habebant in colligendo teloneo 
in civitate, ad mare currebant et ascensis navibus et 
Be 
barcis nobis obviam festinabant venire et antequarn ad 
portum venissemus, mul to mi 11ia navi c. ul arum de ci vi tote 
in classem venerunt, circumnavigantes et res seas 
agentes... (Fabri, ed. Hassler, II, 387; 'Presently, 
before we saw Venice, we were seen by the watchers on 
St. Mark's tower who ran to seize the bell- ropes, and 
set all the bells chiming. As soon as this was heard, 
the same thing was done in all the towers and belfries 
throughout the whole city of Venice; for this is, always 
done on the arrival of the fleet. Then even as the 
reason for the bells was understood, everyone who had 
friends or goods on board was keen to hear the news, 
and those who wanted to earn money as guides, or whose 
business it was to collect the customs for the city, ran 
to the sea, embarked in ships and boats, and hurried to 
come and meet us; thus even before we reached the 
anchorage a great number of small boats came from the 
city, surrounding us and carrying on their business. ') 
The relief of a safe return to comparatively 
familiar surroundings -- most pilgrims had, after all, spent 
a fair amount of time in Venice arranging their voyage -- 
after a dangerous journey to an unknown country, usually in 
conditions of extreme discomfort, surrounded by the enemies 
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of Christendom, and continually threatened with attack, theft 
and disease, must have played no minor part in forming the 
attitude of a pilgrim toward the city of Venice. Those who 
returned safely had been taken to the Holy Land, looked 
after, and brought back again by Venetian expertise, honoured 
ceremonially before they left and greeted joyfully on their 
return by the Signory and the citizens, and now had only to 
take back their remaining supplies to the shops from which 
they were purchased to claim a 50 per cent refund, re-visit 
the main churches to give thanks to God for a successful 
pilgrimage, and rest for a few days while arranging their 
affairs for the last leg of their journey home. Small 
wonder that to the majority of the pilgrims Venice symbolised 
the bulwark of Christendom against a threatening outside 
world of Islamic physical and spiritual menace, a city to be 
valued as much for its protection and security as its wealth 
and magnificence. 
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f) Sir Richard Tvrkington 
Eleven years later Sir Richard Torkington, Rector 
of Mulberton in Norfolk, set off on a pilgrimage to the Holy 
Land, leaving, again from Rye, on March 20th, 1517. His 
journal relies heavily on the two English travel guides then 
available in print, the 1515 edition of Informacyon for 
pylgrymes unto the holy lande and Sir Richard Guylforde's 
account. His description of Venice is very closely based on 
Guylforde's, but exactly when, what and how much he copies 
from this earlier journal in itself reveals a considerable 
amount about Torkington and his own attitudes. 4e 
Unlike Guylforde, he comments on the places he 
passes through on his journey through the north of Italy: 
Turin -- 'a fayer Cite and Universite', 'the grett Cite of 
Myllane', Ferrara -- it ys a good Cite And well and 
substantially Edifyed' (ed. Loftie, pp. 4,6). Again, 
however, the description of Venice is the first of any length 
and detail. Torkington devotes three paragraphs to Milan, 
listing the churches and relics to be seen there, while 
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Venice warrants a description second in length only to that 
of Jerusalem and the pilgrim sites of the Holy Land. 
The account of Wednesday, April 29th., 
which Torkington travelled from Padua to Venice, 
the relationship of his account to 
Torkington's own words are underlined: 
the day on 
illustrates 
Guylfordo's. 
Guylforde: Frydaye somwhat byfore noone we lefte all the 
Poo and toke our course by a lytell ryuer yr 
commeth to the same, called the Fosse, made 
and cutte out by hande, whiche brought vs 
ouerthawart into another ryuer, called Latyze 
CGuylforde's apprehension of Adige 3, that 
cometh from Verone and Trent; and yet within 
a whyle we trauersed out of that ryuer into an 
other litell ryuer whiche brought vs thawarte 
ayen into Latyze, whiche Latyze broughte vs 
into Chose vpon the see, called in Latyne 
Claudium, where we lay all nyght, . xxv. myle 
frome Venys. (ed. Ellis, p. 6) 
Torkington: Wedynsday, the xxix Day of Aprill, ij howrys 
afore Day, we toke the same barke ageyne, and 
a none we left all the Poo, and toke ower 
course by a lytyll Ryuer that cometh to the 
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same, called the ffosse, made and cutte owte 
by hande, whych browght vs overwhart in to a 
nother Ryuer called Latyze, that cometh from 
Verone And Trent, And yett wt inne a whyle we 
traversed owt of that Ryver in to a nother 
lytell Ryver, whiche browght vs overwhart a 
gen in to Latyze, which Latyze browght vs in 
to chose vpon the see callyd in latyn Claudin, 
xxv myle ffrom Venys, and ther Dyned. (ed. 
Loftie, p. 6) 
Careless copying there may have been, but there is no 
carelessness in the use Torkington makes of Guylforde's 
account; in fact there is as much desire for accuracy as in 
any wholly original narrative. He uses the earlier 
traveller's descriptions throughout for general information, 
but is most precise in the alterations and additions which 
fit them to his own experience. His arrival in the 'goodly 
and ffamose cite of Venys' owes nothing to Guylforde. Any 
traveller will recognise the joy of meeting someone who 
spoke his own language after a long, hard trail across a 
continent: 
At Venyse, at the fyrst howse that I cam to except oon, 
the good man of the howse seyd he knew me by my face 
that I was an englysshman. And he spake good 
englyssh, thane I was Jous and glade, ffor I saw never 
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englyssh man ffrom the tyme I Departed owt of Parys to 
the tyme I cam to Venys, which is vij or viij C myles. 
(ed. Loftie, p. 7) 
Torkington's account of Venice is built chiefly 
around what were becoming the customary activities of a 
tourist in the city: the viewing of notable holy relics; 
arrangements for the voyage; visits to the Arsenal and the 
Treasury of St. Mark; attendance at the festivals of the 
Ascension and Corpus Christi. Throughout the passage he 
uses Guylforde's account for information, and where his own 
experience coincides, but adds what he saw for himself, and 
rearranges the material chronologically according to his own 
visits. The pilgrimage arrangements are original. On May 
3rd., the feast of the Invention of the Holy Cross, 
Torkington and his fellow-pilgrims were invited by 'the 
patrone of a new goodly sheppe with other Marchauntes' to 
look over his vessel with a view to hiring it for the voyage, 
and after going in to St. Mark's church at about eight 
o'clock they went on board, and 'ther they mad vs goodly 
Chere w*- Diverse Sotylties as Comfytes and Marche Panys, And 
Swete Wynes' (ed. Loftie, p. 7). They fared even better a 
couple of days later when they were invited to another ship 
anchored some five miles from Venice itselfq and the patron 
I provydyd for vs a mervelous good Dyner, wher we had all 
maner of good vitealesq and wynes' (p. 8). 
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Torkington's initial list of relics is reproduced from 
Guylfordej though he adds St. Luke and transfers the phrase, 
'Ther lyes the body of Seynt Nicholas as they sey', to a 
later passage in which he describes several visits he made to 
churches and monasteries housing relics. He describes a 
visit to the body of St. Helena twice, immediately following 
the first list of principal relics and again in a later 
passage. The two descriptions are not identical; 
Torkington possibly began to enlarge on his information about 
the relics and then decided to group all his own visits 
together later in the account. 
In his description of the Arsenal Torkington again 
copies Guylforde's words for items of general information, 
i. e. dimensions# and the numbers of workers in the rope- 
works, the additional galleys to those he saw being built -- 
'besyd they that be in viage in the haven' -- and the variety 
of ordnance -- 'all maner of artyllary And Ingynes that myght 
ben Devysed' (ed. Loftie, p. 8). The description is very 
much an account of his own visit, however, making the point 
that the artillery was shown to them by 'the Marchauntes', 
and recounting the varieties of weapons they saw. Guylforde 
made the general point that 'At the Archinale there be closed 
withins alwaye in a redynesse to set forth whan they woll, an 
. C. galyes, grete bastardes and sotell' (ed. Ellis, p. 7). 
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Torkington relates his own actual experience: 'At the 
Archinale ther we saw in makyng xx/iii new galyes and galye 
Bastards, And galye Sotyltes' (sottile -- the long, slim 
Venetian fighting galleys). In mentioning two particular 
pieces of artillery, Torkington mattes his only indirect 
reference to the earlier account. The 'grett gunnes that 
sum of them be Divided in ij partes and sum in iij partes 
Joynyd to gedyr be vyres' are clearly the designs specified 
by Guylforde, though copying or editing error has confused 
I vyce(s)' and 'vyres'. In view of TQrkington's care for 
accuracy in describing what he himself has seen -- especially 
with the addition of the phrase, 'marvell it ys to see' -- it 
seems possible that he saw the same guns on display, but was 
not prepared to allow the detail which fascinated Guylforde 
to overbalance his account. 
After a brief visit to Padua during which he made the 
rounds of the saintly relics, and which he records in the 
same combination of his own experience and useful phrases 
from Guylforde, who had made the same excursions he recounts 
his various visits to the Venetian churches and religious 
foundations; he went to the church of San Zaccaria (*Seynt 
Johnis Zachari'), the monastery of San Giorgio Maggiore, 
sant'Elena, San Nicco16 del Lido ('De Elia')v Santa Maria de 
Crociachieri, 4"' and the churches of Santa Marina and Santa 
Lucia. He ends in St. Mark's church. As with Guylfordeq 
this building is less remarkable than the treasure it 
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contains. The account of this he leaves initially to 
Guylforde, adding other items he saw -- 'iij grett Sensurys 
Of gold as hye as the Chalys ys' and *viij grett Copys of 
fyne gold garnyshed over with precius stonys', but no "urn" 
as Loftie mistakenly glosses from his reading, 
'Candylstykes... Curiusely wrogth and arn fyne gold' (ed. 
Loftie, P. 11). 00 The circumstances of his visit are 
established: he saw the treasure while it was being 
exhibited to the Marquis of Mantua and his party, and because 
of the importance of his fellow-visitorg Torkington was able 
to have a good view of the screen on the high altar, the Pala 
d'Oro, which was opened an full display to influential 
visitors. 
Torkington takes his general impression of Venice 
directly from Guylforde: 
The Richesse, the sumptuous buyldyng, The religius 
howses and the stabelyssing of ther Justyces and 
Counceylles, with all other thynges that makyth a Cite 
glorius Surmownteth in Venys a bove all places that ever 
I Sawe. (ed. Loftie, p. 12) 
This, as in Guylforde, moves directly to a description of the 
Ascension Day and Corpus Christi Day ceremonies. Into the 
account of the sea-marriage Torkington inserts only a mention 
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of the presence of the Marquis of Mantua on the ceremonial 
bargev" but the description of the following festivities, 
the Doge's banquet, the food, the plate, the music and 
entertainment and the courteous treatment of the pilgrims, 
are entirely from his own observation. The same formula is 
followed for Corpus Christi Day -- Guylforde's account 
reproduced, with alterations where necessary. Torkington 
gives a different name to the 'Religius ffolkes 
and... Scalys': he calls them 'Bachelors' instead of 
'bretherhede' and adds that they were 'Clothid all in white 
gramens with Diverse bags ELoftie: badges3 on ther brestis' 
(ed. Loftie, p. 14). In his description of the procession he 
adds phrases to convey the colour and richness of the 
participants' dress, and has interpolated details of his own 
observation, to the extent that it would seem to have been a 
labour to use Guylforde at all. Comparison of the two 
texts points out another erroneous transcription of 
Guylforde's text: 
There went Pagentis of ye olde lawe and the newe, 
joynynge togyther the fygures of the blessyd sacrament 
in suche noumbre and soo apte and conuenyent for that 
feeste yt wold make any man joyous to se it'. (ed. 
Ellis, p. 8) 
This becomes Torkington's: 
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Ther went Pagents of the old law and the new law Joynyng 
to gedyr. The ffygmes of the blyssyd sacrament in 
such nowmber and so apte and convenient for that ffest 
that it wold made any man Joyus to se it. (ed. Loftie, 
p. 14) 
Loftie glosses 'ffygmes' as 'The sacred elements, from the 
Latin figmenta'. Likewise 'dressed as aungelles to adorne 
the sayde processyon' (Guylforde) becomes 'Dressed as 
Aungellis... to order the seyd procession' (Torkington). 
Of the scene in St. Mark's he begins with Guylforde's 
words, 'The Duke Satt in Seynt Markes Churche in ryght hys 
EGuylforde: hyghe] astate' but goes on to be more precise: 
in the Ower on the ryght syd with senyoryte which they 
call lords in Riche aparell as purpyll velvet, cremsyn 
velvet, ffyne Scarlett. 
Also all the pylgrymes war commandyd to com in to 
the ffor seyd Ower and ther we Satt all on the left syd 
on the quere. (ed. Loftie, p. 14) 
He then goes back to Guylforde's note on the length and 
timing of the procession, adding that the Doge was 
accompanied by his lords, and apparently altering the time of 
the start from seven o'clock to eight. °-' The position of 
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the pilgrims in the procession seems to have changed. 
Though they occupied an honoured place close to the Doge in 
both 1506 and 1517, Guylforde and his companions 'all moste 
and leste wente all there nexte the Duke in the sayd 
processyon, byfore all the lordes and other estate', while 
Doge Loredano in 1517 'commaundyd hys lordys that they shuld 
in the procession every oon of them take a Pylgryme an his 
Right-hande'. In both cases each pilgrim was given a wax 
candle to carry, 1whych Candelys', says Torkington, I every 
Pylgrim bar a-way the procession Doon at hys owen plesur' 
(ed. Loftie, p. 15). With the contemporary value of wax 
candles, this was a considerable gift. As it was raining, 
the procession continued within the Ducal Palace before 
returning into S. Mark's. 
On close examination therefore Torkington's account is 
far from a simple copying of an earlier work. Though he is 
quite content to lift whole paragraphs from his predecessor's 
writing, this is done only when it exactly tallies with his 
own experience. He will add, omit or alter sentencesq or 
words within a sentence, if they do not match what he himself 
saw or was told. He fills out the factual information of 
Guylforde with great immediacy, having an eye for visual 
detail that brings his descriptions to vivid life, from the 
table-manners of the Doge's guests to the soundq colour, 
scent and texture in the great ceremonial processions. 
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So, at the first stage of British awareness of Venice, 
the picture is of a powerful and wealthy city: a hard- 
working commercial part; the central authority for a varying 
number of dependant colonies to be administrated and defended 
by sea and land; a religious centre, with its many churches, 
monasteries and saintly relics, and its position of naval and 
commercial strength against the Muslim power South and east 
of the Mediterranean; but above all, a city in which 
confidence and prosperity was expressed in visual terms, in 
magnificence of buildings, frequent display of wealth, and in 
continual ritual emphasis of its own uniqueness. For the 
visitors it is a time of first impressions -- Venice is to be 
seen, not contemplated: it is to be experienced at first 
hand, its facilities used, advantage taken of what it offers. 
The city is still a stage on a journey, albeit an impressive 
one, not yet a destination. 
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NOTES 
Jerome, Epi-: ztola XLVI: 'Divisus ab orbe nostro 
BritannUS, Si in religione processerit, occiduo sole 
dimisso, quaerit locum fama sibi tantum et ScriptUarum 
relatione cognitum'. ('The Briton is set apart from our 
world; he leaves behind the western Sun, if he makes, his 
way reverently to seek the place made known by its own 
fame and by the telling of the scriptures'; J. --P. 
Migne, Patrologia Latina, 221 vols. (Paris, 1844--64), 
XXIII column 489ý 
Bede, De Locis Sanctis 'Many Englishmen, nobles and 
commons, men and women, rulers and private persons, led 
by heavenly love, began the custom of travel to Rome 
from Britain'. Itinera Hier(-. )solymitana et 
Descriptiones Terrae Sanctae, ed. T. Tobler and A. 
Molinier (0snabrOck, 1966), pp. 211-234. 
2) Arculf, De Locis Sar, ctis ; Itiriera Hier oso1yinitarra, 
PP. 139-202. 
3) Beatrice N. Siedschlag, English Participation in the- 
1 02 
Crusades 1150-1220 (Bryn Mawr dissertation, privately 
printed 1939), p. 100. 
4) After 1458 only one voyage was made each year. For a 
very detailed description of a pilgrim galley see Canon 
Pietro Casola's Pilgrimage to Jerusalem in the year 
1494, ed. M. M. Newett (Manchester, 1907), pp. 155-61. 
As Ludolfus von Suchem points out, galleys hugged the 
coast-line while ships took a direct route across the 
sea; pilgrims almost always travelled in galleys 
(Description of the Holy Land, trans. Aubrey Stewart 
(London, 1895), p. 20). 
5) In 1595 Jean Zuallart, a Belgian traveller, advises 
pilgrims wanting to arrange travel by ship from Venice: 
'... farete ricapito al convento di S. Francesco 
della Vigna, dove sempre ci 6 qualche frate, il 
quale insieme con un Gentilhuomo laico, e 
procuratore e administratore de i negotii di 
quelliq del Santo Sepulchro di Gierusalemme. ' 
U. -go to the monastery of S. Francesco della 
Vignal where there is always a monk whog together 
with a layman of the nobility, is the procurator 
and administrator dealing with these [galleys3q 
from the Holy Sepulchre in Jerusalem. ') 11 
Devotissimo Viaggio di Gierusalemme (Rome, 1595)9 
p. 50. 
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6) Fratris Felicis Fabr i Evagatorium in Terrae Sanctae 
Arabiae et Egypti Peregrinationem, ed. C. D. Hassler 
(Stuttgart, IE343,9), 1,86; 'two costly banners, raised 
aloft on tall spears, white, and ensigned with a red 
cross, and they were the banners of pilgrim [sic] to the 
Holy Land'; Felix Fabri, trans. A. Stewart (London, 
1892-3)ý I, E33. See below, n. 7. 
7) Felix Fabri made several journeys to Venice including 
the pilgrimage of 1484. Breydenbach, a fellow-pilgrim, 
describes him as 'Herr Felix Fabri vom Predigerorden, in 
der heiligen Schrift ein wohlgelehrter Lesmeister und 
ein berühmte ernsthafter Prediger zu Ulm' ('Herr Felix 
Fabri, a friar, a learned teacher of the Holy Scriptures 
and a famous and earnest preacher from Ulm'; Die Reise 
iris Heilige Land, ed. E. Geck (Wiesbaden, 1961), pp. 32- 
3). Fabri left an extensive account of the 
arrangements and preparations for the pilgrimage as well 
as of the journey itself, and a detailed diary of his 
sightseeing in Venice. Fratris Felicis Fabri 
Evagatorium in Terrae Sanctae, Arabiae et Egypti 
Peregrinationem was edited by C. D. Hassler, Bibliothek 
des Litterarischen Vereins, 2-4 (Stuttgart 1843-9), and 
translated and published for the Palestine Pilgrims' 
Text Society, vols. 7-10 by A. Stewart (London, 1897) as 
Felix Fabril though this edition contains only Fabri's 
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account of his travels to and in the Holy Land, omitting 
his return home. The transcript of the pilgrim 
contract appears on pp. 89-91 of vol. I of Hassler, and on 
pp. 87-90 of vol. 1 of Stewart's translation. 
8) 'Straw mattresses and blankets needed for the pilgrimage 
by sea and through the desert'; Lionardo Frescobaldi 
and Simone Sigoli, Viaggi in Terra Santa, ed. Cesare 
Angelini (Florence 1944), p. 42. 
9) See below, pp. 70-i, 73-4. 
10) R. J. Mitchell, The Spring Voyage (London, 1964), pp. 48- 
9. 
'On which, out of thirty-six pilgrims, there were 
twenty-seven dead'; Marin Sanuto, I Diarii di Marin(-. ) 
Sanuto, ed. R. Fulin et al., 58 vols. (Bologna, 1879- 
1902; reprint 1969-70), vol. VII, column 665. See R. J. 
Mitchell, 'Archbishop Blackader in Venice'q Bollettino 
dell'Istituto di Storia della SocietA e dello Stak. ) 
Veneziano (Venice, 1959). 
12) Mitchell, The Spring Voyage, p. 58. 
13) A proclamation 'Authorising Collections for Ransom of 
John Pyllet' was printed by R. Pynson in London, at a 
date before 1521. Pyllet had been loaned 2,000 ducats 
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by Venetian merchants in order to secure his release 
from 'Moors and infidels' who had captured him on his 
way home from Jerusalem. Unable to make repayment 
without bankrupting himself, he had this proclamation 
printed and presumably circulated in order to invite 
contributions to help him settle the debt. 
14) far as San Giorgio Maggiore where the 
Eillustrious? ] Signoria of Venice had provided the said 
Cillustrious? 3 Signor Alexandro with lodging'; Giovanni 
Matteo Butigella, Historia Jerosolomitana, Milan, 
Biblioteca Ambrosiana, Cod. T 102 supr. 
The pilgrimage of spring 1458 has been well- 
documented; five other known accounts exist, those of 
Roberto da Sanseverino, Lord of Caiazzo; Gabriele 
Capodilista of Padua; Giovanni Matteo Butigella of 
Pavia; Anton Pelchinger, a professor from Tegernsee; 
and an anonymous Dutch pilgrim. John Tiptoft, Earl of 
Worcester also travelled in the company. For details 
of these accounts, and a wealth of information about the 
journey drawn from these and other sources, see R. J. 
Mitchell, The Spring Voyage and John Tiptoft (London, 
1938). 
15) Felix Fabri, 1,105ä Hassler, I, 103 -- 'hospitibus 
magnis'. 
1 x'06 
16) Sir Richard Guylforde, The Pyl qr ymage of Sr R. Guy. tf, 
Krty., (London, 1511); edited by Sir Henry Ellis for the 
Camden Society (London, 1851), p. 9. 
17) Richard Torkington, Ye oldest diarie of Errglysshe 
traveIl, ' ed. W. J. Loftie (London, 1884), p. 15. See n. 48. 
18) Sanuto, I Diarii, VII, columns 535-6. 
19) Cal. St. Pap. Verf., I, pp. 33-4 -- Henry was described as 
"the- intimate friend of our Signory". 
20) The Spring Voyage, p. 53. 
21) Paul Wal ther, Fratri5 Pauli Maltheri ouglingensis 
Itinerarium in Terram Sanctam et ad Sanctam Catharinam, 
ed. M. Sollwecý. -., Sibliothek des Littertarischen Vereins, 
192 (TUbingen, 1892), p. 58-9. 
22) Fratris Felicis, ed. Hassler, 1,32; ('the galley herself 
was free, and could pass through the Turkish fleet 
without being taken, by virtue of the treaty between the 
Turks and the Venetians; but that they were unwilling 
to give us any guarantee for the liberty of the 
pilgrims... '; Felix Fabri, 1,12). 
23) Paul Walther was already wise to this possibility. He 
1.07 
said that the captain who so scandalously figured in the 
Corpus Christi procession had been sent by the Saracen 
Emperor [Bajasid III, I consilium dare in exercitu eorum 
contra Christianos' ('... to give advice to them in their 
fighting against Christians'); ed. M. Sollweck, p. 58. 
24) Laurence Aldersey was fortunate to arrive too late to 
catch the first galley 'which went away from Venice 
about the seventh or eight of May, and with them about 
three score pilgrims, which shippe was cast away at a 
towne called Estria, two miles from Venice, and all the 
men in her, saving thirtiev or thereabout, lost. ' 
Laurence Aldersey, The first voyage or journey, made by 
Master Laurence Aldersey, Harchant of London, to the 
Cities of Jerusalem, and Tripolis, &c. Zn the yeere 
in Hakluyt's Principal Havigations Voyages 
Traffiques and Discoveries of the English Nation, 12 
vols. (Glasgow, 1903), V, 204. Fynes Morison wrote, at 
the end of the sixteenth century: 
When I first began to think of undertaking this 
Journeyq it was told me that each Ascension Days a 
Venetian galley was set forth to carry Pilgrimes to 
lerusalem. But it seems that this custome is 
growne out of use, since few are found in these 
daies who undertake this iorney, in regard of the 
Turkes imposing great exactionsq and doing foule 
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iniuries to them. ' (Fynes Moryson, Itinerary 
(Glasgow, 1907), 1,447) 
Jean Zuallart, at the end of the decade, says, 'La 
stagione di partire, 6 alla Primavera, con la prima Nave 
the fa vela per Tripoli' ('The time of year to embark is 
in spring, on the first ship taking sail for Tripoli'); 
11 Devotissimo Viaggio, p. 37. 
25) Ca1. St. P. Ver,., 1,3. 
26) The only remaining manuscript is in the Library of 
Corpus Christi College, Cambridge, MS 407, ff. 1a-33b. 
Three printed editions exist: 
i) Itineraria Symonis Simeoni,, et Wi11e1mi de 
Warcestre, ed. Jacobus Nasmith, (Cambridge, 1778). 
ii) Iti rrer ar i um Symeor+ is Semeorr is6 
Illumiriatoris, ed. Girolamo Golubovich, 
Biobibliografica delta Terra Santa e 
Francescano, 3 (Florence, 1919), 237-82. 
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BibliotEca 
dell 'Orieinte 
iii) Itinerarium Symonis Semeonis ab Hybernia ad Terram 
Sanctam, ed. Mario Esposito, Scriptores Latini 
Hiberniae, IV (Dublin, 1960), to which all references 
are made. 
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Evidence for the exact date of the journey is discussed 
in Esposito's article, 'The Pilgrimage of Symon 
Semeonis: a contribution to the history of Mediaeval 
Travel', in the Geographical Journal, L (1917), 3: 38-9, 
340n. 
27) Itinerarium cuiusdam anglici Terram 
Sanctam ... visitantis, Corpus Christi College, Cambridge, 
MS 370; ed. Girolamo Golubovich, Biblioteca 
Biobibliografica della Terra Santa e dell'Oriente 
Francescano, IV (Florence, 1923), 435-60. 
28) Even into the seventeenth century there was uncertainty 
as to the exact distance between the city of Venice and 
the nearest point of the mainland; the 'Purchas 
pilgrim' (see below, p. 59 et seq. ) agreed with Symon, 
Fynes Moryson with the anonymous English pilgrim; 
William Thomas said four miles, etc. 
29) The Book of Margery Kempe, ed. W. Butler-Dowdon (London, 
1936); a facsimile of an early copy (c. 1440) of the 
book which was written in 1436 was published by the 
Early English Text Society, ed. S. D. Meech, in 1940. 
Butler-Bowdon dates Margery's visit to Venice as spring 
and Summer 1414, by her presence in Rome at the time of 
the confirmation of the canonisation of St. Bridget. 
Parks seems confused on this point, giving both 1414 and 
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1415 as the date of her Journey to the Holy Land (The 
English Traveler to Italy, pp. 545,352-3,381). 
30) The May to Jerusalemg (Ist. linet 'In the Name of the 
Fader that seteez in trone'), in Purchas His Pilgrimes, 
Hakluyt Society Extra Series (Glasgow, 1905)9 VII9 
pp. 527-72. The poem in Wey's Ztineraries is headed, 
'Here begynnyth the Pilgrymage and the Wayes of 
Ierusalem'. In his edition of the Ztinerariesq G. 
Williams prints only the section relating to the Holy 
Land itself; F. J. Furnivallq however, has included the 
lines describing Venice in his edition of Andrew Borde's 
Fyrst Boke of the Zntroduction of Knowledge, p. 182. 
31) A. R. Dunlap, 'A Pilgrimage to the Holy Land', in Modern 
Language Notes, 63 (1948), pp. 57-8. 
32) The Libel of English Policie, or Libellus de politia 
conservativa marisq in Richard Hakluyt's Principal 
Navigations Voyages Traffiques and Discoueries of the 
English Nationg (Glasgow, 1903), 11,114-47; Chapter 
7, 'The comodities and nicetees of the Venetians and 
Florentinesq with their Gallees', pp. 124-9. 
33) The I'tineraries of Milliam key ... to Jerusalem, AD 1458 
and AD 1462, ed. G. Williams for the Roxburghe Club in 
1857. The manuscript is in the Bodleian Library, MS. 
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2351, as is a map ascribed to Wey, MS. 21964. 
34) It was edited by E. G. Duff as Information for Pilgrims 
unto the Holy Land for the Roxburghe Club (London, 
1893). Duff calculates that the journey could have 
been made in 1481,14137 or 14929 as one date given is a 
Saturday, July 14th. An earlier edition was edited by 
G. H. Freeling in 1824. 
35) British Library, Cotton MS9 appendix VIII, ff. 108-112. 
It has been edited by C. Horstmann as 'RathschlAge fUr 
eine Orientreise' in Englishe Studien, 8 (1885), pp. 277- 
284, and G. B. Parks includes the passages relating to 
Italy in The English Traveller to Ztaly, pp. 550-3. 
36) The fullest listing of these is in Reinhold Rbhricht's 
Sibliotheca Geographica Palestinae (Berlin 1890). 
37) British Library Additional MS 1794819 f. 4. See also 
Lepschy's edition of Santo Brasca's Viaggio irt 
Terrasanta which contains a modern Italian version of 
Capodilista's account. 
38) Two manuscripts exist: i) Biblioteca Marcianal MS It. 
cl. VI cod. 147.11) Biblioteca Trivulziana, cod. 
398. A modern edition by Anna Laura Momigliano Lepschy 
was published in Milan, 1966. 
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39) British Library, Egerton MS 1901, ff. 35-9, is "an 
interrupted, imperfect version". 
40) A German manuscript is in the British Library, Egerton 
MS 1900. 
41) Bernhard von Dreydenbach, Opus Transmarinae 
Peregrinationis ad venerandum et gloriosum Sepulchrum 
dominicium in Jherusalen (Mainz, 14136). A facsimile of 
the German 1486 edition, Die Reise ins Heilige Land, ed. 
E. Geck, was published in Wiesbaden in 1961. 
42) Later editions carry the title, Viaggio da Venezia al 
Santo Sepolchro. 
43) Information for Pilgrims unto the Holy Land, ed. E. 
Gordon Duff, p. xi. 
44) It was reprinted for the Camden Society, ed. Sir Henry 
Ellis, in 1851. 
45) There may be some confusion here. The feast day of SS. 
Vito and Modesto is stated by Sansovino (Venezia CittA 
Nobilissima, p. 487) to be held on June 15th, also 
commemorating the republic's survival of the conspiracy 
of Baiamonte in 1310. 
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46) When Santo Brasca witnessed the procession in 148C) it 
lasted 'da le dodece hore fine a le sedece' (from 12 
o'clock. to 4 o'clock; ed. Lepschy, p. 50). Torkington 
(see below, p. 99) says the procession began at 8 
o'clock, which is surely an error, as the sentence is 
otherwise copied from Guylforde. 
47) The Jews had usually lived in Mestre from the time of 
their first 
_official 
invitation from the Venetian 
Signory to set up their banking and loan businesses in 
1366 until the decree of 1516 confined them to the 
Ghetto in the sestiere of Canaregio. 
48) His account of the journey, edited by W. J. Loftie, was 
published in 1884 under the somewhat inaccurate title, 
Ye oldest diarie of Englysshe travel]. According to 
Duff (Information for Pilgrims unto the Holy Land, p. x) 
it seems not to have been printed at the time, but 
circulated in manuscript. Two manuscripts remain in 
the British Library, Additional MSS. 28561 and 28562, 
one early, one an eighteenth-century copy by R. B. 
Wheler. According to Loftie's introduction (p. iii), 
the careless copying which is responsible for a number 
of obscurities in the text is due to the original 
copyist, though in fact Loftie has depended to a large 
extent on the transcript by Wheler, who has misread 
several of the words in the early manuscript. 
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Comparison with Guylforde's account, of which Loftie 
seems unaware, has made it possible to clarify these 
points in the section an Venice. 
49) Loftie suggests that Torkington's 'Monastery callyd 
Accusechirii', where he saw the remains of St. Barbara, 
may stand for 'Chiesa Zaccaria', the 'Seynt Johnis 
Zachari' he has already mentioned. Fabri, however, 
also went to see the body of St. Barbaral at the 
I monasterium dicta cruschechirii' (ed. Hassler, 1999). 
In his translation, Stewart points Out that Fabri spoke 
no Italian, and 'cruschechirii' could well be a Venetian 
dialect word for the Crutched Friars; he also quotes a 
reference in Ughelli's 2nd. edition of Itali Sacra 
(Venice, 1720), V, 1366, to 'alterum D. Barbarae corpus 
[not the one whose relics were moved from S. Mark's to 
Torcello3 extat Venetiis in ecclesia S. Mariae olim 
cruciferorum, nunc Patrum Societatis Jesu, 
Constantinopoli Venetias... anno 1258 delatum' (Felix 
Fabri, I, 100). The church Torkington visited, however, 
was clearly Santa Maria de Crocicchieri, described by 
Sansovino in Venezia CittA Nobilissima et Singolare 
(Venice, 1663), pp. 168-9, and known by Fynes Moryson as 
'Saint Mary de Crostechieri' (Ztinerary, (Glasgow, 
1907)9 1,179. The Saint Barbara was indeed, according 
to Sansovino, the one removed to Torcello from S. 
Mark's, but brought back to this church in the eleventh 
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century. The church was connected with the crusaders, 
which May Well account for the 'Crocicchip-ri', the 
diminutive form of 'croce', or cross. 
50) Here the earlier pilgrim's account has been particularly 
carelessly transcribed. This may account for the 
omission of the phrase 'and in theyr processyon on 
Corpus Xpi day' from the otherwise copied description of 
the huge chalice; it would be too much to assume that 
Torkington intentionally left it out as a discontinued 
custom, or a fact he Could not verify, though neither of 
thes(-2 explanations are impossible. 
51) By careless reading again, Lof ti e's edi ti on of 
Torkington's aCCOUnt describrýs the Bucentoro as 'a sayle 
of a straange facion' instead of Guylfarde's 'a Galye of 
a strauge f acyon '. 
53) See above, n. 46. 
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CHAPTER 3 THE PIONEERS 
a) The end of pilgrimage and the changing 
international awareness. 
b) Venice in 16th. century English-Italian 
diplomatic relationships. 
c) The place of Venice in the rise of 
English social and intellectual interest 
in Italy. 
d) Andrew Bo(o)rde: The Fyrst Soke of the 
Zntroduction of Knowledge. 
e) William Thomas: The Historie of Italie. 
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The end of pilgrimage and the changing 
international awareness. 
At the end of the fifteenth century pilgrimage as a 
religious exercise was in decline. Many of the abuses which 
were inevitably leading to reformation of the church had been 
fostered by the pilgrimage tradition. The long-established 
routes to the principal centres attracted commercial 
exploitation; new shrines sprang up along the way, traffic 
in relics and indulgences flourished, and the worldly and 
frivolous attitude already present in Chaucer's time went on 
largely to displace the asceticism and sincerity of purpose 
of the early pilgrims. The pilgrimage ideal contained the 
seeds of its own decline: the more pilgrims responded to it, 
the more established the routes became and the more 
conditions were facilitated by such as the Venetians, and 
what had been a test of faith by its very hazards and 
hardships became an exercise well within the capabilities of 
anyone with a wish to travel and a purse deep enough to 
afford the journey. As the sixteenth century progressed, it 
became evident that the protestant's personal relationship 
with his God no longer needed objects or places of special 
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veneration, nor celestial favours gained by earthly 
expenditure; Protestantism saw no Value in pilgrimage as an 
ideal, and viewed it as a cause, or effect, of many of the 
corrupt practices of an exhausted and decadent church. 
By 1520, British pilgrimage to the Holy Land was 
virtually at an end. From then until the last years of 
Elizabeth's reign only five English accounts exist of 
travellers who made the journey, and only one of these, that 
of John Sanderson, describing a journey made via 
Constantinople in 1584-1602, uses the term 'pilgrimage' in 
its title. IL One was separately published; three were 
included in Hakluyt's Principall Havigatic-. uts-in 1599,22 one 
(Sanderson's) in Purchas's Purchas his Pilgrimes in 1625 -- 
which in itself gives an indication of the change of emphasis 
of these accounts from the spiritual goal to the journey 
itself. For the growing fascination with the world known 
and unknown, fostered by religious travel, had no further- 
need for spiritual sanction; a desire for experience, a 
curiosity about other people and their ways, an only 
recently-awakened awareness that moral as well as factual 
conclusions can be made by the individual without the 
guidance of accepted dogma and prescribed attitudes are at 
the heart of the change of thinking about foreign countries 
and nations from the fifteenth to the sixteenth centuries. 
The sixteenth-century mind, outgrowing the protective control 
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of the mediaeval church, educated by the new humanistic 
learning, and with the protestant tendency towards moral 
responsibility for its own creed and actions, is avid for 
knowledge and experience, and through the sixteenth century 
will look for them in the concept of travel. Explorers 
journey to and beyond the edge of the known geographical 
world; if man cannot move towards the stars he can observe 
them, calculate their movements, deduce a new theory of the 
nature of the earth and its surrounding universe, and even 
plan for the day when such a journey will become possible. 
The known world, too, much of which had been comparatively 
familiar for centuries, was to become a new source of 
interest. International commerce, foreign political 
alliances, pilgrimage itself, were all revealing unfamiliar 
societies, each with its own ways of managing the business 
of day-to-day living: different systems of government, 
different economic provision, different beliefs even within 
the framework of the church, different moral view-points and 
standards, different social customs. The traveller himself 
is changing. He is now less likely to stand, secure in his 
own national confidence, in fascinated observation of some 
society which is, by definition, foreign, separate, 
interesting but with little practical relevance to his own. 
By the mid-sixteenth century travellers are no longer merely 
observing, but questioning and judging what they see. What 
has caused this society to be as it is? Do they do some 
things better here than in England? If so, should we follow 
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the example, and with what disadvantages? Factual knowledge 
of other nations, thought of as largely unchanging and 
therefore adequately covered by classical authorities, is 
giving place to interest in the continuing process of 
history, how recent events have resulted in the present 
situation, and the state of contemporary political and social 
affairs. 
Two geographical/historical descriptions of the world 
printed in Germany in the first half of the sixteenth century 
reflect this change in attitude. Sebastian Franck's 
Reltbuch, published in TUbingen in 1534, is, as G. B. Parks 
points out, generall undetailed, and largely based on the 
classics. ý5 There is nothing new in his brief details of the 
origins and contemporary influence of Venice. Ten years 
later, however, Sebastian MUnster's Cosmographey oder 
Beschreibung aller Ldnder, the first detailed account of the 
world in German, shows a different approach. 4 His divisions 
of Italy are according to the modern political realities 
rather than the old classical provinces; the history of 
these regions is recounted to demonstrate how they have 
reached their present state; he draws conclusions from the 
physical geography of the land to account for its long-famed 
temperate climate and fertility. Not satisfied with the 
material already available, MUnster obtained contributions 
from over 100 scholars and acknowledged numerous contemporary 
sources for his information, including Gasparo Contarini, 
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whose De magistratibus et republica Venetorum, written 1523- 
4, revised 1531, and PLAblished in 1543, provided him with 
details of the function and powers of the Doge of Venice. 
The Italians themselves had already become leaders in 
the field of modern historical writing. The movement was 
away from the "chronicle" approach to the events of the past 
towards a more analytical view based on classical models, in 
particular Caesar, ' Sallust and Livy, initiated by Petrarch 
and followed by the humanist historians -- Leonardo Bruni, 
Poggio Bracciolini, Pietro Bembo; the chronicle tradition was 
never completely superseded but developed alongside, largely 
in the'vernacular. In the sixteenth centuries a combination 
of these traditions led to the Florentine histories of 
Macchiavelli and Guicciardini, Guicciardini's Italian 
history, and a number of writings on Venice which were to 
serve as models for English historians Such as Sir Walter 
Raleigh and Sir Francis Bacon. 
Since the thirteenth century Venetian writers had been 
conscious of the singularity and importance of their own 
city; an anonymous Historia Ducum was written in the first 
half of the century, and around 1350 appeared Martino da 
Canal's Les estoires de Venise. Andrea Dandolo's Chronicon 
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ý, enetum has been dated to 136C) and the elder Paolo Vergerio's 
De republica Veneta to some forty years later. The first 
half of the sixteenth century saw many Venetian writers at 
work.: Domenico Malipiero, Marc'Antonio Sabellico, the 
younger Marin Sanuto, Domenico Morosini, Gasparo Contarini, 
Luigi da Porto, Girolamo PriUli, Pietro Bembo and Paolo 
Paruta were producing a variety of writings ranging from 
published treatises to private diaries and letters, all fully 
aware of the far-reaching effects of political events and 
relationships between a state, its internal structure, and 
its external alliances and enmities. 
The 'relazioni' in which the Venetian ambassadors 
distilled their observations and opinions of the nature and 
affairs of the go,, ernments to which they were posted also 
reflect the growing awareness of geographical and historical 
relationships in international affairs. Donald Queller, in 
his article on 'The development of Ambassadorial Relazioni', ý3 
has come to the conclusion that this form of diplomatic 
report was unique to Venice, though occasionally copied or 
imitated by other foreign envoys. Distinguished from 
'dispacci' -- dispatches -- which gave up-to-date reports of 
current events and policies, 'relazioni' contained general 
background information, often extremely detailed, about a 
state and its resources, its economic and military 
capability, its ruler's person and personality, those of 
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others in power -- anything, in fact, that might possibly be 
of value to the Venetian senate in its dealings and policies 
at any time in the future. Andrea Trevisan was the first 
Venetian Ambassador to England to leave a 'relazione', 
presented to the senate on July Ist., 1498. This document, 
and those of his successors in the post, provide valuable and 
fascinating evidence of the Venetian view of England in the 
first half of the sixteenth century. 
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b) Venice in 16th. century English-Italian diplomatic 
relationships. 
It is difficult to distinguish between cause and effect 
in the many aspects of the complex attitude towards Italy 
shown by the English in the sixteenth century. It is 
evident that the increasing awareness that Italy was the 
centre of new scholastic processes and philosophic attitudes, 
that had existed in the academic field in the previOUS 
century, spread during the middle and late years of the 
sixteenth into the popular consciousness, to extend through 
literature, politics, Customs, behaviour and fashions. it 
is not the business of the present study to make an analysis 
of the development of the English interest in Italy as a 
whole, but to assess the position and influence of Venice as 
a component of this. The fact that this comparatively 
sudden access of fascination with things Italian should occur 
at a time when political events meant that contact between 
the two countries was at a minimum is in itself relevant to 
the position Venice held in the English mind. Throughout 
the period of political and religious tension which meant 
that an English traveller could be at considerable risk on 
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Italian soil, and which lasted to the end of the century, it 
remained easier and safer to visit Venice than any other 
city. The reasons for this were both political and 
ecclesiastical, and throughout the sixteenth century British 
visitors are continually aware, consciously or unconsciously, 
of a distinction between Venice and other Italian cities 
which was to match its uniqueness of situation with a 
uniqueness of attitude. 
The strong tradition of English-Venetian diplomacy 
survived the break with Rome caused by Henry's opposition to 
and eventual renunciation of papal control of the church in 
England. Venetian consuls and ambassadors maintained the 
city's interests in London, and English affairs were 
represented in Venice by agents, either English or Italian, 
after representation at the papal court ceased with the death 
of the last diplomatic agent in 15: 736, the last English 
mission having been sent two years before. At the start of 
his reign, Henry's diplomatic relations with Venice, though 
still not warranting a permanent resident Ambassador, were 
reasonably cordial. He publicly Supported Venice at the 
time of the League of Cambrai, and soon after his coronation 
sent the Cardinal-Archbishop of York, Christopher Bainbridge, 
to Rome, with a brief including Venetian affairs; 
Bainbridge gained a high reputation with the Venetian Senate. 
Relationships fluctuated; Giustiniang in his relazione of 
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1519, says that he found the English court had a very low 
opinion of the Venetians: 
La MaestA del Re 
cativa impressione 
pezore: vocabant 
et hoc per la liga 
ignominiose parole 
tanti furfanti., b 
y el Cardinal et a1ii havevano tanto 
de nui, che non era possibile haverla 
nos piscatores, raptores, sine fede, 
rota cum Spagna, tirannos, et tute le 
che 9? possibile dire, come se fossamo 
Uhis majesty the King, the Cardinal and others have the 
worst possible opinion of us: they call us fishermeng 
thieves, treacherous, -- this because of the broken 
league with Spain -- tyrants, and all the most 
ignominious words possible, as if we were so many 
scoundrels'. ) 
As Giustinian said, the problem was English-French enmity and 
Venetian-French lack, of it. In 1522 the Doge and senate 
conveyed through their Ambassador in Londong Antonio Surian, 
their outrage at the baseless accusations made by Henry and 
Wolsey of their rumoured alliance with Sultan Solyman against 
the Emperor, a new treaty with France, and Venetian financial 
assistance to various of the warring factions in Italy-' 
After this, things seemed to improve. Richard Pace was 
later commended for holding similar views to Bainbridge-" 
He represented Henry's anti-French policies in Venice more 
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than once, going to the city in 1522 to persuade the Signaria 
to sign a treaty with the Emperor, remaining for a year, and 
returning in 1525 over the matter of opposition to the French 
at the time of the battle of Pavia. *-" Termed 'Ambassador 
Lieger and Plenipotentiary', 10 he might have remained in 
Venice in a permanent capacity, had illness not caused his 
return home. English representation again reverted to 
Italians -- in this case Giovanni, then Giambattista, Casali 
-- although single missions were carried out, such as that by 
Sir Thomas Wyatt in 1527.11 After Casali's departure for 
Hungary in 1535, Edmund Harvel, a merchant of long residence 
in Venice, was entrusted with English affairs, " and after 
his death, an Italian nobleman, Lodovico dalle Arme, 
described as Venetian in the diplomatic records (see 
Cal. St. P. Ven., I, cxlv) though in fact Bolognese, was made 
Agent Extraordinary. 
Venetian official representation continued in London 
until the political situation at the start of Elizabeth's 
reign caused a breach of almost 46 years. 'ý Ambassadors 
served both as permanent appointees and on visiting 
missions, and among the latter was Gasparo Contarini, who in 
the summer of 1522 joined Antonio Suriano, the Venetian 
Ambassador in London, when the Emperor, to whose Court he 
himself was commissioned, made a state visit. His 
acquaintance among influential Englishmen of the time shows 
how close diplomatic links could become; he had met Wolsey, 
Sir Thomas More and Richard Pace in Flanders while serving as 
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Ambassador to Charles V, and was in contact with Gregorio 
Casali, brother of Giambattista and also working for Wolsey, 
while Ambassador to the Duke of Ferrara in 1527 and to 
Clement VII in Rome the following year. 14 
As well as the official political representation there 
seems to have been a number of Venetians among the growing 
Italian presence in the English court. Henry VII had used 
and rewarded Italian intelligencel and his son's vigorous 
determination to become involved in the international 
political scene led to a wide employment of Italian I news- 
gatherers' by Wolsey and Cromwell. As Einstein points out, 
'Italy itself had offered the first examples of trained 
diplomatsl while, moreover, the talented and pliable nature 
of the Italian of the Renaissance lent itself readily to all 
such work, especially if it had anything to do with the 
court'. 3-0 The Italian merchantj and especially the 
Venetian, was particularly suited to this. " The wide 
network of communicationss the shrewdness of mind to assess 
commercial and political situations, the status of the 
Italian aristocratic merchant families allowing access to the 
power-centres of Europe, placed them in a unique position for 
the gathering of political intelligence, and both Wolsey and 
Cromwell took advantage of this. Peter Vannes, a Luccheseq 
became Secretary to Wolsey and Latin secretary to the king; 
in 1550 he was sent as English representative to Venice. 
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Thomas Cromwell had himself acted as agent for a Venetian 
merchant, and Venetian merchants in England were in personal 
communication with him. Throughout the divorce proceedings 
Wolsey's Italian agents canvassing opinion in Italy included 
Venetians. 17 Two Venetian Hebrew scholars were brought to 
London to assist in establishing firm biblical basis for the 
King's determined course of action. 
As far as ecclesiastical matters were concerned, the 
republic's growing reputation for being "Venetians first, 
Christians second" was spreading abroad, at least in so far 
as "Christian" meant "loyal subject of the Roman Church". 
it is tempting to see the history of Venetian-Papal 
relationships as a struggle between church and state, based 
on the determination of a pragmatic and independant people 
owing their survival to meticulous care for the protection 
of the security of the state, to resist all external control 
within it. Paolo Prodig however, sees this as a mistaken 
view. 113 He believes that Paolo Sarpi's view of the 'special 
nature' of Venice compared with other Italian cities -- which 
view was the basis of the papal arguments at the time of the 
Interdict of 1606 that were followed with great interest in 
England -- derived from the fact that the tradition of the 
Venetian state was essentially religious; in the thirteenth 
century Andrea Dandolo's Chronicon described the Doge as 
I princeps in republica' and 'princeps in ecclesia' -- as 
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Prodi says, Ia latter-day Constantine' -- a figure who has 
inherited from the imperial Church the responsibility for 
both church and state. The picture is not of predominantly 
secular considerations in the Venetian state resisting church 
control, but a state whose tradition essentially 
incorporated its religious nature being threatened by a 
change in the attitude of the papacy. "P 
It is clear that, in the sixteenth century, Venice had a 
relationship with the papacy which was different from that of 
the other Italian city-states. By 1508 the conflict of 
ecclesiastical interests combined with political events to 
result in the League of Cambrai and the first of Venice's two 
serious periods of interdict. Though matters reached a 
certain equilibrium in the years following the League, the 
establishment of the Office of the Inquisition again led to a 
polarisation of attitudes. Revived in Rome by Paul III as 
a new centralised organisation in 1542, it was five years 
before its establishment was reluctantly accepted by Venice, 
and then only with strictly defined legal controls; one 
member of the tribunal must be a lay Venetian noble, and the 
procedures governed by the set legal forms. Those accused 
by the Inquisition could not be transferred outside Venetian 
territory -- it was only under extreme pressure that the 
republic was forced to hand over Giordano Bruno to Rome at 
the end of the sixteenth century. 
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This reputation for, if not resistance to the church of 
Rome, at least refusal to be unquestioningly controlled by 
it, encouraged the protestant traveller to feel that he 
would be safer in Venice than elsewhere in Italy. The city 
had, after all, long experience of the presence of 
foreigners, both visiting and in often sizeable resident 
communities. If a visitor were to be arrested an religious 
grounds, the chances were high that the Venetian regard for 
fair judicial proceeding, and desire not to discourage the 
presence of foreigners within their territories, would 
protect him from the fate of such as Thomas Wilson or Thomas 
Sackville, arrested and incarcerated in Rome by the 
Inquisition. zO The presence of an official representative 
in the city was an added advantage to English visitors, and 
not only for the practical assistance this might afford 
during the visit. On returning home the traveller was less 
likely to come under suspicion of having developed Catholic 
sympathies through unknown associations, as the English 
resident was able to exercise a degree of supervision over 
those within Venetian territory. 
For the earlier part of the sixteenth centurY, 
thereforev England and Venice maintained a relationship which 
was becoming increasingly tenuous in the rest of Italy. 
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While the English visitors who have left descriptions of 
Venice at the time, Borde, Thomas, Hoby and Ascham were all 
able still to travel reasonably freely through the peninsula, 
not yet threatened by the dangers the following generation 
were to encounter, the tensions are already presents and the 
distinction between Venice and other cities as a resort for 
travellers already evident. 
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C) The place of Venice in the risp- of English social 
and intellectUal interest in Italy. 
Though a definite interest in Italy and things Italian 
was developing in England during the first half of the 
sixteenth century, it was not until after Henry's reign that 
much information exclusively about Italy was to be collected 
and published in English. Before the publication of William 
Thomas's Historie of Italie in 1549, only one book had been 
written in English that had a completely Italian subject -- 
John Capgrave's Solace of Pilgrimes, a description of Rome 
written in about 1450 for the use of pilgrims visiting the 
city. Indeed, the publication of Thomas's Historie and his 
grammar and dictionary the following year gave the English 
their first comprehensive description of contemporary Italy 
and their first constructive insight into the Italian 
language, beyond the few phrases for the use of visitors that 
had occurred in some of the pilgrim guides and narratives. 
Andrew Borde's First Boke of the Introduction of KnoNledge 
was probably first published in 1547, also containing 
information about Italian citiesq though considerably more 
superficial. A second edition of Thomas's Historie was 
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published in 1561, and possibly a third the following year; O1 
1562 also saw the second edition of the grammar, and 1567 a 
third; clearly there was a market for this newly available 
information. Moreover 1549 was the, year in which the first 
direct translationg org more accurately, paraphrase, of an 
Italian work was printed in English, Sir Thomas Wyatt's Seý, en 
Penitential Psalms, ý-- and between 1547 and 1550 several 
editions of the writings of Bernardino Ochino and Peter 
Martyr Vermigli appeared. --21 The introduction into Eng, lish 
poetry by Wyatt and Surrey of the new Italian poetic forms, 
in particular the sonnetq which established the pervasive 
influence of Petrarch in sixteenth-century English poetry, 
initiated a further boost to English awareness of Italy at 
this time. 
The Italian language itself had not been widely Studied 
in England. Thomas's grammar and dictionary, however, was 
to be the first of a number of language tutors which 
proliferated in the second half of the century, many of them 
translated from Italian. It is well-known that Elizabeth 
was fluent in the language as a child, and her half-brother 
and -sister Edward and Mary were also taught it; their 
father, Henry, had spoken Italian. 24 Among the new academic 
ideas flourishing in Italy is the growing respect for the 
volgare one's own native language is a newly-acceptable 
vehicle for literary expression. The use of Latin is now in 
sharp decline for most but legal and ecclesiastical 
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documents, and this is to 
accepting the protestant 
traditional connection with 
of I modern' languages is 
desirable and even essentia 
William Thomas, says: 
be particularly 
reformation, 
the Roman mass. 
now Culturally 
1. Sergio Ross 
so in countries 
because of its 
The acquisition 
and politically 
in his Study Of 
Allo studioso della generazione di Erasmo, che era 
attratto dal fascino della tradizione umanistica 
italiana, Si SOStLki SCe Un tipo nuovo di viaggiatore 
inglese, sia egli diplomatico o studente, nel quale il 
culto del latino come lingUa universale 4? superato 
dal'interesse per le lingue nazionali. Questi vuol 
apprendere l'italiano, giA saldamente definito nella SUa 
strUttura e fondata su una grande tradizione letteraria, 
convinto di imposs-essarsi di Uno strumento nUOVO, 
essenziale per affermarsi nella vita pubblicas come pUre 
per leggere, nell'originale, i trattati di storia 
ritenuti fondamentali per la formazione del nuovo 
gentilUOMO--ýL's 
('The scholar of Erasmus's generation, who was attracted 
by the fascination of the Italian humanistic tradition, 
was replaced by a new type of English traveller, whether 
diplomat or student, for whom the cultivation of Latin 
xs a universal c, language was Superseded by interest in 
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national languages. These men wanted to learn Italian, 
already firmly defined in its structure and founded an a 
great literary traditiong believing that they were 
gaining a new implement, essential to establish 
themselves in public life, as indeed for reading, in the 
original versionsq the historical treatises held to be 
fundamental for the formation of the new gentleman. ') 
Standards of behaviour are now also to be sought in 
Italy. In spite of the fact that students returning from 
Italy at the end of the fifteenth century were already being 
criticised for their over-enthusiastic adoption of Italian 
waysl the establishment of the traditions of courtly 
behaviour in Baldassare Castiglione's zi Cortegian(,. ), 
published in Venice in 1528, are to set up the Italian 
gentleman as the supreme example of desirable conduct and 
attitude, and to create a fashion itself for courtesy 
books'. 
In this awakening of interest in Italian language, 
literature and culture, what was Venice's position? Was it 
merely a constituent of a general 'Italianism's or did it 
have an individuality in the English cultural mind? As we 
have already seen, Venice and Padua together had come to form 
one of the great centres of European learning. By 1535-40 
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the number of English students at Padua University had become 
such that a seniorg John Cheke, was appointed to supervise 
them. A home of the rediscovered classical learning as well 
as of the new humanism, Venice and its printing presses 
continued to disseminate classical and contemporary 
knowledge. The organisation, in 1549, of the Venetian 
printers into a guild was eventually to result in the decline 
of the city's reputation as a free-thinking intellectual 
centre, as official control was made easier, and its effects 
began to encroach on the previously independant presses, but 
in the early years of the century, the city continued as the 
major publishing centre of Europe. William Thomas found the 
sources for his Historie o-f Ztalie and his Ztalian Grammer 
in the books recently printed in Venice during his stay 
there. The artistic and cultural life of Venice was moving 
out from its own dominions to have a wider influence in the 
mainstream of European culture. In 1529 Michaelangelo 
visited the city, and the following year Titian was presented 
to the Emperor Charles V by the Marquis of Mantua. In 1527 
Adriaan Willaert was appointed maestro di capella at St. 
Mark's, bringing to the city's music the complex contrapuntal 
polyphony of the Flemish tradition, where it was to evolve 
through the works of Willaert and his successors, Cyprian de 
Rore and Gioseffo Zarlino, into the influential Venetian 
tradition of Andrea and Giovanni Gabrieli and Claudio 
Monteverdi. 
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William Thomas was a student of Macchiavelli, as his 
political writings for the young king Edward VI demonstrate, 
and the growing fascination with statecraft and political 
expediency stimulated by the spread of the Florentine's works 
was already, in Thomas's Historiel revealing an interest in 
the working of the Venetian constitution, and this was to 
become a focus of interest in the latter part of the century. 
An analysis of the power structure and of how it functions, a 
recognition of the fact that there is here some measure of 
stability which has enabled the state to survive severe 
political crises while other governments are collapsing under 
political or economic pressures, is beginning to focus on an 
awareness of a uniqueness beyond the visible. The 
fascination of a complex and finely-balanced form of 
government, whose very intricacies are the result of 
centuries of collective experience, and its apparent 
superiority over more arbitrary forms of inherited, elected 
or imposed power, is, by the end of the century, to reach a 
level of almost mystical reverence. 
The idea of the singularity of Venicel however, has not 
yet found its way into English literature. Wyatt visited 
Venice; the Earl of Surrey did not. In none of their 
poetry is there any local awareness of Italy as a country -- 
an Italian style does not necessitate an Italian subject, and 
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we find no mention of Venice or the Venetians in the 
literature of the early sixteenth century. For British 
views of Venice in this period we turn from the pilgrims to 
the travellers for whom the city is no longer an intermediate 
stage on a journey but a part of the goal itself, for the 
next describers of the city are men who have gone there to 
look for some kind of evidence of a national identity. For 
Andrew Borde, a study of Venice was a part of the knowledge 
of the peoples of Christendom; for William Thomas, an 
example of an efficiently-run and stable state. But each 
found some aspect of a city and society that was to take a 
firm hold on the English consciousness, and to develop a 
separate existence in the English mind from the rest of Italy 
as a historical, social and political entity. 
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d) Andrew Bo(a)rde: The Fyrst Boke of the 
Introduction of KnoWedge. 
Our first recorder of this mid-century period is Andrew 
Bo(o)rde. Born some time before 1490 and brought up in 
Oxford, he became a Carthusian monk, first went abroad in 
1529 to study medicine, and made a second trip in 1532; his 
writings mention the universities of Orleansl Poitiers, 
Toulouse and Montpellier in France and Wittenburg in Saxony, 
among which he clearly visited Orleans, Toulouse, and 
Montpellier, 'the hed universite in al Europe for the practes 
of physycke & surgery or chyrming. 2- In 15: 35 he was abroad 
again, apparently as an agent of Thomas Cromwell, reporting 
on European reaction to Henry VIII's activitiesq and after a 
period studying and practising medicine in Scotland, Set Out 
on his final foreign travels in 1537. Before his return 
home five years later he had written his three major works, 
the Dyetary, the Breviary, and The Fyrst Boke of the 
Introduction of Kno"Jedge. The first edition of the Dyetary 
was published at or about the time of his arrival home in 
1542 as A Compendyous Regimente or Dyetary of helth, quickly 
followed by at least two other editions; the Brevyary of 
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Health and The Fyr-: zt Boke of the Introduction of Kn(*. )wledge 
were most probably printed in 1547, and it is the latter with 
which we are concerned, being a guidebook. to the peoples and 
principal characteristics of the various regions of Europe, 
North Africa and the Moslem Countries of the Near East. ---7 
Borde also wrote an itinerary of Europe which he refers to 
in the Seventh chapter of The Introduction of Knowledge : 
for my trauellyng in, thorow, and round about Europ, 
whiche is all chrystendom, I dyd wryte a booke of euery 
region, countre, and prouynce, shewynge the myles, the 
leeges, and the dystaunce from citye to cytie, and from 
towne to towne; And the cyties . 92< townes names, wyth 
notable thynges within the Precyncte [of], or about, the 
sayd cytyes or townes, wyth many other thynges longe to 
reherse at this tyme... (ed. Furnivall, p. 145) 
This, however, Was lost in his own time, as one Thomas 
Cromwell had it of me. And bycause he had many matters of 
Estate] to dyspache for al England, my boke was loste... ' 
Borde appears to have visited himself many of the 
countries he describes, 'specyally aboute Europ, and parte of 
Affrycke'; Asia he 'was neuer in, yet I do wryte of it by 
auctours, cranycles, & by the wordes of credyble parsons, the 
whiche haUe trauelled in those partyes' (ed. Furnivall, 
p-145). His purpose in writing is not, he says, moral: he 
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is writing, not as 'Pascall the playn ... to rebUk. e sin', '-" bUt 
rather: 
of many countryes & regions, and of the natural 
dysposicyon of the inhabitours of the same, with other 
necessary thynges to be knowen, specially for them the 
whiche doth pretende to trauayle the COUntrees, regions, 
and prouinces, that they may be in a redines to knowe 
what they should do whan they come there; And also to 
know the money of the countre, & to speke parte of the 
language or speache that there is vsed, by the whiche a 
man may com to a forder knowledge. Also I do not, nor 
shal not, dispraLte [deprave, i. e. defame] no man in this 
booke perticulerly; but manifest thinges I doo wryte 
openly, and generally of comin vsages, for a generall 
commodite and welth. (ed. Furnivall, pp. 145-6) 
Borde is not, in fact, as objective and dispassionate as 
this intention suggests, but very Much nearer to it than 
writers of the previous age. He praises and condemns the 
nations he describes, but his criteria are not, based an 
accepted, inculcated dogma which, fifty years earlier, 
would have produced immedi'ate condemnation of all non- 
Christians. Whereas Borde explains in detail the tricks 
used by Mohammed to present himself as a prophet, and sees 
the Jew as a man who does not even keep his own law of Moses 
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(and who will 'lye to longe a sleepe'; p. 218), this attitude 
is balanced by a willingness to see the good and bad in each 
nation. The Jews are not monsters but exiles from their own 
country; the Egyptians are thieves, but good dancers; the 
Turk 'doth conquere and subdue, as wel by polyce and 
gentylnes, as by hys fettes of ware' (p. 215); Moorish slaves 
I wilbe diligent, and wyll do al maner of seruice', although 
'thei be set most comonli to vile thynges' (p. 212); the 
Icelanders 'be beastly creatures, vnmanered and vntaughte' 
who lie in caves like pigs and give away their children, but 
they are good fishermen (p. 141-2). The only chapter to show 
a measure of intolerance is, interestingly, that on Rome, 
where the author 'dyd se lytle vertue... and much abhominable 
vyces-l wherfore I dyde not lyke the fashion of the people'; 
'such matters', he says, 'I do passe ouer' (p. 178), and 
refers the reader to the account of his first stay in Rome in 
the second book of the Breuyary of Health. 
Conversely, 'the noble realme of England' does not 
escape criticism. In Chapter 1, an England and the English 
(ed. Furnivall, pp. 116-122), he states that 'the people of 
England be as good as any people in any other lande and 
nacion that ever I haue trauayled ing yea, and much more 
better in many thynges... Englishmen be bolde, strong, 9, 
mighty; the women be ful of bewty, and they be decked gayly' 
(P. 118-9). London exceeds all other cities, not only in 
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England: 'for there is not Constantynopleg Venis, Rome, 
Florence, Paris, nor Colyn, can not be compared to London, 
the qualities and the quantite consydred in al thynges' 
(P. 119). He criticizes, however, the English contempt for 
learning, pig-headed determination to have their own way, 
swearing, pride, and a certain propensity for 'treason & 
deceyt', and the chapter opens with a satirical portrait, 
both in woodcut and words, of a naked Englishman, wondering 
which of the new fashions to adopt. 
So our next description of Venice and the Venetians 
comes from a man of humour, observation, and comparatively 
few set preconceptions. Furnivall describes him as 'a man 
at times of great seriousness and earnestnessv yet withal of 
a pleasant humour' (p. 105)9 and quotes a letter from Mr. John 
Leigh, the Officer of Health to the Corporation of 
Manchester, in which he commends the good sense, reliance on 
long experience, and sound knowledge of sanitation shown by 
Borde in the Vyetary, whose advice 'is not surpassed in 
quality in any book of modern times' (p. 320). 
The regions of Italy Borde describes in chapters xxi- 
xxvi of the Fyrst Doke of the Zntroduction of Knot4ledge 
follow the same pattern as the rest of his geographical 
surveys: there is a verse-portrait, headed by a wood-cut 
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illustration, of a typical native of the region, each a 
caricature in terms of the popular impressions of the day. 
The Sicilian is self-important, the Neapolitan cunning and 
inscrutable, the Roman proud, the Venetian sober and wise; 
'subtil crafft' is the mark. of the Lombard, miserliness and 
an incomprehensible dialect that of the Genoese. This is 
followed by a paragraph in prose about the area, which varies 
from a factual description of the chief town, the 
agricultural prosperity or the principal exports, to Borde's 
own very personal impressions -- the flies in Sicily, the 
eloquent shrugs and gestures of the Lombard and the Vicious 
stray dogs of his region, the Italian way of telling the 
time, and the Genoese treacle, famous as the best antidote to 
poison. He also gives useful information on currencies and 
some handy phrases for the traveller to learn in Italian. 
The tone of the verse and prose sections of the chapters 
differs distinctly in that throughout the book in most cases 
the verse is clearly intended to amuse, while the paragraph 
following is more factual and objective and intended to 
inform. 
Chapter xxiiii is devoted to Venice (ed. FUrnivall, 
pp. 181-6). The illustration, comprising a single framed 
figure in a turban-like head-dress (this is also used to head 
the chapters on 'Italy and Rome' and 'Grece and 
Constantinenople' [sic]) and two groups of male figures, are 
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in no way particularly illustrative of Venetians except that 
one figure is depicted in a long fur-trimmed gown. 22"P The 
character presented in verse, however, describes himself as 
'both sober and sage; In all myne actes and doynges I do 
not outrage' (p. 181). 'Gravite' is the principal attribute - 
- Borde adds interestingly, 'Specially yf I be out of my 
countrey' -- and the Venetian is richly dressed. The second 
half of the verse-portrait (11.6-12) refers to the fact that 
Venice's possessions cannot be said to be entirely hers, in 
view of the tribute paid to the Turk; indeed, 'To 1i ve in 
rest and peace, in my cytye I do lourke', and the Venetian 
has enough money 'To pacyfye the Pope, the Turke, and the 
Iue'. 
The criticism ends with the verse, however; the prose 
description of the city is entirely favourable: 
Yf I should not bryng in 9: 4 speke of Venes here, I sholde 
not kepe the circuit of Europe. whosoever that hath 
not seene the noble citie of Venis, he hath not sene the 
bewtye 9: t ryches of thys worlde. (p. 181) 
Venice is a great centre of commerce for both Christians and 
I all sortes of infydels' (p. IE33). Borde describes the 
situation of the city, with its canals, boats and bridges, 
and the dress of the Venetian merchants, who wear 'long 
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gownes lyke preestes, with close sleeves' (p. 183). There is 
no aristocratic hierarchy except the position of Duke (doge), 
and a brief account of the office of the doge follows, 
including the inaccurate statement that a doge may not marry, 
perhaps assumed by Borde from the non-heritable nature of the 
office; he may, however, have 'lemons & concubyns as manye 
as he wyl'. He may not leave the city, -"30 and wears a 
coronet over a cap of sylk. e, the whych stondeth up lyke a 
podynge or a cokes come, bekyng forward, of iii handfoll 
longe' (p. 185). He goes no further into the workings of the 
governmental apparatus than a simple and inaccurate summary: 
The DUke shall rule the senyorite, and the seniorite 
shall governe and rule the comynalte, and depose and put 
to deth the Duke if thei do fynd a laWfUl cause. 
(pp. 184-5) 
Borde says that he 'dyd neer se within the cyte of Venis no 
POUerte, but al riches. ther be none inhabitours in the 
cite that is nede & POUr' (p. 185). Food is dear, and Venice 
is one of the greatest ports in the world, the Venetians in 
permanent readiness for war, having timber available to 
construct a hundred galleys or more at a time, and 'all. maner 
of artilery in a redynes'. He mentions their extensive 
territorial possessions, but is more interested in their 
behaviour at Mass: 
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Whan they do hear masse, & se the sacrament, they do 
inclyne, & doth clap theyr hand on theyr Mouth, and do 
not knock them self on the brest. at hygh masse they 
do use prycksong & playnsonge, the orgins & the 
trumpates. if ther be any gospel red, or song of saynt 
Marke, they wyl say "sequencia santy evangely seCUndUM 
istum, " poyntyng theyr fynger to s. Mark, the whych do 
ly in the church. (pp. 185-6) 
In all his descriptions of national characteristics, 
Borde is particularly interested in physical appearance, and 
here notes that 'the people do pol their heades, and do let 
ther berdes grow' (p. 186), before finally mentioning their 
language and currency. He is not much concerned with the 
visual aspect of the city -- he makes a single mention of 
'the butyful church of saint Marke' (p. 185). His interest 
is rather in the people, their Customs, appearance, dialect, 
food, habits. Among foreign nations, Venice, -in spite of 
the criticism for preferring to settle disputes with Turk, 
Pope or Jew by monetary means, comes off rather well in 
Borde's assessment, and his admiration for the wisdom, 
moderation and efficiency of the Venetians clearly Outweighs 
the rather unheroic pragmatism of the the state, and the 
apparently constitutional freedom of the doge to compensate 
himself for being forbidden to marry. 
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e) William Thomas: The Historie of Italie, 
Within two years of Borde's Fyrst Boke of the 
Introduction of Knotqledge was published the first serious 
and comprehensive guide to the country of Italy in the 
English language, William Thomas's Historie of Ztalie.: 31 
Like Borde, Thomas wrote with an expressed intention, but 
unlike his predecessor, it was not that of simply informing. 
In his dedication and preface he states what he intends the 
readers of his book to find: 
First thei shall see, upon what little beginning many 
great astates have risen, and how thei that have had the 
power to rulej by using their aUCtoritees well and 
prudently, have merited immortall fame of honour and 
preise: and by using tyrannie and ill governaunce, have 
contrariwise borne eternall sklaunder and shame. 
The book will, by the examples presented, encourage virtuous 
men, warn the 'viciouse', move 'the noble prince to 
mainteigne peace and iustice: and Cshow3 the tyranne, what 
plagues folow of warre and crueltee: and that though his 
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tyrannie passe unplagued in this worlde (whiche hapneth 
seldome) yet shall his name be hated and cursed in all ages 
and amongest all nacions'. It illustrates that favourite 
theme, the mutability of fortunel 
and finally, that of division, either amongest the 
nobilitee or the commons, there ensueth utter 
destruction of realmes, and subvercion of common 
wealthes... For surely, more preise shall that prince 
deserve, that leaveth his realme quiete and welthie unto 
his successour, than he that for the conquest of other 
countreis enpoverissheth and disturbeth his owne. 
Thomas's knowledge of Italy was gathered during a stay 
of three years between 1545 and 1548. A Welshman, possibly 
from Radnorshire, he was born about 1507, probably educated 
at Oxford, and pursued a moderately successful career as a 
civil servant in Wales. Sir Daniel Lleufer Thomas, in his 
article an William Thomas in the Dictionary o-F National 
Biography, suggests that he may have been the William Thomas 
who, with two other commissioners, reported to Cromwell on 
certain matters concerning Radnorshire and the Welsh 
Marches, 3= though E. R. Adair thinks this unlikely.: 3ý3 It was 
in 1545 that he left the country and made his way to Italy in 
something of a hurry, having relieved his patron, Sir Anthony 
Browne, Henry VIII's Master of the Horses of a certain Sum Of 
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money. This in itself, however, cannot have been the reason 
for his departure abroad, as he had deposited the money with 
an Italian banker and made provision to draw it out in 
Venice. The money was clearly needed for an urgent 
departure, but whether the cause of this was financial ruin 
due to gambling debts, as he told Edmund Harvel, the English 
agent in Venice,: 3, * or, as Adair suggests, complicated by an 
uncongenial atmosphere in the house of Sir Anthony after 
Thomas's becoming an ardent Protestant,: "s the plan did not 
succeed. Word reached Edmund Harvel in Venice on the day of 
Thomas's arrival, and tie was arrested and held while the 
money was returned; it appears that he confessed everything 
freely to Harvel and was extremely penitent. He was granted 
-an official pardon, but remained in Italy, travelling through 
the country and making a serious study of its language and 
history. In Bologna in February of 1547 he heard of the 
death of Henry VIII, and prompted by what seemed to him 
unreasonable condemnation among the Italians of the king and 
his policies, he wrote, in Italian, 11 Pellegrino Inglese ne 
'I quale si difende l'innocente e sincera vita del pi(-. ) & 
Religioso Re d'Znghilterra, Enrico Ottavo, bugiardamente 
caloniato da Clemente V11 e da gl'altri adulatori della Sedia 
Antichristiana. ý3, ý* In February of 1548 we find him sending 
home from Padua the manuscript of his Italian grammar, to the 
friend who had requested its writing, John Tamworth, "37 and 
the months following this would be the time of the 
composition of his Historie. 
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Thomas did not return to England until after the death 
of his ex-patron. E. R. Adair's article seems to have Caused 
some confusion over the date of his return. G. B. Parks, in 
the introduction to his edition of the Historie, p. x, quotess 
Thomas Hoby's diary (The Traý, els and Life of Sir Thomas Hoby, 
Kt. of Bisham Abbey-, vol. x of The Camden Miscellany 
(London, 1902), p. 4 of the second part), reporting that 
Thomas passed through Strasburg in January 1548 on his way 
from Italy to London, and suggests that, in view of the 
dedication to the Grammer having been written in Padua in 
February of that year, Hoby had got the month wrong. if 
Parks is right, then as Sir Anthony Browne died in May and 
Hoby left Strasburg in July, he may have meant June. Adair 
unaccountably has the date-of the Grammer dedication as 
February, 1549 (p. 136); this would appear to be a simple 
error, especially as he goes on to speak of Thomas's 
activities in the rest of 1548, but he later assigns the 
composition of the Grammer to 'sometime before February 
1549' (p. 137), and states positively that Thomas returned to 
England in 1549 (p. 139). He also speaks of four years spent 
in Italy. In view of Hoby's diary and the clear date of the 
Grammer dedication it would seem that Adair has made a 
mistake here. This may well have coloured his attitude to 
Thomas's extraordinary rise in fortunes on his return; if it 
was in 1548, then, though rapid, it was not quite so meteoric 
-- the first grant of lands received, on January 3rd., 1550, 
would in fact have been made after eighteen months, not six. 
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T. G. Griffith, in Avventure Linguistiche del Cinquecento 
(Florence, 1961), pp. 58-9, follows Adair's dating, but his 
article on Thomas is closely based on Adair's work. Sergio 
Rossi also follows Adair, but for reasons of his own; 
La stesura risale certo alla seconda met& dell'. --Anno 1.548 
perch6, alla fine della parte che riguarda Venezia, 
parlando del Doge Francesco Donato, in carica dal 24 
novembre 1545, si legge che era stato eletto '... abOUt 
two yeres and half e before the writing hereof ', e qUando 
il Thomas parla di Venezia raramente incorre in errori. 
(Rossi , p. 294) 
('The writing certainly took place in the second half of 
1548 because, at the end of the section dealing with 
Venice, speaking of the doge Francesco Donato, who was 
in office from the 24th. November 1545, we read that he 
was elected '... about two yeres and halfe before the 
writing hereof', and when Thomas speaks of Venice he 
rarely makes a mistake. ' 
This seems, however, no argument 
remaining in Italy for a further year. 
1548 would indeed be 'about two yeres 
election of Donato, and remains the 
writing for the Historie, and June of 
return home. 
to support Thomas's 
April, May, June of 
and halfe' after the 
most likely time of 
the same year for his 
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Whatever the date of his return, it was to a 
surprisingly successful career for a man who only four years 
earlier had been imprisoned on criminal charges. As Adair 
points Out, he made extremely faVOUrable connections. The 
English version of 11 Pellegrino must have ensured a 
favourable reception at Court; his moral treatise, The 
Vanitee of this Morld, was dedicated to Anne Herbert of 
Wilton, the wife of William Herbert, the first Earl of 
Pembroke, his Historie to the Earl of Warwick; John 
Tamworth, the friend for whom he had written his Italian 
grammar was related to Archbishop Cranmer, Francis Walsingham 
and Sir Walter Mildmay (who the following year was to have 
the grammar published, and whose sister was to become 
Thomas's second wife). In 1550, a successful author -- the 
Historie of Italie and The Vanitee of this Morld were both 
published in 1549 -- he was made a clerk of the Privy Council 
and awarded several grants and offices. The following year 
he was a member of the Marquis of Northampton's embassy to 
France concerning the proposed marriage of the King, Edward 
VI, to the French Princess Elizabeth; in 1552 he wrote to 
Cecil requesting a posting to Venice, but this did not 
materialise. 130 
His rise in fortunes brought him an appointment as 
tutor to the young king, for whom he wrote several works of 
political advice and instruction, including eighty-five 
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topics for profitable consideration and discussion and six 
'Discourses' an matters of kingship and government, all of 
which, as Griffith states, 'testimoniano dello studio di 
Machiavelli da parte del loro aUtore' Ubear witness to 
their author's study of Machiavelli'; Aý, ý, eriture 
Linguistiche, p. 61). 11 Sergio Rossi, wondering how a 
convicted embezzler could have pursued his political career 
so successfully and so soon, suggests that some form of 
service to the government, perhaps in the form of 
intelligence reports gathered from his stay in Italy, may 
have been a condition of the pardon granted to him in 1545 
(Rossi, p. 281, n. 1). Should there have been a previous 
connection with Cromwell, as Sir Daniel Lleufer Thomas 
suggests, this could well have been the case, and if it were 
so, Thomas must have proved a useful agent. His Historie 
is not only the first work to deal with Italy as a whole but 
is the first reasoned and analytical description of the 
workings of a foreign government. 
The Historie opens with Thomas's reflections of Italy 
as a whole, its geography, 'commoditees', and customs. In 
its situation he emphasizes the moderation of its climate, 
due to its position. Talking of 'commoditees', he describes 
Italy as a commercial centre between Europe and the east, 
much as London is a commercial centre for England, and the 
wine and food, especially the fruit, are very good. He is 
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struck by the 'lovyng companie of the Italians (who in maner 
make more of straUngers than of their owne)', and the many 
foreigners in Italy, 'whose resorte thither is principallie 
under pretence of StUdie' (p. 2b). This is evidently due to 
the many cities where there are men learned in 'the readyng 
of philosophie, of the civile lawes, and of all the liberal]. 
sciences', students not only, as in English universities, 
mostly I meane mens children set to schole in hope to live 
upon hyred learnyng', but gentlemen's sons, 'that StUdie more 
for knowlage and pleasure, than for r-Uriostee or luker'. In 
fact, the previous winter in Padua there had been just under 
1,500 students of which, Thomas believes, at least 1,000 were 
gentlemen (pp. 2b-3a). 
In his pages 'Of the Italian CUStomes and ncAtUre ' 
(pp. 3a-6b), Thomas openly professes a very high opinion of 
the Italians: 'the gentilmen, that have whereof 
woorshipfUlly to live (whiche for the moste parte dooe 
commonly professe armes) me seemeth, that none other nacion 
is lyke theim in maiestee'. They are 'generally... so 
honourable, so courteise, -so prUdente, and so grave withall, 
that it shoulde seeme eche one of theim to have had a 
princely bringyng up. To his SUperiDUr obedient, to his 
equall humble, and to his inferiOUr gentill and courteise, 
amiable to a straUnger, and desyrous with COUrtesie to winne 
his love'. Thomas sees their dress as 'mods; -3st', 
the 
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furnishing of their houses as 'fine', and even their table- 
manners 'excedyng nete', and the fact that their high regard 
for their good name, or 'honOUr', causes them to wear arms 
continually is not a matter for condemnation to him: 
For the feare of SUche daungers maketh men so ware of 
theyr tounges, that a man maie goe xx. yeres through 
Italie without findyng reproche or villanie, unlesse he 
provoke it hym selfe. (p. 4a) i 
Just as he seems to have lost all objectivity, Thomas goes 
some way towards righting the balance by admitting that, 
I wheras temperance, modestie, and other civile vertues excell 
in the numbre of the Italian nobilitee, more than in the 
nobilitee of any other nacion that I ý--: nowe: so undoubtedly 
the fleshely appetite with unnaturall heate and other thynges 
in theim that be viciouse, dooe passe all the termes of 
reason or honestie' (p. 4b). 
Thomas lool-.: s carefully at the social divisions of the 
Italian people, the background against which he will consider 
the Venetians. Unlike the English, their merchants are 
mostly gentlemen, and while they differ from the nobility of 
independent fortune they are considered equal, and Thomas 
sees this as one of the causes of the wealth to be found in 
the cities. The skilled workmen, or 'artificers', are 'the 
finest woorkemen and best inventours of all other', and often 
gain great wealth, though it is not easy for them ever to 
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attain nobility. The peasantry, on the other hand, are poor 
and oppressed, largely because of the absence in the 
countryside of wealthy land-owners, who all live in the 
cities, and may keep only a summer residence on their lands. 
Completing his survey of Italian customs, Thomas concludes 
that, though women are much the same the world over, in Italy 
the gentlewomen and courtesans, 'for gorgeouse atyre, 
apparaile and iewelles, excede... all other women of our 
knowen warlde'. 
From here Thomas moves on to his consideration of the 
States of Italy. Like Bordeq he deals with the contemporary 
political divisions of the Peninsula, centred on the city- 
states rather than the classical regions. Indeedq he 
distinguishes these before proceeding to an 'abbridgement' of 
the history of Italy from the Floodq through legendary 
beginningsq to the Romans, barbarian invasionss the Lombards 
and Charlemagne. Then the first and lengthiest section on 
the separate states deals with Rome, occupying pp. 22a-72b of 
the 1549 editiong and followed by a table of the Roman 
bishops. He opens with the full emotional effect of the 
ruins of the once-great city, the same note of regret, dismay 
and disgust that was to be heard by visitors to the city from 
the earliest times of pilgrimage an into the eighteenth 
century: 
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Than didde it greeve me to see the onelie iewell, 
myrrour, maistres and beautie of this worlde, that never 
had hir lyke, nor (as I thynke) never shall, lie so 
desolate and disfigured, that there is no lamentable cas 
to be harde, or lothesome thyng to be seen, that maie be 
compared to a small parte of it. (p. 22a) 
This leads him immediately to the moral conclusions to be 
drawn: 
Neverthelesse whan I remembred againe the occasions, 
wherof these gloriouse thynges have growen, what 
noumbres of warres the Romaynes have mainteygned, with 
infinite blaud sheddyng, destructions of wholf. '? 
countreys, ravishmentes of chast women, sacke, spoyle, 
tributes, oppression of common welthes, and a thousande 
other tyrannies, without the whiche the Romaines Could 
never have achieved the perfection of so many wonders as 
mine eye dyd there beholde: Than perceived I, howe iUSt 
the iudgement of god isl that hath made those 
antiqUitees to remayne as a foule spoyle of the Romaine 
pride, and for a witnesse to the worldes ende of their 
tyranny. (pp. 22ab) 
This is the underlying theme of the Historie of Italie: 
how discard weakens and destroys the state, while strong 
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government holds society together and forms a foundation for 
continuing prosperity. It is the stability of the Venetian 
government which made such a forcible contrast to Rome in 
Thomas's mind, and the minds of so many of the visitors who 
followed him. Not only was there the visual contrast 
between the ruins of Rome and the magnificent new palazzi of 
Venice, so many of which were being built at this time; the 
decadence of an aging capital city, crowded with visual 
reminders of its former preeminences now home to the central 
power structure of a corrupt and uncongenial church must have 
seemed, to a man of strong Protestant convictions, a world 
away from the vigorous and prosperous mercantile economy of 
Venice, perhaps the one region of Italy where the Church took 
second place to the smooth government of the state. The 
first papal interdict had already been imposed on the city at 
the time of Agnadello, and the Venetians seemed to have 
survived with no great ill-effects; indeed, their survival 
of the crisis of the League of Cambrai in the early years of 
the century must have seemed miraculous in the face of their 
apparently totally regained prosperity forty years later, and 
could hardly be seen as discouraging to a country itself 
engaged in the defiance of papal authority. 
As a committed Protestant, Thomas centres his 
condemnation of contemporary Rome on the 'pride and 
abhominacion' of the clergy of the Catholic church. On 
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Christmas Day, 1547, he saw how Pope Paul iri in St. Peter's 
'in a trone of wonderfull maiestee was set up as a god' 
(p. 39a), though his criticism is mainly levelled at the 
magnificence of the cardinals and other clergy, the ceremony 
with which they are surrounded, their pride, their 
licentiousness -- '40,000 harlottes mainteigned for the moste 
parte by the clergy and theyr folowers', and 'iii or iiii 
paiges trymmed like yonge prynces, for what purpose I wolde 
be loth to tell' that accompany each cardinal and prelate; 
the bishop of Rome himself 'for his owne ordinarie kepeth no 
great house' (pp. 39a, b). This note of fairness persists. 
Thomas is not a bigot who condemns every aspect of the 
Catholic church in contemporary Rome; much of the new 
building, for example, is admirable. The lack of propriety, 
the disproportion and upsetting of the right order of things 
disturbs him. 'What is a kynge? ' he asks; 'what is an 
emperour in his maiestee? Any thyng lyke to the Romaine 
bishop? No, surely, nor I woulde not wisshe theim so to be' 
(p. 37b). This concern to present both good and bad 
wherever he finds them is part of the meticulousness which is 
Thomas's chief characteristic, leading him to describe in 
painstaking detail the bridges, walls, gates, water-conduits, 
baths, theatres, circuses -- all the relics of ancient Rome, 
as well as the noteworthy new buildings -- and goes on to 
give us a valuable and informative English account of mid- 
sixteenth-century Venice. 
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Thomas's description of Venice covers 78 pages (pp. 7: 7, a-- 
112b), second in length to Rome; the nearest of the other 
states to approach it is Genoa, with 53 pages. As is 
usually the cases the description begins with the situation, 
and here Thomas sees the extraordinariness of the city not in 
visual terms, but in how it has been accomplished. There 
has been a transformation of 'the rudest, unmeetest, and 
unholsomest place to bUilde upon or to enhabite, that were 
againe to be founde thorOUghout an whole worlde' into a state 
which is 'not onely excedyng full of people, and riche of 
treasure and buildynges: but so holesome withall (throughe 
the muche haunte of people and the great noumbre of 
continuall fyres) that I thynke none other citee hable to 
shewe so many olde men' (pp. 73a, b). The analytical mind is 
soon evident, as he reasons how the protective bank of the 
Lido works, without which 'it were impossible to be 
enhabited: Because the city standing equall with the water, 
the floudde by reason should passe through the houses at 
every full sea. But this banke... dooeth so defende the 
water floudde, that within those marishes it hath nothyng the 
lyke force as on the other sea costes' (p. 73b). Every 
aspect of the Situation of the city is methodically explained 
-- the recent silting-up of the lagoon; the efforts of the 
Venetians, and expense sustained, in controlling this; the 
exact number of sea-entrances to the lagoon and which are 
navigable; and precisely how this affords protection to the 
city. 
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Characteristically, as he turns to the city itself, 
Thomas goes into great detail about the method of 
construction of the buildings before considering their 
appearance (pp. 74a-76a). He carefully describes the 
preparing of the site, the laying of the foundations and the 
basic construction of the building, adding that 
I notwithstandyng that above water I thynke no place of all 
Europe, hable at this daie to compare with that citee for 
numbre of sumptuouse houses, specially for theyr frontes' 
(p. 74a). Of the buildings he singles out the recently-built 
fortress on the Lido, the church of S. Mark, the Duke's 
palace and those surrounding the Piazza S. Marco, S. Mark's 
campanile, the Rialto, the schools of S. Roch and S. Mark, 
and finally the Arsenal, which 'in mine eye exceedeth all the 
rest'. Thomas's eye is not that of an awe-struck pilgrim 
but of an investigator, more interested in the construction 
of a building than its decoration; he likes to see how 
things work, how they are organised. His attitude to S. 
Mark's church is factual: 
a verie antike thyng, furnisshed with goodly pillers of 
fyne marble, to the noumbre of . 900. (as they saie) 
besides the floore under foote of small marble stones, 
wrought in knottes of divers coloursi and foure faire 
brasen horses over the fronte. (p. 74b) 
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His enthusiasm for the Arsenal, which he saw at a time when 
it had just been rebuilt and enlarged after several 
disastrously damaging explosions since the beginning of the 
century, is based on its practical capabilities -- the number 
of galleys it houses, the amount of seasoned timber available 
-- making it possible to construct a new galley 'for everie 
daie in the yere', the boat-houses, the quantities of ship- 
furnishings, the harneyse and weapons, that suffise (as they 
saie) to arme an 100 000 men', and their minimum of si x 
hundred full-time workers (p. 75a). He notes the number of 
boatmen regularly employed in the city, so providing a 
permanent naval force, and the comparison between Rome and 
Venice occurs again, in that, had the Venetians been men 'as 
the Romains were, geven as Well unto chivalrie by lande, as 
unto the exercise on the water: no doubt thei might many 
yeres, agoen have subdued the worlde'. It is with this 
comparison that the first note of criticism is heard: the 
Venetians are not men as the Romans were in their commercial 
attitude to peace and liberty. Like Borde, Thomas notes, 
But sure theyr power hath been more warely governed, 
than valiantly enlarged. For sens Constantinople was 
gotten by the Turkes, theyr dominion hath decreased, 
bothe by reason (as the fame gothe) they rather practise 
with money, to bie and sell countryes, peace and warre: 
than to exercise deedes of armes: and for that moste 
Venetians are at these daies become better merchauntes 
than men of warre. (p. 75a, b) 
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Thomas's interest extends to all aspects of a 
functioning community. He is as impressed by the 
construction methods of the great number of wells for the 
provision and storing of fresh water as by the contents of 
the armoury in the 'Sala del Consiglio d'i dieci', and in 
both cases it is the order and suitability of each object to 
its task that fascinates him. The armour and weaponry is in 
abundant supply, is so well-made and decorated 'that princes 
mught weare theim', and 'bestowed in so fayre an ordre... that 
a great while lookyng on, Could not satisfie me' (p. 75b); 
and each stage of the construction of the fresh-water wells 
has its specific design and purpose. 
After a brief list of the territorial possessions of the 
Venetians, Thomas goes on to discuss their system of 
financial revenue (p. 76b-77a). Their high taxation is 
raised, understandably, an goods rather than land, and so 
every commodity is taxed 'after so extreme a sorte, that it 
would make any honest herte sorowfull to heare it'. With 
the weight of this taxation and the severity of the measures 
taken to enforce it by customs officials so thorough that 
Thomas thinks that 'Cerberus was never so greedie at the 
gates of hell as they be in the chanelles about Venice', a 
Cretan friend of Thomas's was of the opinion that 'the 
Christians lived a great deale better under the Turke, than 
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under the Venetians'. The Jews also played a large part in 
Venetian financial affairs; indeed, 'it is almost incredible 
what gaine the Venetians receive by the USUrie of the Jewes, 
bothe privately and in common'. 
With his experience and evident interest in 
administration it is not surprising that Thomas should have 
given one of the most detailed accounts before the end of the 
sixteenth century of the workings of the Venetian government. 
Andrew Borde had already remarked on the limited nature of 
the Doge's power; Thomas enqUires into this in greater 
detail, noting the limitations of movement and even clothing 
with which the Doge Must Comply, to the extent that Venetians 
themselves have referred to him as an 'honourable slave'. 
He concludes that: 
in effect, he hath no maner of preeminence but the bare 
honour, the gifte of a few small offices, and the 
libertee, Di mettere Una parte, whiche is no more, but 
to propounde unto any of the counsailes his opinion, 
touchyng the ordre, reformacion, or correction of any 
thyng: and that opinion every counsaile is bounde 
taccepte into a triall of theyr sentences by Ballot 
... and this privilege, to have his onely opinion 
ballotted, no man hath but he. (pp. 77a, b) 
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He goes on to enumerate the many offices in the 
governmental structure of Venice; first, the three Sigrt(-. )ri 
Capi or Cai, with the power to arrest the Doge, then the six 
Councillors who, strictly, form La Signoria, although this 
name is commonly given to: 
theyr whole maiestee, and principally it doeth inclUde 
the DW. -: e, with the reste of the chiefe officers or 
senatours (to the nUmbre of three score) that 
accompanieth him, whan in his solemnitee he cometh to 
churche, or goeth Unto any of the ordinarie ceremonies 
abroade in the citee. (pp. 77b-78a) 
Parallel to the English 'kyngs maiestees privie COUnsaile' 
is, Thomas says, Il Consiglio di dieci (actually composed of 
seventeen persons), while the matters of peace and war are 
dealt with by the Pregadi; 11 Consiglio di Ouaranta, Il 
Consiglio di trenta, gl' aý, ogadori, i Signori di notte, gl' 
Auditori vecchi e nuovi are all concerned with justice, the 
Signor della Sanita has charge of the cleanliness of the 
city and provision for the sick, and there are also official-, 
to control all saleable goods coming into the city; these 
are examined and an ordinarie price appoincted unto the 
seller, to the entent the bier be not deceived' (pp. 78a, b). 
To Thomas it is the Great Council which 'seemeth to be 
the whole staie of theyr common wealth' (p. 7eb), consisting 
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of all the (male) members of about two hundred noble families 
over the age of twenty-five (some being elected by ballot at 
the age of twenty). He describes the lay-out of the hall in 
which they meetq their method of secret ballotting, and the 
qualifications governing eligibility to office; the 
'gentilmens offices' were subject to regular re-election, to 
avoid the establishing of too much power and thp 
'inconveniences that maie growe of perpetuitee', whereas all 
the posts held by citizens are so held for life. In this, 
as in the rest of his information concerning the government 
of Venice, he is close to Gasparo Contarini's De 
magistratibus & republica Venetorum, published in Venice in 
1543, though not so close as to suggest direct quotation, or 
even exclusive use of the work as a source. 
The Venetian treasury is in the charge of 'xii. of the 
principallest' officers, the Procuratori di San Harco, some 
of whom are in control of the revenues and treasure of the 
state and some those of S. Mark's Church. The state 
treasure Thomas 'could never fynde the meane to see', but he 
speculated that it must be difficult to balance, for: 
thoughe theyr revenew be verie great, yet consideryng 
the often warres that they have, the great wages that 
the senatours and officers receive, the noumbre of 
straunge capitaines that they wage for terme of life, 
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the noumbre of castels and fortresses that they 
maintaine, fortified with watche and warde, their 
continuall costly buildynges, and finally, the 
unreasonable charge of their Arsenale and of their 
galeys abrode, I thynke they can not laie up any great 
some at the yeres ende. (pp. 80a, b) 
Thomas remarks that their reputation is of the highest, and a 
I proctor' must either be 'so woorthy, auncient and notable a 
man, as few lyke are to be founde amongest theim', or else 
rich enough to precede his election with considerable 
financial assistance to the state, 'whiche seconde sort of 
election is also commen uppe of late, sens money (as some 
saie) hath entred in more reputacion than vertue'. 
The treasure of S. Mark's church Thomas has seen; this 
is the show-piece collection viewed by Weys Guylforde and 
Torkington. For Thomas the Pala d'Oro above the high altar 
is the most striking; the rest consisted of: 
certeine plates of golde muche lyke womens partelettes 
set full of riche stones, a goodly imperiall crowne for 
theyr Duke, two fayre unicornes hornes, and divers other 
thynges, the value wherof consisteth onely in the 
preciouse stones: for the golde that is about theim is 
but small in quantitee, but the stones are many in 
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numbre, excellent great and fayre, and almost 
inestimable of price. (p. 80b) 
Here is no wide-eyed pilgrim, but a civil servant assessing 
works of art with the same objective eye for value as the 
state revenues. Nory naturally, is there any mention of 
relics or of the religious significance of the artefacts. 
Thomas has researched into the Judicial system of Venice 
carefully (pp. Gla, b). Within the city civil law depends on 
the decision of individual judges, 'for in every office there 
be dyvers iudges, and that parte that hath most ballottes, 
prevaileth ever: be it in mattier of debt, of title of 
lande, upon life and death, or otherwise'. Criminal cases 
depend on the advocacy of prosecution and defence; the 
accused does not speak, but 'there be certeine advocates 
waged of the common revenewel whiche with no lesse studie 
pleade in their defence, than the Avogadori, in the 
contrarie'. This can lead to trials of two, three, or even 
four years in length. Outwith the city itself the office of 
Potestate (podestb) has power to Judge all matters, with a 
council to advise on the details of law. Every five years a 
body of Sindici is sent out 'to refourme extorcions, and all 
other thyngs that they finde amisse, throughout theyr whole 
dominion'. Finally, two laws in particular take Thomas's 
notice, those forbidding Venetian gentlemen to speak freely 
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with foreign ambassadors, and those discouraging internal 
feuding on pain of possible banishment, both these measures 
being designed to protect the security of the state. He 
concludess 
But this is cleere, there can be 
Justice in a common wealth than the 
observed. How be it corrupcion 
meanes) is so crept in amongest the 
men many times can want no delaies 
theyr mattiers. (81b) 
no better ordre of 
irs, if it were dUely 
(by the advocates 
iudges, that poore 
in the processe of 
Venice's military strengthq Thomas observesq is in two 
distinct forces: the navyq commanded by Venetiansq and the 
army, commanded by foreign mercenaries with Venetian liaison 
officers and paymasters (pp. 81b-82b). A permanent naval 
force is maintained on the seas to protect trade against 
pirates and also 'for the honour that they claime in the 
dominion therof', a Proveditore being created in time of 
war, with powers resembling those of a Roman dictator. In 
all towns and cities within the Venetian dominion, Thomas 
notes, no-one carries a weapon unless licensed. 
He then moves from military to home affairs: the common 
granary is kept full, state money being expended in times of 
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shortage Uthough an other tyme they paie theim selfes the 
double') (p. 82b). The charitable schools attract Thomas's 
attention, not only in their ceremonial aspect. He has 
investigated their purposes and functions, the provision made 
for the poor and the duties required in return. The 
hospitals, and especially the institutions for the care of 
orphans, seem eminently practicali boys are put into a 
trade, and girls kept until their marriage can be arranged, 
and 'if she be fayre, she is soone had, and little money 
geven with hir: if she be foule, they avaunce hir with a 
better porcion of money' (p. 83a). 
After mentioning the quarantine hospital or Lazaretto 
and the twice-yearly clearing of the prisons of small 
debtors, either at their own expense or that of the state, 
Thomas proceeds to a consideration 'Of customes in their 
lyvyng' (pp. 83a-85a). Here the same aspects strike him as 
are to strike visitors to Venice for generations to come -- 
the wisdom, parsimony, lechery and love of ceremonial display 
of the Venetian nobility. As always, he wishes to give a 
fair and balanced picture: 
I wote not whether it be best to folow the common 
reparte: or to dissemble the mattier. And yet me 
seemeth I can not dooe more indifferently than recite 
what is used to be said on both sids. (83a, b) 
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The Venetian gentleman is accused of hoarding his wealth, 
being niggardly with his household to the extent of doing his 
own haggling in the market-place, dealing with Jews (to his 
own advantage), lack of charity to the poor, spending vast 
amounts on the appearance of his wife or mistress (and they 
all have mistresses) or his daughter's wedding, and making 
huge loans to the state at proportionate interest. Thomas 
then allows him to defend himself on all counts, presenting 
reasonable arguments of thrift and good sense. He 
maintains only two strong criticisms -- the bringing-up of 
their children 'in so muche libertee, that one is no sooner 
out of the shell, but he is hayl felow with father and 
friend', and the fact that, by the time the child is twenty, 
'he knoweth as muche lewdnesse as is possible to be 
imagined'. The thousands of houses 'lesse than honest', the 
keeping of courtesans rather than wives by all but one 
brother in a family in order to avoid the dilution of 
inheritances the number of bastards swelling the membership 
of the religiOUS orders, and the richness of the . gorgeouse 
dames' were to be matters of more or less disapproving 
fascination to foreign visitors until the fall of the 
republic. Even with Thomas's obsessive fairness there are 
certain things of which he wholly disapproves; though 
Venetian women are beautiful, 'as for theyr beaultie of face, 
though they be fayre in deede, I woull not highly commende 
theim, because there is in maner none, old or yonge 
unpeincted' (p. 85a). 
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Again, the freedom of foreigners is a matter for special 
notice in a city whose greatest concern is the security of 
the state (pp. 85a, b). There is freedom of speech for all, 
I so they attempt nothyng in effecte against theyr astate', 
and 'no man there marketh an others dooynges, or... meddleth 
with an other mans livyng'. Papists 'want no kinde of 
supersticion', aI gospeller' is free not to attend church, 
and Jews, Turks, or even those who believe in the devil can 
exist freely, 'so thou spreade not thyne opinions abroade'. 
Thomas concludes that: 
generally of all other thinges, so thou offende no man 
privately, no man shall offende the: whiche undoubtedly 
is one principall cause, that draweth so many straungers 
thither. (p. 85a, b) 
To complete his section on Venice Thomas gives 'An 
abbridgement of the Venetian histories from the edificacion 
of the citee unto this date'. As most of the identifiable 
sources for Thomas's Grammer, Dictionarie and Historie are 
works published in Venice during the years immediately 
preceding Thomas's arrival there, Rossi has attempted to find 
the origins of the Venetian histories in Marcantonio 
Sabellico's Historie Venetiane and Bernardino Giustiniani's 
Historia dell'origine di Vinegia et delle cose fatte da 
Virtitiani, both printed in Venice, in 1544 and 1545, or in 
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the Latin chronicles available at that time and place, the 
Chronicon venetum of Andrea Dandolo, Marin Sanuto's Vitae 
Ducum Venetorum, and Andrea Navagero's Historia Veneta, but 
with, as he admits, "risultati negativill (p. 299, n. 31). The 
history is either taken from an as yet undiscovered Source, 
or is Thomas's own distillation of the facts collected from 
many sources, though the former explanation must be the most 
likely, especially in view of the short time in which the 
work was completed. 
So here we have the first carefully researched account 
for Englishmen of the city of Venice, compiled by a civil 
servant with a deep interest in the workings of society and 
social institutions, and a concern to present a balanced and 
objective picture of what he sees as a successfully- 
functioning state, while being clearly aware of its 
shortcomings. The religious veneration in which Venice was 
held by the pilgrims of earlier years has gone; the relics 
of the city's churches are ignored, S. Mark's church is 
interesting but merely one among many striking buildings, the. - 
I supersticion' of the papists already foreign to a man whose 
own church had so recently been removed from the Roman fold. 
Nor is there the wondering admiration for ceremonial 
tradition and custom in Thomas's view of Venice; his acCOUnt 
of the Ascension Day sea-marriage is condensed into a single 
sentence, noted while discussing naval affairs. 40 Thomas is 
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concerned with looking at a particular society not as a 
strange and fascinating phenomenong but as a group Of people 
who have developed their own particular way of managing the 
business of living in a civilised community, and how far the 
conclusions they have reached are of practical value to his 
readers. 
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NOTES 
The Pilgrimage of Iohn Sanderson from Constantinople, 
to the Holy Land, and so to Tripoly in Syria, begunne 
the fourteenth day of May, 1601, ended the fourteenth of 
August, in Samuel Purchas's Purchas his Pilgrimes 
(Glasgow, 1905), IXI 412-40. 
2) i) The voyage of M. lohn Locke to Zerusalem, (made in 
1553), in Hakluyt, Principal Navigations, 
(Glasgow, 1903), V, 76-105. 
ii) The first voyage or journey, made by Master Laurence 
Aldersey, Marchant of London, to the Cities of 
Jerusalem, and Tripolis, etc. In the yeere 1581 , in 
Hakluyt, V, 202-14. See below, pp. 204-8. 
iii) A description of a Voiage to Constantinople and 
Syria, begun the 21. of March 1593, and ended the 9. of 
August, by Richard Wag, in Hakluyt, IV, 94-113. 
The fifth account is The rare and most wonderfull 
thinges which E. Hebbe-hath seene ... in his travailes 
in the cities of Jerusalem, Vammasko, Bethlehem and 
Galely and in the Landes of Jewrie, Egypt, Grecia, 
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Russia and in the land of Prester John (London, 1590), 
ed. Edward Arber (London, 1868); see below, pp. 208-9. 
3) William Thomas, The Hi--, zt(-,. )ry (,. )*f Italy, ed. G. B. Pa r 1-. -. s 
(New York, 1963), pp. xviii-xix. 
4) Basle, 1544. Editions followed in Latin, French arid 
Italian; the much-enlarged Latin edition of 1550 added 
considerably to the descriptions of Italy, giving Venice 
a 2-page map and a description of the Ascension Day 
ceremonies, and emphasizing the wealth and diversity of 
the city. 
5) In Renaissance Venice, ed. J. R. Hale (London, 197: 7. ) , 
pp. 174-196. 
6) Luigi Firpo, ed., Relazioni di Ambasciatori Veneti al 
Sertato, 12 vols. (Turin, 1965-[34), 1,169-70. 
7) Cal-St. P. Ven-s 1119218-20. 
8) Cal. St. Pap. Vert., II, pp. 429-30. 
9) Contarini called him the "staunchest partisan of Venice 
in England, and, next to the Cardinal, is the most 
influential person about the king" (Cal. St. Pap. Ven., 
III, p. 243). 
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10) Cal. St. Pap. Ven., I, cx1iv. 
Wyatt was not himself an appointed ambassador -- he had 
decided to accompany the official Ambassador to the 
Papal Court, Sir John Russell, to Italy, and stood in 
for him in Venice when the latter was incapacitated 
with a broken leg. 
12) He appears to have had no formal appointment, but is 
referred to in Venetian documents as the 'ambasciator 
d'Inghilterra'. His funeral defined his exact Status"- 
the Senate did not attend officially as he had not been 
a 'vero' ambassador, but a Inontio' and vice- 
ambassador. (Cal. St. Pap. Ven., Vq p. 292. ) 
13) Michiel Surian's last despatch from London before his 
recall is dated July 2nd., 1557; Giovanni Scaramelli's 
first after his arrival, Feb. 4th., 1603. (Cal. St. 
Pap. Ven., 1, cxxv. ) 
14) He learned a considerable amount about Henry's divorce, 
which he opposed in his lost Responsio ad Apologiam 
Francisci Georgij. 
15) Lewis Einstein, The Ztalian Renaissance in England, 
p. 187. 
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16) Venice's suitability in particular had been noted 100 
years previously by Pero TafUr: in Venice, 'every hour 
there came news from all countries of the world, for the 
sea-borne traffic is very great, and ships are 
continually arriving from all parts, and if one desires 
to have news of any place it is only necessary to 
enquire of the ships'. (Pero Tafur, Travels and 
Adventures 1435-1439, ed. Malcolm Letts (London, 1926), 
p. 47. 
17) Cal St. Pap. Vert. , 119 p. 780; it is interesting that 
as early as 1514 there is mention in a Venetian letter 
from Rome of a possible divorce (Cal. St. Pap. Ven-9 11, 
p. 118), although no further reference was made until the 
issue became Current in February-Marchý 1528. 
18) Paolo Prodi, 'The structure and organisation of the 
church in Renaissance Venice, in Renaissance Venice, ed. 
J. R. Hale (London, 1973), pp. 409-7,0. 
19) Prodi suggests that this came to a head at the beginning 
of the seventeenth century because of the previous 
century of terra ferma expansion when, for political 
considerations, ecclesiastical institutions had had to 
be taken over by governmental control (Prodi, op. cit., 
p. 413). 
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20) Thomas Wilson was arrested in Rome in 155e, Thomas 
Sackville in 1564. 
21) The only evidence for this third edition is a mention in 
Sir Daniel Lleufer Thomas's article on William Thomas in 
the Dictionary of National Biography. 
22) Certayne Psalmes chosen out of the Psalter of David 
commortly called the vii penytentiall Psalmes, drawer, 
into English meter by sir Thomas Ryat Knight ... (London, 
1549). Wyatt closely followed Aretino's treatment of 
the same subject, but in terza rima instead of prose. 
23) These friends had been invited to England in 1547 when 
they had come into conflict with the Papacy over their 
desire for reform in the church, and attracted great 
interest in this country, the former as preacher at the 
Italian church in London, the latter as Regius professor 
of divinity at Oxford and assistant to Cromwell in 
various ecclesiastical matters. 
24) Falier reported to the Senate in his relazione that 
Henry spoke Spanish, French and Italian (ed. Firpo, 
1,219). 
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25) Sergio Rossi, Un 'Italianista' nel cinquecento Inglese: 
N. Thomas (Milan, 1966), p. 282. 
26) The 1547 preface to the Dyetary, ed. Furnivall, p. 226; 
see following note. 
27) F. J. Furnivall edited The Fyrst Boke of the Zritroduction 
of Knowledge with A Compendyous Regyment or A Vyetary of 
Helth for the Early English Text Society, London, 1870, 
and I tak. e the outline of Borde's life and career from 
the biographical details he has assembled in his 
introduction from Borde's writings. 
28) FUrnivall suggests Pope Paschal II. 
29) Many of the ceremonial Venetian robes appear to have 
been fur-lined, though Borde himself makes no specific 
mention of this, stating only that the Venetian 
merchants wear 'longe gownes lyke preestes, with close 
sleues' (ed. Furnivall, p. 183). As several of the 
woodcuts serve to illustrate more than one chapter, 
however, it is unlikely that they are intended to be 
particularly authentic. 
: 70) Actually, without a licence from the Senate. 
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Published in London in 1549. TheatrUM Orbis Terrarum 
has printed a facsimile of this edition, no. 895 of The 
English Experience (Amsterdam, 1977), and George B. 
Parks has edited an abridged version, omitting 'the 
lengthy summaries of ancient and medieval history which 
[Thomas3 compiled from the chronicles and which have 
long been superseded' <preface, p. v), for the Cornell 
University Press (New York, 1963). 1 quote from the 
1549 edition. 
32) See Calendar of Letters and papers, foreign and 
domestic, of the Reign of Henry VIZ. T, ed. J. S. Brewer, 
J. Gairdner and R. H. Brodie, (London, 1862-1910), V1,32. 
33) E. R. Adair, 'William Thomas: A Forgotten Clerk of the 
Privy Council', in Tudor Studies presented... to A. F. 
Pollard, ed. R. W. Seton-Watson (London, 1924), pp. 133-60. 
34) Calendar of Letters and Papers ... of Henry VZZZ, XX, i, 
pp. 246-7. 
35) Adair, p. 135. 
3-6) 'The English Pilgrim, in which is defended the innocent 
and devout life of the pious and religious King Of 
England, Henry VIII, falsely slandered by Clement VTI 
and the other sycophants of the seat of the Antichrist'; 
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published in Italy in 1552 (without printer's name). 
Thomas wrote an English version, The Peregryneq with a 
dedication 'To Mr. Peter Aretine, the Right Natural 
Poet'. Three copies existi British Library, Cotton 
MS. Vespasian DIG, ff. 48-82, and Harleian MS. 353, ff-8- 
36, and Bodleian Library, Bodleian MS. 53. It was not 
printed until 1774 when it appeared as The Pilgrim in 
The Rorks of Rilliam Thomas, compiled by Abraham 
d'Aubant, and was later edited by J. A. Froude (London, 
1861). Sergio Rossi, in Uri 'Italianista' nel 
cinquecento inglese: H. Thomas (Milan, 1966), says 
that, from a study of the MSS, ZI Pellegrino WCAS 
'certamente composto prima in inglese e successivamente 
tradotto in italiano', because of 'le piccole aggiunte 
che si leggono nella traduzione fatte allo scopo di 
adattare l'ariginale ai lettori italiani' (certainly 
composed first in English and afterwards translated into 
Italian... the small additions that appear in the 
translation with the aim of adapting the original to 
Italian readers; P. 303). 
37) See the dedication of the Principal Rules of the Italian 
Grammer (Londonq1550). 
38) Calendar of State Papers, Domestic series, Edward VI, 
XIV, no. 59. 
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39) These political writings are in the British Library, 
Cotton MSS. Titus B, II, ff. 96-102 and Vespasian D18, 
ff. 1-47. They have been printed variously by John 
Strype, Ecclesiastical Memorials, 7% vols. (Oxford, 
1822), 119 ij pp. 156-161 and ii, 365-393, and A. 
d'Aubant, The 14orks of killiam Thomas (London, 1774). 
Thomas also at this time translated Giosafat Barbaro's 
account of his voyages to the Middle East, published in 
Venice in 1543 and 1545, which he presented to the I-fing 
as a new year's gift, probably for the year 1.551. 
(British Library, Royal MS. 17, c, x). It has been 
published as Travels to Tana and Persia, edited by Lord 
Stanley of Alderley for the Hakluyt Society (Londoný 
1873). 
40) 'For yerely an the ascension daie, the Duke, with the 
senate, in theyr best araie use to goe into the haven at 
Lio, and there by throwyng a rynge into the water, to 
take the sea as theyr espouse' (Historie, p. 82a). 
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CHAPTER 4 THE TOURTSTS 
a) Mid-16th. centUry visitors: 
Thomas Hoby 
Roger Ascham 
b) Late-16th. century visitors: 
i) Sir Edward Unton 
ii) Sir Philip Sidney, 
iii) Laurence Aldersey 
iv) Edward Webbe 
V) Sir Henry Cavendish 
vi) Samuel Powle 
vii) The Earl of Bedford 
C) Fynes Moryson. 
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a) Mid-century visitors 
i) Sir Thomas Hoby 
Henry VIII's death clearly lessened some of the tension 
towards the English in Italy, as Parks notes that 'within a 
year after his death upper-class youth were flocking to Italy 
for travel and study. The new fashion took the dilettante 
to Italy. " One such young man was Thomas Hoby, later to 
translate Castiglione's 11 Cortegiano, who, at the age of 
eighteen, after a year's study in Strasbourg with eminent 
Protestant scholars, went in 1549 to Padua and travelled to 
various other parts of Italy. His diary shows us a very 
different view of Venice to that yet recorded. 0 Not 
intended for publication, it has little if any factual 
information about the city; rather it brings us a view Of 
the aspects of Venetian society -- the Carnival gaiety, the 
ceremonial, the senýýational accounts of rivalry and murder, 
and social gossip and anecdotes concerning important visitors 
-- that were to hold such fascination for tlnýý- English as the 
century proceeded. 
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One such visitor, 'the lustie yong DUke of Ferrandin, 
well accompanied with noble menn and gentlemen ... Witt) 
his companions in Campo di San Stefano shewed great. 
sport and MUche pastime to the gentlmen and gentlwomen 
of Venice, bothe on horsback. in running at the ring with 
fayre TUrks and Corwsars, being in a maskerie after the 
Turkishe maner, and on foote casting of eggs into the 
windowes among the ladies fUll Of sweete waters and 
damaske poulders. (ed. Powell, p. 14) 
Hoby describes how, at a state banquet given in his honOUr, 
the Duke, 
cumyng in a brave maskerye with his companions went (as 
the maner is) to a gentlewoman whom he most fansie(l 
emong all the rest ... There came in another companye of 
gentlmen Venitiens in An other maskerie: and an of them 
went in like maner to the same gentlwoman that the Duke 
was entreating to daunse with him, and somwhAt shuldredd 
the Duke, which was a great injurie. Upon that the 
Duke thrust him from him. The gentlman owt with his 
dagger and gave him a strooke abowt the short ribbes 
with the point, but it did him no hurt, bicause he had 
on a iacke of maile. (p. 14) 
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In the ensuing brawl the Duke was fatally ini Ur ed bya 
servant of the gentleman who had insulted him, who was of the 
house of Giustiniani, and Hoby notes that 'there was no 
justice had against this gentIman, but af ter he had awhile 
absented himself from the citie the matter was forgotten. 
The varlett fledd, and was no more hard of' (p. 14). 
The eighteen-year-old Hoby certainly had a taste for the 
sensational; his recounting of the feud between the Della 
Torre and Soveragn,: -kni families of thp Friuli i c5 the very 
stuff of Elizabethan Italianate tragedy, and also shows us, 
another of the upper-class entertainments common in the 
republic at the time. 
About this Shroftide there were certaine justes 
proclaymed in Padoa to all commers at the tilt. The 
best price was a great cheine of golde, the second a 
rapire dagger and gyrdle faire wrowght and gylt. Th(-ýý, 
third was a coronett of gold sett with pearle and stone, 
which was the ladies' and gentlwommenes' cost: and 
whosoever cam into the feelde with his traine best 
besene and galantest to the eye, with slightest cost, 
his shulde this coronett bee. To these justes dailie 
repayred sundrie gentimen owt of all the countreyý-n 
abowt, som to be doers, and a number to be lookers on. 
(P. 15) 
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In spite of precautions taken to ensure peace between them, 
I great gentlmen' acting as guarantors to the Signoria for the 
avoidance of injury, members of the two feuding families got 
into a 'great fraye' and a Della Torre was killed. The 
Signoria took up the matter and decided to banish 'Count Jhon 
Delli Soverignani', whom they considered the instigator of 
the fight. The count moved with his family and household to 
Venice to arrange passage to exile on the island of Crete. 
As he thus taried in Venice a season attending for 
passag, being lodged upon the Canal grand over against 
San Geremia, he tooke bote manie times to goo upp and 
downe abowt sundrie his affaires. At his return upon a 
time he was watched, and by the walles side over against 
the house of Quirini there lingred a bote, suche a on as 
communlie carie frutes uppe and downe Venice, upon their 
frutes they use to laye mattes to kepe them freshe and 
to defend them from the heate of the sunn. There were 
no mo in sight but two within the bote. Under the 
mattes there laye vij or viii parsons withe eche of them 
a hackbutt in his hand. When the gondalo that COUnt 
Jhon Soveragnani was in cam directlie against them they 
shott all together leveling all at on marke. Count 
Jhon was shott throwghe in manie places of his bodye. 
This enterprise thus acheved, as manie as were in the 
bote fell to rowing and made so sweeftlie awaye that 
none were able to folowe them nor decern who they werp 
I C? I 
nor yet whither they went. The deade bodye was browght 
into the house of Quirini, where it laye to bee seene of 
all menn. (p. 15-16) 
Francesco della Torre was immediately imprisoned by the 
Signoria and put to the 'torment of the cord', but as he did 
not confess under torture -- and Hoby says 'the lawe is, 
except a man confesse his tresspace when he is putt to this 
torment, he shall never suffre deathe for yt' -- we Must 
presume that he escaped the extreme penalty. 
Murder, intrigue and revenge; and to complete the 
picture, Hoby gives us the full magnificence and ceremonial 
of a state occasion in Venice. The famous Ascension Day 
festival was that year graced by the presence of the Duý. -. e and 
Duchess of Urbino. As the Duchess was visiting Venice for 
the first time, 
she... was mett a mile or two withowt the citie upon the 
seea, and receaved into the Venetiens' vessell of 
Triumphe called Bucintoro, wherin were dyverse of the 
Siniorye and nighe two hundrithe gentlwomen to 
accompanie herr to the Duke herr husbande's palaice 
within the citie. There a man might have seen the seea 
almost covered with sundrie kinde of botes, SUM made 
like shippes other like galies some other like pinaces 
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richlie dect within and withowt, besides manie other 
pretie vessells full of minstrelsie daUnsing and 
maskaries. (p. 16) 
After being shown around the Arsenal she was served with 
a costlie bankett prepared for herr and all her companie 
richlie served of all kinde of dilicaties'. Hoby's 
interpretation of the Ascension Day ceremony is a new one; 
the Duke takethe a ring of his finger and castethe yt 
into the seea, thinking by this meane to knitt yt so 
sure that yt shall never depart and leave the citie upon 
the drie land; as it is like to do in processe of time 
yf it contineue to diminishe still as yt hathe begone 
sith the memorye of man'. (P. 17) 
Unlike Borde, who a few years earlier had met while 
travelling in Italy only a small number of his fellow- 
countrymen, mostly scholars or merchants, Hoby seemed to 
encounter a considerable number of Englishmen, and has left a 
record of some of their names. He stayed an his first visit 
to Venice in the house of the 'Ambassaodr resident for the 
King's Majesty', Edmund Harvel, then in the last year of his 
life-, also staying there were John Young, with whom Hoby 
shared a room, George Speke, Thomas Fitzwilliams, Thomas 
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Straung, 'and dyverse other Englishmen' (p. 8). In Padua he 
met Sir Thomas Wyatt, John Cotton, brothers Henry and Francis 
Williams, John Arundle (with whom Hoby spent a day when 
passing through Venice the following year), John Hastings, 
Christopher Alen, John Sheres, and John Handford, and 
dyverse other'. None of these names apart from that of Sir 
Thomas Wyatt occur in Rea McCain's 'English Travellers in 
Italy during the Renaissance'13 whose sources include records 
of Oxford and Cambridge alumni, and are consequently 
unlikely, even in Padua, to have been 'full-time' scholars. 
Certainly, those staying with Harvel were probably, lik-e 
Hoby, sons of English well-born families travelling for their 
general education, as hospitality to such young men was 
bEcoming one of the functions of the English representative 
in Venice. 
Hoby's diary gives us a Valuable Insight into that other 
side of Italian life which, closely following the desire for 
factual information about Italy, was becoming a matter of 
great fascination in England during the latter half of the 
sixteenth century. In spite of the growing idea that Venice 
was in some way different from the rest of the peninsula, 
physically unique, uniquely prosperous and hard-working, with 
a distinctly individuaf political pragmatism and stability 
and an attitude to the church very Much more congenial to the 
English protestant mind than that of other Italian city- 
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states, yet life and society there afforded as much scope for 
the imagination in the way of the darker and more violent 
emotions as Rome, Naples or Machiavelli's Florence. 
ii) Roger Ascham 
Chronologically, the next British traveller to Venice 
moved to write about it was Roger Ascham, though nearly 
twenty years were to pass before his views on the city found 
their way into print. In June, 1552, while accompanying Sir 
Richard Moryson on an embassy to the Emperor Charles V, hq 
took the opportunity to make a quick excursion into Italy. 
He had long wished to make such a visit and had the highest 
expectations from it, but first-hand experience was to lead 
him to the total condemnation of contemporary Italians that 
he expressed eighteen years later in The Scholemaster. 1 
Italy, and especially Rome, ' he has 'alwayes speciallie 
honored': 
bicause, tyme was, whan Italie and Rome, haUe bene, to 
the greate good of us that now liue, the best breeders 
and bringers vpI of the worthiest men, not 
onelie for wise speakinge, but also for well doing, in 
all Civill affairs, that ever was in the worlde. But 
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now, that tyme is gone, and though the place remayne, 
yet the olde and present maners, do differ as farre, as 
blacke and white, as vertue and vice. Vertue once made 
that contrie Mistres ouer all the worlde. Vice now mak- 
eth that contrie slave to them, that before, were glad 
to serue it. All man seeth it: They themselues con- 
fesse it, namelie soch, as be best and wisest amongest 
them. For sinne, by lust and vanitie, hath and doth 
breed vp euery where, common cont6pt of Gods word, 
private contention in many families, open factions in 
eLtery Citie: and so, mak. yng them selus bonde, to vanitie 
and vice at home, they are content to beare the yoke 
of serUyng straungers abroad (pp. 23a-b). 
Even allowing for a lapse of several years -- years, moreover, 
in which British opinion of Italy Was to Undergo a radical 
change, his impression of Venice on his one brief visit must 
have been striking: 
I thanke God, my abode there, was but ix. dayes: And 
yet I sawe in that litle tyme, in one Citie, more liber- 
tie to sinne, than ever I hard tell of in Our noble Cit- 
ie of London in ix. yeare. I sawe, it was there, as 
free to sinne, not onelie without all punishment, but 
also without any mans marking, as it is free in the 
Citie of London, to chose, without all blame, whether a 
man lust to weare Shoo or pantocle. (p. 29a) 
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In particular, he notes the custom whereby 
it is Counted good pollicie, when there be fOUre or 
five brethren of one familie, one, onelie to marie: and 
all the rest, to WaUlter, with as litle shame, in open 
lecherie, as Swyne do here in the common myre. Yea, there 
be as fayre houses of Religion, as great prouision, 
as diligent officers, to kepe vp this misorder, as Bridp- 
well is, and all the Masters there, to kepe downe mis- 
order. (p. 29b) 
Ascham is clear about the reasons for his condemnation of 
Maly and its influence. A is: 
not bicause I do contemne, either the knowledge of 
strange and diverse tonges, and namelie the Italian 
tonge, which next the Greeke and Latin tonge, I lik. e 
and loue aboue all other: or else bicause I do despise, 
the learning that is gotten, or the experience that is 
gathered in strange contries: or for any private malice 
that I beare to Italie... (p. 23a) 
Rather, Italy's past excellence has departed: 'Italie now, 
is not that Italie, that it was wont to be' (p. 23b). 
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Tempting though it is to see Ascham as a man so shock. ed 
by the moral depravity he found in Venice that the effect 
was still with him twenty years later, it may well have been 
the case that the intervening years themselves,, with their 
general disillusionment with contemporary Italy, served to 
strengthen and increase the Outrage he expressed in The 
Scholemaster. In his Report on 6ermany, ý' written in 1552 
or '53, and so not long after his visit to Venice, he shows 
nothing of the overwhelming moral condemnation that swept 
aside, in The Scholemaster, any possibility of good 
qualities to be found in the city or its government. He 
speaks of 'the wise senate of Venize' who, with his own 
'noble king' Edward VI, were the only influential European 
powers to remain as 'lookers on' during the skirmishes of 
1551 between the French King and German Emperor (ed. Wright, 
p. 138). He met Marc'Antonio d'Anula, Venice's ambassador to 
the Emperor, and thought him' a worthy gentleman-both 
for his great experience and excellent learning' (p. 132), and 
later he records an occasion on which he had dined 
with the Venetian ambassador 'in cCipany of many wise heads' 
(p. 166). Certainly at this stage his view of Venetian 
morals is not such as WOUld preclude objectivity in political 
matters, but then the subject of the two works had 
considerable bearing on his attitude; the Report ori 6ermarty 
was a historical document, a conscious attempt at historical 
writing in the new tradition, prompted by his knowledge of 
the works of More, Commines, Halle, Avila y Zuniga, and the 
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Ttalians Bembo, Giovio, and Machiavelli. The : 3(: hc-. )ILr-ma--; zter 
was a treatise on the education of the young, and as su ch 
greatly concerned with moral influences and dangers to which 
the vulnerable youth of England were exposed on their 
fashionable tours abroad. 
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b) Late-century visitors 
i) Sir Edward Unton 
Eleven years after Ascham's brief foray into Italy, Sir 
Edward Unton of Wadley, Berkshire, obtained a licence to 
travel and went abroad to Italy. A certain 'Richard Smith 
gentleman, sometime servaunt' to Sir Edward, compiled an acc- 
ount of the journey, now in the British Library. 4, It is not 
a long document; there is not Much to record the towns through 
which the company passed. Most are described as 'a very 
fayre cytie', or 'sytuated in a faire contrye', but there is 
little detail beyond an occasional particularly memorable 
aspect such as the cathedral in Florence, though he does de- 
vote four and a half folios to the city of Rome, where he 
specially 10--*ed the Pantheon. The particular point of inter- 
est in Venice seems to have been 'a certain horrible beast', 
brought from Ethiopia and 'supposed to be a cocodrill', 
which occupies the larger portion of the single paragraph 
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assigned to the city in which Unton and his companions spent 
some two months between May and July. His direct remarks 
about Venice occupy some half-dozen linest 
venyce one of the ffayrest syties of Sumptuous byldinges 
in chrystendon cytuated in the salt water in the mouthe 
of the sea Adryatyk. e thear maners lawes and Customs You 
shall in the lerasurel bok. e of William thomas although as 
it semeth Unto me as well as to others that hath ben 
V, ere that he speketh more in the prayse of itt than it 
dothp deserve. 
'Fair' Venice may have been, but so was almost every other 
city they visited described, and as +-I ieir journey continued 
unfavourable comparisons were made; Padua is 'better serupd 
of good vitailles and better chepe the is venyce' (f. 36b); 
the people of Ferrara 'dyffer much in apparel ffrom the 
venicians although litell in pryde and deceitfulnes'. This 
is not the moral Outrage that Ascham felt, but a sense of 
expectations unjustified; Thomas's Historie of Italie has 
overpraised the city, which Unton (or Smith: it is in no way 
clear whether these are the opinions of the subject of the 
journal or its writer) finds too expensive, and whose people 
he certainly does not like. 
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ii) Sir Philip Sidney 
The same sense of disappointment is felt by the Young 
Philip Sidney on his first acquaintance with Venice. Having 
been granted a passport by the Queen in May 1572 to travel 
abroad for two years with the purpose of I attaining the 
knowledge of foreign languages', Sidney spent some time in 
Paris, Frankfurt, Strasbourg, Basle and Vienna before setting 
out for Italy and reaching Venice at the end of 1573. His 
correspondence with the Protestant French jurist Hubert 
Languet, with whom he had become close friends in Frar4e. furt, 
and whom he met again in Vienna, reveals his impressions of 
the city. "' Unfortunately, the very letter which Must have 
confided these to LangUet seems to have been lost. Thp 
first letter we have from him written in Venice, dated 
December Sth., 1573, refers to two other letters that he has 
already sent to Languet since his arrival. " The next 
letter, written on December 19th., (if he kept his promise 
made to Languet in the previous letter of writing once a 
week, then another is missing) speaks of his eventual 
departure from Italy in the spring, to visit Poland, Arid 
then, my very dear Languet, I shall see you, and one 
conversation with you would give me more delight, than all 
the magnificent magnificences of all these magnificoes (ed. 
Pears, p. 8) 
'-, C)'? 
LangUet'S third letter to Sidney in Venice was written in 
Vienna on December 21st., and confirms the impression 
obviously given in Sidney's earlier letter/s: 
I judge from Your letter that the splendour of Venice 
does not equal your expectation: nevertheless Ttaly has 
nothing fit to be compared to it, so that if this does 
not please you, the rest will disgust you. You Will 
admire the wit and sagacity of the people. They are in 
truth witty and keen, and yet most of them carry more on 
the surface than they have within, and they very 
generally spoil their attainments by display, and make 
themselves offensive. 
In later letters Sidney makes scant mention of the city 
itself, but his many references to contemporary political 
gossip again shows how news of the affairs of Europe was 
quick to reach informed circles in Venice. Some six years 
later he wrote to his brother Robert, who had gone abroad in 
1579, with advice concerning travel overseas. ' A traveller, 
he says, should Study the 'good laws and customs' of other 
countries; France, Spain and the Low Countries should be 
observed, and Germany is particularly worthy of praise, but 
of Italy, 
I knowe not what wee have, or can have to doe with them, 
but to bUye their scilkes and wynes, and for other 
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provinces (excepting Venice) whose good lawes, & 
CUStomes wee can hardly proporcion to our selves, 
because they are quite of a contrarie government, there 
is little there but tyranous oppression, and servi. le 
yeilding to them, that have little or noe rule over 
them. (ed. FeUillet, 111,127) 
Venice is an exception to the rest of Italy, which, thOUgh it 
had not impressed Sidney at first hand, MUst be acknowledged, 
however reluctantly, to have a commendable governmpntal 
system. 
iii) Laurence Aldersey 
Laurence Aldersey's journey to the Holy Land via Venice 
in 1581 resulted in a collection of impressions of the city, 
set down in fairly random order, in the account of his voyage 
printed in HaklUyt'S Priricipall Navigations ... in 1.599-- 
1600.10 First he records his arrival, and his fortunate 
missing of the first pilgrim passage, which had left on May 
7th. or E3th. and been wrecked off Istria with the loss of 
most on board. He was consequently in Venice for the 
celebrations of Corpus Christi, only three aspects of which 
particularly caught his attention -- the value of t 1-1 e 
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treasure, the richness of the vestments, and the number of 
Jesuits present. Aldersey exhibits a certain scepticism 
about the reputed worth of the treasure of two million pounds 
-- he feels 'half a quarter of that money' to be nearer the 
mark, lexcept there be more then I sawe' (Hakluyt, V, 204). 
He tries to avoid the subject of the 'SUMPtUOUsnesse of the 
Copes, and Vestments of the Church', but finds himself unable 
to escape mention of their decoration: 
but the trueth is, they bee very sumptuous, many of them 
set all over with pearle, and made of cloth of gol de. 
(p. 204) 
Having mentioned the great number of Jesuits -- he 
thinks there are as many in Venice as in Cologne -- takes 
Aldersey to the subject of the Jews. At this time there are 
believed to be a thousand; " they live in a particular 
quarter of the city, which he does not name, and are obliged 
to wear red hats. He seems to have no predetermined 
prejudice against them but a considerably open mind, and 
keen desire for information: 
For my further knowledge of these people, I went into 
their Sinagogue upon a Saturday, which is their Sabbath 
day: and I found them in their service or prayers, very 
devoute. (p. 204) 
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They are compared to Catholics in their honouring of the five 
books of Moses in procession 'as the Papists doe their 
crosse', but all condemnation in the comparison is directed 
towards the Papists, as Aldersey clearly feels a greater 
affinity for the dews in their use of the psalms than to his 
fellow-Christians with their 'idolatrie'. To him, 'their 
error is, that they beleeve not in Christ, nor yet receive 
the New Testament, and he regards this 'error' with tolerance 
compared to those of the Roman church. 
It is not until this points and indeed in mid-paragraph, 
that Aldersey makes any general remarks about Venice. 
This Citie of Venice is very faire, and greatly to bee 
commended, wherein is good order for all things: and 
also it is very strong and POPLAIOUS: it standeth Upon 
the maine Sea, and hath many TsIands about it, that 
belong to it. (p. 205) 
As with most English visitors, the comparative 
powerlessness of the Drige is remarkable to Aldersey. The 
image he uses to describe this is again drawn from the 
unreformed church, that of a ceremonially-robed priest, who: 
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seemeth to be a great man, but if any man come unto him, 
and crave some friendship at his handes, hee will say, 
you must goe to the Masters of the Parish, for I can not 
pleasure you, otherwise then by preferring of your 
sui te: (p. 205) 
Aldersey's knowledge of the 'Seignorie' is rather vague. He 
has heard something about the Doge's not being permitted even 
to deal with letters without supervision, and takes this as 
the ultimate example of his lack of authority. 
Furthermore, if any man bring a letter Unto him, hee may 
not open it, but in the presence of the Seignorie, and 
they are to see it first, which being read, perhaps they 
will deliver it to him, perhaps not. (p. 205) 
In fact this related to all official correspondence being 
addressed to the Doge and the COMPUlsory attendance of the 
six councillors on the Doge whenever official business was 
being conducted. He numbers the Signory at about three 
hundred, a figure hard to trace, though he does know of A 
I privie Counsell' numbering about forty, 'who Usually are 
arayed in gownes of crimsen Satten, or crimsen Damaske, when 
they sit in Counsell' (p. 205). 
Two further points strike Alderseyq again seemingly 
unconnected; the forbidding of the carrying of weapons for 
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all except soldiers, scholars from Padua, or 'a gentleman of 
great Countenance' who has obtained a licence, " and the 
appearance of the women of Venice. With the latter we have 
the first mention in English of the 'chopines', or high-soled 
shoes, which visitors to Venice were to find so ridiCUIOUS 
for many years to come. Aldersey's disapproval of female 
fashion, resulting in 'rather monsters, then women', seems, 
however, to be more directed at the fact that social order is 
being contravened: 
Every Shoomakers or Taylors wife will have a gowne of 
silke, and one to carie up her traine, wearing their 
shooes very neere halfe a yard high from the grOUndi if 
a stranger meete one of them, he will surely thinke by 
the state that she goeth with, that he meeteth a L-c-ady. 
(p. 206) 
iv) Edward Webbe 
In the next two years two travellers wrote accounts of 
visits to Venice which, though brief, throw light on certain 
aspects of the city. In 1588 Edward Webbe, a sailor whose 
wide and eventful travels were written down and published 
probably in 1590, found himself in Venice. 1: 3 Having already 
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been captured and enslaved twice, by the Crim-Tartars in 
Russia in 1571 and by the Turks in 1572, he narrowly escapes 
further disaster at the hands of the TnqUiSition in Venice. 
On his release in Turkey after sixteen years as a galley- 
slave, 
intending My journey towards England, [I] came by land 
to Venice, where I met at Padua thirtie Englishmen 
StUdients, I met also with an Englishman, who lived in 
the state of a Frier, he brought me before the high 
Bishop, where I OaS accused for an hereticke, and he 
brought me in two fals witnesses to be sworn against me 
(having before known me in Turkey) neverthelesse I 
disproved his witnesses, and they were found forsworne 
men, then was I set at libertie, and constrained to give 
15 Crownes towardes the finishing Our Ladies shrine. 
Padua: And My accuser and his witnesses punished. (ed. 
Arber, p. 30) 
As well as noting the number of English students in Padua at 
that time, Webbe's experiences give us an idea of the 
workings of the Inquisition in Venice, or, perhaps more 
relevantly, the beliefs of protestants regarding the 
operation of the Office. 
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V) Henry Cavendish 
In 15e9 Henry Cavendish, the son of Sir William 
Cavendish and 'Bess of Hardwick', journeyed to Constantinople 
and, like Sir Edward Unton, had a servant, Fox, keep a diary 
of the voyage. " As with the earlier journal, it is not 
certain exactly how far the opinions expressed are those of 
Cavendish or Fox, but they certainly echo Ascham's views of 
nearly twenty years before, and amount to ERS outright A- 
condemnation of Venice on moral grounds as is to occur. 
Seeming reluctant to fly in the face of general approbation, 
Fox writes: 
I wyll leave the report of thys cytty to others that doe 
understand the estat of yt better, but in my symple 
opynyon yt ys a pryson of so muche lyberty and a plac of 
all maner of abomynacyon. The gentellmen be marchantes 
and veary ryche and therfor proud. They have wyves bU'ý 
for facyon sake, for they prefer a comon curtyzan befor 
ther maryed wyves, for they constrayn ther wyves to 
honesty by locking of them. If he fynd hys wyfe to be 
so lyberall of her honesty her punnyshment ys deathe, 
but not by the lawe, but by the blody hand of her 
husband. If the frends of any gentellwoman so kylled 
would have satysfccyon they must have yt by the sword. 
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These men love thys swet synn so well that they tearm 
them most vertues that I thynk to be most vyccyous, but 
why should not the cyttyzys be lyk the cytty, whiche ys 
a fOUle stynking synk, as evell kept as the kepers be 
evell candycyoned. 
(ed. Wood, p. 12) 
The full effect of this is somewhat tempered, however, when 
he does admit that 'therbe many places of good note, as the 
Ryallta, the Cannell Grand, Saynt Marke's church, the Duke's 
pallase and the Arceanall whyche ys the storhouse for ther 
navygacyon wythe dyvers other good places'. But the matter 
of sexual morality must not be overlookedt. 
Yt was creadyably reported unto us that ther wear viii 
thowsand curtyzans in thys cytty aloud by the senatq 
whyche yelded MUche profytt to ther treasury. (P-13) 
vi) SaML(el Powle 
By the later years of the sixteenth century, therefore, 
the travellers' view of Venice is clearly affected by the 
disillusionment the British were now feeling towards Italy as 
a whole, chiefly on grounds of moral decadence, prompted by 
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religious differences, consequent political distrust, and the 
conviction that intellectually, Italy had by now given all it 
had to give. Among the extant records of Rritish travellers 
between 1550 and 1590 there is only one in which religious or 
moral disapproval is not present in some degree, and when 
Samuel Powle wrote to J. Chamberlain from Venice on September 
21st., 1587, he left one of the most delightful accounts of 
the city on record, though naturally as a private letter it 
was never intended for general perusal. '" Imaginative, 
enthusiastic, and with a strong sense of humour, he was 
untroubled by moral apprehension and delighted in the 
profusion of impressions around him. He is fully and 
imaginitively susceptible to the visual impact of the city: 
The seate of venyce when I beheld it in my Sondalo as I 
came from Margera, me thot.. tght resembled sum flc. -? mi-.,.. h 
painted table of L.. andst-. -. ipt, or sum mathematicall 
demonstration in prospective: the towers and 
monasteries in the sea and espetially of Muran devided 
from Venycej resembled it so well. (f. 54a, b) 
He arrived by chance on Ascension days and was 'rather amazed 
than delighted' as the streets were 'StUffed up with a worlde 
of people'. However, 
since that by continuance I have been acquainted with 
the infinite nomber of delights heere, I thinck it bp 
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the Paradice of all pleasures that may be possibly 
devised or imagined: the patterne of all well governed 
commonwealths for pollicy: and for territory and 
iurisdiction the greatest state in all Italy. (f. 54b) 
Within the city itself he has visited 'the Arcinall, the Sala 
di dicis the Patriarke of Aquileyas antiquities. St Markes 
treasure: and all other places worth the beholdinge'. 
Powle is not a man to be worried about the moral laxity 
of Venice. He is a theatre-goer, and his stay coincides 
with the return of the players: 
Our Comediantis many yeares since banished venice, be 
renewed at MUran: wheare T wish You to heare madona 
Francischina, Horatio, and old Pantalon with his 7ane. 
(f. 54b) 
He lists with satisfaction the 'great nomber of Signoraes' 
among whom he is living: 
Isabella Bellocchia is in the next howse on my right 
hand: and Virginia Padoana, that honoreth all our 
nation for my Lord of Oxford's sake, is my neighbOUr on 
the lefte side: Over my head hath Lodovica Gonzaga thP 
Frenche t-. -. inges M. -l- hir howsp: YOU thinck it 
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peradventure preposterous in Architecture to have hir 
lye over me. I am sorry for it, but I cannot remedye 
it nowe: Pesarina w*-" her sweet entertainment & brave 
discoorse is not 2 canalls of. Ancilla (m- Hattons 
handmayde) is in the next Campo: Paulina Gonzaga is not 
farre of. Prudeniza Romana with hir courtly trayne of 
frenche gentlemen euery nighte goethe a spasso by my 
Pergalo. (f. 55a) 
This, kind of entertainment is evidently not unfamiliar to Mr. 
Chamberlain: 
As for Imperia Romana hir date is OUt w-h florished in 
your tyme. 
It is refreshing to find the issues of religion and 
religious practices viewed rather more lightheartedly than is 
Customary at this time. Powle feels that he 'must of foi, ce 
be well hallowed emongst so many Saints. But in troath I FfY-j 
a frayde they doe condemme me of heresye, for settinge up so 
fewe tapers on theyr high Altars' (f. 55a). He goes on, as 
he says, to 'observe GUiCCiardin's method', in describing not 
only the city but its inhabitants, too, and having recounted 
the names of the 'Cheef Ladyes of account', he adds those of 
the famous MOUntebanks -- 'Antonio Milanese for --A CUI-11-lingp 
Ciarlatino. Lucas-ino for a good voyce; but of all Tabarino 
passeth for a Zane, and Frittado for muske balls, and shorte 
comedyes in the Piazza of St. Marke' (f. 55a). 
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vii) The Earl of Bedford 
One other traveller of the late sixteenth century 
is of interest to us, not for the record he himself left of 
Venice, but for the information that was prepared for him 
regarding his intended trip to Italy, and, particularly, 
Venice. In 1592 A Direction for Travailers was published, 
which comprised a translation, with a brief introduction, of 
a short treatise on travel by the Flemish writer Justus 
LipSiUs entitled Epistola de peregrinatic)ne italica. This 
had been intended for a similar noble traveller, and the 
translator has felt it particularly appropriate for his young 
patron, the third Earl of Bedford. -0- 
The passage an Venice itself is fUll of approval: 
Vertice, the Ladie of the sea, that faire, great, riche, 
and fortunate Cittie: that Cittie which of all the 
cities in the world hath lasted and florished longest: 
that cittie that hath held play (I was about to say) 
held under (in part it hath so done) the cruell and 
powerfull Turkish Emperour: that cittie whose 
scituation is most admirable, whose pollicie, and 
gouernement in peace most wise, and free: whose wars by 
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sea and land haue been infinite, and alwais luckie, the 
Forte of Christendome, & the verie best marte of 
Merchantes. For as in olde time, Alexandria was called 
the golden cittie: Antiochia the bewtifull, Nichomedia 
the very bewtifull, Athens the most glorious, and 
breuiarie of the world: So in Italy of late Roome is 
dubbed the great, Florence the faire: Naples is called 
the Noble, and Venice is christened the rich Citie. 
(22nd. and 23rd. pages) 
Lipsius, however, has felt obliged to preface this, in his 
general advice about travel, with 'a worde more of Italie and 
Venice it selfe' (19th. page). This is unambiguous: the 
Italian is 'hypocriticall, luxurious, and (which is worst of 
all illes) ielous... close, malitious, incroching and deadlie' 
(18th. and 19th. pages). Deceit is Lipsius's first danger to 
a traveller to Italy, 'which you may call Scilla' (20th. 
page), but his Charybdis is a threat particularly prevalent 
in Venice, 'so great dread haue I of your yoong and slipperie 
age, and so ouer sure of the alluring and intrapping natures 
of the Venetian and Italian Curtesanes' (21st. page). 
Never has the double attitude to Venice been seen more 
clearly. The extreme dislike of the general characteristics 
of the Italian felt by the northern European at this time -- 
religious differences do not apply here, as Lipsius was a 
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catholic -- and the partiCUlar suspicion of SeXUill immorality 
that was so much a part of Venice's reputation, seems able to 
coexist with fUlsome and unqualified admiration of the city 
itself. The traveller is at the same time warned against 
the evils of Venice and invited to marvel at the wisdom, 
stability, and, in this case, good fortUnej of its 
government. 
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C) Fynes Moryson 
The first visitor to Venice after William Thomas to 
attempt a comprehensive, factual description of the city was 
Fynes Moryson, who passed through it several times between 
1591-7. He began to arrange the records and notes of hi- 
travels during a year spent in 'COUntrey Solace' at the 
Lincolnshire homes of his two sisters from September, . 1.598, 
though he did not have the opportunity to set about 
completing the worý--- for another eleven years, and it was not 
until 1617 that his Itinerarie was published, in an English 
translation of the Latin original. 17 
The first of the three parts of this lengthy worý-. * 
consists of a record of the author's jOUrnPyings through 
Europe, the Holy Land and Britain, with a chapter of advice 
for travellers on currency exchange and the measurement of 
distances. The second part deals with Treland - the 
political events of 1599-160: 3 and an assessment of thp 
situation as he found it during a visit ten years later. The 
third part contains general matters -- a discussion of the 
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benefits of foreign travel, advice to travellers on 
trAnsport, and information about the countries he has 
visited. This ranges from the 'Geographicall description, 
the situation, the fertility, the trafficke, and the diet' to 
the dress of the inhabitants. In 'The Contents of the 
severall Chapters' (IV, vii-ix), Moryson states, 'The rest of 
this Worke, not as yet fully finished, treateth of the 
following Heads'. These include detailed assessments of the 
Commonwealths of Denmarke, Poland, Italy in general and 
Venice, Florence, Lucca, Genoa, Urbino and Mantua in 
particular, the Turkish Empire, France, England, Scotland and 
Ireland, of the various countries 'touching Religion', and of 
their 'nature, wit, manners, bodily gifts, Universities, 
Sciences, Arts, language, pompous Ceremonies, specially at 
Marriages, Christnings and Funerals: of their customes, 
sports, exercises, and particularly hunting'. This was 
never published as part of the Itinerary, but parts of the 
MS., Corpus Christi College, Oxford, no. 94, were edited by 
Charles Hughes and published as Shakespeare's Europe in 
London, 1903. 
From the diary-framework of part I of the Itinerary, 
the repetitions and discrepancies which occur when Moryson is 
dealing with general matters later in the work, and the sheer 
amount of clearly first-hand material, it seems likely that 
part I consists to a large extent of the material on which he 
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worked in 1598. The basic outline of his journey is 
followed, with local and historical information inser-ted 
among Moryson's own descriptions and opinions. His detailed 
description of the city of Venice occurs in chapter I of the 
second book of part I of the Itinerary, (1,158-96), that 
dealing with the record of his first journey abroad, setting 
out on May Ist, 1591, and reaching Italy after travelling 
through Germany, Bohemia, Switzerland, the Low Countries, 
Denmark, Poland and Austria. '" 
Moryson's ltiný-rary was intended to be comprehensive -- 
he meant to omit nothing of interest or profit to the 
traveller -- and the resulting deluge of information both 
general and detailed, personal observations, reported facts 
and opinions, anecdotes and advice, is often repetitious and 
tedious; but Moryson's eye for detail, open mind and 
fascination with all he sees continually enliven his account. 
The narrative is somewhat chaotic, following the basic 
chronology of his visit with additional information inserted 
wherever seems appropriate, and the opening pages of Bk. IT, 
ch. 1 (1,158-163), well illustrate the resulting lack of 
order. Although he has already described Padua in detail, 
he begins his description of Venice with information about 
the period of quarantine a visitor undergoes on entering 
Italy. He then describes his approach to Venice along the 
River Brenta; this gives him the opportunity to mention the 
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dam which provides fresh water for the Venetian nobility, to 
give the various charges for transport, to advise on 
behaviour among the Lombards who tend to be quicý; to take 
offence, and to paint a vivid picture of an incident on the 
boat in which a superstitious young girl was convinced that 
an elderly female fellow--passenger was a witch. He returns 
to the subject of the Brenta and the other river passing 
through Padua, and this leads him to a detailed account of 
Venice's situation within the lagoon and its Surrounding 
provinces. He includes the first keyed map of the lagoon in 
an English publication, a brief history of the origin and 
development of the city, and then returns to its Situation, 
protected by the Lido and the Surrounding marshes 'whereof I 
have spoken' (1,163), and before proceeding with a 
description of the city itself, mentions again the 
arrangements for fresh water. "' 
Great precision and concern for accuracy are immediately 
evident in the initial description of the city. Moryson 
likes numbers: we are told that 'The City is eight miles in 
circuit, and hath seventy parishes... It hath thirty one 
cloysters of Monkes, and twenty eight of Nunnes' (1,163). 
The length and breadth of the Grand Canal is given in pacesq 
and the numbers of traghetti and gondolas. After describing 
the cleansing effects of the tide and the wholesome airg he 
goes on to his detailed account of the city. Now trying to 
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present a more ordered and methodical description, Morys(--)n 
takes each 'se>,, t. Ary' of the city in turn, and lists what is 
I most remarkable' in each. This consists of the churches 
and religious buildings with the pictures, furnishings, 
monuments and inscriptions most worthy of notice. ýO H(. -. -.? 
begins with that of Saint Mark, accounting for its 
importance; while it is not the cathedral church, 'yet it is 
preferred before the rest, as well because the Duke resides 
there, as especially because Saint Marke is the protecting 
Saint of that City' (1,165). Before dealing with the rest 
of the sestiere, he devotes considerable space to a 
description of St. Mark's Church itself, beginning with an 
account of its founding in 829 by Doge Giustinian, and its 
rebuilding after the fire of 976, 'the Merchants being 
charged to bring from all places any precious thing they 
could find fit to adorne the same, whatsoever it cost' (I, 
165). A most detailed description of the church follows, 
with dimensions, numbers of pillars, and every notable object 
to be seen, each with its history and explanation where 
known. In his care for complete accuracy he acknowledges 
unconfirmed facts: the four great pillars 'they say' were 
brought from Soloman's temple, the organs 'are said to be the 
worke of a most skilful Artificer', and the place where the 
body of S. Mark reappeared, 'if a man may beleeve it', 
prompts him to Suggest his own interpretation of the miracle 
which 'They themselves seeme to distrust' (1,168,169). 
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Moryson combines popular, opinion and his own individual 
judgement. Stock epithets recur -- 'highly esteemed', 
I painted with great art' -- as they do throughout his 
description of Venice, but he has his own definite opinions. 
Of the five brass doors of the church, 'that in the middest 
is fairest'; the marble walls 'are very beaUtifUll' and the 
paving 'carved and wrought with little stones of checker 
worke very Curiously' (1,166,170). He has a close eye for 
detail, and an imaginative delight in what catches that eye; 
the four horses 'are so set, as if at the first step they 
would leape into the market place', and 'all the parts of 
these horses being most like the one to the other, yet by 
strange art, both in posture of motion, and otherwise, they 
are Most unlike one to the other' (1,166-7). 
Although Moryson gives the impression of including all 
available information on every possible subject, there are 
selective processes at work. He tries to avoid any mention 
of Roman Catholic Church practices: 'I passe over the image 
of Saint Marke of brasse in the forme of a Lion, guilded 
over, and holding a booke of brasse' (11167), he says, 
(affording it in passing it over as much description as many 
of the other 'remarkable things' to which he gives his full 
attention), also the 'artificiall Images of the Doctors of 
the Church, and others'. He would, he says, pass over the 
mosaic picture of the Virgin Mary, 'but that they attribute 
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great miracles to it', and it is this fact that warrants a 
paragraph recounting the beliefs attached to it (1,167). 
The same aspects of S. Mark's cathedral strike Moryson 
as struck previous Pritish visitors -- the use of intricately 
inset marbles and other stones in the walls and flooring of 
the church, the great number of pillars, 21 the bronze horses 
-- but when his interest is particularly caught he is not 
content with a simple vist-tal description. He was fascinated 
by the mosaics, so has found out exactly how they are made; 
For the workemen doe incorporate gold with little square 
peeces of glasse, and guild the same over; then 
break. ing them in very small peeces, they lay them upon 
the pictures (1,172-3). 
The fact that the church is still unfinished and why -- 'lest 
the revenues given by the last wils of dead men to that Use, 
should returne to their heires (as the common report goes. )' 
(1,165) -- that the market place has been raised and the 
church steps consequently lost, the two possible histories of 
the horses and the significance of the removing of their 
bridles 'for a signe that their City had never beene 
conquered, but enjoied Virgin liberty' -- all these are 
interesting facts that Moryson wants to pass on to his 
readers. He lists the various items of the treasure of S. 
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Mark that he has seen with their origins where he knows them, 
and typically adds the story about the theft and restoration 
of the treasure by a 'Candian thiefe'. 022 Much of the 
treasure that Moryson inspects is that viewed by Guyl-forde, 
Torkington and Thomas -- the jewelled 'DUcall Cap' (of which 
Moryson notes more precisely 'a diamond upon the crowne... and 
a chrysolite set in the midst'; T1171); the 'twelvp 
stomachers Of pure gold set with rich Iewels' seen by Wey, 
Guylforde and Thomas -- Moryson, however, has gone into their 
history and discovered that they were worn by 'the 
Noblewomen ... at Constantinople before the Turkes tooke it'; 
'two crownes of K*ings' and 'twelve other Crownes all of pure 
massy gold' -- these, with the pectorals, were booty from the 
Venetian-French taking of Constantinople in, he says, 120: 75 
(T, 171-2). The sapphire and diamond he records had been 
presEýnted to the state by Henry III of France on his historic 
visit in 1574 on his return from Poland. Of the 'Two whole 
Unicornes hornes... and a third shorter' (11172), the last 
might seem to have joined the treasure since 1549, whpn 
Thomas saw only two; Leandro Alberti, howeverg records 'due 
Corni di Alicorno di gran lunghezza, con il terzo pi6 
piccolo' (1,171-2). 0: 3 
Moryson's is the first English account of Venice since 
that of Richard Torkington to enumerate holy relics. Those 
he mentions, however, are from a particular collection given 
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by Pope Clement VIII to 'Iahn Delphin Knight, one of the 
PrOr-Urators of Saint Marke, and AmbassadOUr at Rome f or 
Venice' (1,168), and as SUch are CUriosities to be viewed for 
their historical interest only. To reinforce this point 
Moryson quotes verses written above Saint Clement's alt. ar, 
which he translates: 
Nam Deus est qLtod Imago docet, sed non Deus ipse, 
Hanc videas, sed mente colas qUod cernis in ipsa: 
That which the Image shewes, is God, it selfe is none, 
See this, but God heere seene, in mind adore alone. 
01169)"1 
Moryson concludes his guide to S. Mark's with an 
explanation of the exact status of the 'chiefe Priest of this 
Church' as Ia gentleman of Venice, and though hee be no 
Bishop, yet the Popes have given him great priviledges, and 
he is to be chosen by the Duke' (T, 172)9 and by A 
description of the process of mosaic construction. He then 
moves on to his rather more pedestrian Catalogue Of what else 
is worth seeing in the sestiere of S. Marco, and then those 
of Castello, Canaregio, San Palo, Santa Croce and DorsodUro. 
Among the lists of pictures, monuments, altars, organs and 
inscriptions, are numerous items of historical, artistic and 
general interest. The chapel of St. Theodore prompts a 
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mention of the thrice-weekly meetings there of thp 
Inquisition, which consists of 'the Popes NUntio, and the 
Patriarke (an Tnquisitor by his place, and at this time a 
Dominican Friar) and three Senators chosen by the Senate' 
(T1173). The parish church of St. Luke leads to a nots 
about Pietro Aretino, whose books were 'worthily condemned' 
by the Inquisition -- 'howsoever', notes Moryson, 'they be 
yet commonly sold' (1,173) -- and whose 'horrible epitaph', 
reported to have been removed by the Inquisition, he quotes: 
Oui gai ce I 'Areti n' Poeta Tusco, 
Chi disse mal' d'ognit-tn', fuorn che di Dial 
Scusandosi, dicendo, io nol, conosco. 
Here lies the Aretine, a Poet of Tuscany, 
Who spake ill of all but of Gods 
Excusing himselfe, saying, T know him not. (1,174) 
He gives a brief history of the Bishopric And 
Patriarchate of Venice, whose seat is the Cathedral Church of 
St. Peter in the sestiere of Castello. Among the objects 
of note in the other churches of Castello Moryson remarks on 
the bells of S. Francesca della Vigna and some of the images 
in S. Giuseppe as reputedly having been brought from England 
after Queen Mary's death. He recounts the story of the 
flaying of Marc'Antonio Bragadin after the capture of Cyprtj,. -, 
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by the Turks in 1571: Bragadin's monument, along with those 
of sixteen doges, is also in the church of S. Francesco della 
Vigna. "70 In Canaregio tie notes that in the Apostles' church 
I excellent sermons are made in the Lent' (19179). and in 
commending the Oratory of the 'banished men of Lucca', he 
explains that it was they who first brought silk-weaving to 
Venice, and that many were made Gentlemen of Venice'. 
'Austine Barbadici' -- Augostino Barbarigo -- warrants a 
brief history; 'hartening the confederates to fight, was 
chiefe cause of the victory against the Turkes by sea, in the 
yeere 1571. and while he lived, by faire and rough tearmes, 
kept the league unbroken, which presently upon his death was 
dissolved' (T9182-3). Moryson, now cataloguing the sestiere 
of Santa Croceq goes into the respective functions of the old 
and now Lazaretti as 'pest-house' and quarantine hospital, 
and notes how young girls are educated in the convents for 
marriage or the veil, that of S. Agnes taking six at a time 
'of good families'. and another taking 'two hundred and fifty 
Virgins of almes', who live 'by the worke of their hands' 
(1,18394). 
Moryson then describes the 'six fraternities or great 
schooles' -- 'Saint Mary of Charity', 'Saint John the 
Evangelist', 'the third-of mercy', 'Saint Marke', 'Saint 
Rocco' and 'Saint Theodore'. He relates them to the similar 
foundations in Rome and to the citizens' companies in London, 
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and 'as it were in Universities, they use to have excercises 
of religion' (1,184). Saint Mary of Charity was the first, 
says Moryson, and its rule has been the pattern for the 
others. Its 'great Guardian', chosen annually, has the 
title of Magnifico and wears 'a skarlet gowne with large 
sleeves'. Moryson goes into the charitable functions, 
financial resources and principal art treasures of each 
school, and notes that the fraternity of St. John the 
Evangelist has included Phillip IT of Spain, his son 
Ferdinand, and Don John of Austria among other princes, and 
that the School of St. Rocco outdoes the others in 
'ceremonies & pompe, and number of brethren' (11185). 
'It remaines', says Moryson, 'to add something of the 
magnificall building of this City', and he begins with a 
desperately precise description of the lay-out and 
relationship of the 'foure market places, joined in one', 
which make up the Piazza San Marco, and their customary use 
(I, IE35). He then describes the buildings surrounding the 
square -- the clock-tower, the Procurators' Palaces, S. 
Mark's bell-tower and its loggia, the Library and Zecca, the 
Ducal Palace and prisons. Again Moryson is determined to be 
mathematically exact, giving the exact dimensions of the 
bell-tower and listing its decorative statuary and that of 
the clock-tower, but again it is this concern for precision 
that sees and describes the vivid visual detail -- the 
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mechanical procession of Magi and trumpeting angel who 'passe 
before Our Ladies Image, and adore her, and so goe in at the 
other doore' (1,186), and the statues of the giants at the 
door of the Zecca, 'lifting up their massie clubs, as it were 
forbidding the entrance' (1,189). The significance of the 
statuary fascinates him; the statue of St. George on one of 
the Piazzetta columns carries a shield 'in token that Venice 
rather defends it selfe, then offends others, since the right 
hand carries a defensive weapon' (1,188), and he translates 
Sansovino's description of the statue of Apollo in the 
courtyard of the Zecca, 'holding wedges of gold in his hand, 
to shew that gold is made to grow in the bowels of the earth 
by the vertue of the SUnne' (1,189). 26 
Again we sense a difference between popular opinion, 
however far Moryson may agree with it, and his own 
experience. So many buildings are 'stately', the pictures 
and statues 'highly valued', Ipraised', 'rare' and 'much 
esteemed'; those of the Library, however, 'draw your eies to 
them' (1,188), and in the Ducal Palace 'the golden staires 
shine with gold' (1,189). His description of the bell-tower 
is clearly the result of personal research: 
I went to the top of this steepleg which hath thirty 
seven ascents, whereof each hath foureteene lesse 
ascents, by which the going up is as easie, as if a man 
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walked on plaine ground, at the contriving whereof T 
much wondered (1,187). 
After the Piazza and its surroundings, Moryson moves to 
the other focal area of the city, the Rialto, where one of 
the first things to attract his attention concerns the social 
habits of the Venetians. 
there is also a peculiar place where the Gentlemen meet 
before noone, as they meet in the place of Saint Marke 
towards evening; and here to nourish acquaintance, they 
spend an houre in discourses, and because they use not 
to make feasts one to another, they keepe this meeting 
as strictly as Merchants, lest their frinship should 
decay (1,190-1). 
He mentions the principal buildings of the area -- the palace 
of a traitor, which the stateg 'for his reproch', has 
converted into a meat market and law courts, the fish market, 
a 'publike Pallace stately built near the Rialto bridge', an(J 
the Fondaco dei Tedeschi. The bridge itself 'in the 
judgement of the Venetians, deserves to be reputed the eighth 
miracle of the world' (1,191). He gives the date of its 
building, the reputed cost, the method of construction, and 
the number of stairs and shops, not to speake of the carved 
Tmages'. 
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The arsenal merits only a brief description here. 
Again numbers are important, with its over two miles of 
surrounding wall, its four hundred daily workers, their 
weekly wage of about 1,200 ducats, and some two hundred 
galleys always ready for service. A short account of the 
Ascension Day sea-marriage ceremony completes Moryson's notes 
at this point, but his later writings, published in 
Shakespeare's Europes contain an enlarged description in 
which he goes into greater detail, and much of which is 
clearly compiled from his own notes and recordsl supplemented 
by information given to him at the time. Here the walls are 
'some three myles Compasse', and the total complement of 
workmen about 2,200,1 whereof 300 are expert men in building 
of Shipps and Gallyes' (Sh. E., p. 143). He describes the 
lay-out of the various 'roomes' and the particular work done 
in each, and lists the artillery and ammunition kept in the 
five magazines. He also gives a meticulously detailed 
account of the design of a galley, its command and artillery, 
its crew and their conditions, its commander and his salaries 
and duties; this is clearly a blend of his own observation 
and explanations given to him in answer to his enquiries. 
Myselfe did enter one of the Gallyes, and the Castle in 
the Prowe was some twelve of my paces, and the bodye 
with the Poope some fifty of my paces long, and the 
master commaunded from the Castle to the great mast, as 
the Comito (or mate) commaunds the rest (Sh. E., p. 142). 
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As he notes each part of the galley, its function is 
explained to him: he sees the '25 oares on each side', and 
is told where the rowers sleep, so drawing the conclusion 
that 'their being in the Gallye is nothing commodious, but 
straight, uneasy, and subject to contagion'. 
An interesting discrepancy between these two 
descriptions of the Arsenal is Moryson's description of the 
Bucentoro in the Itinerary as a 'great boat' (1,192), and in 
his later notes as 'a litle Gallye (Sh. E., p. 144). If the 
initial account of Venice is compiled from notes made on his 
first visit, in 1594, then it appears he has not revised it 
to include knowledge gained from wider experience of naval 
craft in his later travels. Indeed, in Shakespeare's Europe 
there is a comparison of the Venetian Bucentoro with a 
pleasure-craft belonging to the Duke of Mantua which Moryson 
describes during his account of Mantua, which he visited a 
year after his first arrival in Venice (Itinerary, 1,372); 
it would seem by its measurements to be slightly longer than 
the Venetian state barge. It was also called Bucentoro, and 
Moryson is the first English writer to give the origin of the 
name; it is so-called, 'because it carries about the number 
of two hundred' (Itinerary, 1,192); 'because it beareth 
200th men D. by corruption of speach being changed into B' 
(Sh. E., p. 144). --" 
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The Itirierarie account continues with the Jews' Ghetto, 
the many gardens in the city, the public and private 
libraries and the collections they house. Moryson is 
continually impressed by the courtesy of the Venetians and 
nowhere more than here. The gardens '(out of the Gentlemens 
curtesie) may bee seene by any curious stranger' (1,192), and 
a 'Sigr. Nicolao vendramini' of the Giudecca 'most curteously 
shewed mee and my friends, though being altogether unknowne 
to him, some rare clockes, admirable carved Tmages, and a 
paire of Organs having strange varieties of sounds' (1,193). 
He then gives the most detailed view we have to that date of 
the interior of the Venetian palaces, the chief of which he 
lists. To finish he enumerates many of the famous men the 
city has produced throughout its history, churchmen, scholars 
and artistsl makes further mention of the kind of food on 
sale in - Venice, Oe3 remarks an the great variety of 
nationalities to be seen 'as well for the pleasure the City 
yeeldeth, as for the free conversation'(I, 196), and adds 
final details concerning the price of lodgings and the 
regulations surrounding a stay in the city. He concludes: 
this most noble City, as well for the situation, freeing 
them from enemies, as for the freedome of the Common- 
wealth, preserved from the first founding, and for the 
freedome which the Citizens and very strangers have, to 
injoy their goods, and dispose of them, and for manifold 
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other causes, is worthily called in Latine Venetia, as 
it were Veni etiam, that is, come againe 0,196). 
Although Moryson's main description of Venice Occurs in 
this particular part of the Itinerary, information concerning 
the Republic and its inhabitants occurs throughout the work. 
The fifth chapter of the second book of Part III of the 
Itinerary is entitled, 'Of Italy touching all the Subjects 
of the third Chapter going before* (ie, 'the Geographicall 
description, the situation, the fertility, the trafficke, and 
the diet'), and contains much about Venice. The Venetians 
are said to 'live sparingly (Itinerary , IV, 93), 24P and here 
we have a list of the provisions commonly on sale in the 
Venetian food markets. Fish and poultry particularly are 
sold, though also mutton and veal, with cheeses, 'mushrooms, 
snailes, the hinder parts of frogs (all held for great 
dainties)' (TV, 97). There are clear social differences of 
diet; as Moryson notes, 
these things are to be had in more abUndance, because 
the common sort eate little or no flesh, or fish, rjr 
birds, but onely hearbs, PLIlse, snailes, and rootes, 
with white bread (IV, 97). ýO 
White bread is clearly no lUXUry: 
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the very Porters feede on most pure white bread, almost 
without any other meat, except it be some roots. And 
those that are richer, do for the most part feede on 
bread, neither remember I to have ever seene brown breAd 
in Italy. (TV, 1ý6). 
He lists the variety of shell-fish on sale in Venice -- in 
his main account of the city he has mentionrd the two fish-- 
markets, in the Piazza San Marco and at the Rialto, where 
'store of good fish is to bee bought twice in the day (1,189) 
-- and it seems to him that this is the only city in which 
they are sold. He notes with great interest the custom by 
which the head of the family does the shopping: "31 
The women of Italy [. -,. now not the price of any thing, or 
ever goe to Markets (scarce are allowed to go to Church) 
neither do they trust their servants to mak: e their 
market, but the richest of all Italy, and most noble 
(especially in Venice) daily buy their owne victuals and 
other necessaries... and the very Gentlemen of Venice 
(which notwithstanding arrogate to themselves CR 
preheminence above all Gentlemen of Italy with the 
singular title of Clarissimi), carry home what they buy 
to eatel either in the sleeves of their gownes, or in a 
cleane handkercher (IV, 96). 
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A delightful picture -- and Moryson points out that, 
although small boys with baskets stand ready in the market- 
places to carry customers' purchases home, 'and never faile 
to performe this honestly, though the buyer leave them... for 
if they should fayle, they cannot escape punishment, being 
easily to be found in the Markets where they use daily to 
stand, and well knowne by face and name', it is almost always 
foreigners who employ 'these little Porters', so sparing is 
the Italian diet. ý2 
Moryson is greatly concerned with expense. Clearly, if 
his Itinerary is to be of any value to travellers it must 
contain details of prices, fares and expenses, and these are 
continually given, including 'A briefe Table to understand in 
the First Part the expences in small Coynes most commonly 
spent', which Moryson places as an introduction to part I. 
Wherever he stays, he notes the cost of lodgings. Venice is 
more expensive than Padua, not by reason of diet, but for 
the greater price of chambers, and extraordinary inticements 
to spend' (1,148). 'A passenger in the State of Venice 
shall have his supper and bed for forty soldi (1111474); in 
Padua a student 'may have his table at an Ordinary... and his 
chamber for eight, or at most, for tenne silver crownes the 
month' (1,148), though most hire a room for a zechine -- ten 
lire -- a month at most, 'the Hostesse being to finde 
linnen, and dresse the meat You buy'. In Padua Moryson had 
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a room and 'plentifUll diet' for 'eight silver crownes the 
month', whereas in Venice he paid four silver crowns a month 
and bought his own food which was cook-ed by his landlady. " 
He is impressed by the convenience of the small-denomination 
Italian currency which, as well as being of great benefit to 
the poorer sections of -the COMMUnity, in that food can be 
sold in small portions, leads to other economic: and social 
advantages: 
These small moneys, the aboundance of people in a narrow 
land, and the common peoples poverty, bUt Most Of all 
their innated pride, SUch as they had rather starve for 
want, then beg, these things mMr. e them doe any service 
for a stranger for a small reward, and make the passages 
of Rivers, or Channells (as at Venice), and all 
necessaries, to be affoorded for a small piece of money. 
Neither is it a small commoditie of thesrý little br--Assr-? 
moneys, that it makes the meaner sort more ready to give 
almes (IV, 95). 
The English Would find life less expensive, Moryson feels, if 
they too were able to pay for services and give alms in 
something of less value than silver. 
In common with many of his contemporaries, Moryson loved 
proverbs and sayings. In his account of his first visit to 
Venice, as he arrives in the boat from Padua, he says: 
7. R- 
the proverb saith, that the boat shall bee drowned, when 
it carries neither Monke, nor StUdent, nor 
Curtesan... (I, 159). 
In the third part of the Itinerary, chapter : 7, of the first 
book is entitled: 
Of the opinions of Old Writers, and some proverbs which 
I observed in forraigne parts by reading or diSCOUrse, 
to be Used either of Travellers themselves, or of divers 
Nations and Provinces (TTT, 426). 
it contains popular generalisations about the various 
nations, and from it we learn that the Venetians are thought 
to be slow in speech, to excel in the Study Of Music, to be 
courageous as merchants, 'hazarding all. in one ship, 
(111,456), and 'officious in words'. They are said to love 
I contrarily, and to desire fat women with great dugs, but to 
love without choice, and to force them if Others have 
injoyed' (ITT1457); they woo by 'boasting and magnificence'. 
In diet they 'spend little for meat' (ITT, 458). Venetian 
women are: 
of a variable disposition, very jealous, and some of 
them giving the use Of their bodies freely without 
reward (but I should thinke there be few such, for they 
pleasantly scoff at our English women, that they give 
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the fruit of love to their lovers for charity (vulgarly 
per amor' di Dio, as they give almes to beggers) and 
affecting to have yellow haire, white skins, and cherry 
cheekes, all by art, and to have short legs. And of the 
Venetian most famous Curtizans, it is proverbially said, 
Son grasse di stracci, bianche di calcina, rosse di 
belito alte di zoccole: They are fat with cloutes 
[rags], white with chalke, red with painting, and high 
with shooes (111,459). 
There is a proverb also for commercial matters, which Moryson 
quotes twice. In this chapter it appears as: 
Il bianco &A nero (cioe Pepe & cottone) hanno fatto 
venetia ricca. Blacke and white, (that is, Pepper and 
Bumbast), have made Venice rich (111,460). 
Later he refers back to here, saying: 
And I there mentioned this proverb of the Venetian 
trafficke; Il bianco & il Nero (cio6 pepe & cottone) 
hanno fatto venetia ricca. Black and white (that is, 
pepper and cotton) have made Venice rich QV, 90). 
He also quotes the proverb concerning the cities of Italy: 
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Roma la santa, Paduoa la dotta, venetia la ricca, 
Fiorenza la bella, Milano la grande, Bologna la grassa, 
Ravenna l'antica, Napoli gentile, Genuoa SUperba. That 
is: Rome the holy, Paduoa the learned, Venice the rich, 
Florence the beautifUll, Milan the great, Bologna the 
fat, Ravenna the ancient, Naples the Gentile Tgentle, 
i. e. aristocratic], Genuoa the proud (111,455-6). 
Moryson finds the made of dress of the various European 
societies interesting enough to occupy two chapters in the 
fourth book of part III of the Itinerary, of which the first, 
chapter I, begins with a general statement on the subject: 
One thing in generall must bee remembred touching the 
divers apparrell of divers Nations: That it is daily 
subject to change, as each Commonwealth by little and 
little declines from the best constitution to the worst, 
and old manners are daily more and more corrupted with 
new vices, or as each Common-wealth is by due remedies 
purged and reformed (IV, 204). 
AlthOUgh Sansovino has a section on dress there is no close 
qorrespondance between it and Moryson's descriptions, 'which 
seem to be derived from his own observation. 
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'Speaking of Venice, Moryson recounts a proverbial saying 
before describing the characteristic COStUMe Of the city in 
considerable detail: 
Of the Italians it is proverbially said, that the 
Venetians are gowned, yet by night going to visit their 
Mistresses, weare short Spanish cloakes (IV, 218). 
In general he seems to take a contrary view to many other 
contemporary English writers, in that he thinks the Italians' 
dress practical, with large boots and thick rainproof hats.; 
and cloaks, 'respecting the health, not the ornaments of 
their bodies'. He continues: 
howsoever their apparrell is soft and delicate, yet they 
onely weare cloth and stuffes made at home, not any 
brought from forraigne parts... And howsoever all those 
mixed colours which we so highly esteeme, come from 
thence, yet are they not invented by the Italians, but 
by the Factors of our Merchants, who lie there of 
purpose, to feede the fantasticall pride of our Youth, 
in new StUffes, or at least new C01OUrs and names 
(IV, 218). 
The Venetians, becaUse of their SUMPtUary laws, dress 
differently from the majority of Italians; 
howsoever many times they weare sumptuous garments, yet 
are they hidden under their gownes, not to be seene but 
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by their Mistrisses at night. They make woollen cloth 
of such lastingg as they bequeath their gownes by their 
last testaments. All the Gentlemen, not one excepted, 
weare blacke cloth gownes, buttoned close at the necke, 
with the sleeves put on over their doublets, aswell 
young as old men, but some under this civill gowne weare 
rich furres, and imbrodred garments. And the Senators, 
Doctors and Knights, weare Scarlet gownes, with large 
-sleeves, lined in winter with rich furres. And their 
Senate is no lesse or more glorious in pUblike pompes, 
then the Roman Senate was of old. And the Gentlemen 
constantly weare these gownes, either in singular pride 
to be knowne from others, (for no Citizen, nor any 
Gentleman of other Cities weare gownes)9 or for 
obedience to the Law, or out of an old custome, which 
the most wise Magistrates permit not to be broken. And 
for the same cause, all the Gentlemeng none excepted, 
weare little caps of Freese or Clothq hardly covering 
the crowne, or the forepart of the head (TV9218-9). 
Moryson remarks, as do so many visitors to Venice, on the 
grotesquely high clogs or 'choppines', worn in the street by 
gentlewomen originally as a protection against mud and filth 
underfoot, but now of such absurd height as to render the 
wearer helpless without the support of elderly women 
attendants on whose heads they were obliged to lean to keep 
their balance. The fashion for women is to be fat Cwhich 
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kind of Women the Venetians most love, all things else being 
equall'. - IV, 102), so linen wrappings are worn to pad out the 
figure. Their gowns, 
leaving all the necke and brest bare-are closed before 
with a lace, so open, as a man may see the linnen which 
they lap about their bodies, to matte them seeme fat, the 
Italians most loving fat women. They shew their naked 
necks and breasts$ and likewise their dugges, bound Lip 
and swelling with linnen, and all made white by art 
(IV, 220). 
Hair is blonde, bleached in the sun or dyed, and 'they raise 
up their haire on the forehead in two knotted hornes, and 
deck their heads & uncovered haire with flowers of silke, and 
with pearle, in great part counterfeit. =4 They wear a black 
veil over head and shoulders,, 'through which the nakednesse 
of their shoulders, and necý. -: es, and breasts, may easily be 
seene'.: 325 This brings Moryson to another variation of the 
popular saying he has already mentioned; the women of Venice 
are said to be: 
Grande de legni, Grosse di straci, rosse di bettito, 
bianche di calcina: that is tall with wood, fat with 
ragges, red with painting, and white with chalke. 3& 
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Of the women in general, Moryson has already remarked on 
their lack of freedom in not being allowed to visit the 
markets, and 'scarce are allowed to go to Church' (TV, 96); 
indeed, 'if they be chast, rather are locked Lip at home, as 
it were in prison' (1,148). From Moryson's various remar-I. -: s 
on legal matters we gain some idea of the position of women 
in society, that is, of the propertied class. They were 
usually educated in a convent until marriageable age, when 
they were either provided with a husband or encouragedq if 
not obliged, to take their vows as members of the order. 
Even when dealing with Subjects only available to him in 
secondary sources, such as much of the material in 
Shakespeare's Europe, Moryson continually presents instances 
of his own experience on his journeys to corroborate 
otherwise-acquired information. To convey the pride of the 
Venetians, he quotes 
'writings in the vulgar tongue 1which3 taxe them of 
unsupportable pride insomuch as (to use their owne 
words) they dreame themselves to be Dukes and MarqUiSERS9 
while they are indeed covetous, miserable, breakers of 
faith & hatefull to all men for their pride, vayne glory 
and ambition, yea in the very Citty they have a Proverb 
D'una pietra bianca d'un Nobile Venetiano, et d'Una 
Cortigiana ch'abbia madre Dio ci gUardaj from a white 
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stone (because it is slipperie) from a gentleman of 
Venice (for their pride) from a Cortisan that hath a 
mother (to teach her to spoile her lovers), God deliver 
us' (Sh. E., p. 152). 
His own experience provides an example of the same opinion 
among non-Venetians, 
who may as safely stumble uppon a Bull as Uppon one of 
these gentlemeng so as when one of them passed by, I 
have heard men say Guarda il taro, Looke, or taý. -. -e heed 
to the Bull... 
(Sh. E., p. 152) 
He observes the phenomenon remarked an by both William Thomas 
and Roger Ascham as a feature of Venetian society, though he 
sees it as common to Italy in general -- the marriage of one 
brother only in a family so as not to disperse the 
inheritance among a diversity of heirs, but his own 
experience has led him to a very different conclusion: 
Never did I observe brothers to live in such unity as in 
Italy, SO as the Father being dead, many of them 
ordinarily live in one house together, not deviding 
theire patrimony, but having all goods in common or as 
they call it in brotherhood (vulgarly fratellanza) And 
persuading one to mary for procreation, the rest living 
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Unmarryed, and much respecting theire brothers wifP and 
her honour as theire owne (Sh. E., p. 156). 
When discussing the various Italian legal systems, he 
continually refers to cases and examples he has himself 
witnessed, from the banished Roman gentleman who had made an 
attack on the 'Carryer nf Rome' only a week before Moryson's 
own journey between Naples and Rome (Sh. E., p. 157), to the 
Venetian fined for playing a trick on the authorities, and. 
others of the city executed for blasphemy (Sh. r., pp. 163-4). 
He himself serves as an example of the fairness of Venetian 
civil justice, as the goods belonging to him and his brother, 
left in the hands of a merchant who went bankrupt while they 
were in the Holy Land, were kept and returned to him without 
charge. 
Although Much of Moryson's writing is based on his own 
first-hand experience, he clearly used other sources for his 
historical and geographical information, and matters 
concerning the nature and government of the Venetian state. 
The chief of these appears to have been Leandro Alberti's 
Descrizione di tutta Italia, appearing in Italian in 1550, a 
Latin translation, Descriptio Totius Italiae, being 
published in Cologne in 1567, and Francesco Sansovino's 
7 Venezia CittAk nobilissima et singolare of 1581. 
Alberti's account of the city, like Sansovino's, begins with 
its geographical site and a history of its foundation; it 
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then refers to the natural resources, and describes the 
social, governmental and geographical divisions, before 
giving comparatively brief descriptions of the Piazza, church 
and bell-tower of S. Marco, the Ducal Palace, the Rialto and 
the Arsenal. He then presents a detailed history, a lengthy 
list Of famous Venetians and bishops and patriarchs of the 
city, and finishes with an account Of the surrounding 
islands. In broad outline, Moryson's account resembles 
this, moving from site to history to physical description of 
the city's buildings, and ending with a list of notable 
citizens. Beyond this it does not correspond-ýO 
The facts of Moryson's short history of Venice's 
fOUndation and establishment on its present site agree with 
Alberti, who, quoting many different authorities and 
comparing their various accounts, -I'l arrives at the date of 
421 for the original founding of the city, the date given by 
Moryson. Moryson's dates for the election of the first 
doge, 697, the return to a doge after government by military 
tribunes, 742, and the destruction of Heraclea, 'about the 
year GOO' (Itinerary, 1,162), all agree with Alberti, but 
although he notes the moving of the ducal seat from Heraclea 
to Malamocco, he does not give the dateg which Alberti states 
was 456. Clearly he has also gone to Sansovino at this 
point as a Source of information, characteristically 
paraphrasing and abbreviating: 
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The Henetians of Paphlagonia, their King Palemon being 
dead at the seige of Troy, joyned themselves to Antenar, 
and possessing these parts, after they had driven OLIt 
the ELIganeans, called the countrey Venice, and throt.. tgh 
their great vertue were made Citizens of Rome, and their 
chiefe men Senators thereof (1,161). 
Afferma Tito Livia, Cornelia Nipate, & Strabane, con la 
maggior parte de gli Scrittori, che gli Heneti di 
Paflagonia dopo la morte di Filemene Rb loro, venuti in 
Italia con Antenore, & scacciati gli Euganei, si 
fermarono in questa Provincia chiamata poi dal name loro 
Venetia, i CUi habitatori nobilissima fra gli altri, per 
giudicio della Republica Romanal furano, come attesta 
Cornelia Tacito nel quintodecimo libro degli Annali, 
fatti prima Cittadini, & poi Senatori di Roma. 
(Sansovino, p. l)-40 
Alberti, like Moryson, was mathematically precise in the 
matter of numbersl sizes and dimensions, and in most cases 
they are the same, especially where Moryson had to rely on 
-econd-hand information, while Such measurements as Occur in 
Sansovino usually differ. The number of islands on which 
the city was built, the length of the protecting bank of the 
Lido, and the dimensions of the Grand Canal, are measurement--, 
common to Moryson and Alberti. Some, naturally, do not 
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agree, and Moryson does take Sansovino's estimate of the 
number of religious houses of monk. s and nuns, perhaps as a 
later estimate likely to be more accurate at the present 
time. In some cases Moryson's own observations lead him to 
a different result; He counts the pillars of St. Mark's 
church and arrives at a different total, as he does in 
measuring the church itself, and the height of the bell-tower 
even if the pinnacle is not included is based neither on 
Alberti's nor Sansovino's record, (though tie does agree with 
Sansovino on the height of the angel). Although the 
dimensions of the Piazza S. Marco are the same, Moryson see-, 
it, like Sansovino, as 'foure market places, joined in one' 
(11185; Sansovino, 'quattro quadri, & congiunta insieme'; 
p. 293), Alberti as 'tre in una Unite' (Descrittione p. 457,, R; 
I coniUncta tria', De_: zcriptio, p. 7eB). 
There are several passages in Moryson's aCCOUnt where 
the correspondance between his and Alberti's or Sansovino's 
aCtUal words is too close for coincidence. Concerning the 
original establishment of the city of Venice at the Rialto, 
Moryson says: 
either of the depth of the marshes, or because it was 
higher then the other Ilands, and thereupon called Ripa 
alta (11162). 
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Alberti , an p- 451. b of the Italian edition says that th(iý 
Rialto was -so-called, 
6 per 1A profonditA dell'acqua, che quivi ella 6 
maggiore, or perche fusse questo luogo pi6 alto degli 
altri vicini, 
and refers to 
(p. 785). Th E-. - 
the Ri -Al to 'b, 
Alberti's 'il 
(Descrittione, 
translata est'; 
Sabellico. This is omitted in the Latin 
establishment of 'the seat of the Dukes' at 
common counsell' (1,162) is very close to 
seggio de'l Duce' and 'di comun conseglio' 
p. 456b; I sententia cbmuni sedes Ducatus e6 
Vescriptio, p. 795). Moryson's: 
The City parted in the middest with the great 
channell ... is of old divided into six sextaries, or six 
parts, vulgarly Sestieri (1.165) 
corresponds closely to Alberti's phrases: 
E divisa la Cittä in sei parti... Canal'grande, che 
partisse la Cittä in due parti (Descrittione, 
p. 453,454; Urbs in regiones est divisa senas... qui 
urbem totam interfecat; Descriptio, p. 788,791) 
and Sansovino's 'sei sesti, detti volgarmente Sestieri' 
Mansovino p. 5). Moryson's 'each Church hath a little 
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marý--. et place, for the most part foure square, and a publike 
Well (1,163) clearly has its origin in Sansovino's 'ogni 
Chiesa ha la piazza, & il pozzo pubblicaq spatiose per la 
maggior parte, & quadrate' (Sansovino, p. 3). The Itinerary 
description of the Arsenal is very reminiscent of that of 
Alberti, and is worth quoting in full: 
Moryson: 
The Armory built for all kinde of Armes & Munitions, 
vulgarly called l'Arsenale, as it were the Tower of the 
Senate, is compassed with walles being in circuit more 
then two miles, where some foure hundred Artificers art... ý. 
daily set on worý. -: e about naval provisions, and they 
receive weekely for wages about one thousand two hundred 
duckets. Within the same is a several place to make 
cables, & within the circuit hereof and no where else in 
the Cityl they build Ships and Gallies, and there bee 
alwayes in the same about two hundred gallies ready for 
service (1,191-2). 
Alberti 
Evi etiando in questa CittA uno lLtOgo nominato Arsen. Lk, 
qual hA di circuito due miglia, tutto intorniato di mura 
con le Torri neccessarie per quardia di esso ILtOgO- 
Quivi di continouo lavorano quattrocdto hUOMini per le 
cose marinesche, Ai quali se li dA per lara mercede 
ogni settimana mille ducento fiorini di Oro. Appresso 
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di questo vedesi un'altro Iuago addimandato Tana, oue 
altro non si lavora eccetto che funi per le Navi, & 
Galere. In questo ArsenA sempre si veggiono fra Galere 
grosse, bastarde, sottile finite da ducento, senza gli 
altri menori legni, Inuero ella 6 Cosa tanto 
maravigliosa questo ArsenA, qLtc&tO forse si possa vedere 
(Descrittione, p. 454b). 
Est etiam intra urbis ambitum navale, locus pass. mill. 
duorum cirCUitU, moenibus undique validis munitus, & cum 
opportunis ad custodiam turribus quem Arsenale nominant. 
Tntus CCCC hominum operis perpetu6 naves Aedificantur 
quorum stipendia MCC. in hebdomadam aureorum nummOm 
sunt. IuxtA locus alius, Tana, funium et rudentufn 
intorquendorum ad naves officina. Navali in ipso 
navium longarum quae in pontibus ad omnem occasionem 
parate perpetu6 stant numerus ad CC. est, praeter alia 
navigia minora: nec hercul6 maiaris admirationis locus 
ullus ut puto spectari queat, unde vires opesque & 
amplitudo rei Venetae, quae profect6 nunc Ttalicl 
nominis gloria decusq'; sola est, facilt possunt 
intelligi (Descriptio, p. 791). 
While the case MUst not be overstated -- for eyample, 
the phrases used to describe the fOtAr alabaster pillars in 
St. Mark's chUrch, 'transparant as Christall'(I, 168) and 
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Alberti's 'trasparente come il vetro' (Descrittione, p. 453b; 
Latin- 'perIUCidae vitri', Descriptio, p. 789) appear very 
close, but it is a simile that would readily occur to mind -- 
throughout his account of Venice passages Occur whose 
similarity to Alberti and Sansovino is undeniable. 
Among Moryson's more direct borrowings from Sansovino is 
his straight translation of the vivid description of the 
Venetian canals: 
Channels of water passe through this City... as the blOUd 
passeth through the veines. of mans body (11163). 
discorrono i canali per la Cittä in quella manier a 
Esicl che fanno le vene per la corpo humana. 
(Sensovino, p. 3) 
In some of the general matter not published in the Itinerary 
he follows Sansovino's design very closely. The section 
dealing with private and public ceremonial is to a great 
extent a paraphrased pr6cis of Sansovino's worý. -.. The 
customs surrounding marriage, childbearing, christenings and 
funerals follows Sansovino's order, and certain passages are 
translated. A Venetian bride 
is1 ed about the room with the SOUnde of DrUMMS, 
Trumpitts, and other musicall Instruments, going in a 
'7FA 
Comely measure of daunsing, and often bending the body 
to the guests (Sh. E., p. 452). 
... viene condotta al suono di pifferi, 
di trombe, & 
d'altri stromenti armonici, attorno alla Sala, tuttavia 
ballando placidamente, & facendo inchini Ai convitati. 
(Sansovino, p. 401) 
'The Funerall', says Moryson, 'is not counted honorable in 
Venice that costs not some 400 Ducates' (Sh. E., p. 455). 
Sansovino writes, 'Et non si fa fUnerale punto honorato, chp 
non monti almeno 300. in 400. ducati' (Sansovino, p. 403). 
It is not all as close, however, and Moryson as always 
incorporates other information and his own experience. In 
the long description of the public processions of the Doge 
and Senate on ceremonial occasions, and the list of the 
festivals on which these occur, Moryson has again been 
closely guided by Sansovino, but changes the order in places, 
and adds extra details, such as a fuller description of the 
Doge's robes. Whereas Sansovino gives a straight list of 
all the 'andate pubbliche', Moryson arranges them in order of 
importance as 'Walkes in triumph' on feast days, 'walkes in 
Triumph, but onely on the euenings of feasts not on the 
feasts dayes', and 'other walkes but not in Triumph' (Sh. E., 
pp. 442-8). 
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All Moryson's famous Venetians, with the exception of 
the 'many rare engravers, and painters, Titiano, Tenterotto, 
and Belino' (1,195), appear among Alberti's 'huomini 
illustri, qUali [Venezia3 a partorito' (Vescrittione, p. 464). 
Moryson has selected from Alberti's list of nearly a hUndred 
and fifty and anglicised the names, largely omitting the 
brief information about each that Alberti gives. Such 
phrases as do remain to explain the importance of the men 
included echo the originalt 
Moryson: Pantalean JustinianUS, 
Constantinople when the French 
Patriarke of 
rul ed there. 
(1,194) 
4: 
I 
Alberti: Pantaleone Giustiniano, primo Patriarcha di 
Constantinali de i Latini, poscia che I'Impero di 
detta CittA, ne venne alle mani de i Francesi. 
(Descrittione, p. 464b) 
P&taleon Iustinianus, pr i mus latinorum 
Bizantinus Patriarcha, postquam eius- urbis imperium 
ad Francos devenerat. (Descriptios p. E307) 
The phrase, '(the first provisors of Military affaires, ) 
Andrew Morosini, and Simon Dandoli' (1,195) is taken from 
Alberti's i primi mandati PrOLteditori alla GUerra Andrea 
Moresini, Simone Dandolo' (Descrittione, p. 465a; Primi 
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Legati quos Provisores vocAt, exercitibus additi Andreas 
Maurocenus & Simon Dandalus', Descriptio, p. 810), and the 
awkward placing of the parenthesis is interesting in view of 
an error Moryson has made a few lines earlier. As examples 
of learned men of Venice he quotes 'Andrew Dandoli, Duke 
Francis Barbarigi, Andrew Morosini (1,195). Francisco 
Barbarigo, who was not a Doge, has been designated as such by 
careless copying of his own list from Alberti's 'Andrea 
Dandolo Duce' (Descrittione, p. 465a; 'Andreas Dandalus Dux', 
Descriptio, p. BOB) . 
The population estimate is from Donato Gianotti and 
Faccio degli Uberti via Alberti, who writes: 
Quanto al numercs de i Gentil'huomini Vinigiani, che si 
possono annoverare al presente, dice Donato Gianotto 
Fiorentino, ne'l libro della Republica di questa 
nobilissima CittA, essere in Vinegia da venti milia 
Fuochi, 6vero fameglie, & dandoli due huomini per 
fameglia da fati, ferebbeno quaranta milia, & 
Gentil'huomini tre milia, Cosi scrive Faccio degli 
Uberti di questa Gloriosa CittA, ne'l secondo capo de'l 
terzo libro Dittamondo. 
(Descrittiorie, p. 454b-5a) 
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De numera patritiorum qui nunc quidem censeri queant hor- 
habemus, quad Donatus Ianntus Flarentinus in libro de 
repub. Veneta, vicies mille propemodum lares seu 
familias hac in urbe esse, quarü singulae si binos 
hominee praestent, qui ferendis armis idonei sint, 
numerus efficitur XL. millium: patritias autem ad tria 
millia reperiri scribit. Venetias Facius in hanc 
sententiam memoravit. (Descriptio, p. 791). 
Moryson gives this as: 
In this famous City are twenty thousand families, and 
three thousand of the Gentlemen (1,194). 
As Gianotti's Libro de la Republica de' Vinitianj WAS 
published in Rome in 1540, and the Opera di Facci(-. ) 
Degliuberti Fiorentino chiamato Ditta Mundi appeared in 
Venice in 1501, the figures are clearly unlikely to be 
accurate at the time of Moryson's visit. 41 
It is clear, therefore, that both Alberti's and 
Sansovino's accounts of Venice were well-k. nown to Moryson and 
used by him, notably for matters of historical fact and 
information beyond what could be gathered at first hand. In 
view of the linguistic similarities, and, indeed, the 
omission of one close phrase in the Latin version (sep. abnve, 
p. 251), it seems most probable that Moryson k: new and usted 
75R 
Alberti's Italian edition of 1550. Sansovino he knew in the 
original: both content and phraseology comes from the full 
Italian version, not the translation published by Lewkenor in 
1599 with Contarini's The Commonwealth and &)vernment ()f 
Venice. Moryson, while openly acknowledging Alberti. at 
other points in his Italian Ztinerary, does not do so during 
his description of Venice. There is continual reference to 
him in the accounts of the area around Naples; he is 
'Leander the Cosmographer, a witnesse without exception' 
(T, 240), and is continually quoted: 'the foresaid Leander 
witnesseth' (1,240), 'Leander reports', 'as the same Leander 
writes' (1,244), 'Leander thinks' (1,247), 'Leander shewes', 
(1,250), 'Leander mentions' (11251), etc. Moryson also 
acknowledges Alberti as a source for his information about 
Rome, both geographical4O and historical. Speaking of the, 
many different traditions of the founding of Rome, he says: 
But I omit these divers opinions, and will follow 
Leander the Fryar, who saith that Roma the daughter of 
the King in Ttaly, built Rome the same yeere that Moseý--, 
was borne (1,271). 
He acknowledges Sansovino only in the quotation of an 
inscription: 'in the Church of Saint Mary of Mercy, 
Sansovine witnesseth this Epitaph' (1,180). He acknowledges 
other writers; in particular he cites 'the itinerary Of 
Villamont a French Gentleman' (11214), on whose account of 
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Loreto he draws freely as he himself had little opportt-inity 
to observe the place, abhorring from that superstition, & 
hastening from thence as much as I might'. He makes his own 
additions in his Usual style: 
Let mee adde: This Chappell from a House became a 
Chamber, and of a Chamber was made a Chappell, and it is 
built Of Bricke, and is thirtie foote long, twelve and a 
half broad (1,214-5). 
As with the overt references to Alberti, however, he clearly 
distinguishes Villamont's work from his own. We are left 
to conclude, therefore, that Moryson, in adopting facts and 
phrases from Alberti's and Sansovina's accounts of Venice, 
does not consider his debt at this point to be great enOUqjh 
to warrant acknowledgement. Nothing, indeed, of Alberti's 
opinions, as opposed to his information, is conveyed by 
Moryson. His continual expressions of admiration contrast 
with Moryson's carefully factual descriptions. To Al. bPrti 
S. Mark's church is a 'sontuoso & maravegliaso T6pio... fra i 
primi Tempii de Europa' (Descrittione, p. 453; 'sumptuosissimo 
ac mirabili templo D. Marci ... hoc fano ac inter Europae 
totius mgnificentissima censendo', Descriptio, p. 789). The 
treasure, 
mi parvi certamente una cosa da fare stupire ogni grande 
ingegno A veder un tanto gran Thesoro... lo ho veduto if' 
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Ttalia quanto fuori, & massimamente A San Dionigio 
presso di Parigi, assai cose pretiose, ma non h6 veduto 
tanta pretiositA raunata insieme quanto quivi. 
(Descrittione, p. 454) 
hercul6 divitiarO imm&sus aceruus stupendmq'; prorst-ts 
apes sunt ... Nobis cum in Italia, tum extra, praefertim 
in appido Galliae D. Dionisij iuxta Lutetias magna vis 
pretiosissimarC rerum visa est, et hercule quanta hir, 
nusq. (Descriptio, p. 789-90). 4m 
Sansovino, less openly effusive than Alberti, is also used 
only for factual information. 
Moryson is clearly as strong a committed Protestant as 
most other English travellers to Venice during the latter 
sixteenth century, but his Protestantism has unusually little 
bearing an his attitude to Venice. 44 He has the USURl 
hostile attitude to the Pope and the Roman Catholic clergy; 
several references are made to the 'nephews' of Popes and 
churchmen, and there are the customary instances of clerical 
courtesans. 40 His opinion of the Pope is uneqUiVOCal: 
relating the Venetian struggles against the forces of -the 
League of Cambrai in the earlier part of the century, he 
concludes: 
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And the Pope being once satisfyed, by his inconstant 
leaving of his Confederates... the Venetians hauing lost 
all their dominion an firme land soone recouered the 
same, excepting the Townes yeilded to the Pope (from 
whose possession as from Hell there is no redemption) ... 
(Sh. E. I p. 138) 
He records his outrage at the murder of a citizen of Venice, 
given poison in the chalice at 'the Lords Supper', 'Iest any 
should thinke incredible the like practises of Papists 
against Emperours and John the King of England' (I, IBO). -- 
He is strongly against the superstition of the Roman church, 
being particularly offended at Loreto, where not only does he 
retreat from the church and chamber in haste, but writes in 
the margin, beside Villamont's account of the miraculous 
happenings, 
Let the Reader beleeve as he list. Woe to him that 
beleeves. Woe to him that beleeves. (T1214) 
His disapproval is eviden 
church, as he recoils 
I adored' by the people. 
the miraculous re-finding 
a man may beleeve it', a 
of the church in 1094. 
t in his description of St. Mar k, S 
from the description of 'Tmages' 
He is sceptical of the tradition of 
of the body of St. Mark, when, 'if 
crevice suddenly appeared in a wall 
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They themselves seeme to distrust this miracle, while 
they confesse that the same body was most secretly laid 
under the great Altar, and never since shewed to any 
man, but once or twice, and that after a SUS-'ipiCiOUS- 
manner. (1,170) 
Of the darkness of the interior of St. Mark's he notes 
cynically: 
the Papist Churches being commonly darke, to cause a 
religious horror, or to make their candles shew better. 
(1,167)4"7 
There is, however, no condemnation of the list olf relics: 
to be seen in the church, which are listed without comment. 
No reference is made to superstition, though Moryson has 
distanced himself from the concept with his phrase, 'holy 
relikes (as they tearme them)' (1,170). He is also purely 
factual in his description of the statuary in the loggia rf, 
St. Mark's campanile, not prompted, as other writers might 
well have been, to comment on the juxtaposition of Pallas, 
Apollo, Mercury, Peace, Venice, Venus, Jupiter, the Blessed 
Virgin and S. John the Baptist. - 
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Nor are there, in all Moryson's catalogue of churches in 
the city, any disparaging or critical remarý. -. s concerning the 
clergy or religious orders. The bringing-Lip of orphan girls 
in convents for marriage or the religious life is reported 
without moral comment (1,18314), and where he does criticise 
the practice (Sh. E., p. 155), it is as an abuse of civil legal 
practice rather than on moral or religious grounds, and is 
spoken of as a particularly Neapolitan CUStOM. There is no 
hint of disapproval in the brief description of the 
Inquisition in Venice, the composition of which he mentions 
in connection with the chapel of St. Theodore where it meets 
three times a week, though his denunciation of it in his 
account of 'The Justice, Lawes, and Judgments in the Pope's 
State' in Shakespeare's Europe is clear: 
At Rome the least idle word of the Pope, the Church, or 
Religion, will drawe a man into the Inquisition, where 
he may lye long tyme close prisoner ... before he shall 
know who hurt him, or why he is imprisoned (Sh, E., 
p. 162). 
His only other mention of it in talking of Venice is to 
commend its action over Aretino's booksl which 'the 
Inquisitors worthily condemned'. There is, indeed, an 
absence of any overt contrast or comparison of Venice with 
Rome, as it often occurred to visitors to Italy to maý. -: e, but 
Moryson was, at the time of describing Venice in the first 
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part of the Itinerary, yet to see that city for himself. By 
-the time he had assembled the notes for the final part of his 
writings, a difference in attitude does appear, with little 
to be said in favour of the church in Rome, while 'the State 
of Venice is Much to be praysed for the most seuere Justice 
they vse' against those convicted of blasphemy (Sh. E., 
p. 164). 
A curious feature of Moryson's view of Venice is the 
lack of emphasis on Venetian sexual immorality. He 
describes the dress and Customs Of courtesans in other 
Italian cities, but not in Venice, the stories he relates 
concerning them Occurring more often in Florence, Siena, 
Naples, or, predictably, Rome. His opinion of the marriage 
of only one brother in a family we have already seen; his 
example of the tragic outcome of adulterous behaviour is 
drawn from Florence. When he discusses Courtesans in his 
later writings he is certainly severe in condemnation of 
licentious behaviour, Italians being 'caryed rather with a 
blynde rage of passion and a strong Imagination of their owne 
brayne, then with true contemplation of Vertues' (Sh. E., 
p. 410). He admits no Mystique about their profession -- 
'in plaine English, whores' (IV, 222), though at the beginning 
of his description of Venice remarks that there 'they love 
them too well to call them whores' (1,159). He notes the 
wide distinction between the freedom of courtesans and the 
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harem-like confinement of wives and daughters -- he suggests 
here that this is the reason for the mark. eting being done by 
men -- but these are matters common to all parts of Italy. 
Venice is mentioned with regard to the amount of state 
revenue brought in by courtesanst 
At Venice the tribute to the State from Cortisans was 
thought to exceede three hundreth thousand Crownes 
yearely (Sh. E., p. 411). 
Rome, however, equals this, And Naples was thought to have 
609000 'harlotts'. In Venice, they pay their 'Baudes' a 
fifth of their earnings. Only twice, however, does Moryson 
suggest that Venice might be more prone than other cities to 
tolerate sexual immorality. Whereas in some cities 
courtesans are subject to limitations in dress or living 
accomodation, 'in Venice they are free to dwell in any house 
they can hyre, and in any streete whatsoeLter, and to weare 
what they list' (Sh. E., p. 412), and Moryson also understands 
that they objected to the building of tennis courts in Venice 
as being harmful to their trade, 'which at Venice is insteede 
of all excercises' (Sh. E., p. 467). Indeed, any boatman 
hired for I recreation' will automatically conduct his 
passenger to the house of a courtesan, as if there were no 
other recreation but only with wemen'. Carnival 'is a most 
licentious tyme' (Sh. E., p. 457), but again is a phenomenon of 
Italy as a whole, and in general there is little suggestion 
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that Venice is more iniqtAitOUS and morally dangerous than any 
other Italian city. 
Moryson's account of his visit to Venice in 1594, and 
his subsequent writings about the city, are the fullest 
account by a traveller of the sixteenth century and, when 
published in 1617, joined the book of his travelling 
contemporary Thomas Coryate as the Source of unprecedented 
detailed and comprehensive information about Venice, it-, 
people and their way of life. 40 Compared with Coryate, 
whose vigorous and eccentric personality buttonholes the 
reader from every page, Moryson seems at first to present a 
somewhat prosaic assemblage of facts, impressions and 
conclusions. On closer reading, however, the quirks of his 
personality are as clearly evident in his writing as those of 
his more ebullient contemporary, and not only provide the 
reader with additional interest, but are responsible to a 
great extent for the Value of his account. Moryson's 
obsessive concern for accuracy has been very evident in his 
description of Venice, where he is careful to relate every 
possible origin, tradition or explanation. His history of 
the city is comparatively brief, but the details must be 
right: 
That the City was first called Rialto, appeares by old 
records of Notaries, written in these wordest After the 
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use of Venice. In the name of eternall God, amen: 
subscribed in such a yeere of Rivoalto, and in these 
wordes after the use of the Empire; In the name of 
Christ, amen: subscribed, dated at Venice (1,163). 
Such painstaking research is evident throughout the 
Itinerary. In each passage, such as that describing the 
territory of Naples, Moryson quotes all the variOUS 
authorities and their opinions, and is careful to distinguish 
between them and his own observation, and to try to establish 
which account is most likely to be true: 
'... the Progenitors of these Citizens (which some 
attribute to LUCU1 I Lis, as they doe all magnificall 
things, and others to one Bassus: but L e, --. k nder the 
Cosmographer 
... attributes it to Coccius a Roman) ... My 
selfe observed ... (11240). 
It is his extreme practicality which prompts SO Much of 
the information concerning every-day living. In his 
introductory remarks to the reader Moryson apologises 
disarmingly for his concentration on practical matters in the 
first part of his work, 1which Treatise in some obscure 
places is barren and unpleasant ... inserted only for the use 
of unexperienced Travellers passing 1-hose waies', and 
explains the importance he attaches to money matters; 
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throughout the Itinerary he records meticulously prices, 
fares, charges -- all the expense encountered by the 
traveller abroad. In Chapter I of the third book of the 
Itinerary's first part he recounts all the details of his own 
and his brother's financial transactions to provide insurance 
before they embark on their journey to the Holy Land. His 
recording of these, and how his misgivings concerning the 
morality of this common practice among travellers were 
overcome is, he says, 
onely in the behalfe of them, who for a reasonable 
gaine, and upon long journies, and not upon ridiCUlOUS 
adventures, have put out their mony in this sort 
(19428). 
It is not only in money matters that his advice is of Such 
practical value to the traveller; his writing is full of the 
most useful tips which only an experienced traveller Could 
pass on, ranging from the details of the various routes to 
Jerusalem, and putting right the misconception about the 
necessity of a papal licence, to distances, food, clothing, 
and how best to protect oneself against lice and bedbugs. 
Like Wey he advises what to take in the way of food and 
medicines, and passes on such Valuable advice as the danger 
of wearing green in Moslem countries, a privilege granted 
only to descendants of Mohammed. This appreciation of the 
different Customs and characteristics of other nations leads 
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him to warn the visitor to Italy of the irascibility of the 
Lombards (1,159); murder was frequent in Lombardy (Sh. E., 
p. 163). 
It is this same practicality that makes Moryson's 
account of Venetian military and legal affairs so Valuable. 
He is clearly aware of the short-comings of the state's land 
forces, and attributes their employment of foreign generals 
to command their armies to 'want of Courage, I& especially the 
feare lest any Citizen becoming a great and popular 
Commaunder in the Warrs, might thereby haue meanes to USUrpe 
uppon the liberty of their State' (Sh. E., pp. 138-9). The 
I want Of Courage' among the nobles is an accusation made in 
the 'written relations of this State, based on the fact that 
they regularly pay tribute to the Turkes in return for the 
peaceable possession of their Mediterranean islands and 'also 
Uppon all occasions when the SUltanes are incensed against 
their State'. 'And indeed', adds Moryson, in one of the 
very few references he makes to this Subject, 
the Gentlemen of Venice are trayned upp in pleasure and 
wantonnes, which Must needes abase and effeminate their 
myndes (Sh. E., p. 139). 
Interestingly, however, he begins this partiCUlar section, 
'The power of the State of Venice in warr', with the 
statement: 
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The State of Venice is more powerfull in warr then any 
other State, or Prince of Italy. (Sh. E., p. 138) 
He speaks of the city's recovery after its many defeats in 
the early sixteenth century by the forces of the League of 
Cambrai, and its 'great courage' and 'wise Senators'. The 
suggestion of decadence, however, is present also in his 
account of Venice's naval forces. In spite of thp 
impressive achievements of the Arsenal in building, fitting 
out and arming ships, Moryson is aware that things are not as 
they were. Twice he remarks on the falling-off of the law 
by which each merchant ship of more than 500 tonnes mus*t 
carry la young gentleman of Venice... and must bring upp two 
boyes of Venice to breede them Mariners' (Sh. E., p. 141. ); 
'thus their wise Progenitors tooý:. e care, that neither 
Gentlemen, nor the inferiour sort should be ignorant in 
Navigation' (IV, 92). However, 
this wisdome of their Progenitors hath bene made vayne 
by the sluggish disposition of their posterity, for 
neither haue the gentlemen any skill thereby in 
navigation or COMMaUnding at Sea, since the young 
gentlemen chuse rather to stay at home, so they (nay have 
the stipend and value of their diett for the voyage, 
neither are the shipps thereby furnished with native 
mariners, since... the Italians in their nature abhorr 
from that or any like hard Course of life, tho otherwise, 
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they are so proude, as they will doe any service at home 
rather then basely to begg. (Sh. E., p. 141) 
The Venetians consequently use Greeks. as seamen, 'as well for 
common Marriners as for Officers and Masters of their ships' 
(IV, 92). 4- Moryson has no great opinion of Greek sailors, 
accustomed only to coastal navigation and prone to 'noise and 
confusion' in difficult conditions, but it is for considered 
and practical reasons that he sees Venetian shipping as less 
efficient than English. Firstly, English seamen are paid by 
the voyage, not for the length of time they are away, And 
secondly because the size and manoeUverability of the 
Venetian ships, and either the fear of the ships' masters or 
because there is no financial incentive for them in the speed 
of a voyage, prompts them, at the first sign of bad weather, 
to put into harbours from which they cannot easily put to sea 
again (IV, 92). 
In view of this emphasis on decline, it is particularly 
interesting to note Moryson's comment on the Arsenal during 
his description of the city of Venice, in which he seems to 
see the state as an expanding military power: 
the State of Venice, being not growne to full strengthe, 
did in a hundred daies space, arme one hundred gallies 
against Emanuel Emperour of the East, and no doubt their 
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strength hath every day growne greater to this time. 
(1,192) 
This would seem to be further evidence for Moryson's having 
written the earlier part of the Itinerary from notes made at 
the time and not revised in the light of the information 
gathered from his later travels, reading and experience. 
The breadth of Moryson's interests prompt him to point 
his reader's attention in many different directions, thus 
including a wealth of information, from political$ legal and 
military matters to dress and diet. He lists pictures, 
sculptures and monuments, organs, 'instruments, Pictures, 
carved images, Antiquities and like rare things' (11192), 
also gardens 'abounding with rare herbes, plants% and fruits, 
and water conduits'. Architecture is another interest: 
I especially in the State of Venice, Eare3 many Cities And 
some Forts made as strong, as huge charge and exquisit art 
can mak. e them' (111,499), and 'well furnished with Artillery, 
Munition and victualls vppon all their Confines being many 
and dangerous as before I haUe shewed' (Sh. E., p. 139). EvPn 
here he ranges from forts to palaces and from exterior and 
interior decoration to methods of building. Within the vast 
range of his interest he is determined to get down to the 
essentials; not content with listing the varieties of 
-flowers available for sale in the cities of northern Italy, 
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and, of course, their price, he has found out how the Genoese 
manage to grow them in winter, describing the whole 
horticultural process and how it developed from the 
gardeners' noticing how buds nipped off by cows in the summer 
grew again later in the season (IV, 87). 
As befits a student of civil law, Moryson is 
particularly interested in the administration of justice in 
the countries he visits. In the material printed as 
Shakespeare's Europe, after sections 'Of Italian lawes in 
generall', 'Of Justice in generall' and 'Of Judgments in 
generall', he proceeds to a more detailed consideration of 
legal procedure in the various Italian states, and introduces 
his discussion of 'The Justice, Lawes, and Judgments in the 
State of Venice': 
The Senate of Venice is most reverent for the gray 
heads, grauity and Comelynes of their persons, and their 
stately habitts but for nothing more then their strict 
observing of Justice (Sh. E., p. 163). 
Concerning criminal justice, he notes that the carrying of 
arms is very closely controlled, no masked man being 
permitted to carry a sword in Carnival time. He adds an 
anecdote emphasizing the seriousness with which the Venetians 
regard the law, concerning a foreigner who purposely got 
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himself Arrested for carrying a sword which proved to be made 
of wood. The magistrate, 
with a graue Countenance said to him, Non burlar' con la 
GiLtStiZia, Veh: jeast not with the Justice, marý---. e me. 
And he found that he had mock. ed himselfe more then the 
officers, for he payd not a few Crownes before he could 
be freed by mediation of great freinds. (Sh. E., p. 163) 
Murder, says Moryson, is frequent, especially at Carnival 
time, and he ascribes this to the ease with which malefactors 
can escape from the wall-less city, and to the fact that it 
is part of Lombardy, whereq as he has already mentioned, 
murder is common. Although the death penalty is in force, 
Most Murderers escape and are consequently banished until 
accord is reached with the victim's friends and presumably 
family, and they are able to retUrn. 00 Adultery, though 
punishable '(as other like Crymes) according to the Civill 
and Cannon lawes', Usually results in private revenge and the 
death of both parties; the reason Moryson gives -for this is 
that the Italians are 'impatient to bring their honor Linder 
publique tryalls'. The lengths to which Italians will go in 
this matter affords ample material for sensational drama 
'Yea', says Moryson, 'brothers knowing their sisters to be 
unchaste when they are maryed, and Out Of their owne house, 
yet will make this offence knowne to their husbands, that 
they may kill them. ' (Sh. E., p. 164) 
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Though this practice is outside the law, 
yet in this and like Cases the Magistrate useth not to 
inquire after these revenges$ which the Italians natt. Are 
hath drawne into Custome, besides that many are done 
secretly without danger to be reuealed. (Sh. E., p. 1.64) 
The other offence Moryson notes as being particularly 
severely dealt with in the state of Venice is blasphemy, the 
penalty for which is the cutting-OLAt Of the offender's 
tongue. He thoroughly approves: 
The State of Venice is much to be praysed for the most 
seuere Justice they use against such offendors. 
He recounts the case of 'some roaring boyes' who, 'vppon a 
wager who should doe the greatest villany'v climaxed the 
evening's efforts by chanting blasphemous songs under the 
window of the papal nuncio. The two captured had their 
tongues cut out under the same window, their hands having 
already been severed at four of the sites of their other 
escapades, and were then beheaded in St. Mark's sqUare. ý51 
In his notes an 'CiLtill Judgments in the State of Ven. i-ce 
(Sh. E., p. 165), Moryson observes the high reputation abroad 
of the Venetian legal system, remarking thati 
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The Lawes of Venice in generall were reputed so iust by 
the Senate of Nurenberg in Germany as in the yeare 1508, 
by Ambassadors sent to this State they obteyned a Copy 
of them. 
He notes particularly the laws regarding debt and bankrUptC*Yj 
the protection of which he and his brother have experienced; 
creditors of a bankrupt merchant are given security to avoid 
their being imprisoned in prosecution of a debt, and their 
goods, Such as the chests containing book. s and clothing which 
Fynes and Henry Moryson deposited while travelling to the 
Holy Land, are kept by a magistrate for return to the owners. 
Moryson concludes his comments on civil law in Venice by 
explaining how all laws are 'propounded, enacted, and 
published' by 'Councell di Pregadi' -- for example, certain 
of the SUMPtUary laws -- or in the Great Council 'if the 
magistrate thinke that it will receiue more life and for(::. e by 
being confirmed therein' (Sh. E., pp. 165-6). This, however, 
is as far as he goes into the technical side of th(:.. 
functioning of the law; he is not concerned with the 
framework of government, the methods of decision-making, or 
the nature of the office of Doge. 
Although Moryson possessed a mind that eagerly gathered 
in information from every source, he wiis far from gUllityle; 
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he continually assesses what he learns against other sources 
and his own experience. His Protestant attitude to Catholic 
superstition guards him against unquestioning acceptance. of 
miraculous ecclesiastical legend, but it is careful 
observation and reasoning which leads him to doubt the origin 
of the Scala Santa in Rome: 
indeed at Jerusalem the place of them lies void, so as I 
would in this much rather beleeve the Romans, then in 
the transportation of the Chamber at Loreto, which they 
would have done by the Angels, and that often and at 
unseasonable timesq whereas in so many voyages to 
Palestine it was not difficult to bring these staireii; 
from thence. Yet they being of marble, and very rich, 
I would faine know, how such a monument could be 
preserved, when Jerusalem was destroied. And if they 
say they belonged to that house of Pilate, which they 
shew at this day, I dare be bold to affirme that the 
magnificence of these staires is nothing answerable to 
the poore building of that house. (19224-5) 
Nor was he concerned only with reporting things as they 
were. He is continually at work drawing conclusions, 
working out causes, analysing the wealth of facts and 
observations, from the reasons for the dam on the Brenta -- 
to prevent the silting-up of the lagoon -- and why this in 
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itself should be important, to the causes of the short- 
comings of Venice's military capability. On the SUbject of 
crime, he remarks on the frequency of the use of poison in 
Italy, deceit and hidden dealings were very much the POPUlar 
image of the Italian way of crime. Moryson sees this as 
resulting from the restrictive laws governing the carrying of 
weapons: the Prinaes of Italy, he says -- offering further 
reasons for Italian military weakness -- 
oppresse their subiectes so as they dare not trust them, 
and therefore in all their warrs are only confident in 
their treasure, by which they hyre forayne soldyers, 
they make their subiectes yet more dasterdly by 
forbidding them the ordinarye vse of any weapons, but 
only in Jorneys by the high way, wherein also they Must 
depose them into the hands of the Guarde at the gate of 
euery Citty... By this Nature, or practise growing to ca 
second nature, the Italyans aboue all other nations, 
most practise revenge by treasons, and espetially are 
skillfull in making and giuing poysons (Sh. E., p. 407-). " 
Though concerned above all to present a serious and 
factually accurate account of the places and people he 
visited, Moryson does not suppress his evident sense of 
humour, and it is in speaking of the church and religious 
matters that this is often most apparent. At Loreto he skw 
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a priest casting a devil out of a woman. 'Good Lord', h L- 
s. a ys I 
what fencing and truly conjuring words he used! H(-. )w 
much more skilfull was he in the divels. names? then any 
ambitious Roman ever was in the names of his Citizens, 
whom he courted for their voices... He often spake to the 
ignorant woman in the Latin tongue, but nothing lesse 
then in Tullies phrase... (19214) 
At the church of Santa Chiara in Naples there is a chapel 
where 'the Monkes day and night sing with a lamentable voice, 
or rather groane for the rest of their deceased SOUles' 
(1,234). Going to Jerusalem he was in considerable d, -. Angpr- 
from the green lining of his doublet, green being a C01OUr 
forbidden by Moslems to all not of the descent of Mohammed, 
I of whom', says Moryson, 'I could challenge no kindred' (I, 
451). This dry humour, perhaps at times even unconscious - 
- he notes that St. Mark's church contains among its relics 
even one of 'Saint Thomas (forsooth) of Canterbury' --- 
continually enlivens his accounts with glimpses of the man 
himself. He cannot resist pointing out that although the 
I vessell of huge value' presented to the shrine of Loreto by 
Henry III of France was, to Villamont, the most val(.. table gift 
there, 'yet (with leave be it spoken) this King, a very slave 
to the Romane Church, obtained not his petition' (T, 216). 
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Moryson has his own particular views and opinions which he 
is happy to impart to his readers. He feels strongly about 
extravagance and the use to which money can be put; speaking 
of the Italians' skill in creating gardens leads him into 
lengthy digression on expensive and luxurious living, from 
which he has to drag himself back to the matter in hand 
(TV, 994-5). In his account of Padua, as we have seen, fie is 
prompted to enlarge on the benefits of small coinage. Many 
of Moryson's asides have a distinctly personal touch, as when 
a discussion of his brother Henry's financial arrangements 
before his trip to Jerusalem leads him to reflect on the 
shabby treatment afforded to a younger son by English law in 
the matter of inheritance. His 'small estate'l 
in England is no better with Gentlemens younger sonnesý 
nor so goods as with bastards in other places, aswell 
for the English Law most unmeasurably favouring elder 
brothers, as (let me boldly say it), for the ignaran't 
pride of fathers, who to advance their elder sonnes, 
drive the rest to desperate courses, and make them 
unable to live, or to spend any money in getting 
understanding and experience, so as they being in wants, 
and yet more miserable by their Gentrie And plentifull 
education, Must needes rush into all vices; f (-)r 'Al I 
wise men confesse, that nothing is more contr-Ary tc) 
goodnesse, then poverty. (1,425) 
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Perhaps one of the most appealing glimpses of Moryson himself 
comes with his pride in the history and achievements of the 
Morosini family in Venice. 
Give me leave to adde this of the family Morosini, 
namely, that among the most famous men, whose Pictures 
were in the chamber of publike meeting before it was 
burnt; there were the pictures of Barbaro and Marco, 
and Antonio, Morosini. And that the same family hath 
given three DukJ---es... and three Patriarkes, and twelve 
Procurators of Saint Markes (which number few families 
have attained, onely that of the Contarini, that of the 
Justiniani, and that of the Grimani, have a little 
passed it). And that my selfe being at Venice, found 
there eighty Gentlemen of this name. Let the Re,. Ader 
pardon this observationg which I mat.. -. e for the Consonancy 
of that name with my owne, onely differing in the 
placing of a vowell, for more gentle pronuntiation, 
which the Italian speech affecteth; yet these Gentlemen 
being of one family, write their names somewhat 
diversly, some writing in their owne tongue Morosini, 
others Moresini, and in the Latin tongue, Morocenus, and 
Maurocenus. (1,195) 
Throughout his writing nothing of Moryson is more 
evident than his enthusiasm. Boies Penrose thinks him 
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'thoroughly uninspired' and 'totally incapable of 
enthusi asms'; this is not so. 0: 3 At the beginning of 
Chapter I of the third book of the Itinerary's first part, he 
says: 
From my tender youth I had a great desire to see 
forraine Countries, not to get libertie (which I had in 
Cambridge in such measure, as T could not well desire 
more), but to enable my under-standing, which I thought 
could not be done so well by contemplation as by 
experience; nor by the eare or any sence so well, as; by 
the eies. And having once begun this Course, I could 
not see any man without emulation, and a kind (*. )f 
vertUours envy, who had seene more Cities, Kingdomes, and 
Provinces, or more Courts of Princes, ý', ings And 
EmperOUrs, then my selfe (1,424). 
Tt is this hunger for seeing, learning and experiencing new 
things that transforms the Itinerary from a vast, dry 
accumulation of facts into an entertaining and frequently 
delightful narrative. His eye for the fascinating dptail, 
his relentless searching-out of reason and cause, and hi,: - 
wide interests and opinions, give the work. a depth and 
immediacy to enhance the valuable contribution it mak. es to 
our knowledge of Venice, its life and its people, at the end 
of the sixteenth century. 
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I)W. Thomas, The Hi-ztory of Ztaly , ed. G. B. Parks, p.,.. vi. 
2) A Rooke of the Travaile and Lief of He Thomas Hoby, 
British Library, Egerton MS. 2148. Printed as The 
Travels and Life of Sir Thomas Hoby, Kt. of Sisham 
Abbey, written by himself. 1547-64, ed. Edgar Powell, 
Camden Miscellany, X (London, 1902). 
Rea McCain, 'English Travellers in Italy during the 
Renaissance', in Bulletin of Bibliography 19 (1948), 
pp. 68-9,93-5,117-19. The Sir Thomas Wyatt that Hoby 
met in Padua was the eldest son of the Sir Thomas who 
depUtised in Venice for Sir John Russell, the Ambassador 
to the Papal Court, in 1527. 
Roger Ascham, The Scholemaster (Londong 1570). 
5) A Report and Discourse written by Roger Ascham, of the 
affairs and state of Germany and the Emperour Charles 
his court, duryng certaine yeares while the sayd Roger 
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was there. Originally printed in a single undated 
version, probably in 1570, and reprinted in English 
Morks of Roger Ascham, ed. W. A. Wright (Cambridge, 
1904), pp. 122-69. 
6) The jorney of S- Edward Unton and his company into 
Italy; wherein is contained the names of the tc. )wne- 
where he bayted and lay, and the distaunce of myle5 
betwene them. British Library, Sloane MS. 1813, ff-1- 
57; it has been edited by A. H. S. Yeames, in Papers of 
the British School at Rome, VII (London, 1914), no. 3, 
pp. 92-11:!,. 
7) Correspondence of Sir P. Sydney and H. Languet, ed. 
Steuart A. Pears (London, 1845). 
The letters seem to have taken approximately a fortnight 
to travel between the two cities -- Sidney's letter of 
December 19th. acknowledges Languet's of December 4th., 
which had arrived the previous day. On December 4th. 
Languet has received the letter Sidney wrote on his 
arrival in Venice which must, consequently, have been 
sent in mid-November. 
9) Originally printed as Profitable Instructionc; 
describing what speciall obseruations are to be taken by 
trauellers in all nations ... By ... Robert, late Earl of 
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Essex, Sir Philip Sidney. And, Secretary Dauison, 
(London, 1633); reprinted in The Complete korks of Sir 
Philip Sidney, ed. A. Feuillerat, 4 vols. (Cambridge, 
1912-26)1 111,124-7. 
10) The first voyage or journey, made by Master Laurence 
Aldersey, Marchant of London, to the cit ies of 
Jerusalem, and Tripolis, &c. In the yeere 1581 ... 
In 
Richard Hakluyt, Principal Havigations Voyages 
Traffiques & Discoveries of the English Nation, 
(Glasgow, 190: 3), V, 202-14. 
C. Roth, in his Ver)ice (Philadelphia, 1930), p. 1061 
shows this figure to be too low; he gives the number of 
Jews in Venice in 1563 as 1,424, growing to 1,694 in 
1586. 
12) These licences are several times recorded in the 
Calendar of State Papers, Venetian Edmund Harvel had 
obtained one in 1542 for himself and thirteen servants. 
Sir Philip Sidney's permission for himself, one 
gentleman-companion and three servants to bear arms in 
all parts of the republic's dominions is recorded in the 
Venetian Archives, Consilio di Dieci, f-75. According 
to Moryson, the law was no longer such in the 1590s- -- 
see Shakespeare's Europe, ed. C. Hughes (London, 1903), 
p. 163. 
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13) Edward Webbe, The rare and most wonderfull thinges which 
E. Mebbe ... hath seene ... in his travailes in the cities 
of Jerusalem, Dammasko, Bethlehem and 6alely and in the 
Landes of Jewrie, Egypt, Grecia, Russia and in the laod 
of Prester John (London, 1590); edited by Edward Arber 
as Edward Mebbe, His Travailes (London, 1868). 
14) Mr. Harrie Cavendish his Journey to and froTA 
Constantinople 1589. Ed. A. C. Wood, Camden Miscellany, 
XVII, 3rd. series, 64, (London, 1940). 
15) Bodleian Library, Tanner MS. 309, ff. 53b-55a. 
t6) Justus Lipsius, A Direction for Travailers. TaPen out 
of Ivstvs Lipsius, and enlarged for the behoofe of the 
right honourable Lord, the yong Earle of Bedford, being 
now ready to travel (London, 1592). 
17) An Itinerary written by Fynes Moryson gent, First in the 
Latine Tongue, and then translated By him into English: 
containing his ten yeeres travell through the twelve 
dominions of Germany, Bohmerland, Sweitzerland, 
Netherland, Denmarke, Poland, Italy, Turky, France, 
England, Scotland and Ireland (London, 1617); reprinted 
in 4 vols. in Glasgow, 1907, from which edition all 
references are made. The MS is in the British Library, 
Harleian 5133. Other material gathered on his travels 
but not included in the Itinerary was edited by Charles 
2R7 
Hughes and published as Shakespeare's Europe (Landon, 
1903). 
IED Moryson passed through Venice while travelling to and 
from Jerusalem in 1595 and 1597, but does not. add 
anything to his description at these pointsl stating, on 
the outward journey, 
I omit to speake any thing of Venice, which I have 
formerly described. (I, 444. ) 
19) The extraordinary 'la praac' among the list of seven 
rivers is an error for the Piave: the same list is in 
Sansovino's Venezia Citth nobillissima et singolare. 
20) The following extract, from the account of the 'sextary' 
of St. Mark, may serve as an ex ample-. 
Likewise the little, but most faire Church of Saint 
Geminians is seated in the market place of Saint 
Marke, whose Priest, according to the custome of 
Venice, is chosen by them that have unmoveable 
goods in the Parish, and is confirmed by the 
Patriarke, in which Church the most notable things 
are, three Images graven upon the great Altar, and 
the sepulcher of John Peter Stella, Great 
Chancellor, and the Altar of Lodovico Spinello, and 
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the Monument of James and Francis Sansovine, famous 
engravers. In the Church of Saint Mary Zebenigo, 
the Monuments of Sebastian Foscarini, a 
Phylosopherg and of Jerome Moliniq a Florentine 
Poet, and the picture of the Lords Supper. In the 
Church Saint Vitale, the artificiall statua of that 
Saint on horsebacke. In the Church Saint Angelog 
built by the family of the Morosiniq the Altar of 
the holy Sacrament. In the Church of Saint 
Fantino, the Architectureq and among other Imagess 
the head of a Crucifixg and the singular Images of 
the blessed Virgin and Saint John, painted standing 
by the Crosse... (19 p. 73). 
21) William Thomas, Historie of Ztalieq p. 73b: 'to the 
number of 900 as they say'. 
22) Various writers allude to this story: see Aeneas 
Silvius Piccolominiq Pius II, Commentaries, trans. F. A. 
Cragg, Smith College Studies in History, xxv 
(Northampton, Mass., 1939-40). p. 249., and Francesco 
Sansovino, j Venezia Cittb NobiJissima et Singolare 
(Veniceq 1663)9 p. 103. 
23) Leandro Alberti, Descrittione di Tutta Ztalia (Bologna, 
1550)9 p-454a. 
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24) He also quotes and translates 'these verses of the same 
Author ... in another place': 
Effigiem Christi qui transis, pronus honora, 
Non tamen effigiem sed quod designat adora. 
Esse deum ratione caret, cui contUlit esse 
Materiale lapis, sicut & manus effigiale. 
Nec Deus est nec homo, praesens quam cernis-Imago, 
Sed Deus est & homo, quem sacra signat Imago. 
As thou Christs Image passest, fall the same before, 
Yet what this Image signifies, not it adore. 
No reason that it should be God, whose essence stands 
Materiall of stone, formall of workemens hands. 
This Image which thou seest, is neither God nor Man, 
But whom it represents, he is both God and Man. (1,169) 
25) Moryson refers again to Bragadin when he notes the 
second monument erected to his memory in the church of 
St. Gregory in the sestiere of Dorsoduro (1,183). 
26) Francesco Sansovino, Venezia Cittb Nobilissima et 
Singolare (Venice, 1663), p. 315. 
27) Sansovino quotes from the decree passed for its 
building: I quod fabricetur nauilium ducentorUff) 
hominum' (Venezia Cittb Nobilissima ... p. 449). 
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28) He has already discussed this in detail in his account 
of Padua (1,149). 
29) This is the reason, Moryson believes, for their delight 
in the collection of rare things. When he recommends 
the private libraries of Venice, he says that 'the 
Venetians being most sparing in diet and apparell, doe 
excercise their magnificence in these and the like 
delights' (1,192). 
30) For a fuller list see the account of Padua, Itinerary, 
1,149). 
31) As did William Thomas, Historie of Italie, p. 83b. 
32) Moryson has also mentioned these shopping arrangements 
in his description of Padua, (Itineraryg I9148ý 149-50). 
33) In the section on PadUa Moryson adds other incidental 
expenses: 
I paid to my taylor for making a cloake foure 
lires, and for my doublet and hose eight lires; to 
my laundresse for making a shirt a lire, that is, 
twenty sols; for washing it two sols; and for 
washing foure handkerchers one sol (1,150). 
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34) A later note (IV, 221. ) says 'these pearles are many times 
(especially at Venice) COUnterfet, and made of glasse, 
but very beautifull to the eye'. 
35) This 'nakednesse' seems to have been a featUre PeCUliar 
to women's dress in Venice; 
In generall the Women of Italy... most commonly (but 
especially the wives of shopkeepers) weare gowns of 
silke and light stuffes, yea, woven with gold, and 
those close at the brest and necke... and shewing 
no part naked. And Gentlewomen in generall, weare 
gownes loose behind, with a close collar, hiding 
all nakednesse (IV, 221). 
36) See also Shakespeare's Europe, p. 412-13. 
37) Sansovino acknowledged Alberti among his 'aUtori 
citati', and has himself closely followed much of the 
earlier account. It is, however, quite possible to 
trace Moryson's debts to both authors independently. 
A. Lytton Sells, in The Paradise (. )-f Travellers (Bury 
St. Edmunds, 1964), p. 151, Suggests that it was probably 
the Latin translation of Alberti's work-1 De.,; criPti(-. ) 
Totius Ztaliae, published in Cologne in 1567 (although 
Lytton Sells dates it a year earlier: there was also an 
earlier edition in Venice, 1561), or its reprint of 1588, 
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that was available to Moryson. As I have found various 
instances of closer correspondance to the Italian, I 
include translations from both Lat in an dIta1. i an 
versions, of 1567 and 1550 respectively. 
38) Moryson does not follow the same scheme as'Alberti -for 
all his Italian cities; most bear no resemblance in 
order. His account of Rome contains much information 
also given by Alberti, especially the lists of hills, 
gates, bridges, etc., and ack. nowledges the 'twentie nine 
waies within and without the walles' of 'The Frypr 
Leander' and his relation of 'many stately Pallaces 
built out of the Citie' (Itinerary, 1,266), but -the 
order of the two accounts differs considerably. 
: 39) Sabellico, Biondo, Benedetto Bordone, Giovanni Candido, 
Lorenzo Monaco (or de'Monaci )I Donato Gianotti, Fa ccir. i 
degli Uberti and Procopio are among the authorties he 
quotes an the early history of the city. 
40) 'Titus Livy, Cornelius Nipote and Strabol along with 
most writers, affirm that the Heneti of PaphlagoniA, 
after the death of their king Philemon% came to Italy 
with Antenor, and having driven Out the Euganeans, 
settled in this province, later called after them, 
Venetia, whose noblest inhabitants, by the judgment of 
the Roman Republic, were made first Citizens of Rome and 
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then Senators, as stated by CorneliUs Tacitus in the 
fifteenth book of the Annals'. 
41) An earlier edition of part of Faccio Degli Uberti 's work- 
exists, printed in Venice in 1474. Again according to 
C. Roth, Venice, p-106, the population of Venice in 1593 
is recorded as 139,459. 
42) See note 38. 
4: 3) 'It certainly seems 
great intelligence to 
seen many valuable th 
particularly at St. 
never seen so much of 
as here'. 
to me an r-AStOUnding thing to any 
see such a large treasure ... I have 
ings both in Italy and abroad, and 
Dionysius near Paris, but I have 
such value assembled in one place 
44) Char 1 es Hughes speaks of his 'sturdy hatred of 
"Poperie"' and omits from Shakespeare's Europe the 
chapter entitled 'Of the Italians or rather Romans 
touching Religion'q feeling that his inability to 'miss 
a chance of making a point against Rome' warrants its 
exclusion (Sh. E., p. 261). 
45) The priory of St. John in Venice was 'given by the Pope, 
which Paul the third gave to the Cardinall Saint Angelo 
his nephew (for so they call their bastards)' (T, 1.79). 
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The same point is made about the chief of a band of 
outlaws near Rome (1,226). Moryson discusses 
courtesans to the clergy in Shakespeare's Europe, p. 162. 
46) 'For poysons 
them to Use 
perishing of 
potions given 
the very pr 
p. 406). 
the Ital i ans 
hath beene 
Kings and 
to them in t 
ec i ous bI ood 
skill in making and putting 
long since tryed, to the 
Emperours by those deadly 
he very Chalice mingled with 
of our Redeemer' (Sh. E., 
47) At Loreto the inner chapel was very dark, to i ncrease 
religious horror' (1,217). 
49) Thomas Coryate, Coryats Crudities (London, 1611; 
reprint Glasgow, 1905). 
49) Tn Shakespeare's Europe Moryson states that 'they who 
serve in the Gallies of Venice, are partly Freemen, a CS 
the Gondelieri or watermen of Venice... Others... are 
slaves, uppon Crimes condemned to the Gallyes for life 
or certaine yeares' (p. 141). The Greeks WOUld seem to 
be employed on the merchant ships. 
50) See Thomas Hoby's diary, above$ pp. 188-95. Moryson makes 
interesting remarks on murder in Italy in the chapter, 
'Of Judgments in generall', Shakespeare'5 Europe, p. 159. 
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For indeed you shall seldome or neuer heare of any 
mans Slaughter uppon heat of blOUd, but if any man 
be killed, it is commonly premeditated MUrther, 
uppon all advantages of Armes and otherwise, as 
many armed sodenly assayling One unarmed, whether 
it be by theeves in woods or by murtherers in 
Cittyes. Of which bloudy act some are knowne to 
make profession to be hyred thereunto, and many are 
knowne to be likely men for. that imployment, so 
that he who hath malice and mony, cannot want a man 
to doe the mischeife. These murthers are most 
common in places lying most open for escape, where 
banishment is the highest punishment, And are most 
committed in the tyme of the Bachinall Feasts of 
Shrouetyde, lasting with them from after 
Christmasse to Lent, and vulgarly called, Il 
Carnoval' that is the farewell to flesh. And they 
are most frequent in the lower parts of Italy, more 
spetially in Lombardy, where many carry long peeces 
(the short gUnns being forbidden for feare of 
sodeine treasons) and goe daily armed from the head 
to the foote, SO as myselfe haue seene Young 
Gentlemen, for feare of those with whome they had 
some quarrells, weare continually an yron Coate of 
male of 30 pounds weight, next aboue their shirts. 
The murtherers that cannot escape, but are taken by 
the officers, are putt to death by beheading. 
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51) By a form of guillotine -- 'an axe falling by a F'ully' 
(Sh. E. , p. 164) . 
52) In the state of Venice things were in fact rather 
different: 
because in the State of Venice 
Confluence of strangers) it is fre, 
weare Armes by the day, excepting 
no man may haue without the Lock. s 
also because they who haUe ill 
aduentUre and vse to weare these 
also... (Sh. E., p. 16: 7%). 
(for the great 
f or al 1 men to 
Pi sto 11 s wh ich 
tak. en of, and 
p Lt rpose9wiII 
Armes by night 
53) Boies Penrose, Urbane Travellers (Philadelphia, 1942), 
pp. 15,16. 
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CHAPTER 5 THE TRANSLATORS 
Veni ce in the trans I at i on of 
lil'IgLtil:; tiC: and 'COUrtesy' books. 
b Ven i (-: ein tr an sIý. -Ated g eog r ap hi caI 
Works. 
c) Ven icein1i terary transl at i nn. 
d Venice in translated hi s.. -, t. c)ri cal 
wor k s. 
e) The Cc. mmc. mwealth and Goverrimerit of Verijce. 
a) Venice in the translation of Ii ngi.. ti st i c: ýAnd 
'courtesy' books 
Until the second half of the sixteenth century the 
English impression of Venice had been gained largely from 
first-hand accounts by English travellers and, of course, 
direct contact, commercial, diplomatic or scholastic, with 
Venetians themselves. Beyond that it was necessary to gQ to 
foreign works, and from the 1540s particularly to the TtaliAil 
historico-geographical works of Gianotti, Alberti, 
Guicciardini and Sansovino, or to MUnster's Cosmographia iri 
German or Latin. 
The 1560s, however, saw the beginning of the process 
that was to make many of these works freely availahle to 
English readers. English translations of foreign wurkcii 
appeared in growing numbers throughout the last four densdw,. -7. 
of the sixteenth century, and most of these were fron-i 
Italian; drama, poetry, the new novelle, historical anf. -I 
geographical writings, religious works, scientific treatiymo' 
books of social behaviour or political theory -- all 
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translated into English or directly inspired similar English 
works. ' This explosion of Italian thought and culture into 
English awareness brought with it a greatly increased amount 
of knowledge about Venice, confirming impressions already 
gained and making available not only factual information 
about the city itself, but also the views of other 
foreigners, particularly other Italians, of its government 
and policies in the contemporary European political 
situation. 
English interest in the Italian language itselfq 
established in 1550 with William Thomas's first Italian- 
English dictionary, took a firm hold. Mary A. Scott lists a 
further nine grammars and dictionaries published before the 
end of the century, and even among these, information about 
Venice can be found, from brief mentions in examples of well- 
written letters in William Fullwood's The Enemie of Zdlenesse 
ýLondon, 1568). to John Florio's translation of the familiar 
'cities' proverb in His Second Frutes (Londong 1591)9 along 
with another similar proverbg a complimentary phrase in a 
translated conversation, and the passage used by Shakespeare 
in Love's Labour's Lost. = We have already discovered Fynes 
Moryson's fascination with proverbs, and he was not alone. 
The turning of a neat phraseq very much a part of English 
literary expression of the time, led to a great appreciation 
of proverbial sayings, and in Italy the cinquecento was 'the 
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golden age of the sententious phrase of all types'. " Two 
versions of the 'cities' proverb appear in Charles Merbury'5 
Proverbi vulgari, raccolti in diversi luoghi Wltalia printed 
as a supplement to his A Briefe Discourse of Royall Monarchie 
in 1581: 
Bologna la grassa, Padova la passa, ma Venezia la 
guasta. (P. 15)4 
Milano la grande, Venetia la ricca, Genova la SUF)(Rr-býAj 
Fiorenza la bella, Napoli l a gentile. (p. 28) 
Robert Greene, in his introduction to The Royal Fxchange 
(London, 1590), claims that he is translating 'an Ttalial-) 
Pamphlet, dedicated to the Signorie of Venice, called la 
Purza Reale, 'full of many strange & effectuall Aphorismes, 
ending in short contrived Quadruplicities'. 1 This is not 
true; the original work is the Dottrina delle Virth, et fuga 
de' vitii d'Oratio Rinaldi Bolognese of 1585. Indeed, no 
work dedicated to the Venetian government could have used the 
adjective reale' -- 'royal'. Greene's claim, however, 
allowed him to dedicate his work to the current Lord Mayor of 
London, Sir John Hart, and two Sheriffs of the City, drawing 
a most favourable comparison between the cities of London and 
Venice, and the offices of Lord Mayor and Doge. Firstly, 
London is far more ancient than Venice, and 'For theyr 
Magistrates, although theyr cheefe Governour be a Duke, yet 
: 71 () t 
his estimation is so circumscript within the counterchecks of 
the Consiliadori, that his Dukedome is a bondage, his 
authoritie small, and his commaund little, and Ex Contemptu 
semper manca est iustitia [By scorn is justice always 
impaired3, in so much that the verie poore Cittizens will in 
derision, call him Aureo servidore rgolden servant3'. 
London merchants, moreover, are infinitely superior to those 
of Venice: 
For our Merchaunts and other Cittizensl though they 
generallie attaine not to that excesse of riches that 
the Venetians dog yet for the enlargement of the 
liberties of their Citie, they stand so much uppon their 
credits, as they grudge not to disburse any sum, eyther 
necessarie to their private Poluteia, or helpfull to the 
common profit of theyr Countrey. For religion they 
have the Gospel, for iustice a severe law executed with 
clemencie, being Merchaunts wyth theyr freendes and 
traffique fellowes, otherwise martiall minded 
souldiours, to resist the violence eyther of any private 
mutinie, or any common enemieg as valiant to attempt in 
wars as to counsaile in peace. 
Even the naval power of the city of London, Greene maintainsg 
exceeds that of Venice: 
And although Venice be a Cittie seated in the Oceanq and 
environed round about with the Sea, standing much upon 
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their Armado and Navall fight, yet our Cittizens of 
London, (her Maiesties royall fleete e..; cepted) have -ýo- 
many shyppes harboured within the Thames, at; wyll not 
onelie match with all the Argoses, Galleyes, Galcons, 
and Pataches in Venice, but to encofter by sea with the 
strongest Cittie in the whole worlde. 
Havi ng translated each of Rinaldi 's aphorisms and 
'Quadruplicities', Greene adds an explanatory or illustrative 
comment, drawing examples chiefly from classical or biblical. 
sources. There are very few contemporary illustrations 
an anecdote from Pisa, a reference to Turkish naval power, a 
mention of Castiglione on the subject of the Cortigiano 
but he does describe Venice very briefly under the heading, 
citta. Groups of four cities are listed by Rinaldi: the 
first group are Genoa, Venice, Constantinople and Pisa, 
'Foure Citties more thO any other are scituated by the sea'. 
These are: 
The fyrst rich. The 2. abounding. The thirde fUll Of 
merchandize. The 4. famous for honorable 
(si g. B3r) 
Greene then adds: 
Venice is seated in the Sea, five myles from anie firme 
Land, walled with the Ocean, and environed with Rr.. icks, a 
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Dukedome both rich and mightie. 
His knowledge of Venice is clearly based on repUtation on I y, 
and is certainly factually incorrect; neither rocks nor 
ocean form any part of the city's SUrrOUndings. 
Elegance of language was only one aspect of an interest 
in style and wit that expressed itself in conduct as well as 
speech. Mary A. Scott lists, under her heading, 'Manners 
and Morals', no less than 15 translations of Italian 
I courtesy-books' published during the reign of Elizabeth and 
Venice is alluded to several times in these works in terms 
that would add to or reinforce the impressions generally held 
of the city at this time. 4, 
The most popular and widely-read book on this subject 
was Baldassare Castiglione's 11 Libro del Cortigiano, first 
published in Venice in 1528 and translated into Engli5h by 
Sir Thomas Hoby in 1561 as The Courtyer. Castiglione givei--i 
several insights into Venetian life. While recounting a 
joke about the technique of trombone-playing, the Feast of 
the Ascension is described: 
Then saide the Lord Cesar: I heard a Brescian speak a 
joly grosse matter, which being this yeare in Venice at 
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the feast of the Ascension, rehearsed in a place where T 
was to certaine mates of his, the goodly matters hee had 
seene there, what sundrie marchandise, what plate, what 
sortes of spices, and what cloth and silke there was, 
then how the Signoria issued out with a great pompe in 
the Bucentoro to wedde the Sea, in which were so many 
gentlemen well apparayled, so manye sortes of 
instruments and melodies, that a man would have thought 
it a Paradise. 7 
Venetians, we discover, are, perhaps Understandably, 
notoriously bad riders. 
Harke what an 
enforceth him 
saddle (as we 
comparison of 
and sitteth on 
hee were on fo, 
ill grace a man at Armes hath, when he 
selfe to goe so bolt upright, setled in 
use to say after the Venetian phrase) in 
an other that appeareth not to minde it, 
horse-backe so nimbly and close as though 
ote. (ed. Whitfield, p. 47-8)" 
Later Pietro Bembo is good-hUmouredly threatened: 
Maister Bernarde laughed and saide: Tf you holde not 
your peace (Maister Peter) I will tell whatsoever I have 
seene my selfe, and heard of your Venetians, which Q, 
not a litle, and especially when they play the rydersý 
(ed. Whitfield, p. 144) 
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A reference is also made, very incidentally, to the use of 
secret infoi-mation within the government of Venice: 
The Duke being in Venice at that time I speake of, many 
of his subjects came continually to give him secrete 
information how the matters of state passed ... 
This is the first reference in English to the aspect of 
Venetian internal government that was to gain for the city 
its reputation for ruthlessness, secrecy and repression which 
continued through the seventeenth century and into the 
eighteenth. So far it has been the Florentine or Neapolitan 
who has typified the 'subtle Italian'. It is not until the 
next century that the general atmosphere of admiration for 
the efficiency of the workings of the Council of Ten is to be 
qualified by an atmosphere of fear and suspiciong but here is 
an early hint of the practices of which Watton later became 
aware. "' 
From Giovanni della Casa's Galateo, translated by Robert 
Peterson in 1576, came further views of the Venetian 
character. In discussing the suitability of one's dress to 
place and occasiong the pride of the Venetians is noted: 
I would have every man well appareledg meete for his age 
and calling: for otherwisel they seeme to have men in 
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contempt that be better attyred then themselves. And 
therefore the Citizens of Padua, were woont to take it 
done of spighte unto th@, when any gentleman of Venice 
walked up It downe their citie in his coate, as though 
he thought him selfe in the countrey. (p. 18) 
Again, one's manner should not be out of place with local 
customs: 
And first of allq wee must consider the country where 
wee doe live... although the gdtlmO of Venice use great 
embracings and entertainementes amongst themselvesq and 
fawne without measure the one on the others by reasO of 
their officesq degrees and favours they looke to find 
when they meete and assemble to choose their officers. 
It wouldn't be right, says della Casa, for men of Rovigo or 
Asolo to do the likeo. 
Albeit all that same countrie (if I bee not deceived) is 
falne a litleg into these kinde of folliesq as over 
carele sse and apt inough by nature, or rather learning 
those maners of Venice the ir Lady a nd Mistris: because 
Everie man gladly seeketh to tread the steps of his 
better : although there be no reasd for it. (p. 48-9) 
He looks less than approvingly on the Venetians' extravagant 
behaviour and the pride it betrays, but later his remarks an 
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the wearing of elaborately decorated costume and the carrying 
of weapons suggest a different attitude. The 'feathers', 
'braveries' and 'Embroderies' worn by Neapolitans and 
Spaniards 'have but ill place amongest grave gowned men and 
the attires that Citizens doe weare'; armour and weapons are 
even worse. 'So that, looke what hapely might be allowed in 
Verona, would not, perchaunce, be suffered in Venice. For 
as muche as these gallants, all begarded, and huffing in 
feathers, & warlike fellowes, would not doe well, in this 
Noble Citie so peacefull Rx Civil (p. 110-111). 
Stefano Guazzo, in his La Civile Conversazione, 
published in Brescia in 1574 and translatnd by George Pettie 
in 1581 (bks. 1-3) and Bartholomew Young in 1586 (Bk. 4; see 
n. 6), makes a single incidental reference to Venice, which 
echoes Fynes Moryson's account of his journey on the regular 
Padua-to-Venice river-boat. 10 Arguing that a man must not 
seek to remove himself from society into a solitary 
existence, he suggests: 
As if you were bOUnde 
let slip oportunitie, 
selfe in a vessel whe 
religious, seculer, 
Frenchmen, Spaniards, 
and qualities. " 
from Padua to Venice, you will not 
for that you will not imbarke your 
-in there are sometime men, women, 
Souldiours, Courtiers, Almans, 
Jewes, and other of divers nations 
: 7--OR 
Of the many theological works translated into English 
from Italian during the second half of the sixteenth century, 
none refer specifically to the somewhat anomalous, 'Catholic- 
but-papacy-resistant' position of Venice; for this we must 
wait for the Tnterdict controversy of 1606.12 
Among the profusion of works translated into, English in 
this period, however, most reference to Venice is to be found 
in the geographical and historical writings, and the new and 
traditional genres of literature that were proving popular 
among English readers. 
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b) Venire in translatpd qec)qraph: Lc, -. Al work. s 
Richard Willes, in his completion of the translation of 
Pietro Martire d'Anghiera's Ve rebus oceanis & orbe novo ... 
begun by Richard Eden twenty-two years earlier in 1555, says 
in the dedicatory epistle: 
I dare be bold to say, that generally all Christians, 
Iewes, Turkes, Moores, Infidels, & Barbares be this day 
in love with Geographie. '"s 
Indeed, the new western world that had been discovered at the 
end of the previous century, and about which information was 
increasing with each returning voyagel stimulated a 
fascination with 'Geographie' fuelled by the publication of 
tales, accounts and descriptions which, although largely 
dealing with the west rather than the east, continually 
feature Venetian seamanship, initiative and techrvical. 
expertise. John Cabot, the first to sail from England to 
the north American continent, was a naturalised Vene-Lian, 
his son, Sebastian, who explored westward again in 1509, was 
born in Venice. Many of the (naps and charts utised by aII 
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sailors wore printed in Venice, and Giovanni Battista 
Ramusio's Delle Navigazioni et viaggi, published in Venice, 
1550-59, was the greatest work of collected geographical data 
of its time. The work in English that it inspired, Richard 
HzAkluyt's Principall Mavigations Voyages Traffiques 11. ý 
Discoveries of the Fnglish Nation, was published in three 
volumes between t599 and 1600. Hakluyt had already 
published, in 1582, Divers Voyages touching the Discovery of 
America, but the later work, a huge collection of travel 
narratives, itineraries and accounts of political and 
commercial dealings throughout the known world in the 
previous 12 centuries, was to be joined by Samuel Purchas's 
Purchas his Pilgrimes in 1625, as the greatest source of 
information of English travel and exploration. Among the 
material included by Hakluyt is a translated account, by a 
certain M. Francisco Marcolino', of the arrival in what was 
to become Newfoundland of two Venetian brothers, Niccolo and 
Antonio Zeno, a century before Columbus. Indeed, Hakluyt 
adds a passage from Abraham Ortelius's Theatrum Orbis 
Terrarum (Antwerp, 1603), folio 6, to back up this claim, in 
which Ortelius states that Columbus 'in a maner first 
discovered, made knowen, and profitably communicated unto the 
Christian world' the new land in the west, but that the 
northern part had been found by shipwrecked Frisland 
fishermen and, c. t390, 'discovered a new' by Antonio Zeno, 
quoting Marcolino's account from the letters of the Zeno 
brothers. 
The Principal(l) Havigations contains a considerable 
amount of information about Venice, both in its native 
English accounts and those translated from foreign sources. 
Most is incidental; Laurence Aldersey's account of the city 
(see above, pp. 204-8) contains the only direct description. 
But there is constant reference throughout the many and 
various contents to Venetian ambassadors and consuls, trading 
concessions, commercial arrangements, Venetian relations with 
the Turks, agents' reports, and every kind of mercantile 
operation. 
The sixteenth-century stimulation of interest in travell 
combined with the increase in translation, especially from 
Italian, ensured the appearance, in English, of several 
individual works acquainting English readers with the great 
Venetian travellers. 1577 saw the publication of the 
anonymous Of the Viages of ... S. C., a translation of one of 
the various first- or second-hand accounts of Sebastian 
Cabot's Journeys to find the north-west passage which 
appeared in southern Europe between 1512 and 1548. Two 
years later J. Frampton brought into English the travels of 
Venice's most famous son, in his The most noble and famous 
travels of Marcus Paulus into the East partes of the 
Norld..., translated from the Castilian of R. Fernandez de 
Santa Ella. In 1588 followed the account of Cesare 
Federici's voyage in Thomas Hickock's The Voyage and 
Travaile into the East Zndia of H. C. Frederick. 
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General information about the city of Venice itself, 
however, figures little in the translated geographical. 
literature of the time. One work in more traditional style 
is The Post for divers parte5 of the world by Richard 
Rowlands or Verstegen, published in 1576, being, as the 
author explains in the dedicatory epistle to 'Syr Thomas 
Greasham Knight', a translation from an original 'in the high 
Almaine tongue, and the like also to be seene in the French, 
and Italian'. 14 He has 'set downe the antiquitie of many 
cities worthy of memory, & the founders of their auncient 
monuments ... diligently collected out of sundry approved 
aucthors'. Essentially a collection of itineraries, the 
work contains little specifically about Venice. Rowlands 
simply notes: 
The citie of Venice is a rich citie of great power both 
by lande and by water, the citie is alwaies governed by 
the Ducke thereof, & hath in subiection diverý: i 
provinces. The Ttalian proverbe speaking of Venice and 
other cities, agreeth thereunto, which is, Venice the 
richest, Milane the greatest, Genua the proudost, 
Florents the fynest, Bononia the fruitfullist, Ravpnna 
the oldest, Neapolis the noblist, and Rome the head of 
cristendome. (Rowlands, p. 45) 
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c) Venice in literary translAtion. 
In 1566 -the pUblic. -_Ation of William Painter's The pal a-e 
of Pleasure, a collection of 101 tales translated from 
classical and contemporary sources, saw the first appearance 
in English of many of the stories of Italian writers such as 
Boccaccio, Bandelln, and Giraldi, whose stories provided 
plots for poets and dramatists well into the seventeenth 
century. Popular and widely read, it was obviously no part 
of the primary aim of these tales to impart information about 
contemporary Italy. Impressions remain, howevers with a 
reader who has followed the fortunes of fictional characters 
through an unfamiliar landscape, and where these impressions 
confirm what he has already heard, they tend to take on a 
measure of authenticity, especially when the author takes 
pains to convince his reader of the accuracy of the behavi. OUr- 
and background nf his characters. 
Two of Painter's stories are set in Venice. Bindo and 
Ricciardo, the forty-eigth tale in volume 1, was Fý 
translation of the first novella, giornata TX, of 11 
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Pecorone, a collection of novelle written by the Florentine 
Ser Giovanni in the latter part of the fourteenth century in 
imitation of Boccaccio's Decamerone. Enzo Esposito suggests 
in his edition of 11 Pecorone that 'in questa novella 6 
ripresentata, ambientata a Venezia, l'antica leggenda 
egiziana del tesoro di Rampsinite' found in Herodotus (TT, 
121), and refers to Egidio Gorra's 'Tl Pecorone' in Studio di 
critica letteraria (Bologna, 1892), p. 315, in which, for 
more immediate source, he 'ipotizza una redazione franco- 
veneta, o veneziana, ora perduta, del Volopathos '. 10 Tt 
seems more likely, however, that this plot should derive from 
the story of the Candian thief mentioned by Moryson in the 
Itinerary, 1,172, Sanuto, Sansovino and Piccolomini (see 
above, ch. TV, n. 22). The second tale, Two Gentlewomen o, f 
Venice, originated as novella 15 of the first part of Matteo 
Bandello's Novelle, first published in Lucca in 1554. 
Letterio di Francia, in the Giornale storico della 
letteratura italiana, lxxx (1922), p. 51, believes that the 
main element of this plot is firmly based in popular 
tradition, and refers to the Fuggilozio of Tomaso CostO 
(Venice, 1601) as a close parallel; the sub-plot he finds in 
the Historietta amorosa attributed to L. B. Alberti. T. 
Gwynfor Griffiths, however, notes how Painter's introduction 
to the story describes at length the conduct of Queen Marie 
towards her husband, Don Pietro, King of Aragon, and feels 
that this could well have been a source of Bandello'-ý 
original story. '& Wherever it originated, it is presented 
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by Bandello in his preceding letter to Aldo Manuzio as having 
been narrated by 'il magnifico messer Lorenzo Griti', and 
was, like Undo and Ricciardo, firmly set in Venice by the 
time it came to Painter's attention. 
In neither tale is the Venetian setting merely a 
picturesque backdrop: Ser Giovanni and Bandello have both 
taken pains to establish a credible situation for their 
characters. It is the restoration of the famous campanile 
of S. Mark's church that brings the architect Bindo and his 
family from Florence to Venice, and the construction of a 
building to house the equally famous Venetian cerpmanial 
treasure that is the commission on which the plot depends., 
The Two Gentlewomen of Venice recounts the adventures of 
characters whose Venetian backgrounds are impeccable to the 
extent of documented family relationships, and is set in Lhe 
time of a historical personage, Doge Francesco Foscari. 1' 
The two men involved are named Girolamo Bembo and Anselmo 
Barbadico. Anselmo's wife, Isotta, is the daughter of Marco 
Gradenigo, a man of great estimation in that Citty, one of 
the procuratours of San Marco, whereof there were not wo 
great number in those days as there bee now, because the 
Wysest men, and best Approved of Lyfe were chosen to that 
great and Noble dignity, none allotted thereunto by Bribes or 
Ambition. ' Girolamo is married to Lucia (in Dandpllo, 
'Luzia') whose father was Gian Francesco Valerio (Painter 
7t A) 
wrongly adds his noble title, I cavaliere', as part of his 
name), 'a Gentleman very well learned, and many times sent by 
the State, Ambassador into divers Countreys, and after he had 
bene Orator wyth the Pope, for his wisedom in the execution 
of the same was in great estimation wyth the whole Citty. ' 
(William Painter, The Palace of Pleasure, ed. Joseph Jacobs 
(London, 1890)9 vol. III, pp. 126-7). 
Bandello is, how 
his setting throughout 
gondola on the canalsq 
Padua, and frequent 
d6nouement they do not 
ever, far more 
the story. 
visit, or pre 
the church of 
simply appear 
interested in localising 
His characters travel by 
tend to visit, Murano and 
San Fantino. At the 
bef ore the Doge; 
Arryved at the pallaceg ascending the marble staires or 
steps of the same, they were brought into the great halq 
wher the Duke appointed the matter to be heard. 
(ed. Jacobs, 111,145) 
Bandello, againg is more concerned to be accurate with the 
state officials who figure in his story. Ser Giovanni is 
content with four 'Chamberlaynes of the Treasure house'; 
Bandello has the council of ten, 'the Lordes called 
Avogadori*9 'the procurateurs of San Marco' and the 'signori 
di notte'q the Venetian police force. As well as setting 
the story in the time of a real dogeq Bandello emphasizes the 
historical authenticity by giving the reason for the 
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postponing of the full investigation of the cases of Anselmo, 
Girolamo and Aloisio as the pressing nature of the senate's 
consideration of 'the warres betwene them and Philippa, Maria 
Visconti, Duke of Milane' (ed. Jacobs, TTT, 139). 
In both tales certain aspects of Venice and Venetian 
life are very evident, and these are the very qualities that. 
have struck visitors to the city from the earliest times. 
The wealth and physical magnificence of the city are 
repeatedly brought to the reader's attention. From the 
outset they are an integral part of the story of Bindo and 
Ricciardo the campanile Bindo arrives to repair is 'very 
faire and sumptuous, and of greatest fame of any thinge at 
that time that was in Venice', and there is ample opportunity 
to describe in detail what the treasure-house is to 
contain. 10 Two Gentlewomen is introduced by the descriptiof--) 
of Venice as a city 'which for riches and fayre Women 
excelleth all other within the region of Ttaly' (ed. Jacobs, 
111,125). 
Personal wealth is an important feature of Bandello's 
story -- the truth of the relationship between the widow and 
the doge's nephew, Aloisio, is revealed because his own 
wealth makes his confession of theft unlikely. In Bindo and 
Ricciardo, Bindo, the Florentine architect, after becoming a 
Venetian citizen, is prompted to live beyond his means in a 
free-spending society, in spite of his 'ricca provisione' 
from the state: 
Nowe Bindo and his famelie dwelling at Venice, and 
beinge a citizen there, beganne to spende liberallye and 
to live a riche and wealthy life... [Ricciardol conSUmed 
disordinatelye (ed. Jacobs, 11,9). 
Any emphasis on Venice'-s reputation for loose-living and 
sexual licence would be less likely to stand out in tales in 
which the plot frequently devolves upon mistaken, illicit or 
otherwise irregular sexual relationships. The extraordinary 
bedroom scene in Bindo and Ricciardo, in which the doge's 
daughter is put to bed among twenty-five of the city's most 
profligate young men to discover which of them is the most 
defiantly lecherous, and therefore capable of theft, belongs 
rather to a fairytale than any real setting. The jealOUSY 
and apparent CUckoldry in Two Gentleý. jomen are the stuff Of 
comedy in general, but Bandello does make one pointed 
reference: 
And having found Purcivants to goe betwene parties 
(whereof this City was wont to be ful) ... (ed. Ja(-(: )bs, 
111,129) 
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... certe messagiere, de le quali la cittA nostra st-tol. 
sempre trovarsi molto copiosa ... (ed. Flara, 1,158) 
The characteristic that is most forcibly presented in 
both stories, however, is the importance and complexity of 
the judicial proceedings of the Venetian state. The doge is 
seen in both cases as the embodiment of authority -- 'a noble 
gentleman and of greate experience and wisedome' (ed. Jacobs, 
11,8) and 'a very wyse Prynce' (TIT, 126). Both plots 
depend on a persistent and meticulous process of 
investigation and judgement, from the Successive attempts to 
discover the identity of the thief in Bindo and Ricciardo to. 
the more realistic presentation in Two Gentlewomen of the 
legal procedures involved. Bandello gives a fair picture of 
the workings of Venetian justice, with the 'councell of the 
Dieci' the presidentes of the Councell', the *Avogadori', and 
the captain of the 'signori di notte', which last Painter 
explains as 'a Noble man appointed to see orders observed in 
the Nighte, wyth hys bande (which they call Zaffi)' 
(ed. Jacabs, 111,134; ed. Espositc, p. 167, e 'uno dei capitani 
dei signori di notte con i suoi zaffi'). 
Bandello also emphasizes the abstract concept of 
justice. In the doge's words: 
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because... iustice not righteously executed, is iniustice 
and wronge, it is meete and convenient for us in these 
straunge accidents, rather to use temperaunce than the 
rigor of iustice. (ed. Jacobs, III, 141). 
He sees justice as a national virtue as well as a matter of 
personal honour. The captain of the 'signori di notte, 
Domenico Mariperto ('Maripietro' in Bandello) is concerned to 
I shew my selfe both faithfull to my countrey, and also 
carefull of mine honor, withoute respect of persons' 
(ed. Jacobs, 111,138). Bandello resolves these sentiments 
into fulsome praise of the state, 'this noble Citty, which 
like a pure virgin inviolably doth conserve hir lawes and 
customes' (TIT, 147), and the enemies Anselmo and Girolamo 
are urged to: 
put of that auncient mallice so long continued, mitigate 
your hatefull moode, and live yee from henceforth liý: e 
friendly Gentlemen, yelde up your rancor into the lap of 
your Countrey, that shee may put him in exile for ever, 
who like a pitifull, and loving mother woulde gladly see 
all hir children of one accorde and minde. (ed. Jacohs, 
111,152) 
The concept of Venice as a government of great wisdom, 
fairness and authority is very evident in Painter's two 
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Venetian stories. In Bindo and Ricciardo this impression is 
necessarily weakened as the attempts of the doge and his 
council to apprehend the thief pass from the devious to the 
highly improbable. With the identification of the criminal 
qualities of the mind with first gluttony and then lust, 
the story begins to take on the ritual elements of the 
'testing' of a hero in a folk-tale. "P In the tradition of 
true comedy, Ricciardo escapes his proper fate, morality is 
set aside, and true justice becomes irrelevant. In Two 
Gentlewomen, however, Justice is indeed tri4mphant, and its 
processes are essential to the story. 
This concept is, moreover, heightened by Painter 
himself, who makes certain additions and alterations to an 
otherwise particularly close translation of Bandello's 
original novella. Three times he interrupts the story to 
add moral comments of his own, an 'Fortunev the guide of 
Humane Lyfe', an the unfortunate things that happen to 
I earnest lovers' who climb up to their beloveds' windows on 
precarious ladders when they would do better 'leysurely to 
expect the grace of their Ladyes at convenient place and 
houre', and a long passage on the blessings of 'the marryed 
Lyfe' (ed. Jacobs, 1119 pp. 133,134,143). In Bindo and 
Ricciardo he also adds: 
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... better it were for us to live in poore estate, than 
to die with infamie, to the utter reproche and shame of 
all our familie. (ed. Jacobs, 11,11) 
It is in the words of Tsotta before the doge that Painter is 
prompted to emphasize the idea of justice. Bandello writes: 
Voi, nobili madonne, A avete fatto supplicare che A 
udessimo conceder una publica udienza: ecco che qui nai 
siamo, paratissimi ad udirvi pazientemente quanto dir ci 
volete. (ed. Floraj 1,172) 
(Noble ladies, you have requested that we grant you a 
public audience: here we are, ready to hear patiently 
what you wish to say. ) 
Painter's version is: 
Ye Gentlewomen have made reqUeste by SUpplicatyon to 
graUnt you publik-e aUdyence according to I ust ice, for 
that You do alleage that Law and order doth so reqUire, 
and that every wel ordred common wealth condemneth no 
subiecte without due answere by order of lawe. 
(ed. Jacobs, TTT, 145. ) 
In his translation of both stories, Painter varies 
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variations are to add interest and immediacy: Ser Giovanni's 
'Ricciardo, quando li vide adormentati' (ed. Esposito, p. 209; 
when he saw they had fallen asleep') becomes 'Ricciardo 
loking in at a hole of the dore' (ed. Jacobs, 11,15), and 
Ricciardo's understandably emotional reaction to his father's 
falling into a vat of boiling pitch -- 'Ohq deare father, 
what wicked furie hath thus cruelly devised sodaine death' 
(11., 11) -- originated in 11 Pecorone (p. 200) asi 'Oimd? j 
padre mio, ch6 6 questo? ' Painter also adds his own example 
of the correspondance sent by the Venetian gentlewomen's 
husbands in the form of a love-poem 'in Italian Meeter' 
(ed. Jacobs, 111,129). In other places he is concerned to 
explain the surroundings more clearly to his English readers: 
Murano is 'a place beside Venice' (111,131); Bandello's two 
husbands 'presa ciascuno di loro la sua barchettal o. come 
noi nomiamo, gondola per via di diporto, avendo a certi 
alberghetti cenato, andavon per i canali de la 
cittA... (ed. Flora, 1,160; 'each of them having taken his 
boat, or, as we say, his gondola, having dined at certain 
inns, set off through the city's canals'), while in Painter's 
story they 'tooke eyther of them his Gondola (or as we tearm 
it theyr Barge) to disport themselves, and having supped 
abroade, rowed in the Canali, which is the water that passeth 
through divers Streates of the Citty' (ed. Jacobs, 111,131). 
Occasionally he deviates in order to give a more familiar 
picture -- la porta sovra la Fondamenta' (ed. Flora, L, 159), 
becomes 'the Posterne dore'q and his 'slender hedge beset 
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with Primme and Roses' (ed. Jacobs, 111,151) was originally 
'di cannuccie marine'g or sea-reeds (ed. Floraq 1,177). 
So the picture of Venice presented in these two stories 
is a substantially accurate one. In view of the importance 
both place on the authority of the state and its reputation 
for justice, one point only seems questionable. In both 
stories the doge is seen as the chief agent of Justice. it 
is his personal deliberations and his authority that 
determine the course of proceedings against the guilty and 
the defence of the innocent. Yet we have heard from many 
foreign visitors to Venice that the dogeship is an office of 
the highest honour while at the same time singularly devoid 
of power and personal authority. Italian historians, while 
not so astonished by this phenomenon as English visitors 
acustomed to a monarchy of formidable personal power, back, 
this view. The Florentine Gianotti outlines the function of 
the Doge in the matters of Justice: 
ogni ottavo giorno, ciaLb il Mercoredl, ha per usanza 
il Dage nostro scendere da bassog mentre che i 
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il Dogp nostro scendere da basso, mentre che i 
magistrati rendono ragione, It circondando i dUe 
corridori, dove i magistrati hanno le residenze, in 
ciascuna si ferma, Qt conforta il magistrato, che si'p-dp 
in quella, a fare giL(Stitia. Et se alCUno vi 6, ýl 
quale non paia ottenere la ragione sua egli allhnra si 
raccomanda al Doge narandogli il caso suo. Et se il. 
Doge giudica, che colui patisca ingiLtria, SI. Abito comanda 
a qUFl magistrato, che gli faccia ragione. Et 
parendogli il contrario riprende colui, che s'era 
doluto, e va seguitando, la sua amministratione. 00 
C-every week, on a Wednesday, our Doge is accustomed 
to go down, while the magistrates are sitting, and going 
round the two corridors where the magistrates have their 
offices, he stops in each and supports the magistrate in 
the administration of justice. And if there is anyone 
who does not think he has obtained a true judgement, hP 
applies to the Doge at this time, explaining his case. 
And if in the Doge's judgement he has suffer(--? d An 
injustice, he immediately directs the magistrate to 
rectify the matter. If he believes that the opposite 
is true, he reproves the man who has complained to him, 
and so proceeds'. ) 
The greatest contemporary authority on the Venetian 
constitution, Gasparo Contarinil devotes the second book of 
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his De mag. istratibus et republica Venetorum (Venice, 1.543) tn 
the natUre and fUnctions of the office of Doge, and makes it 
clear that this view is essentially correct. He does, 
however, also state that: 
Ipse quoque dux si velit, tum Advocatoris, tum praefecti 
x virt*lm authoritate uti potest, atq; de cuiusque crimine 
& de mulcta infligenda ad consilium referre. '' 
('The DUke himself may also, if he wishes, take on the 
power and authority either of an advocate or president 
of the ten, and refer to the Council any crime and the 
punishment to be inflicted'. ) 
This explains the apparent anomaly. What seems to be a 
historical inaccuracy, perhaps carried over from a king, duk. (: z? 
or other I aUthority-figUre' in an earlier version of the 
story is, in Bandello's tale quite feasible. Indeed, the 
point is made that the 'Lordes of the COUnsayle' agree to 
refer both the inquiry and the final. sentence to the Doge. 
In Ser Giovanni's tale, however, the doge is far from a 
historically authentic figure. As we have seen, the story 
itself, though set with considerable realism at the outset, 
seems to take several changes of direction through tragedy, 
comedy, farce, folk-tale and legend. This doge conSUItS 
with his advisors, but all decisions are his. He personally 
decides on and directs the various attempts to apprehend the 
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criminal; he bans the sale of fresh meat for twenty days; 
he arbitrarily sets aside the due processes of law. 
Ricciardo at the end of the story attains a position that 
could not have existed in Venice: 
Wherewithall Ricciardo encouraged, proued a very stoute 
and valiaunt man in suche wyse almoste as the affaires 
of the whole state passed through his handes. And 
lived a long time after, with the love and good wyll of 
the whole cominaltie of Venice. (ed. Jacobs, TT, 17) 
In Bindo and Ricciardo, therefore, an English reader 
would find an entertaining tale, realistic at the beginning 
though considerably less so as it progresses, set in a 
wealthy and high-living city under the command of a wise and 
powerful duke who, putting the state's business first, in 
ensuring that the visiting cardinal was 'receyvpd with 
honorable interteignement' (ed. Jacobs, TI, 10), then procpeds 
on a determined and thorough investigation of the crime an(J 
pursuit of the criminal. From Two Gentlewomen he would 
learn more; more of the surroundings of Venetian daily life, 
of the social order, and the pursuits of the Venetian 
aristocracy, and of the workings of the law, from the 
apprehension of a criminal to his trial and sentence. He 
would, moreover, be more likely to accept this knowledge as 
authentic; the explanations, the details of procedure, the 
obvious care with which the story is related to its 
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historical background, create an atmosphere of authenticity. 
Even the closing words of the tale anchor us firmly in 
recorded history: 
The wisedome of the Duke also was wonderfully extolled 
and commended of all men, the fame whereof was increased 
and bruted throughout the Region of Italy. And not 
without cause. For by hys prudence and advise, the 
Dominion of the States and Common'wealth was amplified 
and dilated. And yet in th'ende being old and 
impotent, they unkindly deposed him from his Dukedom 
(Jacobs, 111,156). 
George Pettie's A Petite Pallace of Pettie his Pleasure, 
published in 1576, was clearly intended to follow the fashion 
started by Painter ten years before. 22 Pettie's stories, 
however, are not direct translations. He adapts and resets 
original narratives with much greater freedom than Painter, 
and has himself changed the setting of his story Cephalus and 
Procris from Athens to Venice. 2m 
The reader of this tale would discover little about 
Venice or the Venetians. Many of the details fit: the 
'Duke's Courte of Venice' is wealthy and fashionable, 
Cephalus is a 'lustye younge gallant', Procris a 'proper 
Gentlewoman, discended of noble parentage' (ed. Hartman, 
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p. lR, -, ); she watches 
his ship sail away and talks Of pirates: -, 
and shipwreck; there is a vivid description of CepheRIUS'S 
great wealth. There is rothing in any of this, however, 
relating to Venice rather than any other CIUCal Court or 
maritime city, and the money and jewels are emphasized as a 
temptation to Procris rather than an attribute of CephalUIS. 
Cephalus is ostensibly travelling to arrange the sale of a 
piece of land, and we know that his income is derived from 
land-revenues; this would not be impossible during the later 
fifteenth century, but is certainly an unlikely 
characteristic of a typical Venetian noble. There is no 
attempt to make the names even Ttalian, let alone Venetian, 
and a fairly clear conclusion can be, reached as to either 
Pettie's knowledge of Venice or the importance he attaches, to 
the authenticity of his setting when, SLASPiCiOUS Of CephalUS, 
jealousy drives Procris to 'plod from her Palaice to the 
wooddes, to watche whether hee there hunted a chaste chase or 
not' (ed. Hartman, pp. 206--7). 
In fact, it seems probable that the only aspect of the 
tale for which Pettie might have required a Venetian setting 
is the sending of Cephalus 'in ambassade to the TUrý--. ` 
(ed. Hartman, p. 190). Even this is not strictly necessary; 
it has no direct bearing an the plot, beyond affording a 
basis for an exotic disguise, a touch of danger and the 
unknown, and the opportunity to use the reversed name, 
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Sulahpec, as an alias. 
d) Venice in translated historical works 
By far the greatest Source of information about Ven ice 
comi ng into England through translation of foreign works, 
however, is to be found in historical writing. Tnterest in 
the new method of recording and analysing historical events, 
which had developed in Ttaly during the previous century, led 
to the translation of several of these works into English 
during the last four decades of the sixteenth century, and to 
a considerable increase in available information about 
Venice, its fortunes, policies and government. 
As, however, the majority of the historical writers were 
Florentine it was inevitable that Venice should be seen, 
through Florentine eyes, as a dangerously ambitious state, 
encouraged by its comparatively recent attainment of 
territory and land-based military power on the mainland of 
northern Italy to complement its long-standing maritime 
empire, to entertain aspirations of political supremacy in 
the peninsula. Sir Geoffrey Fenton's 1579 Historie of 
Guicciardin clearly shows anti-Venetian bias. -4 The 
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I covetousnesse of the Senate of Venice', 
being in deede more mighty and greater then any 
particular of the confederates Ethe 1480 league Of 
Naples, Milan and Florence attempting to curb the 
ambition of Venice3, but farre lesse and inferior to 
them all togither, held their councels separate from the 
common councell of the league, and watching to rayse -and 
encrease their estate by the discord and travels of 
others, they had a continuall preparation and readines 
to take the opportunitie of all occurants and times, 
which might open unto them the way to the Empire and 
Monarchie of all Italy... (Fenton, p. 1) 
Guicciardini has no doubt as to the motives for the Venetian 
policy of assistance for the city of Pisa in the 1490s: 
the principal humour that fed that motion, was their 
ambition and great desire to make them selves Lards over 
Pisa: a sweet pray to entice ambitious mindes; and as 
it had bene afore time vehemently aspired by Lodowike, 
so the Venetians began now in like sort to looke into it 
with covetous eies; as people, who seeing the auncient 
unity of other Patentats broken, and one part of those 
weakened which had wont to oppose against them, embraced 
already with thoughts and hopes the Monarchy of all 
Italy. (Fenton, p. 101) 
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It is most cert. -Aineq that neither the desire to preserve 
the liberty of their neighbOUrs (which in their owne 
countrey they love much) nor any regard to the common 
benefite and safety (as they did alwayes publish with 
honourable wordes) but the onely desire to get the 
iurisdiction of Pisa, were the Causes that the Venetians 
made this resolution. (Fenton, p. 1.09) 
Yet in spite of this understandable attitude towards a rival 
state of great wealth and military capability, whose westward 
expansion had been a growing threat to Florence for half a 
century and flared into open conflict over the possession of 
the city of Pisa in the final years of the fifteenth century, 
the Florentine works in many places show a surprising 
objectivity. Venice is clearly seen for what it is, its 
remarkable prosperity and stability recognised. 
Guicciardini raw that, at the time of the possible 
acquisition of Pisa, 'no estate in al Italy stood upon better 
tearmes to expect the opportunity of times, and with lesse 
perill could tary till occasions were ripe' (Fenton, p-1.10). 
He describes the Venetians preparing for the onslaught of the 
league of Cambrail 'in one common and resolute courage, to 
receive and sustaine so great a warres labOUring with money, 
with authoritie, and with the whole countenance & body of 
their tertitories Isic3, to leavie provisions worthy of so 
great a common weale' (Fenton, p. 316). Though, as J. R. Hale 
observes, the Florentines were so vehemently opposed to 
Venice that they 'could stomach the partition of Italian soil. 
among foreign powers' in order to bring an end to the city's 
inflLkence, ý115 GUicciardini describes the effect on the rest of 
Italy of Venice's defeat: 
So great a rUine touched diversly the mindes of the 
Italians, of whom many received contentment, remembring 
that the Venetians, proceeding in too great ambition, 
without respect to iLtStice or observation of faith, 
aspiring to all things that occasi on or oportUni tiF? 
offered, had manifestly quarrelled the whole Monarchie 
of Italie, aspiring to the universall SUbiection of all 
those regions; things which made their names hatPfUll, 
and their governement intollerable by the consideration 
of their naturall pride. On the other side, many 
looking without passion into the present estate of 
things, & how wretched I& fowle it were for all Italie t(-. ) 
be brought wholly under the servitude and yoke of 
straungers, felt no little griefe that Such a maiestie 
of Citie, the auncient seate of libertie, and the very 
glary of the Italian name through all the worldl should 
fall into such extremitie, that so worthy a member 
should be cut off, which more than all the residue had 
bene the protectour of their common glary and renowme 
[sic]. (Fenton, p. 328) 
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In Thomas Bedingfield's translation of his Istorie 
Fiorentine, Machiavelli admits the admiration for the 
Venetian state and people which is evident in all his work. 
It may perhaps be thought strange, that among so many 
accidents of Italy, I have omitted to speake of the 
Venetians common weale, being for the order and power 
thereof, to be preferred before everie other 
principallitie. To satisfy that admiration, the cause 
thereof being knowne, I wil looke backward to time long 
since passed; and declare what beginning that Cittie 
had. '--, b 
Machiavelli makes clear in his story of the origins of Venice 
the prevailing attitude towards the state in the Florentine 
historical works: it was only the growth of excessive 
territorial ambition that led to the change in Venice's 
fortunes, and their defeat in 1509 is seen, somewhat 
complacently, as a Just and reasonable consequence of 
Venetian hubrisq and the upsetting of a natural political 
order. The original refugees from Attilaq 
constrained by necessitie,. o. abandoned faire and fertile 
countries, to inhabit these steril and paludious places 
void of all cbmoditie. And yetq because great numbers 
of people were at one instant come thitherl they made 
that place not onely habitable, but also pleasant; 
ordeining among themselves lawes and orders, which 
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amidst so great ruines. of Ztaly, they observed; and 
within short space encreased in force and reputation. 
For besides the inhabitants aforesaid, many of the 
cities of Lombardy... fled thither, which was no small 
encrease to that citie. So that in the time of Pipino 
king of France... it was agreed in Capitulations, betwixt 
him and the Emperour of Grecia, that the Duke of 
Benevento and the Venetians, should be subiects neither 
to the one nor the otherl but among themselves enjoy 
libertie. Moreover, considering that as necessitie had 
driven them to dwell within the water, so it behoved 
them without helpe of the firme land, to seeke meanes 
wherby they might procure their own livelihood. For 
which purpose they made ships & gallies, & with them 
sailed throughout the world, and filled their citie with 
sundry sorts of marchandiseg whereof other men having 
necessitieg required free accesse unto them. At that 
time and many yeares after, the Venetians thought not 
uppon other dominionsg then those where the traffique of 
their marchandise might safely arrive. While in this 
estate and order they livedg their name by sea was 
terrible, and upon the firme land of Ztaly 
venerable... But in prucesse of time having conquered 
Padovaq Vicenza, Trivigi, Veronal Bargamo, Brescia, with 
diverse cities in the kingdom, and Romagnag. -they 
atteined so great an opinion of power and reputatib, 
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that not only of the princes of Ttaly, but also of the 
k. ings beyCid the mountaines they became feared. 
Wherupon those princes conspiring togither, tooke from 
them in one day, all the states and countries which they 
in many yeares, and with infinite expences had gained. 
And though in these late times they have recovered part, 
yet not recovering their forces and reputation, do (like 
all other princes of Italy), remaine at the devotion and 
discretion of others. (Bedingfield, p. 21)07 
Machiavelli clearly saw the Venetian qualities of 
courage, optimism and hard work as the basis of the state's 
prosperity, but it is the aptitude for political manoeUvring 
that he recognises and understands with particular approval: 
It hath bene long time a thing fatall to the Venetian 
sta'te, to lose by warre, and recover the losse by 
composition. And those things which by the warres are 
taken from them, by the peace many times be restored 
double. (Bedingfield, p. 153) 
Interestingly, Machiavelli's undoubted approval of so 
many aspects of the Venetian state does not appear to have 
been counted a black mark against the city in view of the 
reputation he came to enjoy in late sixteenth century 
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northern Europe. This is due to the fact that the work from 
which this reputation stemmed, Innocent Gentillet's Viscours 
ct-. )n tr e Machiaý, el of 1576, published in Latin in the same 
year, contained little reference to Venice, and where it 
does appear it is as a refutation of Machiavelli's 
principles. The Viscours was translated by Simon Patericke 
in 1577, and was the chief source of knowledge of 
Machiavelli's political theories until well into the 
seventeenth centuryv as 11 Principe was not translated into 
English until 1620.00 Gentillet does not take up the 
reference to Venice in Machiavelli's seventh maxim of the 
third part: his remarks on religion refer only to Rome. 
In the first maxim of the first part of the book the point 
Gentillet is making is that it is better to use other means 
than military to resolve national conflicts: 
Yea, and we see that at this day the Venetians maintain 
very well their estate, yea, do augment and make it 
greater, alth0Ugh they Understand no thing how to hAndle 
armes: and indeed when they must needs goe to warre, 
they hire and wage people to doe it: but yet not 
withstanding are they wise and prudent, keeping 
themselves as much as they can from the warre: and when 
they have warre, they do discreetly seeke meanes to 
quiet and appease it by some other way than by 
battailes, beseigings of townes, or any other exploits 
of warre. And assuredly they know better how to finish 
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and bring a warre to an end by their wisedome and good 
Counsell, without striking any strokes than many 
puissant princes, by their forces and armes. 
(Paterickel pp. 14-15) 
Again, in discussing the twenty-sixth maxim of the third 
part, in which Machiavelli holds 'Illiberality commendable in 
a prince', Venice is presented by Gentillet as an example of 
the wisdom of not accumulating a large state treasury: 
When a prince hath the fame to bee a great treaSUrer, 
doth he not give his neighbours occasion to seeke meanes 
to enterprise upon him to obtain those treast-tres? 
Wherefore is it, that the Venetians (which if they list 
might bee the greatest treasurers of the world) have 
made a law amongst them to have no treasure in their 
commonwealth, other than of armes? It is because they 
know well (as they be wise) that if they heape Lip 
treasures in money, they shall but prepare a bait to 
draw their neighbours an to make warre upon them. 
(Patericke, p. 306-7)='P 
Thomas Danett's first English translation, in 1596, of 
Philippe de Commynes' tf6moiresz presented another view Of 
Venice through foreign eyes, this time those of a DUrgUndian 
in the service of Louis XI of France during the last two 
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decades of the fifteenth centUry. *31 In Venice from October, 
1494, to the end of May, 1495, and again in November of that 
year, he recorded a great admiration for Venice which Di. -Anett 
translates as: 
To be short, it is the most triumphant citie that ever I 
sawe, and where ambassadors and strangers are most 
honOUrably entertained, the commonwealth best governed, 
and God most devoutly served. (Danett, p. 277) 
He is in no doubt as to their potential power and influence, 
though as a non-Italian is not himself aware of quite the 
same degree of threat as the Florentinesi 
they are men of such wisdome, and so inclined to inlarge 
their dominions, that unlesse they be looked to in time, 
all their neighbors shall repent it too late. (Danett, 
p. 278) 
He does not feel, however, that they are as capable of Such 
increase of power as the Romans had been, 'for their bodies 
cannot endure Such l.:. kbour and travel 1 as theirs could, 
because they are unaccustomed therunto, by reason that none 
of them go into their wars upon their firme land'. (Danett, 
p. 279) 
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What is conveyed by the majority of the historical 
writings translated into English at this time is a clear idea 
of Venice's position in Ttalian political affairs during the 
fifteenth and early sixteenth centuries. Continuing 
references to Venice occur amid the details of the shifts of 
policy, changing alliances, negotiations and treaties, --And 
diplomatic exchanges are Often recounted in meti CUI OUS 
detail. Fenton's translation of GUicciardini's history, in 
particular, reveals the deliberations of the Venetian senate. 
Time and again debates are painstakingly reported, whole 
orations set Out for and against courses of action, and the? 
reasons given for the prevailing arguments. The report of 
the senate debate deliberating the advisability of the policy 
of support for Pisa makes clear the perspicacity with which 
the various considerations are recognised and discussed -- 
the difficulty Of governing Pisa, once annexed, and the real 
motives behind the Duke Of Milan's expressed intention-, -- 
and the need for caution is agreed to be paramount. The 
famous Venetian pride is seen from the Venetians themselves, 
in the words of 'Anthonie Grymany': 
There can not happen a greater infamy to this commol-I 
weale, then by the tolleration of so many apparant 
wrongs, to expresse to all the world that we are come tv) 
degenerat from the magnanimity of our elders, with whom 
this was an auncidt and setled custome, that as often as 
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to embrace any perill or daunger, to preserve the 
dignityv reputationg & honour of the name of the 
Venetians. (Fenton, p. 159) 
The English reader could appreciate at first hand the skilful 
combination of expediency, pragmatism and appeasement with 
which the senate dealt with such as the 'king of Romains' 
(Fenton, p. 301). Also recounted is the reaction of the 
Venetian people after the disastrous events of 1509, the 
utter despair and loss of heart of a nation unaccustomed to 
defeat (Fenton, p. 323). By inference, the scale of the 
disaster emphasizes to the reader the apparently miraculous 
return to prosperity of Venice as it was at the time of the 
publication of Fenton's work. The beginnings of this 
recovery can clearly be seen in the events immediately 
following Agnadello, as Guicciardini vividly describes the 
refusal of the citizens of Treviso to be governed by any 
power but Venice. Led by a cobbler called Mark, 
with great cryes and concourse of the commons, carying 
into the principall places the banners of the Vepetiansq 
they cryed with one voyce, S. Harke, assuring that they 
would acknowledge no other Emperour nor Lord (Fenton, 
p. 329). 
An ambassador of the King of Hungary, passing through on his 
way to Venice, was able to establish some kind of temporary 
order, allowing the Venetians to reoccupy the city. It is 
an exciting storyl and hardly surprising that such an episode 
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an exciting story, and hardly surprising that such an episode 
should help to provide fertile ground for the belief in a 
mythical dimension to the success of a city whose fortUnes 
are favoured, at the point of total disaster, with such a 
combination of faVOUrable chance, divine protection, and the 
confidence of a Subject people in its government. 
Detailed as much of this information is, appearing for 
the first time in English, it is, as far as Venice is 
concerned, largely incidental. John Shute's Two very 
notable Commentaries of 1562 contains enlightening 
information regarding the often-mentioned tribute paid to the 
Turks to ensure relatively peaceful coexistence, but it is as 
an account of the Ottoman Empire and its dealings with George 
Scanderbeg that the work is intended. "' Arthur Golding's 
The Historie of Leonard Aretine ELeonardo Bruni3 (London, 
1563), the translations of Guicciardini's Historie and Two 
Discourses by Fenton and W. T., and Thomas Bedingfield's 
version of Machiavelli, s rjorentine Historie are all works 
dealing with Italy as a whole and Florence in particular. 
Danett's translation of Commynes's M6moires is essentially a 
study of French affairs which happens to include dealings 
with Venice. "= A characteristic, however, of Danett's book 
is the continual reference made to a work which was to 
become, in translation, the largest element of the first 
English work to be concerned wholly with Venice, not simply 
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as an Italian state, or one of the political forces whose 
interaction provided an insight into contemporary European 
statecraft, but as an exclusive study of the city itself 
Lewis Lewkenor's The Commonwealth and 6overnment of Venice, 
published in 1599. 
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e) The Commonwealth and Government of Vertice 
Though Lewkenor's book carries the title of the work of 
which it is chiefly composed, he clearly saw his commission 
as more than a straight translation of Contarini. 
Additional translation from other works an Venice supplied 
information about aspects of the city that Contarini did not 
include, or explained and amplified where Lewkenor felt 
Contarini Would not easily be understood by an English 
reader. His aim was to present a comprehensive picture of 
the Venetian government and the nature of its constitution. 
The dedication to Anne, Countess of Warwick, who had 
commissioned the book, is a graceful blend of compliment to 
her and praise of Venice, expressing the modesty Customary on 
these occasions: 
this noble Commonwealth which I heere present unto YOU, 
who gloriously shining in the cleere knowledge of her 
owne incomparable worthinesse, doth like a beautifLAII 
virgine, that seeing her faire picture foulely hand I ed 
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of an unskilfull painter, blush at the view of her 
wronged beauty, and reproveth me for having with such 
feeble forces so farre presumed in the description of 
her rich and royall history; a matter which the rarest 
forraine spirites of our time have by their learned pens 
so highly enobled with Such excellent art & ornamentst 
she wel knoweth the cleernes of Your iudgement, an(I 
therefore feareth bearing the bUrthen and blemishes of 
so great a weaknesse to approch the rayes of acensure 
so undeceivable and -. Absolute. 
He cleverly asks her to be a 'gentle & propitious defendresse 
to this renowned Commonwealth, that nothing more desireth 
then to bee gracious in your sight, and here frankely offreth 
unto Your view the naked full discoverie of her faire and 
beautifull lineamentsv not concealing any part of her rarest 
perf ecti ons'. 
Five poets have contributed verses to the volume, and 
each has a different theme. Spenser sees 'Fayre Venice, 
flower of the last world's delight', in company with other 
writers, as the successor to Rome, but also to the ancient 
city of Babel, an idea derived from the many different 
languages commonly to be heard in the city; approaching them 
in beauty, she 'farre exceeds in policie of right', and 
though her buildings are fair, they are exceeded by 
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Lewkenor's style in describing them. I. Ashley praises 
Venice extravagantly for her beauty, cosmopolitan society, 
and thirteen-hundred-year security from the dangers of 
ambition, then deftly changes direction to foresee her death, 
like that of Narcissus, enamour'd' with her English 
translation. Maurice ý-I'iffen again praises Venice for her 
resistance to ambition, and also for the virtue of her 
officers and the justice of her government '(although in some 
thinges faultie)'; he praises Lewkenor as a soldier and 
scholar. Henry Elmes deals only with Lewkenor as a 
traveller, summing up contemporary opinion in 'Travell 
confounds the vaine, confirmes the wise', and John Harrington 
again relates 'Faire Venice'' to ancient Rome; Lewkenor has 
now revealed her story 'earst written with Tuscan qUill'I 
which 'Lay to the English wits as halfe concealed', and the 
verse ends with a compliment to the Countess of Warwick. 
In his introduction 'To the Reader', Lewkenor opens w: ith 
the customary remarks on the benefits of travel, with Ulysses 
as usual the example of the wise traveller; he reminds the 
reader of the hardships of travel, and, perhaps on a personal 
note, the frequent lack of appreciation among those who stay 
at home of the men who have 'enabled and made themselves fit 
to doe their countrie service, when occasion requireth'. 
What has particularly struck him, when listening to the 
experiences of travellers, is that, whatever their 
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nationality, and however far they have travelled, 'yet. 
comming once to speake of the cittie of Venice, they Would 
inforce their speech to the highest of all admiration, as 
being a thing of the greatest worthinesse, and most 
infinitely remarkable, that they had seen in the whole course 
of their travels'. The reasons for their admiration varied. 
The 'youthfuller sort' praised the Venetians' 'humanitie' tC) 
foreigners, the entertainment, women, and general 
'superflUities of all pleasure and delightes'; those 'of a 
graver humour' concentrated on the empire, government, legal 
system, religious zealq and 'moderation, and equitie' in 
governing Subject provinces, 'binding them therby in a faster 
bonde of obedience then all the cytadels, garrisons, or 
whatsoever other tyrannicall inventions could ever have 
brought them unto'. Though he has not visited Venice, 
Lewkenor has gathered information from those who have and 
from 'the best and choicest authors', because of his belief 
that a Study of the government of Venice increases 
understanding of all other governmental systems in that it 
combines the essential features of a monarchy, an aristocracy 
and a democracy. Lewkenor becomes extravagant in his 
admiration: 
all thinges are ordered with so divine a peaceableness, 
and so without all tumult and confusion, that it rather 
seemeth to bee an assembly of Angels, then of 
men ... their iustice is pure and Uncorrupted: their 
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penall Lawes most unpardonably executed: their 
encouragements to vertue infinite. 
He is particularly interested in how government office is 
distributed so as to defeat personal ambition, 'never falling 
upon any but upon such as art? by the whole assembly allowed 
for men of greatest wisedome, vertUe and integritie of life'. 
There are many other unique qualities, so unique indeed 
that 'their wonderfull rarenesse being verified, mak. eth the 
straungest impossibilities not seeme altogether incredible' - 
- the situation, the extent of the empire governed by a 
single Citie unwalled, and alone' with its 'unweaponed men in 
gownes', and the one thousand three hundred years of 
independence -- the modern reader may well need reminding 
that in sixteenth-century Europe these Would indeed seem the 
I straungest impossibilities'. Of the three thousand 
gentlemen who control Venice and its empire there is 'not one 
among them to bee found that doth aspire to any greater 
appellation of honOUr, or higher tytle of dignitie then to be 
called a Gentleman of Venice, including in the same the 
height of all imaginable honour, so deare unto this generOLAS 
people is the name and love of their noble country'. 
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Lewkenor explains how he has gone about his warý. -:. 
Contarini, though 'with the greatest iUdgement and 
authoritie', was writing over eighty years be-fore, so 
Lewkenor has added other matter, 'gathered ... partly by 
conference, partly by reading of other learned Authors, as 
Donato, lustinian, Munster, Bodin, Ant. Stella, Sansovino, 
Domenico Francesco, Girolamo Bardi, etc. ' Of these author, --,, 
acknowledged translations of extracts of the writings of 
Donato Gianotti, Bernardo GiLtStiniano, Sebastian Munster, 
Girolamo Pardi and Francesco Sansovino form the concluding 
part of The Commonwealth and Government of Venice. He has 
translated Contarini from the posthumous Italian version, 
though he has compared it with the original Latin. '" 
After justifying himself for writing the work, at a time 
which it might be thought was 'rather a time to doe then to 
write' -- he clearly felt that, as primarily a soldier, he 
was underemployed -- Lewkenor finishes his introduction by 
drawing attention to one of the factors that made Venice 
catch the imagination of the English in particular at thic.; 
time. The metaphor of virginity in the concept of government 
was common to both states, in the idea of Venice as resisting 
the onslaughts of would-be conqUerors since its first 
foundation, and in the person of Elizabeth of England. As 
Lewkenor writes of Venice: 
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the rest of the whole world honoreth her with the name 
of a Virgin, a name though in all places most sacred and 
venerable, yet in no place more dearely and religiou,..., ly 
to bee reverenced, then with us, who have thence derived 
our blessednesse, which I beseech God may long continue 
among us' 
The translation of Contarini's De magistratibus et 
republica Venetorum, or, in the Italian, Della republica et 
magistrati di Venetia is, as the title suggests, concerned 
above all with the government of Venice; the situation of 
the city and its early history are briefly dealt with in the 
first four pages, and attention moves quickly on to the 
constitution. The first of the five books deals with the 
general nature of the government, how and why it arose, the 
theories behind it, and the system of free and unbiased 
election, depending on a combination of chance and judgement, 
on which the whole constitution is based. The second book 
describes the office, function and duties of the Doge, the 
third, the Senate, the Council of Ten and the organisation of 
criminal justice; the fourth deals with civil matters within 
the city, and the fifth examines the government of SUbject 
lands within the empire, military and naval provision, and 
the measures taken to ensure the Support and cooperation of 
the non-ruling classes of the republic. It is a direct 
translation of Contarini's work, close to the Italian text 
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and without omission, abridgement, or any but the most minor 
re-ordering of the material. 
The starting point, after the rudimentary details of 
situation and history, is the existence of an extra quality 
in the life of Venice, beyond the obvious prosperity-. 'the 
true reason, manner, & forme of commonwealthes, through whicl-i 
men enioy a happie and quiet life' (p. 5). Other empires may 
have been greater or more glorious, but none can measure up 
to Venice 'for institutions R, lawes prudently decreed, to 
establish unto the inhabitantes a happie and prosperC)US 
felicitie, the proofe whereof is made manifest by the long 
continuance thereof in such security and happinesse' (pP. 5- 
6). Contarini sees as the Cause Of this the fact that his 
ancestors I all in One did unite themselves in a consen-Ling 
desire to establish, honour, and amplifie their Country, 
without having in a manner any the leaste regarde of their 
owne private glorie or commodity' (p. 6), and this lack, of 
personal ambition in favour of the advancement of Venice as a 
whole is an aspect of the Venetian character often 
emphasized. 
Moving to a consideration of man in society, Contarini 
is of the opinion that social virtues exist better in 
peacetime. 
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warre is to be desired for the cause of peace, and ... the 
whole function of militarie vertUe, and the commendation 
thereof ought to be referred to the offices of 
peace.... yet in the meane time riot contemning Such 
thinges as pertaine to the discipline of warres; 
because many times the militare vertue (so that the same 
be used without iniurie) is necessary to defend and to 
enlarge the confines. (p. 9) 
Contarini is not in favour of monarchy. Any social 
group should be governed by EX superior element to itself, and 
for men this is Law, the essential qualities of which are the 
accumulation of human ski 11 c-; % nd experience, 
disinterestedness, and lack of personal resentment. Laws 
'do in a manner conCUrre with eternitie', and he qUOteS 
Aristotle's view of law as 'a mind without appetite' (p. 12). 
There is, however, a necessity for a 'Gardian' as 'Lieftenant 
and minister of the laws' and arbiter and ruler'. A 
balance Must be found between rule by a king or an 'assemblip 
of citizens'. To proceed with the discussion, Contarini has 
to define what is meant by a citizen, and he begins by 
excluding artificers, many mercenarie people, and hired 
servants' (p. 16), with the microcosmal analogy that, as in 
the human body, certain elements of a society are not suited 
to the rule of the whole. Consequently, wealth cannot be 
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used to determine citizenship as it can too easily be gained 
by the wrong person and lost by the right, so Contarini's 
ancestors determined on 'nobility of lineage' as the 
qualification for citizenship, and he arrives at his first 
description of the mixed constitution: 
The Duke who hath no time of government limited i-into 
him, but ruleth during life, beareth the shew of a 
kingly power, representing in all thinges the glary, 
gravitie and dignity of a king: the rest of the 
citizens do beare him honor and reverence as unto a 
king: '94 all decrees, lawes, and publike Ie-tters.; CJ(D 
forth under his name. But the Senate, the tenne, the 
colledge of elders or chiefe COUncellors, which amongst 
us Of the cbmon people are commonly called the sagPF-: " 
those T say which do consult of matters, & after -from 
the commonwealth do make report unto the Senat, carry 
with them a certaine shew of an Aristocracy or 
government of the nobilitie... (pp. 18-9) 
So Contarini proceeds to a detailed account of thtn- 
constitUtion and function of the great COUncil, and it is 
extremely detailed. Every aspect of the electoral process 
is described, its very complexity emphasizing the safegUards 
against abuse built in at each step. Contarini himself 
recognises the laboriOLksness of the description: 
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I know how difficill a thing it is by writing to set 
downe these small particularities, being so farre 
different from the use of the ancient Romaines: but T 
had rather bee blamed for folly, then for want of 
diligence, for I will not willingly passe over the 
smallest thing, without making mention of it: so that 
none how cur7ious soever, may in reason desire any more 
at my hands. (p. 28) 
The most important feature of the ballotting process is the 
combination of chance and informed deliberation. 
For in choice of the electors onely chance rUleth; of 
which dignitie the worst and basest may without hurt or 
detriment of the commonwealth, be partakers in eqUckll 
power with the best 14 worthiest citizens, but in the 
essentiall distribution of honors and dignities chaUnce 
hath no power at all, the same being wholly done by a 
deliberate election Su advised iudgement. (p. 35) 
The arguments for a single figure at the head of 
government are based as much on the dangers of excess of zeal 
as those of possible abuse of power; 
for if the charge of the common good be not principally 
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to some one committed, of necessity the too intentive 
care that every one will have of the partiCUlar office 
wherein hee is imployed, must needs turne to the common 
hinderancer (p. 39) 
What is needed is 'some one, who being free from any private 
office, might onely moderat & direct the endevors of the rest 
to the cbmon good R, utility of all'. The Duke is 
essentially an observer, having complete access to every 
aspect of government, in order to check, advise, comment and 
add his opinion, while having no greater statutory power than 
'every other president in his office' (p. 42). He does have 
a certain additional iudicial function, that of acting with 
the Advocate, President or Magistrate in any court, again to 
the end that all levels of government should be open to him. 
Otherwise he has the customary single vote in every Council. 
The honour and dignity that the office carries compensates 
for the lack Of actual power -- in shortg as so many 
foreigners had noted -- 'the shew of a kingj but his 
authority in nothing' (p. 43). 
The financial conditions and ceremonial duties of the 
dogeship are next described, and every aspect of these i5 
shown as having arisen, not by chance, whim or historical 
tradition, but with sense, order and reason. The four 
annual banquets are intended to bring all citizens regularly 
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together; to avoid undue public expense, they are the 
responsibility of the Doge; the citizens are divided into 
suitable groups according to age; and as it is not 
physically possible to include all three thousand eligible 
guests every year, a ceremonial gift is presented to those 
eXClUded. Contarini concludes: 
by this means the citizens in a manner of every degree, 
yea equals with eqUalles are entertayned at the princes 
table: which seemeth exceedingly well ordered and 
disposed, as well for the dignity of the prince, as also 
for nourishing & maintayning love and good will among 
the citizens. (p. 48) 
After explaining how the dogeship first originatedg Contarini 
describes the procedure from the death of a Doge to the 
election of his Successor, and the emphasis is again an care, 
circumspection and the control of any threat to the balance 
of the constitution. Five commissioners are appointed to 
examine the late Doge's actions and set right any 
irregularities by official annulment or exemplary fining of 
his heirs, and five more to consider whether any changr--, 
should be made in the authority of the office itself, and 
after any such proposed changes have been voted on =, -d 
legally enacted, the lengthy and intricate process of 
election begins, the emphasis again on the balance of chance 
and careful deliberation. 
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The details of the religious observances of the new Doge 
follow, and the oath-taking and reliance on divine assistance 
provide a strong religious element to the whole process, 
adding a weight of moral authority to the office. The 
carrying of the new Doge around the Piazza San Marco combines 
the ancient ritual of showing a new ruler to the people and 
the more practical distribution of newly-minted coinage. 
The final crowning on the steps of the Palace, and the public 
avowal of intent to work for the good of the commonwealth 
before all other considerations, contain all the dedication 
and ceremonial of a royal coronation. 
After the particulars of the six councillors, the 
officers essentially link-ed to the Doge, and without whom he 
cannot act, Contarini goes on in the third book. to describe 
the Senate and the other most influential offices within the 
government. He stresses the suitability of older and more 
experienced men in the senior offices in order to lead the 
young. Again he emphasizes the mixture of governmentRI 
systems: 
With this reason therefore was the Senate ordayned and 
established in this commonwealth of ours, & likewise thrý 
councell of the tenne, who in the cittie of Vepice in 
whose commonwealth (as T said) there is a mixture of the 
three governments royall, popular, & noble, do represent 
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the state of the nobilitie, & are (as it were) the meane 
or middle, which reconcileth and bindeth together the 
two extreames, that is, the popular estate represented 
in the great councell, & the prince bearing a shew of 
royaltie. (p. 65) 
Having given the classical and natUral authority for this 
system, he describes how it avoids the gaining of excessive 
power by any one family by allowing no more than three 
members to hold office as a senator at any one time, and 
again stresses the reason and good sense of this rUlev and 
how it accords with natUral lawt 
considering that there cannot happen to a commonwealth a 
more daungerous or pestilent contagion, then the 
overweighing of one parte or faction above the other: 
for where the ballance of iustice standeth not even, it 
is unpossible that there should bee a friendly societie 
and firme agreement among the citizens: which alwaies 
happeneth where many offices of the commonwealth meete 
together in one. For as every mixture dissolveth, if 
any one of the elementes... overcome the other: and as 
in musicke the tune is marred where one string k. eepeth a 
greater noyse then hee shoulde doec so by the like 
reason, if you will have your commonwealth perfect and 
enduring, let not one parte bee mightier- then the other, 
but let them all ... have equall share in the pUblique 
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authoritie. (p. 67) 
After describing the election and authority of the Sages, 
Contarini brings us to the procedure followed within the 
Senate. The formality of the debates -- the Submission of 
reports, the strict order of speaking, the voting -- all 
ensure that each matter is 'wel I& throughly sifted and 
discussed' (p. 75) before an official decision is reached. 
The account of the Council of Ten is introduced, as is 
Contarini'S usual practice, with the analogy of a human body 
-- the occurance of disease is compared to Iwicked and 
disloiall citizens, that are causes thereunto of great 
troubles and calamities, whiles they aspire rather to the 
pride of a wicked and uniust commandement, then to the prýAis-, e 
of an honest and quiet obedience' (p. 77). He gives examples 
from history and from contemporary Ttaly of the 'intestine 
enemy' and 'civill strife & sedition among the citizens' 
(p. 78), and explains that the 'Colledge of tenne' was 
instituted to avoid this an the model of the Lacedemonian 
Ephores, the Atheneian Areopagites, and the Roman Decemviri. 
Again the avoidance of excessive power was a prime 
consideration, so the Doge and the six Gouncillors. are. - 
included in their deliberations; as their jurisdiction has 
increased from, originally, those matters which 'offend the 
civil agreement of the commonwealth' (p. 90), to 'making nf 
false money, sodomie, and such like', and most recently to 
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blasphemy and 'whatsoever secrete matters that should 
concerne the state of the commonwealth any way', Contarini 
feels that his readers need reminding that, although the 
Council of Ten has enormous authority, much of which Must 
necessarily be conducted in secret, Ineverthelesse [they] do 
not determine Any thing of great moment without the opinion 
of the Senate' (pp. eO-I). In discussing the Senate, 
Contarini tak: es his emphasis on the combination of forms of 
government a stage further: even within the three divisions, 
the same balance of Popular and more specialized authority 
can be seen. 
For whereas the senate cannot deliberate of any thing if 
first report therof be not made unto them of the Sages, 
therein appeareth a state of nobilitie: but that the 
Sages have not any power, unlesse they consult with the 
Senate, and have by authority thereof their opinions 
confirmed, tasteth altogether of a popular government, 
so that this iust mixture '& temperature which maketh the 
perfect measures and meanes of government to be united 
in the true forme and shape of a commonwealth, is fot. -tnde 
not onely in the whole body together, but also in every 
parte and particular member of this Our commonweAlth. 
(p. E33) 
Nex t comes Contarini's analysis of the Venetian 
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judiciary, and throughout the details of criminal procedure, 
the Venetian veneration for the abstracts of Law and Justice 
is always evident. Moderation is emphasized; only 
'professionals' are permitted to plead, as this helps to 
maintain the impersonality of the law; the lengthy procesF. -., 
of ballotting on a judgement is to ensure a fair result; no 
sentences are announced, but are secretly voted on. Also, 
no citizen, as a magistrate, should ever be put in the 
position of final authority -- an arbitrator without 
appeale' (p. 92): rather, 'the supreme right & iudgement of 
all things shoulde belong to the councels or colledges'. 
There is even a fully-developed system of legal aid: 
if any doe want meanes and abilitie to entertayne an 
Advocate or Lawyer to pleade and defende his Cause: 
then are there two Advocates appointed him at the charge 
of the commonwealth, to speake and argue in the defence 
and maintenance of his right. For thereof the lawes 
have a speciall regarde, that no one doe receive 
punishment without being first admitted to say what hee 
can in iustification of himselfe. (p. 87) 
On the subject of Justice as a whole, Contarini introduces 
the slightly unexpected factor of the state reMUneration of 
all three sections of the magistracy. The post is not 
Usually Sought by the wealthier citizens, so that it can be 
granted to 'the needier sort, provided alwaies, that their- 
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Ii -f e beare wi th it the fc-Ame of an honest conversat ion 
(p. 95) . This has a double advantage: 
the poverty of meane gentlemen is not only in some sort 
provided for, but also the government and administration 
of the common wealth, is as well in some sort 
communicated with the meaner and poorer sorte of 
Citizens, as with those that are highliest remarkable 
eyther for riches or nobilities which CUStome hath a 
reference to the popular estate. (p. 95) 
Having now dealt with the senior officials of the 
department of criminal justice, Contarini briefly describes 
the work of the minor officials engaged in the carrying-OUt 
of the law. Practicality is the striking factor here; 
although all authority is theoretically in the hands of the 
courts, the confusion that would result from every minar 
offence being referred to the relevant magistrate has led to 
the 'captaines of the officers by night' having the authority 
to deal with all non-capital crimes. Indeed, these 
officers, together with the 'heades of the tribes', "" all 
elected from each sestiere, seem to constitute a remarkably 
efficient police force. 
In civil cases also a practical distinction is made 
between major and minor suits; for any case involving a 
value exceeding forty-five crowns, 'there is not any 
magistrate from whose iudgement, the party may not appeale to 
the Auditors of the civile causes, and to the colledge of 
forty' (p. 99), and these auditors have full authority in any 
cause relating to a sum of less than fifty crowns. This 
second 'forty' are the 'olde Auditors', who deal with civil 
matters within the city of Veniceq and are the subject of the 
fourth book of Contarini's work. As in every aspect of the 
Venetian government, a balance of the ideal and the practical 
has been carefully sought. The procedures are fixed, 
meticulous and scrupulously fair,, and adapted to 
circumstance. There are Judges appointed to deal with each 
specific area of civil dispute. The Judges of the properties 
are concerned with problems arising from the ownership and 
leasing of buildings and land within Venice itself -- 'that 
is, being within the lakes' (p. 106); the judges of the 
Procurators rule on matters regarding property upon the 
mainland,, and also with the affairs of orphans under 
guardianship; the Judges or consuls of the merchants are 
enabled to produce a speedier judgement than in the other 
courts, in view of the damage to a commercial business that 
lengthy legal processes could causeq for 'through the 
suttelty of Advocates and Lawyers (who leave nothing 
unattempted, how farre soever the same be from right) 
processes and suites are sundry times drawen out to an 
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infinite length: as in all places it is usuall, where 
iudgementes are not rashly pronounced, but leaSUrely and 
considerately at appointed times' (p. 105). There are judges 
for foreigners, judges 'of the moveables', to deal with minor 
matters, and judges whose jurisdiction is over things lost 
and found, all of whose authority supplements that of the 
judges lof requestes', for 'all other causes of sales, 
bargaines, or contractes, by which any citizen pretendeth 
eyther breach of covenant or duenesse of debt' (p. 107). 
There are magistrates to cover every aspect of the day-to-day 
running of the state, from taxation to public health and the 
repair of streets and bridges. It is a further example of 
the extent to which a Venetian citizen places the good of the 
commonwealth before private advantage, that certain 'money- 
Magistrates' have access to the accounts of private 
individuals as well as those of the state. Contarini 
regrets that it is no longer practical to make regular 
returns of the exacted rents: 
... it was a thing very iust and reasonable, that 
somewhat should bee againe restored Unto them Out Of the 
common revenew, that had in the necessarie times of the 
common wealth, spent and empayred their substance: for 
as the partes ought to have regarde to the safety of the 
whole, so in naturall reason also ought the whole to 
defend and preserve the partes, in asmuch as may bee 
from all inconvenience and wrong, and to participate 
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with them some part of the common nouriture, thereby to 
restore & enharten them... (p. 113) 
A second instance of the reserving of posts for particular 
sections of the ruling citizenry is the designating of the 
office of Treasurer for the younger nobility, 'provi ded 
alwayes', Contarini is careful again to add, 'that they be 
such, whose sincerenesse and integrity of life do no way 
degenerate from the noblenesse of their stocke, to the ende 
that the publike mony bee not privately misemployed' (p. tI. 1). 
Among the Venetian magistrates that Contarini lists' 
are those who are in charge of the Arsenal, which gives him 
the opportunity to describe the world-famous naval dockyard, 
Ia singular ornament not onely to Venice it selfe, but 
generally (such is the statelinesse and glorie thereof) an 
honour and dignitie to all Ztaly, because it is a matter of 
infinite magnificence and maiestie, and worthy of all 
admiration' (p. 119). This is the most detailed description 
of the lay-out of the docks and workshops so far in English, 
and the first account of the administration. In Contarini's 
eyes it is the controlling authority of the Magistrate in 
charge, who is responsible for the hiring, overseeing and 
payment of all workmen, that determines the success and 
efficiency of the whole concern. It is interesting to note 
his admission of the changed Status Of this magistracy, 
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formerly 'of singular reputation and hanour', now 'Much 
diminished and of lesse estimation', to the extent that -for 
important occasions a senate committee is appointed to take 
charge (p. 121). 
The fourth book ends with the history and function of 
the office of Procurator of St. Mark, the most venerable 
office next to that of the Doge and the Councillors, and like 
the dogeship, held for life. In the final boot-, Contarini 
turns his attention to the government of the Venetian 
territories outside the city itself, and here again the 
emphasis is an the division of aCCOUntability as a safeguard 
against abuse. In a subject province, authority lies with a 
Governor, advised by lawyers, acting with a military 
commander or 'Captaine generall' with a subordinate treasurer 
and 'Liuetenent of the Castles'; a smaller city would have 
no captain general. In discussing the military government 
of the Venetian dominionss Contarini returns to the point he 
made at the beginning of the work concerning war and peace: 
But those that have left unto their posterity the true 
directions of a commonwealth, commended the use of both, 
to the end that in times of warre, they should not bee 
unfit for the exercises thereof; and that in peace they 
might live in honest exercises under the lawes and 
statutes of their Country, so that alwaies the vertUP 
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and exercises of warre have a reference to the studyes, 
of peace... for Such is the verie force, working and 
operation of nature it selfe in every thing, that first 
it should covet and seek. e, that which is to it selfP 
convenient, and then resist and defend themselves from 
that which is contrarie thereUnto, which in all living 
creatures that are created, with any perfection of 
nature is easie to bee discerned ... (p. 128) 
There is a sense of nostalgia in Cni-itarini's recalling of 
'the mightinesse of the Venetians by sea in forepassed timeýL. ' 
-- the 'marvelous glory of successe', the 'notable exploits', 
the 'great and glorious deeds... & many triumphes and 
victories wrested by sea7 from fierce and puissant nations' 
(p. 129). His view of Venice as a ruler of mainland 
territories is of a gracious liberator of 'oppressed 
bordering people, who could not endure the rapines and 
cruelties of severall tyrants' (p. 130). Venice's intention, 
as he saw it, was two-fold: 'to comfort and cherish this new 
received people with wholesome and profitable lawes's and 'to 
finde out meanes, whereby to maintaine and preserve their 
recovered freedom and tranquilitie'. The dangers of land 
expansion are obvious, and clearly threaten the very thing 
the Venetian constitution has been designed to avoid -- 
I parcialitie and division' leading to 'civile warres and 
dissentions within the City', and the personal ambitions of 
powerful military commanders. As always, the Venetian 
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government has designed a measure to avoid this -- the 
employment of foreign mercenaries to command their land 
armies, who, nevertheless, are subject to the advice of 
Venetian treasurers and legates 'who never stirre from the 
side of the Captaine Generall' (p. 132), and without which hi-..? 
has no power to act. 
Af ter thi s further example of caref Ul Venetian 
compromise, Contarini turns to naval matters, in which, in 
contrast to military operations on land, Venice has always 
been expert. Here again Contarini admits a decline. 
Although the old law providing for the training of two Young 
gentlemen aboard each galley, and other similar arrangements, 
is 'continuing even till these times of ours in force and 
vigor' (p. 133), the increase of Venice's land-empire has had 
a deleterious effect. Many of the young men 'being since 
the increase of our dominion corrupted eyther with ambition, 
or ryot, have neglected their countrie customes' (p. 1350). 
In another of his microcosmal analogiess Contarini recognises 
the dangers of such neglect, and there is a clear note of 
anxiety in his view of the situation: 
But all things howsoever they seeme at the first 
perfectly and well ordained, yet in course of time 
nature still slyding to the worse, they had neede to be 
mended and renewed, even as a mans bodie satisfied with 
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his dinners appetite, will not yet maintaine his health, 
Unlesse it be seconded with a supper: so in every thing 
there must be a reliefe and reparation added to the 
wearing and alwaies downe declining course of nature, of 
which remedie herein also (if it please God) we wil 1--iave 
regard: so that there may not any necessary provision 
be wanting in this commonwealth of ours. (p. 1-35) 
Contarini sets Out the hierarchy of naval command, in 
order of authority, both in peace and war, and then concludes 
his account of all the positions of authority within the 
government of Venice with a mention of the officials sent oUt 
regularly throughout the land and maritime empire to check 
and oversee the government abroad. This leads him to his 
last major consideration. The offices he has detailed are 
only open to members of the ruling Venetian class; how is it 
that the rest of the Population of the city has for so long 
not only accepted exclusion from any say in government, but 
has always 'faithfully loved and willingly obeyed the 
Nobilitie' (p. 138)? The artisans he has already excluded 
from fitness to govern, but popular rebellion is always 
possible, and there remains a large middle class who must be 
made to accept the absolute rule of the nobility if the 
government is to remain stable. Contarini's explanation of 
this stresses the care with which provision has been made to 
content these citizens: 
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First therefore among the Venetians this alwaies hath 
beene most constantly observed, that iUStiCe should be 
equally administred to all, and that it be not lawfull 
for any how great soever, to doe wrong or iniurie to the 
least of the lower or meanest people, in so much that it 
hath alwaies beene held as a haynous abhomination, & 
detestable sacriledge, for any gentleman to misuse a 
Plebeian. (pp. 139-40) 
Secondly, 
there is not any thing more carefully provided for by 
the Senate, then that there may bee plentie of corne & 
of all other things that are necessary eyther for the 
sustenance or safetie and healthinesse of the people. 
(p. 140) 
The basic security of the population guaranteed by these two 
principles is supplemented by pensions and accommodation for 
those who can no longer work, and, even more importantly, by 
the provision of positions of honOUr which may be attained by 
all citizens, with the express design of satisfying natural 
ambition which if totally frustrated would quickly develop 
into resentment. The 'very base common people, as 
mechanical, handicraftes men' are granted 'certaine meane 
degrees, and dignities' within the craft guilds and trades 
associations, 'whence it commeth, that all such artificer-, cis 
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can once attaine to that hanour, do exceedingly content and 
please themselves therewith, and do thinke themselves not 
smally advanced when they once are come so far, that they are 
by the rest of their conditib & company thought worthy of 
that preheminence' (p. 142). The plebeians that Contarini 
considers 'the other better ý-. Ande of people' -- the Venetian 
middle class -- are given not only honour but a place at the 
centre of government, in that the state secretariat has been 
made their particular province. Though without a vote, the 
secretaries are well-paid and privy to the concerns of every 
government department, and, much like the modern civil 
servant, their office was for life, whereas the magistrate 
himself was subject to regular election. The highest 
position a secretary Could reach was the office of 
Chancellor, 
a name of great dignitie and honOUr, for the Procurators 
onely excepted, there is not any Gentleman but giveth 
him place, he is acquainted with every secret of the 
common wealth, & hath great rents allowed him out of the 
common treasure, and when he dyeth, his obsequies are 
honored with a funerall oration, which dignity is not in 
Venice yeelded to any, unlesse it be to the Duke or to 
some Cittizen of extraordinarie deserte, and to none 
else, the Chancelour representing as it were the prince 
of the common people... (p. 144) 
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The five charitable fellowships also 
for advancement and honourable 
membership was open to all Venetians, 
accept the presidency of any of these 
societies, which took a central part 
as well as dispensing the large sums 
had control. 
afforded opportunities 
recognition. Though 
the nobility could not 
wealthy and influential 
in all civic ceremonial 
of money over which they 
With these provisions for the physical and mental well- 
being of the non-ruling majority of the Venetian population, 
Contarini concludes that the state is totally secure. As 
evidence for this he cites, first, the one thousand two 
hundred years from its founding during which the republic has 
remained safe and free, and second, the recent near-disaster 
of the onslaught of the League of Cambrai. Contarini is 
fully aware that in the normal course of events, SLIch a 
degree of national peril as occurred in 1509 could well have 
provoked internal insurrection, and even he is clearly amazed 
at the extent of the support of both the Venetian people and 
the inhabitants of Venetian-ruled mainland territories: 
In this our extremitie and generall perturbation the 
people of Venice, were so farre from attempting any 
thing against the Nobilitie, that weeping, they threw 
themselves at their feete, offering their lives and 
goodes to the defence of the common wealth, and in 
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effect reforming it, for having easily recovered Pad(. )ý, a 
through the great love and affection of the inhabitants 
towardes us, when Maximilian the Fmperour, raising every 
where forces, came with a mighty Armie to beseige the 
same Cittie, many not onely of the Gentlemen, but alsn 
of the plebeians, waging sundrie souldiers at their owne 
charge, went unto the defence thereof, indevoring 
themselves there, in such noble and valorous sort, that 
the Emperour was constrained to with draw his Army, 
without delivering so much as one assault to the Cittie, 
neither with greater adoe were the rest of the Citties 
recovered, they all flocking againe to the Venetian 
Empire, as to a wished haven of all securitie and 
calmenesse: an excellent argument of a iust domination 
to governe those that are desirous and willing so to be 
governed... (p. 147) 
The loyalty of the non-Venetians he ascribes to the wisdom of 
the policies adopted by the state to the foreign territories 
it governs, by which every city is left 'their own municipate 
laws and statutes, and the Cittizens, every one in their owne 
citties, obtaine many great and honorable places' (p. 148). 
Some of the towns, indeed, are governed by their own 
magistrates, and if a Venetian governour is appointed, 'there 
do alwaies sit with Chim3 in Iustice, Doctors of the law, 
with whom our governours are to consult before they determine 
any thing'. 
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In a final human analogy, Contarini concludes that the 
success of the founders of the Venetian constitution is due 
to their following the principles of nature. He compares 
the Venetian nobility to the eyes of the city, while the 
people fulfil the other bodily functions, 'both together 
making a happie and wel compacted body' (p. 149). It is the 
mutual dependance of the various parts that ensure the health 
of the whole. 
Two factors stand out particularly in Contarini's 
account of the most stable governmental system in the world. 
The first and most pervasive is the impression of a 
constitution consciously built up on foundations of sense, 
care, deliberation, and, above all, moderation. The aim is 
always for the middle way, the balance between extremes. 
Laws have been tried, adapted, changed to fit practical 
circumstances until the best results were obtained, and then 
incorporated into a solid core of legislation apparently 
owing nothing to individual idealism or expediency, the 
processes of legal argument and controversy, or the quirks 
and illogicalities of ancient tradition. More than any 
other, it seems a "manufactured" system, made after objective 
consideration by men for men in a modern society, and very 
different from the tangled organic growth of most 
contemporary governmental and legislative systems. There is 
an essentially negative approach: the aim is always to see 
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the problem and legislate to avoid it, rather than to aim 
positively towards an ideal. Every governmental decision is 
seen as the result of careful deliberation and discussion and 
of common responsibility, the very complexity of the 
procedures endowing them with the weight of centuries of 
testing and experience. 
The principal danger the Venetian constitution seeý--. s to 
avoid, and which Contarini sees as the root cause of the 
failure of other nations to govern themselves successfully, 
is the growth of personal ambition within a society, and thp 
resulting upset of the natural order by which each individual 
occupies his natural place. Contarini holds that his early 
ancestors, preferring of their own accord the good of the 
city to their own advancement, were able to institute the 
legislation which in later years made Such individual 
ambition impossible. Indeed, the rising fortunes of a 
powerful mercantile community and the resultant prosperity 
for all in the centuries in which Venice built up its-, 
international position, are not the most favourable 
conditions for internal political rivalries. It is the way 
in which all personal ambition seems still to be successfully 
discouraged that is the second particularly striking feature 
in Contarini's book. He emphasizes the importance given to 
status within the government. No individual has any 
appreciable degree of personal pýower, though there is an 
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abundance of honour to be attained. The points Contarini 
makes about the satisfaction of the desire for influence of 
the non-ruling classes with positions of honour and dignity 
to compensate for having no voice in the government are 
foreshadowed by his remarks on the Doge, whose 'limitation of 
authoritie is on the other side recompensed with an exterior 
princely honor, dignitie, & royall appearing shew' (p. 42). 
Contarini deduces that the natural desire for personal power 
is in fact less strong than the desire for personal 
recognition, which can indeed be satisfied by the granting of 
public hanour; the men who formed the Venetian constitution, 
he believes, recognised this, and proceeded accordingly to 
produce the most solid and successful governmental system the 
world had known, and his evidence -- Venice's thousand-year 
freedom and recent miraculous political survival -- was 
undeniable. 
Little of Lewkenor's voice can be heard in this part of 
his book. The work is Contarini's, in his own first-person 
narrative, and Lewkenor rarely makes any appearance. Even at 
the points where Contarini speaks of his own experience there 
is no change of pronOUn. He speaks of 'Andreas Contareno an 
ancestor of mine' (p. 6; 'Andrea Contarino mio parente', 
Contarini, p. 7), and mentions his own service as a 
magistrate: 
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The medling in which busines happened partly to my lot 
in regarde of an office that I then bare... (p. 114) 
(, r1 quale ufficio noi in gran parte habbiamo fatto, 
esercitando a quel tempo il magistratc)... '; Contarini, 
pp. 82-3. ) 
The margin headings are usually Summaries of the paragraph 
contents or, occasionally, matters of translation, eg 'Ber: chi 
di navi' beside 'stemmes of ships' (p. 6), and when 
translating the term 'Riveditori', which he gives as 
'Reviditor: 5 ', when he notes: 
Syndicks or Reviditors: in Latine they call them 
Recognitores. So that we may and not unfitly call 
them, I think, Overseers, or Examiners. (p. 138) 
He makes one explanatory note, when describing the 'greater 
gallies' (p. 134), adding: 
These as I suppose are those which they call 
Galleasses. ' 
Among these headings there is a single case in which his own 
attitude appears in the use of an adjective; the Doge's 
traditional gift of five wild ducks to those of the nobility 
unable to be invited to his annual banquets is summarised as 
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'A strange ceremony... (p. 48). There is only one added 
comment of Lewkenor's own, occurring beside Contarini's 
argument against fronarchy. Lewkenor is careful t(--' 
disassociate himself with this theory, excusing the obviOUS 
success of Venice's non-monarchical system by either the 
smallness of their territory -- a strange suggestion in view 
of their extensive empire during much of their history -- or 
by the 'strong situation of their citie' (p. 10). He states: 
yet there was never any example of any other great 
cbmonwealth but that did soone perish by the plurality 
of comm&ders: all great philosophers chiefly extolling 
the monarchy; & all course of times & examples 
confirming their opinion. 
In general, Lewkenor's translation of Contarini's original 
Italian is is close and accurate. ý7 
The rest of Lewkenor's book consists of 'Sundry Notes 
and Collections... gathered as well by reading, as also by 
conference with Venetian Gentlemen..., for the better 
understanding of sundry points, eyther not at all touched in 
the former discourse, or else so obSCIArely, that the reader 
being a stranger cannot thereby rest fully satisfied, 
especially if he have a curious desire to know every 
particular of their government'. What he has in fact done 
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is take five other worl. -. -s and translate, more or less closely, 
passages he considers complementary to Contarini. 
The first writer he has gone to is the Florentine Don-; --0: n 
Gianotti, whose Libro della repubblica de' Viniziani waý- 
written in the 1520s, published in t540, and reprinted five 
times before 1600; ý3e3 the work was second only to Contarini's 
in popularity. The translation, though not complete, is 
consecutive; Lewkenor rarely rearranged his material. From 
Gianotti he has first of all translated details of the 
Situation of Venice; Gianotti's account, he notes in the 
margin, he finds 'more plain I& particular in mine opinion 
then that of ContarenUS' (p. 150). In fact, Contarini 
included very little information on this, and even less 
description of the city itself, so the description of the 
streets, canals and boats is valuable to Lewkenor, along with 
the note that the best view of the palaces is from the canals 
rather than the streets. Not having seen the city himself, 
Lewkenor may have been unaware that Gianotti's description of 
the Rialto bridge was out of date, the wooden structurp 
having been replaced by Antonio da Ponte's single stone span 
in 1588. Among Lewkenor's sources, only Sansovino mentions 
the new bridge, as a note at the end of his description of 
the Rialto that Lewkenor could have missed, or indeed 
ignored, as the new bridge was stated to be unfinished-: 31 
Gianotti also mentions the practical matter of garbage 
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disposal, both naturally by the effect of the tides and 
supplemented by human atten tion, and remarks on the 
reputation Venice enjoys for a healthy atmosphere, 'in so 
much that there is not in any place to be found more lusty 
old men' -- Lewkenor a dds, 'well-coloured & of good 
comp 1 ex ions' (p. 154) . 
Later in his account, Gianotti gives a different view of 
the distinctions in Venetian society, and Lewkenor includpýi 
this threefold division into 'Plebeyans, citizens 
Gentlemen' (p. 154), as an alternative to Contarini's (and 
Sabellico's) plebeians and nobility. While on the subject 
of the population, he includes the account in Gianotti's 
history of Venice of the granting of citizenship to thosp 
foreigners staying in Venice for two years after the t747 
plague, and gives Gianotti's estimation of the current number 
of 'fighting men' living in the city -- 40,000, and the 
number of the nobility, as Contarini, 3,000 (p. 155). 
Lewkenor picks out various points of additional 
clarification or interest from Gianotti's description of the 
workings of the government, ranging from details of the 
election process to further aspects of civic ceremonial. He 
mentions two magistrates not included by Contarini, the 
'Signiori delle pompe ' whose task is to administer the laws 
against excessive display in clothing and personal 
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expenditure, and the two Censors, appointed to 'represse the 
-imbition of the gentlemen' (p. 156). The account of the law 
recently proposed by the latter, forbidding congratulations 
within the great council of those who had been elected to 
offices, I 
on the grounds of dishonourable insincerity on tht.? 
part of those who would have voted against them, Would be an 
interesting insight to English readers on the exacting moral 
standards the Venetian nobility set itself. Lewkenor adds 
from Gianotti's account some additional details relating to 
the ceremonial Surrounding the death of a doge. The 
procedures of the Correctors and Tnquisit(.. -)r-s are covered by 
Contarini, SO Lewk. enor presumably includes Gianotti's 
material either because they are not named in the -former 
account , or for the example of the fining of Doge 
Loredan', _=, 
heirs, Ionelie because he had not uphelde his dignity, with 
such maiesty and magnificence, as he should have done, arid 
yet otherwise all they acknowledge him to have beene a very 
wise, and well deserving prince' (p. 157). Some details of a 
Ducal procession are added, with the SUPPI ementary facts 
regarding the Doge's legal authority already noted, and 
Contarini's account of the gift of the five wild ducks to 
those unable to be invited to the Ducal banquets is updated 
by Gianotti's note that an award of specially-minted coins is 
now usual Iy made. 
Gianotti deals more briefly with the Council of Ten than 
Contarini, but he does emphasize their function in times of 
national peril, and also underlines the dangers inherent in 
their considerable powers by explaining the law that had to 
be passed preventing the standing-down of one Council until 
its successor had been elected, in order to prevent its being 
voted out of existence. He also gives an account of the 
history and functions of the Procurators which is 
considerably more detailed than Contarini's. Lewkenor 
includes Gianotti's material on the three councils of Forty 
because, as he says, it contains 'some peculiarities by him 
omitted, the recitall of which, though perchance in his 
opinion he deemed needelesse, yet I iudge them not 
unnecessarie to those that doe desire to have a perfect 
knowledge of the Venetian government' (p. 163). Lewkenor 
then concludes his excerpts from Gianotti's work with an 
outline of the mainland and overseas territories under 
Venetian rule$ and some details of the military 
administration. 
From Bernardo Giustiniani's De origine urbis 
Venetiarun, first published in 1492 and reissued in 1545 as 
the Historia dell'origine di Vinegia et delle cose fatte da 
Vinitianiq4O Lewkenor has taken only two points, from the 
very beginning of the work. Firstq he includes the account 
of the origins of Venice from the point of view of its name, 
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developed either from the Trojan Eneti, or as 
GrammatiCUS holds, from the Sclavonian king Enetus. Then he 
adds still more on the geographical situation, naming the 
cities existing in the area at the time of Venice's fuunding, 
and enlarging on Gianotti's description of the lagoon hy a 
considerable amount of information about the waterways, tides 
and f lood-levels. 
Sebastian MUnster's Cosmographia Universale is 
Lewkenor's next sourceý and he has translated almost the 
whole section on Venice, omitting only some passages of 
history. '" The account gives nothing particularly new on the 
origins of the city or the dogeship, but does list the doges 
who were violently removed from office, MQnster stating thaf 
Contarini's work- had made no mention of these. Of the 
dogeship itself, MUnster describes the robes and emphasizes 
the comparison with a king, again stressing how 'in fine the 
Duke in all things representes the person of a k-ing beforf. -ý 
his subiectes, save that he hath not the bridle of ful 
autharitie' [Lewkenort 'in his own handes'] (p. 17: 3). The 
Ascension Day ceremony is briefly mentioned, adding nothing 
to Contarini's account, and the carrying of the Doge in 
procession by the mariners after his election. The doge'5 
yearly allowance is given as '3,500 ducati d'oro' (Mi-inster, 
p. 177) -- as Contarini -- but Lewkenor for some reason has 
altered this to '1500. Crownes' (p. 174), though earlier 1-1 F-A 
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has made no attempt to alter the assessment of the city's 
internal revenues at 'two millions of Duckets' (p. 172: 'due 
milioni, cio e venti centinaia di migliaia di ducati', 
MOnster, p. 176). I 
The historical information that Lewkenor does translate 
includes Charlemagne's son Pepin's unsuccessful ninth-century 
attack on the city, the bringing of St. Mark's body from 
Alexandria, and the gaining of the principal dominions, 
especially that of Cyprus, which is recounted in some detail. 
Following this, Lewkenor places the two paragraphs that are 
inset in the diagram of Venice in MUnster's Cosmografia, 
which is referred to though not included -- 'the rest is to 
be seene in the Carde' (p. 177). They describe the city, and 
contain a few details that have not been mentioned before, 
such as the number of parishes and religious establishments, 
boats and workmen in the Arsenal, and the manufacture of 
glass on the island of Murano. 
From Girolamo Bardi's account of the origins of Venice, 
Delle cose notabili della cittb di Venezia, published in 
Venice in 1587 and again in 1592, Lewkenor obtains an 
entirely new slant an the origins of Venice. Bardi has 
taken, from the 'ancient records of Padova ', the story of a 
legendary first inhabitant of the city, I one Giovani Bono a 
poore man, that having there a simple cottage did live with 
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his family by tMe-ing of fish' (p. 17B), and who was joined, 
among other refugees from the Goths, by 'one Entinopus a 
carpenter of Candia ', who became a boat-bUilder. M, -. ir--rh 
25th., 421 is given as the date of the foundation of Venice, 
narrowed down even further to 'about noon'. Sardi's view of 
the beginnings of the city are somewhat telescopic; instead 
of centuries of growth as a fishing and then trading part, he 
sees his own contemporary Venice springing directly into 
existence, the refugees bringing with them 'their treas-ures 
and richest moveables, transporting even their goodly 
pillers, carved stones, and other matter to build 
withal ... erecting thereunto themselves new and stately 
mansions' (p. 179). 40 A few brief words about the 
magnificence of the churches are included, and at the end of 
the extract a very short description of the campanile of S. 
Mark, but Lewkenor is not, as we have already gathered, very 
interested in the visual and physical aspects of Venice. He 
does include the Arsenal, but for its function rather than 
its appearance, and in this case probably because of Bardi's 
recounting of the admiration of the Marquess of Guasto, 
the Emperor Charles V's military commander in Italy, who 'had 
rather be Lord of the Arsenall then of 4. of the best 
citties of Italy ' (p. 1(30). There is an update of the 
numbers of workers: MUnster's four hundred of half a century 
earlier appear now to have increased to 11580, and mention is 
made of the pensions they receive after their retirement from 
work. -. 4ý3 
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The description of the ceremonial surrounding the death 
and funeral of the Doge is an amplification of Gianotti's 
comparatively brief account, but the particular value of 
Bardi's work for Lewkenor lies in the government officers not 
mentioned by Contarini, 44 and the information in table form 
about the city itself. As well as additional legal and 
commercial offices, Lewkenor notes the specific duties of 
such as the Tornaria Vecchia and the Signori alla Grassa, in 
charge of all matters concerning oil, and 'Cheese, salt 
meates, Suet, and suchlike' respectively (p. 184), the Ragione- 
Vecchie, who are responsible for the official entertainment 
of foreign diplomats and influential visitors, and the 
I peacemaysters, who are to iudge between them that give one 
another blows or wounds, or do offer any other kind of wrong, 
or do use any villanie in speech'; their duty is 'to appease 
strife, and to make attonement and friendship, as much as in 
them lieth' (p. 183). The Proveditori di Commune are 
mentioned again, 41 but here we see that, being responsible 
for the repair of pavements and bridges and various other 
miscellaneous matters, they are conceived of as 'magistrates, 
instituted of purpose for the common good' (p. 185). The 
whole impression given is one of official concern with every 
aspect of the life of the community. Every commercial 
activity has its specially appointed officer to ensure fair 
dealing and efficient taxation; every aspect of social living 
is overseen by a centralised, beneficent government. 
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The information about the city itself consists of the 
sestieri, the parishes and religious establishments in each 
of these, and the hospitals and charitable fraternities. 
Lewkenor also includes a more detailed population estimate 
than Gianotti'sq taken from a census made 'some fewe yeares 
since'. numbering the total population at 190,714, broken 
down into men, womeng 'youthes betweene the age of six and of 
twenty years'q male and female members of religious orders, 
and Jews. He finishes his extract with 'A briefe 
description of some particularities in the City worthy to be 
knowne's the dimensions of the Grand Canal, the number of 
traghetti, bridges and boatsv and the measurements of S. 
Mark's campanile. 
Lewkenor does not think much of Francesco Sansovino's 
Venezia citth nobilissima et singolare of 1581, the last work, 
from which he translatesl the author has written very 
particularly, but in my opinion somewhat superfluously'q 
much of his information being 'tedious' and not greatly 
needfull to be knowne' (p. 191). Thisq of courseq is hardly 
surprising In view of Sansovino's concentration on the art 
and architecture of his city, which we have already 
ascertained is of little interest to Lewkenor. What he has 
thought worthy of inclusion is more general information on 
the city itself -- some updated statistics and an enlargement 
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of Gianotti's points regarding the healthy air and Climate, 
which Sansovino thought was due to the 'multitude of fiers 
[that] dissolveth al noysome vapours', the openness of the 
city to the wind, and the salt air (p. 192) -- descriptions of 
the social customs of the Venetians, and a few supplementary 
details about the office of the Doge. He translates the 
same description of the Venetian canals which appealed to 
Moryson: 
The chanels runne through the cittie, as the veines of 
bloud do through a mans body ... (p. 191) 
('discorrano i canali per la Cittä in quella manier a 
che fanno le vene per lo corpo humano'; Sansovino, p= 
He adds Sansovino's information about the abundance of fish 
and wildfowl, and his emphasis on the uniqueness of Venice, 
particularly in its Situation. He needs nothing of the 
origins of the city, which have been adequately covered in 
the excerpts from MUnster and Bardi. Strangely, he again 
singles Out S. Mark's campanile as the only building among 
Sansovino's vast catalogue that he wishes to describes 
although what interests him in this case is the great height 
which makes it visible in clear weather as far, it is 
claimed, as Istria. 
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Lewkenor goes on to a rather looser translation of 
Sansovino's descriptions of the private ceremonies and 
pastimes of the Venetian nobility, which Moryson had already 
noted (Shakespeare's Europe, pp. 451-6). Behind the 
carefully arranged spectacle of the marriage ceremonies the 
practical purpose is clearly evident; 
all this shewing of her selfe abroad is to no other end, 
but that in regarde of her children, and SUndrie other 
thinges, it may after happen, she may mak. e her marriAge 
apparant and manifest to all men ... (P. 195) 
Christenings are particularly interesting for the emphasis, 
even in the ceremony itself, on the legal admissibility of 
godparents, and to complete this view of the Venetian love of 
ceremonial in private as well as public life, Lewkenor notes 
that 'there is no part of the world, where the funerals even 
of the meanest citizens are solemnized with greater ceremony 
and expence' (p. 196). Pastimes and recreations follow; 
hunting, shooting and fishing were as popular in Venice as 
elsewhere at the time, but always with a particularly 
Venetian slant -- water-birds are pursued from boats, and 
hunting-parties travel to Padua, Vicenza, and Istria. 
As far as the dogeship is concerned, Lewý--: enor adds only 
certain details not so far covered. The Doge has the 
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authority, to grant titles, including that of poet 
laureate. 441 The limitations on the marriage of a Doge, and 
his exact titles and where he may use them finish Lewkenor's 
extracts from Sansovino's general account, but the closing 
section of the book, the 'Breviate of the History & lives of 
the Venetian Princes', is from the same work, though Lewkenor 
has in most cases abridged Sansovino's original. These 
accounts of the lives of the Doges begin with a fairly close 
translation and the inclusion of all the main facts, but 
become more abbreviated. There appears to be occasional 
evidence of other sources; Leopold, Duke of Austria is 
included as one of those with whom Andrea Contarini engaged 
in war, but is not mentioned by Sansovino (p. 221); Sansovino 
gives two possible dates for the death of Andrea Vendramin, 
but Lewkenor discounts both of these and states 'the Duke 
departed this life in the 20. moneth after his election' 
(p . 22 5) . 
The translation itself of these additional works is of 
considerable interest. In contrast to the full translation 
of Contarini's work, Lewkenor is now selecting the material 
he needs, presenting it in the third person, and noting, 
commenting and altering as he proceeds. With Gianotti and 
Sansovino the process is very much one of selection, choosing 
from lengthy works the material needed. From MOnster's 
Cosmografia he takes the entire passage on VenicP omitting 
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only a section of Venetian history, and though only a short 
passage is adopted from Bernardo Giustiniani's De origine-, 
it is essentially four consecutive columns from the opening. 
Even in the case of Gianotti and Sansovino, however, the 
extracts are almost entirely in the original order. The 
only exceptions to this occur within the page; Gianotti's 
note of the Doge's annual official income and the information 
about his specific legal duties are reversed by Lewkenor 
(p. 158; Gianotti, p. 193), and whereas Sansovino describes in 
turn the ceremonies attending marriage, birth, christening 
and death, Lewkenor, in his abbreviated version, adds the 
comments on birth to those on christening (pp. 195-6; 
Sansovino, p. 402). The resulting impression is that Of a 
translator working methodically rather than creatively, 
scanning each page in turn, extracting the relevant 
information and setting it down as it occurs, with no attempt 
at a re-ordering of the material. 
The translation itself varies from extremely close, a'S 
with the Contarini, to approximate paraphrase. Lewkenor can 
take an expressive phrase word for word: 
The channell, slideth through in forme of the letter 
marked contrarily as here you see it . (p. 152) 
Serpeggia questo Canal e&fa quasi I 'ant i cha fi gUr-ýA 
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della lettera S, ma al contrario disegnata in questa 
guisa ? che voi qui vedete. (Gianotti, p. 119)47 
He omits and adds within a sentence for brevity and for 
information. Gianotti's explanation of the gaps in the L. ido 
bank. -- 'non sono altrd qUeste apritUre, secondo che molti 
hanno opinione, che l'uscite di detti fiumi' (Gianotti, 
p. 118; 'these openings are, in fact, as many people believe, 
the mouths of the rivers named' p. 151) -- is discarded, hut 
on the previous page Lewkenor adds the phrases here 
underlined to make sure his readers understandt 
for the better k 
which lak. es, you 
Marca Trevizana, 
(whence this hap 
beginninq) lyeth 
G'ianotti, p. 118) 
nowledge of the nature and manner of 
must understand that the Province? of 
which the ancients called Venetia, 
Pie and famous Citie deriveth her 
so low along the shore... ( p. 150; 
Similar short phrases or even single words are added within a 
sentence to add colour and make the expression more vivid: 
Gianotti's 'della nostra CittA' (p. 118) becomes 'of this 
noble Citie' (p. 151), and 'sette cittA' (p. 223), 'sevon faire 
cities' (p. 166). 
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There are also additions and alterations in Lewenor's, 
translation which clearly derive from other sources. 
Gianotti has no mention of 'certayne instrumentes like unto 
Our Cranes' at the dam on the Brenta river (p. 152), though 
this is added into an other wise fairly closely translated 
sentence. Neither does he enlarge on the city's 'strade 
terrestre' Ulande streetes') and bridges, but Lewkenor adds 
details which surely originate in the experience of the 
'sundry wel experienced gentlemen', visitors to Venice, to 
whose accounts he states in his introduction he has listened 
avidly. Lewkenor's additions to his basic translation are 
again underlined: 
There are also in Venice many lande streetes, which they 
call Calli, but they are nothing f2ire: for besidy; 
that they are neythef long nor stralDht, they are ao 
very narrow. that two men can scarce qo toqether in one 
of them side by side. 
Over the chanels there are made many little bridges 
of stone, that doe ioyne one streete to another, yet not 
so thicke, but that sometimes_wten y2g y2uld Qo from p2e- 
place to another, which is jut hard at hande, you must 
fetch a great circuit about. (pp. 152-3) 
The description of the silver coins sent by the Doge as a 
substitute for the traditional gift of wild ducks is expanded 
from Gianotti's, but clearly based on a sight of the coin 
i tsel f. 
7-, c? 4 
Gianotti; in una faccia della quale 6 uno San Marco, 
che porge lo stendardo al Doge, nell'altra, A il 
nome del Doge, & l'anno, che egli corre nel 
magistrato, in questo modo. Andreae Gritti Venet. 
Principis munus, Anno TTTT. (p. 194) 
Lewt-. -. enor: upon one side of which is the picture of a 
marke reaching a standarde to the Duke, and an th(-.? 
other the names of the Duke, with the yeare of his 
raign with this circumscription. - Donum A. G. DuciF 
Venetorum. 40 
In the history of the office of the Procurators Lewkenor has 
also found additional material on Doge Sebastiano Ciana, 
I whose honest fidelitie corresponding to the trust reposed in 
him, encouraged many at their deathes, to leve the 
administration of their goods unto him insomuch that he 
growing unable to beare the burthen of so many affaires, 
there was a third procurator chosen in the yeare 1270' 
(p. 161). Only the final clause of the sentence originateý-:, 
in Gianotti's account. There is even extra financial 
information; Gianotti puts no figure on the 'ordinarie 
yearely taxation', but Lewkenor adds: 'their revenews one 
way or other is knowne to be at the least t200000. Duckets by 
the yeare' (p. 166). 
--r c 
In his translation of Gianotti's work,, Lewkenor makes 
one particularly interesting alteration to the original text. 
Gianotti introduces the subject of the Venetians' employment 
of a foreign mercenary as 'Captaine generall' of their land 
forces, and notes the present holder of the post, the Duke of 
Urbino: 
Principalmente noi tegniamo continuamente a soldi nostri 
uno Capitano generale con provisione, & condotta assai 
honorata. La quale degnitA non sono ancora due annis 
che noi demmo a Francesco Maria della Rovere 'Duca 
d'Urbino, huomol & per scienza militareq & per prudenza. 
& per molte altre sue virtO da esser sopra tutti gli 
altri Capitani de tempi nostri celebrato. (Gianottil 
p. 223) 
('Principally we retain permanently 
with full provision and considerable 
yet two years since we granted this 
Francesco Maria della Rovere, Duke 
famous above all other captains of 
military expertiseq his wisdoml ai 
qual i ties. ') 
a Captain general 
honour. It is not 
worthy position to 
of Urbinop a man 
our times for his 
nd many other noble 
Lewkenor translates closely, adding a further phrase of 
explanationg but substitutes the holder of the command in his 
own timeq under whom he himself has served: 
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... alwaies they do entertain in honorable sort, witI. -I 
great provision a Captaine general1q who alwaies is a 
stranger borne: he that now enioyeth that place is oi-ir.. ', 
lohn Baptista de Ph. )rite a Florentine borne, annt. ahI(. -. - 
k.. t nde r- soldier, and a very honourable Gentleman, one 
whome I have served in the warres, and am in all. 
thankefulnesse to acknowledge many favors that T 
received both from him and his brother Camillo de Moritt-. 
(p. 166) 
Though Lewkenor is able to translate the Italian 
meticulously, errors do appear. Some are clearly due to 
simple carelessness. Sansovino's second adjectiv(--- 
describing the salt air of Venice is 'humida' (Sansovino, 
p. 3), whereas Lewkenor translates the phrase, 'more hot, ýI 
lesse colde'; 'il R6 di Datia' (Sansovino, p. 576), becomeýi, 
'the King of Denmarke' (Lewkenor, p. 224), and kewkenor soeml: i) 
to have misread Gianotti's roman numerals LX (Gianotti, 
p. 199) as he translates 'forty Ducates' (p. 162). More 
serious confusion, however, occasionally results from 
syntactical error. Lewkenor is fond of eytremely long 
sentences, punctuated only by commas: this is first evident 
in the introduction to the reader, and occurs throughnut the 
translations, too regularly to be an error of the print-- 
setter. This lack of precision in sentence structure leads 
to several inaccuracies which, though not of crucial 
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importance, do lead to wisreported facts. Gia i--i (---it ti 
describes the time-limits imposed on the Advocates during 
legal proceedings: 
11 tempo, che & determinato a ciascuna parte di parlare 
6 una hora, & mezza fuori di quel tempo, che in leggere 
scritture si consumano. (p. 206) 
WThe time set for each side to speak is an hour, and 
half an hour in addition to this time for reading 
written SUbmissions. ') 
FaUlty pLtnctLkation is responsible for Lewkenor's: 
The time that eyther partie is allowed for speech is an 
hower and a halfe, besides the time that is spent in 
reading the writinges... (p. 165) 
Chaos reSLAltS from misplaced commas and confUsed dates in the 
translation of MUnster's account of the expansion of the 
Venetian land-empire: 
MUnster: Narran parim&te Mistorie, i Viniziani I'anno 
di Christo 1400. havere occupata Vicenzia, laquale 
era del dominio del Viscbte Melanese. Dipoii 
l'anno 1406. tolsero al'Romano Imperio queste due 
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citte PadovA, & Ve r- o ri a. [.. 'anno di Christo 1.47: 7-. 
OCCL(Parori(--) i Viniziani il regrio di Cypri ... (p. IR2) 
Mhey also recount the history, that the 
Venetians, in AD 1400, occupied Vincenzal which was 
part of the dominion of the Visconti of Milan. 
After the year 1406 they annexed from the Roman 
Empire the two cities of Padua and Verona. In AD 
1473 the Venetians occupied the kingdom of 
Cyprus-') 
Lewkenor: ... in the yeare 1400. they got Vincen5a 
that 
appertaitained Csic3 to the Vicount of Mylan, in 
the year 1472. they got Padova, and Verona, frow 
the Romaine Empire, in the yeare 1402 they 
possessed themselves of the realme of 
Cipres ... Q. 175) 
As we have already seen, Lewkenor's choice of words 
could be strained by the closeness of the Italian. 
Gianotti's use of 'rispondano' results in the description of 
the buildings which, as well as having an entrance directly 
onto the water, 'answere also upon the streetes' (p. 153), and 
Sansovina's 'pietra libera' (p. 3) is responsible for the, 
bridges built of 'free stone' (p. 192). Lewkenar's 
translation of Sansovino's general admiration of the city, 
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however, shows that, on occasion, he could aspire to a more 
conscious style. In a single sentence he avoids the 
repetition of 'sicuro'. * secure by being not seated upon 
land, frEF land assaults, and fre! t by not being founded in the 
depths of the sea... ' (p. 193). In the original 'che dormano 
sotto la custodia de gli occhi suoi', 'occhi' is changed from 
'eyes' to 'wings', to describe the safety of Venice's subject 
cities in an alliterative, if mixed, metaphor: 'secure, as do 
sleepe under the watch of her winges'. 
To the English reader it must have seemed that little 
could be added to this exhaustive account of the city and 
constitution of Venice, and the nature, traditions and way of 
life of its people. The book is of immense value not only 
for its information, but for its presentation of the 
attitudes and values of the Venetians themselves. 
Contarini, a descendant of the men who had established the 
unique constitution and himself at the heart of governmental 
affairs, is very, much a part of what he is describing. 
Totally favourable as his account is, it is what has been 
missing in English: the voice from the inside. From the 
English visitor to the native Italian -- the late sixteenth- 
century translations have brought the view-point closer to 
Venice itself; now with Contarini we are inside the city and 
its government. We see the Venetians fully conscious Of 
their own achievement in having apparently found the answer 
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to national stability and prosperity, and their self-- 
satisfaction is understandable. We also see, amid the pride 
and confidence, an awareness of the beginnings of decline; 
the greatest days are past, and there is concern for the 
future. When Lewkenor's book was published, Contarini'- 
work was already nearly eighty years o3d. But to the 
English, and, indeed, other northern European nations, 
political interest in the Venetian constitution was at the 
turn of the century only starting to become the prime element. 
in a long history of fascination with the extraordinary city 
and its people. 
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NOTES 
Mary A. Scott has compiled an extensive list of works 
translated into English from Italian originals during 
the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries in her 
Elizabethan Translations from the Ztalian (Boston, 
1916). 
2) John Florio, His Second Frutes (London, 1591): 
Millane greatq Venice richq Genova proudq Bologna 
fertileg Naples gentle, Florence fairg Padoa 
learnedy Ravenna ancientq and Rome the 
holie... (P-109) 
Bread of Padoval wine of Vicentia, flesh of Furly, 
cheese of Placenza, tripes of Treviseq and women of 
Ven ice. (p. 107) 
I would not for any thing in the worlde, omitt the 
seeing of that renowmed Isic3 citie of Venicev 
which of many is called the imPossibleg within the 
impossible. (p. 107) 
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Venetia, chi non ti vede non ti pretia, ma chi ti 
vede ben gli costa. (p. 106) 
Who sees not Venice cannot esteeme it, but he that 
sees it payes well for it. (p. 107) 
Charles Speroni, The Aphori5ms of Orazio Rinaldi, Robert 
6reene, and Lucas 6ratian Danti5co (Berkeley & Los 
Angeles, 1968), p. t. 
4) This is slightly obscure. 'Bologna la grassa' is 
usually translated as 'Bologna the fat', or 'fertile', 
but 'grassa' can also mean 'lewd' or 'licentious'; the 
rest of the phrase, which might well be translated as 
'Padua surpasses it, but Venice knocks it into a cocked 
hat', can be interpreted accordingly. The second 
proverb has been noted by Justus Lipsius, A Direction 
for Travailers, 23rd. page, Fynes Moryson in hi- 
Itinerary, 111,455-6, and Richard Rowlands in The Po5t 
for divers partes of the world, p. 45. 
5) Greene's dedicatory epistle to The Royal Exchangtý, 
(London, 1590). 
She includes Bartholomew Young as the translator of 
Guazzo's La Civile Conversazione in 1586; in fact, 
George Pettie was the translator of the first threF.., 
books in 1581, Young adding the fourth five years later. 
4ø 
7) Baldassare Castiglioneg The Book of the Courtier, trans. 
Sir Thomas Hobyq introduced by J. H. Whitfield (Londong 
1974)9 p. 145. 
The parenthetical phrase is not a correct translation: 
the rider is described as 'cost stirato in su la sellaq 
e, come noi sagliam dire, alla Veneziana' -- 'so upright 
on the saddle, and, as we say, in the Venetian style'. 
It is the style of riding that is known as Venetiang not 
the preceding phrase. Baldassare Castiglioneq 11 Libro 
del Cortigianog ed. Vittorio Cian (Florencel 1947)9 
p. 66. 
9) Watton's letters reveal a growing realisation of the 
methods used to obtain the famous smoothness of 
government. See The Life and Letters of Sir Henry 
Uotton by Logan Pearsall Smith, 2 vols. (oxford, 1907; 
reprint 1966), e. g. his letter written in Juneq 1618 to 
Sir Dudley Carleton after the so-called 'Spanish plot' 
had been suppressed: 
Lastly we have seen some spectacles of horror 
between these fatal pillars Cthe columns in the 
piazetta between which executions took plac03, by 
Justice done upon those French conspiratorsq 
whereof no doubt the noise hath already filled 
every corner of Europe. Some thirty (according to 
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my list) have already ended their lives, some 
drowned at sea, some strangled in prison, and then 
buried in the Canal degli Orfani by night. Three 
hanged by the heels in public view, but likewise 
first strangled; which secret justice upon a 
foreign nation will force the State to give some 
pub 1ic accompt of it, when the process shall be 
finished, which yet dependeth at the Tribunal of 
Ten, our black magistrates, and it hath hung so 
long since the first discovery, that some begin to 
doubt (I mean of these malicious commentators) that 
we are loath to search too deep. ' (Smith, 11,142) 
10) 1ti ri er ar y, 11 159-60. 
The Civile Corwersatiort of 11. Steeý, erp Guazzo, trans. 
George Pettie and Bartholomew Young, introduced by Sir 
Edward Sullivan (London, 1925), 1,21. 
12) A full and satisfactorie answer to the late un ad ý, i se d 
Bull, thundered by Pope Paul the Fift, against the 
renowned State of Venice... was published in 1606, heing 
a translation, as M. Scott believes, of Sarpi's Trattato 
dell'Interdetto di Venezia (Venice, 1606). She also 
notes two other translations at this time of Ttalian 
publications relating to Sarpi and the Tnterdict 
(Elizabethan Translations from the Italian, pp. 263-7). 
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13) Richard Eden, The Decades of the newe worlde or west 
India (London, 1555); The History of Travayle in thp 
Nest and East Indies, and other countreys ... Newly set in 
order, augmented, and finished by Richard Filles 
(London, 1577). 
14) The discrepancy in the listing of the wort, Linder the two 
names is due to the fact that Richard Rowlands, born c. 
1540 in London of a family who had arrived from the 
Netherlands at the beginning of the century, moved t(:. i 
Antwerp soon after the publication of The Post ... o-f the 
k1orld and took. his grandfather's name of Verstegen, 
Linder which he went on to write, among other wort-. *. s, 
Theatrum Crudelitatum Haereticorum Hostri 7empor is 
(Antwerp, 1587), a translation of 0. van Veen's Am(-. )rum 
Emblemata (Antwerp, 1608), and his best-known work, A 
Restitution of Decayed Intelligence: In Antiquities 
(Antwerp, 1605). 
15) 'in this novel we are shown, in a Venetian setting, the 
ancient Egyptian legend of Rampsinite's 
treaSLtre... suggests a Franco-Venetian or Venetian 
version, now lost, of the Dolopathos '; Ser GiovAnni 
Fiorentino, 71 Pecorone, edited by Enzo Esposito 
(Ravenna, 1974), p. 197. Bandello also used the talp 
from Herodotus in the 25th. novella of the first part of 
his collection. 
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16) T. Gwynfor Griffith, Bandello's Fiction (Oxford, 1955). 
p. 76-7. 
17) For the respect in which Doge Foscari was held, at least 
in the early part of his reign -- 'a very grave man, of 
excellent Witte, advanced to the Dukedome by the consent 
of the whole State' (ed. Painter, 1119140) -- see 'The 
History and Lives of the Venetian Princes' in Lewis 
Lewkenor's translation of Gasparo Contariniq The 
Commonwealth and Government of Venice (London, 1599). 
The 'Lives' are taken from 'Delle Vite de Principi', in 
Francesca Sansovino's Venezia, cittA nobilissima et 
singolare, first published in 1581. 
(Lewkenor,, p. 223) 'Never any mans election was 
dearer unto the citie then this of Francesco 
Foscari, insomuch that they revelled and feasted a 
whole yeare for ioy thereof. ' 
(Sansovino (Venice,, 1663),, p. 576)'... cosi caro alla 
cittAq che ne mostr6 letitia un'anno intero. ' 
The final sentences of the storyq recounting the 
eventual fate of this dogeq are reminiscent of 
Lewkenor's passage : 
And yet in th'ende being old and impotent, they 
unkindly deposed him from his Dukedcun. (ed. Jacobs, 
III1 182) 
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... ne l'ultimo, senza che meritato lo avesseq malto 
poco grata se gli dimostr6, deponendolo. da la sua 
degnitA ducale perch6 era trappo vecchio... 
(Matteo Bandello, Opere, edited by Francesco Floral 
2 vols. (Milan, 1934-5), vol. I, p. 182) 
lastly the prince being E34. years of agel in 
respect of his impatencie, was dismissed of 
government, and dyed within two dayes after. 
(Lewkenor, p. 224). 
Ultimamente il Principe essendo di 84. anni, 
dismesso per la grande etA del Principatov venn6 a 
morte indi a due giorni (Sansovinov 1668 ed., 
p. 577). 
18) 'All the furnitures of Silkes, hangingesq wrought 
with Goldeq Canapees, clothes of stateg riche 
Chayres, Plateg and other Ornaments of Golde and 
Silver'. (ed. Jacobs, 11,9) 
'dappri Edrapp13 di domasco lavorati d'oro,, 
capolettil pancali, ciappe... ' (ed. Flora, p. 199) 
The translation here is somewhat loose, but well conveys 
the sumptuousness and wealth of the 'fornimento del 
commune di Vinegia' in terms an English reader would 
appreciate. 
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19) '... thinking with himselfe, that he which is a theefe is 
licorous of mouth delicate in fare and would not stick 
to geve a good price' (ed. Jacabs, TT, 13-M. This is 
particularly irrelevant in view of the fact that it is 
Ricciardo's mother, who had nothing to do with the 
theft, who falls to the bait. 
20) Donato Gianotti, Della republica et magistrati di 
Venezia (Venice, 1591), p. 193. 
21) Ga. --: zparis Contareni Cardinalis Opera (Paris, 1571), 
p. 2130. 
22) George Pettie, A Pptite Pallace, (-. )f Pettip his Pleasure, 
ed. Herbert Hartman (London, 1938). 
23) The tale appears in Ovid's Metamorphose5, vii, the 
seventh and eighth fables, and the Ar--: c Amatoria, iii, 
687-746. 
24) Sir Geoffrey Fenton, The Hi5torie of Guicciardip 
Wondon, 1579), translated via a French version frnm 
Francesco Guicciardini's Istoria d'Italia, written 1507-- 
40, published in Florence in 1561. In 1595 a certain 
W. I. provided more of Guicciardini's work in English 
with Two Discourses of Master F. Guicciardin, which are 
wanting in the thirde and fourth bookes of his historie. 
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Most of the subheadings in the margins of the English 
edition are Fenton'sq and occasionally show a rather 
misleadingly favourable attitude towards Venice; eg 
'The moderate and wise proceeding of the Venetians' 
(p. 8). 
25) J. R. Hale, Machiavelli and Renaissance Ztaly (Londong 
1961)9 p. 85. 
26) Thomas Bedingfield, The Florentine Historie (London, 
1595)9 p. 20. 
27) cf. the many other instances of Machiavelli's 
approbation of Venice, e. g. the Discorsil Bk. 1, ch. 11 
... molti popoli ridotti in certe isolette che erano 
nella punta del mare Adriatico, per 
fuggire... cominciarono infra lorog sanza altro 
principe particolare che gli ardinassel a vivere 
sotto quelle leggi che parevono loro pJ4 atte a 
mantenerli. (Discorsi sopra la prima deca di Tito 
Livio, ed. Giorgio Inglese (Milan, 1984). p. 61. ) 
... many people, confined in a few small islands at 
the head of the Adriatic Seaq as refugees... began 
to live together without the rule of any one 
prince., under such laws as seemed most practical. ) 
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and Bk. 1, ch. 34: 
... e la Republica viniziana, la quale intra le- 
moderne republiche ä eccellente, ha riservato 
autoritä a pochi cittadini che ne' bisogni urgenti, 
sanza maggiore consulta, tutti d'accordo possinn 
deliberare. (ed. Inglese, p. 136) 
( ... and the Venetian Republic, which is outstanding 
among the modern states, has entrusted authority to 
a small number of citizens, who in cases of urgency 
can make decisions together wi thOUt c on st-i I U. ng 
anyone further. ) 
28) Simon Patericke, A Discourse upon the meane-: z of wc-l 
governing and maintaining in good peace, a kinqd(-. )mP, or 
other principalitie (London, 1577). 
29) See Thomas Danett's translation of the Moires of 
Philippe de Commynes, The Historie of Philip de Commines 
Knight, Lord of Argenton (London, 1596), p. 278: 
the Duke himselfe told me before the Seniorie, that 
it is among them a capitall crime to make mpntinn 
of treasure in coine. And sure in mine opinion 
they do therein very wisely, for feare of division 
that thereby might arise among them. 
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30) Philippe de Commynes, M6moire5, written 1489-1498, 
first published, incomplete, in Paris in 1524, the 
thirteenth edition (Paris, 1552) being the first more or 
less complete printing. For Danett's translation see 
previous note. 
31) ... they alone withoute the ayde of any other, hAd 
borne the whole charge of the warres in Gretia by 
the space of . 25. yeres, being wth the intollerable 
charges therof weried, for that they were enforced 
to holde contynually a greate Navie upon the Coaste 
of Gretia-and besyde that they dyd contribute 
very largely to ye pope for ye maintenance of his 
warres in Tuscane against the Florentines, wherupon 
like wise men they judged, that yf the Florentine 
shoulde happen to be subdued, the enemie moughte 
also easyly take frb them all suche places as they 
possessyd in the maine lande of Ttalie, wherfore 
they thought it good to disbordO them selves of so 
greate a charge... and concluded a peace with 
EMahometh3 for manye yeres, upon condition that for 
his honours sake, they shoulde be contented Q') 
delyver into his hands the towne of Scutarie an(I 
besydes that, that they shoulde paie unto him in 
consideration of the charges that he had ben at. 
acording to the entreatie had bytwene his and their 
commissioners two hundred thousand ducates within 
1- 
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the space of two yeres then nexte ensuing, and in 
consideration of this, he gave unto them the 
libertie to have in Constantinople a Bai'lov to 
determine the differences that shoulde happen 
betwene ye Venetianes, (John Shute, Two very 
notable Commentaries the one of the originall of 
the Turcks and the Empire of the house of 
Ottomanop written by AndreNe Cambine CAndrea 
Cambini3, and thother of the Narres of the Turcke 
against George Scanderbeg... (London, 1562), 
pp. 33b-34a). 
32) Danett himself knows very little about the city: he 
notes an Commynes's boat-journey along 'the greate 
streete called the great chanell', 'I suppose it to be 
that which they call Rivo Alto ' (Danett, p. 277). 
33) He has used the Italian version, he sayss in order to be 
as accurate as possible with the names of the 
'Magistratesq lawes, and ceremonies according to their 
common appellations, which is much altered in the Latine 
style'; these he gives according to the Italiang and 
his consultation of the Latin establishes the exact 
nature of the offices, etc. (See his discussion of the 
correct translation of 'Riveditori', P. 138). All 
quotations here are from the Italian edition published 
in Venice in 1591, a single volume containing the Della 
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Republica et wagistrati di Venetia and Gianotti's wort, 
of the same titleg and the Latin version in Gasparis 
Contareni Cardinalis Opera (Paris, 1571). 
34) Contarini had been a Senator (see intro. and p. 114) and 
clearly now thought of himself as having no particular 
position but simply as a member of the Grand Council. 
35) Lewkenor's term for the office variously described by 
Contarini as 'capi de sestieri della Citt&' and Icapo 
della triba' (Contarini, p. 71). 
36) The detail here is not quite as obsessive as in the 
earlier part of the book. Contarini is prepared to 
pass over the conditions and duties of some of the many 
minor officials, 'the particularities & peculiar offices 
of every one of which would rather breed a vaine and 
werisome tediousness then any necessarie or pleasing 
delight, for which cause I thought it not amisse to 
overslippe those magistrates, whose offices are not of 
continuance, but are onely instituted uppon occasions' 
(P. 110). Likewise certain of the 'money- 
Magistrates ... which for avoiding tediousnesse I will 
overpasses because they are not of any moment, to that 
order and governement of our common wealth which I have 
taken upon mee to describe' (p. 115). 
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37) Compare- 
a Cittie is a certaine civill societie, sufficing 
within it selfe of such thinges as are necessarie 
to the leading of a happie and qu i et life: and 
there is no question to be made, but that every 
civill societie is contained and linked together in 
a certaine unitie, and by distraction and breach of 
that unity is againe as easily dissolved. For 
nothing hath sooner overthrowne the mightie and 
opulent estate of me--Any great !.,. glorious citties., 
that heretofore have perished, then homebred 
discard and civill dissention. (pp. 37-38) 
la cittA altro non 6, che una certa civil 
compagnia, la qual per se sia sufficiente al bene, 
& beato vivere; & chi dubita, che ogni compagnia 
da una certa catena d'unitA non si tenga stretta, 84 
ligata insieme? Peril che 6 advenuto che per la 
discordia, & civile dissensione grandissime, 
ricchissime cittA siano andate in ravina, & messe 
gi? per infino al suolo. (Contarini, p. 30) 
38) R. Ridolfi says 'sappiamo che il Libro della Repubblica 
de' Viniziani era giA finito il primo novembre 1526', 
quoting the codice Ricciardano 2076; see his 'Sommaria 
della vita di Donato Gianotti' in Opuscoli, (1942). 
1.5 
p. 68. All references here are to the 1591 Venetian 
edition (see above, n. 33). 
39) 'Et ne tempi nostri si trattb di farlo di marmo, & 
essendosi percib composti diversi modelli, quello del 
Sansovino prevalse A gli altri, come piU commodog & 
bello per tanto edificio, ma sopravenuta la guerra del 
Turco I'anno 1570. la impresa rimase imperfetta'; 
Franceso Sansovinoj Venezia CittA Nobilissima et 
Singolare (Venice, 1663), p. 364. In fact the bridge 
mentioned by Sansovino, and designed by his father, 
Jacopo, was not the one which was eventually built. It 
was Antonio da Ponte's design that was finally choseng 
and begun on June 9th, 1588. 
40) Reprinted as Origine urbis gestisque Venetorum in 
Thesaurus Antiquitatum et Historiarum Ztaliael ed. J. G. 
Graevius, 30 vols. (Leyden, 1704-25)9 vol. 5v pt-19 
columns 2-172. 
41) Minster's work would have been available to Lewkenor in 
its original German or Latin, in the French translation 
of 1552 or Belleforest's edition of 1575, or the 
Italian translation published in 1558 and 1575. (We 
may presumably discount Kozwograffia Czeskh, translated 
from the Latin and published in Prague, 1554). The two 
paragraphs describing the diagram of the city are not in 
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the French version; the closeness of the translation, 
moreover, points to the Italian as the edition used by 
Lewkenor. I quote here from the Cosmographia 
universale (Cologne, 1575). 
42) Ludolfus von Suchem thought much the same, though he saw 
a different place of origin for Venice's magnificent 
stonework: 
In the city of Venice there is not a stone column 
or any good cut-stone work which has not been 
brought thither from Troy. (Description of the 
Holy Land, trans. A. Stewart, p. 20). 
43) Alberti says 400 workers -- this is presumably where 
MUnster's figure comes from (Descrittione di Tutta 
Italia (Bologna, 1550), p. 454b), and also FynpE-ý 
Moryson's in the Itinerary, 1,191. However Moryson also 
gives the figure of 'some 2,200 woorkemen... whereof 300 
are expert men in building of shipps and Gallyes' 
(Shakespeare's Europe, p. 143). Torkington said 100C) 
men in 1517 (ed. Loftie,, p. 8), and Thomas, 'never lesi-- 
than 600' (Historie, p. 75a). There may well he some 
inaccuracy, but the Arsenal's workforce did fluctuatP if' 
numbers according to war, peace, threat of piracy, etc. 
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44) See above, n. 36. Most of th ese of fi (-. es wer e c: er ta inIy 
in existence in Contarini's time. 
45) See Lewkenor, pp. 115-6. Contarini did not give their 
name. 
46) 'Conti, & Cavalieri, & Poeti' (Sansovino, p. 472); these 
were personal honours, not inheritable; although 
Lewkenor translates them as 'Earles and knights', no 
form of aristocracy as the English would understand it. 
existed in Venice. 
47) Gianotti's printer has in fact used an interogation mark 
to represent the reversed S. 
48) The particular coin described would have been minted 
during the dogeship of Andrea Britti, between 1523 and 
1538. 
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CHAPTER 6 THE POPULAR IMPRESSION 
'in face of the public Piazzaq near the shelter of 
the Portico to the Procuratia... * 
b) 'Silkes, Velvets, Cloth of gold... ' 
C) 'Double six thousand and then treble that... ' 
d) 'the minion of Italy' 
e) 'Malto Magnificentissimo' 
f) I my king (My country's father)' 
g) 'that royal merchant' 
h) 'this strict court of Venice' 
i) I noble wise' -- 'supersubtle'? 
J) The Laws of Candy 
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As from the earliest time of acquaintance with the city, 
Venice had made a deep impression on pilgrim and travellerl 
so, now that knowledge about the city, its people and 
government was spreading among the English reading public, it 
was catching the imagination of those who had no first-hand 
experience. It is clear that by the end of the sixteenth 
century a number of distinct impressions of Venice existed in 
the English consciousness, which, though originating in the 
facts and views ascertained from accounts, translations, 
commercial and diplomatic contacts and the presence of 
Venetians in Englandq was considerably influenced by the 
alterations in perspective effected by the portrayal of 
certain aspects of the city and its life-style in 
contemporary fictional writing. Nor was this influence in 
one direction only; an author does not only utilize his own 
conclusionsv interests and value-judgements, but also those 
of his audience. What did they assume from a Venetian 
setting? What was their attitude already towards a 
character they are told is a Venetian? What preconceived 
ideas and opinions can be used, reinforced, questioned, 
contradicted? In the work of writers in the period loosely 
spanning the fifty years around the turn of the century is 
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found a clear indication of the popular impression in England 
of Venice and the Venetians, to complement the factual 
accounts resulting from first-hand experience, either 
original or translated. 
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a) 'in face of the p ublic PiAzza, near the shelter of 
the Portico to the Procuratia... ' 
In spite of the enormous interest in Italy and all. 
things Italian which flourished in the latter half of the 
sixteenth century, and indeed the grounding of Elizabethan 
drama in Italian theatrical traditions and techniques, the 
actual number of settings of plays in contemporary or near 
contemporary Italy is by no means overwhelming. In the 
plays of Elizabethan and Jacobean dramatists, however, a 
rough count shows that there are very many more Italian 
settings than French, Spanish or other northern European, 
though the number is approximately equalled by classical 
settings and greatly exceeded by those whose action takes 
place in contemporary or historical England. Of these, more 
are placed in Venice than any other named Italian city. 
Most drama set against an unfamiliar background did not at 
this time make Much attempt at authenticity. Few readers 
and presumably fewer theatre-goers would have had direct 
experience of life or landscape outside their own country, so 
accurate portrayal of local Italian Surroundings would not be 
greatly relevant. Literary custom and tradition had led to 
a greater familiarity with the classical world than 
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contemporary Europe, and an author was more likely to employ 
a geographically foreign setting -for the purpose of 
distancing his story to the unknown and exotic. So whereas 
many of the plays set at this time in England, particularly 
London, are full of realistic detail and close reference to 
specific localities, 'local colour' in a foreign setting is 
rare. 
If the Subject of a play did not dictate its setting, or 
the story was not taken complete from an Italian source, why 
shOUl da dramatist choose an Italian bac kgrClUnd? In most 
cases, 'following the fashion' is an adequate answer. Of 
the plays set in Italy at this time, most have no more than 
an initial reference to the scene and Italian names -for their 
characters. ' The characters themselves are essentially 
English and the plot Could as easily have been set-in another 
time and place. Some dramatists attempted rather more. 
, John Day, in Law Tricks, set in Genoa, refers during the play 
-to Pisa, 'Marcýellis', 'Ligorne' and 'Sancta Monta, neighbOUr 
to Sardinia'. Dekker goes further, and localises his 
characters by giving them the Popular characteristics of the 
various Italian regions. In the first part of The H(-)rie::. zt 
14hore, set in Milan, FUStigO Says, 'you know wee Millaner5 
love to strut upon Spanish leather' (I, ii, 32-3); at the end 
of 1-f this be not a good play... the Neapolitans arriving in 
Hell are the recognisable stereotypes associated with that 
region of Italy: 
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... Fat preyes for Hell we all did meete, 
In Courts Cities Countrey, Nay, in every street... 
... Courtiers from Naples hither in sholes are comes 
Some for Ambitions for Flatteries and Envie some... 
(Vj ivj 216-7,220-1)2 
Marston prefaces his Antonio and Hellida with an 'Induction' 
in which the players discuss their various r6les. 
'Matzagente, son to the Duke of Milan' loudly declaims his 
blustering rhetoric with a Spanish accent. One of the other 
actors explainse 
For Milan being half Spanish, half High Dutch and half 
Italians, the blood of chiefest houses is corrupt and 
mongrel'd; so that you shall see a fellow vainglorious 
for a Spaniard, gluttonous for a Dutchman, proud for an 
Italiang and a fantastic idiot for all. (11.93-7) 
The actor who is to portray Galeatzo, the Duke of Florence's 
son, 'must take austere state... possess his exterior presence 
with a formal majesty, keep popularity in distance... ' 
(11.117-120 et seq. ) Some knowledge of recent Italian 
history is evident in the few plays based on authentic 
Italian characters and events, but accuracy is very much 
subordinate to plot. Middleton's Romen BeNare Romen is 
loosely based on the story of Bianca Capello, mistress and 
later wife of Francesco de Medici; more relevantly, John 
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Webster's The Rhite Devil is a dramatisation of events which 
took place in Italy only a quarter of a century previously 
concerning the lady Vittoria Accoramboni, whom the author 
portrays as a Venetian although in fact she came from the 
town of Gubbio, but there is a considerable divergeance 
between the drama and the historical facts. 
In general, howeverl the kind of meticulously close 
attention to authenticity of setting that occasionally occurs 
in drama at this timel such as has given rise to the 
continuing debate as to whether Shakespeare ever visited the 
northern Italian cities he seems to know so welli is the 
exception to a customary lack of desire or need for accurate 
and atmospheric 'local colour'. The plays written in this 
period wholly or partly set in Venice have background% 
ranging from the vaguest to the most carefully researched. 
Beaumont & Fletcher's The Captain of 1611 has so 
indeterminate a setting that the directiong 'Scenei Venice, 
Spain' in the 1679 second folio, can only, especially in view 
of the fact that there is no apparent change of locale within 
the play, be a guess on the part of the compiler of the 
folio, presumably based an the traditionally Spanish 
character of the captain himself and the traditionally 
Venetian flirtatious, if not licentious, behaviour of the 
ladies. John Day's Humour out of Breath and Thomas 
Middleton's Blurt, Haster -Constable are both situated 
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positively in or near the city of Venice, but the setting is 
rudimentary. Day refers to a 'Gundelo' which is to be 
brought to the 'garden staires' (III, iv, Bullen, p. 453), and 
threatens despatch to the galleys as slaves for the men and 
to the 'Burdello' for the women (IVIij Bullen, p. 458)9 a 
recognisably Venetian Juxtaposition. ý Geographicallyq 
however, he errs to the extent of picturing Octavio's sons 
ready to leave the city on horseback, and politically in 
presenting Venice entirely as a hereditary dukedom. 
Middleton is rather more subtle in reminding his audience 
where they are, making repeated references within the text: 
Imperia is 'as good a girl as any is in Venice' (IIIji962-3)j 
and 'fairest Venetian' (V, ii. 107)1 of Violetta it is said 
that all Venice does admire her beauty' (V., i,, 22); 'Saint 
Mark's street' is mentioned (11,1.166,7), and there are 
several exclamations of 'By Saint Mark! ' The Rialto is also 
referred to for emphasis -- 'Not hurt for the Rialto! ' 
w9ii, 81). Middleton doess however, quite blatantly betray 
the fact that his play is essentially an Englishman in 
Venetian dress. 'Monsieur Motte' (Lamott(e)) who 'lay here 
ambassador' (II-jiij215) was at the English court early in 
Elizabeth's reign; -4 however interesting the effect of a 
supposedly Venetian setting, the characters and events are 
home-bred. 
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John Marston set four plays in Venice, Antonio and 
Hellida (1599),, Antonio's Revenge (1600)9 Rhat You Mill 
(1601)9 and The Znsatiate Countess (1613). With The 
Malcontent and The Fawn placed in Genoa and Urbino 
respectively, this gives the majority of his plays Italian 
settingsl family connections may have been responsible for 
this, as his mother was the daughter of an Italian surgeon 
who had settled in London. Venice is presented in 
considerably more detail than either Genoa or Urbino. Of 
the latter, he makes only a single attempt at a description 
in the opening words of The Fawn i 
See,, yonder's Urbin! Those far-reaching spires rise 
from the city. (Iqiql) 
In The Malcontent there is nothing significantly Genoese in 
names or topography, and indeed, the setting of Act 1119 
scene ii argues little knowledge of the areas one would have 
been hard put to it to find 'a forest near the sea' within a 
hundred miles of Genoa at any period in its history. 
Marston knew something, however, of the history of Venice. 
The Antonio and Hellida plays are set in the time of the 
Venetian-Genoese warsq though victory was not obtained as in 
the play by a decisive sea-battle but by a lengthy blockades 
followed by a negotiated settlement in 1381 with a third 
party, Amadeo of Savoy, acting as mediator -- a considerably 
less promising situation dramatically. There is enough 
evidence to suggest that Marston had a fair degree of 
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knowledge of the layout and Surroundings of the city. It is 
encircled by marshes (Antonio and h1ellida), there is a near- 
by place called MaUrano where a man might be absent for R 
night to tend to the affairs of his farm (The Insatiate 
Countess), 'Saint Mark's Church' is there to house the 
mortal remains of a visiting head of state, and a merchant 
such as Albano would be seen to 'pass the bridge Up the 
Rialto' (Rhat You Mill ). In Antonio's Revenge, it is 'to 
the 'great hall' in the 'Palace of the Dukes of Venice' that 
the 'Venetian states' come to sit in judgement on Mellida. 
Marston makes only one reference to gondolas, though it is in 
a passage which May also Suggest a more detailed knowledge. of 
the city: 'Run, keep the palace, ' orders Piero in the 
search for his missing daughter: 'post to the ports, go to 
my daughter's chamber! whither now"' Scud to the Jews! 
stay, run to the gates, stop the gUndolets, let none pass the 
marsh! ' (Ant. & Mell., III, ii, 170-2). This Suggests a 
knowledge of the double access to the city by the two ports 
at Malamocco and at the northern end of the Lido littoral, 
and perhaps even of the Jewish ghetto, which in a wall-less 
city possessed two of the few gates capable of checking a 
fugitive's progress. ý5 In Rhat You Hill there is particular 
evidence of familiarity with the dress, social structure and 
customs of the Venetians, As well as the geography of the 
city. Albano was a merchant, and had served Venice three 
times as proveditore ; he refused to wear the customary 
black robe of the noble Venetian, was accustomed to 'pass the 
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bridge Up the Rialto' (I, i, 146-7), and 'stood a potestate at 
sea' (148). 4, 
Marston uses for his DLIke the name if not the personality of 
a historical figure, Larenzo Celsi, doge 1361-5, and Rullen 
points out in his edition of Marston's plays that Giacomo 
Zabarella, 1533-89 -- Marston's Zabarell -- was professor of 
logic and philosophy at Padua (Mc-. Arston, Mork-s, ed. A. H. 
Bullen (London, IE387), II, note p. 363). Not that Marston's 
settings are totally free from mistakes, but 'Then must my 
pretty peat be fann'd and coach'd' (Rhat Ye. )u Mill, I, i, 190) 
is surely not based on lacl-.. of knowledge, but rather a simple 
oversight for one not actually a native of a city in which a 
coach Would be hardly practical. 
The extent to which Shakespeare and Jonson stand out 
among contemporary playwrights in their attitude to 
authenticity of setting is particularly striking in their 
Venetian plays. Not that provision of an aCCUrat'e and 
detailed background was a consistent policy in the work of 
either writer. Many of Shakespeare's plays take place in as 
vaguely delineated a landscape as those of most other writers 
of the time, and even within Italy it is only the northern 
cities, particularly Venice and Padua, that he portrays in 
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any measure of realistic detail. Among Janson's works only 
Volpone treats a contemporary foreign setting as an essential 
element of the play; his Milan in The Ca-:; & ic, Altered 
contains some historical connection in its characters, bUt 
Every Man in hi-: z Humour was transferred from Italy to London 
with little alteration and no loss. 
The reasons for Shakespeare's familiarity with northern 
Italy have been discussed for generations. Was it -first- 
hand knowledge? The arguments for and against range from 
the most m*, nutely logical to the strongly emotional, and 
there WOUld seem -1-o be no foreseeable concIUSion to the 
controversy withOLkt some discovery (if new evidence. -7' While 
di SCUSSi ng The Merchant (-'. )f Venice Piero R6bora makes the 
essential point: 
.. c 'd? qual cosa di Pi 6i tal i ano che un sempl i ce 
problematico canovaccio e dei nomi sonore; in esso noi 
troviamo una continua serie di tocchil di allusioni, di 
accenni che non possono a meno di stupire l'aCUtO 
lettore. 0 
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C.., there is something more Italian than just a 
doubtful setting and fine-sounding names; in it we find 
a continual succession of touches, allusions and signs 
which cannot but amaze the discerning reader. ') 
There is indeed something 'extra' in the setting of Merchant 
of Venice and Othello, something in excess of providing a 
suitable background for the plot, a greater need for foreign 
realism than in most other contemporary plays, including his 
own. Where he came by his knowledge is of less interest to 
this study than what aspects of the city attracted him to 
Venice as a scenario. Certainly, both stories took place in 
Venice in the original form in which Shakespeare found themv 
but he had no obligation to maintain the setting, certainly 
not according to his own customary practice. 
The extraordinarily detailed Venice of Jonson's V01POne 
in which the streetsq housest peoplel mannerso customsq 
professionsq language and attitudes are so vividly brought to 
lifeg is again beyond the scope of this thesiss as a study in 
itself. Here there is less mysteryl Jonson is not believed 
to have visited Venice, norg according to Drummond of 
Hawthornden, to have understood Italian-' Scholars have 
exhaustively traced the sources of his information., 
demonstrating his debt chiefly to Lewkenor and Floriov and 
accounting for anything not obviously available from literary 
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sources by his known friendships with Italians in London -- 
Florio againg and Alfonso Ferraboscog who wrote the music for 
volpone. As with Shakespeare, it is in the particular 
aspects of Venice that are emphasized and used to convey the 
impression Jonson intended that the interest lies. 
It must not be overlooked that at this time it was not 
only drama which required a geographical or historical 
setting. The recently developed prose narrativesq 
encouraged by the translated tales of such as William Painter 
and George Petties were gaining great popularityg and two of 
these are relevant to Venice. George Gascoigne's The 
Adventures of Master F. J., the 'first original prose 
narrative of the English Renaissance', 10 was, in its original 
form, set in England and somewhat scandalous in natureq 
almost certainly containing recognisable characters. 
Gascoigne was prompted to excise some of the more extreme 
passagesq transfer the action to Lombardyq rename his 
principal characters, his hero becoming Fernando Jeronimi of 
Venice, add some details of setting and describe the whole 
thing as a translation from the work of a certain Bartello. 
The Unfortunate Traveller, written by Thomas Nashe in 1594, 
contains among its many and varied adventures an episode 
taking place in Venice. " At the moment of entering the 
city -- indeed, in the same sentence as their arrival is 
announced -- the hero, Jack Wiltong is accosted by a pimp 
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and enticed to the house of a 'pernicious courtesan', and the 
entire Venetian episode is taken up with deceit, robbery, 
intended murder, false imprisonment and seduction. He may 
well have visited Venice while travelling in Italy, though 
apart from such familiarity as he may show in this work, the 
evidence for his Italian travel has been based on the 
dedication of An Almond for a Parrat : 
For comming from Venice the last Summer, and tak. ing 
Bergamo in my waye homeward to England ... (ed. 
McKerrow, 111,342) 
This is probably, but not certainly, the work of Nashe. 
His use of historical characters adds a surface authenticity 
to his tale. Jack travels to Italy with Henry Howard, Earl 
of Surrey, with whom he exchanges identity in order to afford 
the Earl more freedom; they meet Erasmus and Sir Thomas 
More; in Venice they are aided by Mr. John Russell, English 
resident there on behalf of Henry VIII and Pietro Aretino is 
introduced as an 'off-stage' protagonist. In fact Howard 
never went to Italy, and though More and Erasmus met in 
England and Calais, there is no record of their having been 
in Rotterdam together. John Russell accompanied Howard in 
1522 on a naval expedition against the French and was indeed 
a diplomat in Italy in the service of Henry, but never held a 
post, permanent or otherwise, in Venice. '-- A 'St Mark's 
Street' does exist, close to the Herceria where the 
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goldsmiths had their shops, and in the area where many 
courtesans' houses were to be found, though this may well be 
coincidence. 
It is clear,, therefore, that what was generally known 
about Venice, the city, is to a considerable degree obscured 
by the lack in fictional writing of any need or desire to 
present a physically accurate scenario for drama or 
narrative. There is little evidence of any common 
geographical knowledge other than that it is situated in the 
seaq has gondolas and a ducal palace, a business quarter 
called the Rialto, and a church and central area named after 
S. Mark; only Marstong Shakespeare and Jonson make any more 
detailed reference to streets, buildings or surrounding 
areas. There are, howeverg various aspects of Venetian life 
and society that are portrayed, with varying degrees of 
accuracy, in contemporary fiction, and which clearly reflect 
the ideas generally held of the state and its people, their 
characteristics and way of life. 
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b) 'Silkes, Velvets, Cloth of gold... ' 
In spite of the lengthy descriptions by English visitors 
of the magnificence of the palaces and public buildings, 
these do not seem to figure greatly in the public 
imagination. The concept of visual magnificence does 
nonetheless form a major element of the popular impression of 
Venice as we can discern it from contemporary literaturel but 
it is in terms of the personal rather than the architectural. 
Above all else, Venice was the city of splendid clothes. 
Italy, even more than France or Spain, was the centre of 
fashion for the English, but it was Venice that found its way 
into the English vocabulary with a popular style of 
breeches, " and was clearly the arbiter of fashionable 
headwear: 'thou hast the right-arched beauty of the brow 
that becomes the ship-tire, the tire-valiant, or any tire of 
Venetian admittance', says Falstaff (Shakespeareq Merry Uives 
of Hindsorg III, ii). John Day may have known virtually 
nothing about the Venetian constitution, but he knows that it 
is the fashion in Venice to wear a beard. 14 Rich materials 
were a by-word. Thomas Deloney writesq in Jack of Newbury, 
'Thy garments shall bee of the finest silke that is made in 
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Venice'; 1v9 when Captai n John SMi th captured a Venet i an 
argosy, its cargo contained 'Silkes, Velvets, Cloth of gold, 
and Tissue', 1,6 and a boasted feature of Gremio's house in 
Shakespeare's The Taming (-. )f the Shretj is the 'valance of 
Venice gold in needlework'. In 1572 George Gascoigne was 
commissioned to write an entertainment to be performed on the 
occasion of a double marriage between the Montague and Dormer 
families; the Costumes had already been made: 
So farre they had proceeded therein, that they had 
alreadye bought furniture of Silkes, &c, and had Caused 
their garmentes to bee cut of the Venetian fashion. 
Nowe then they began to imagine that (without some 
speciall demonstration) it would seeme somewhat obscure 
to have Venetians presented rather than other COUntrey 
men. Whereupon they entreated the Aucthor to devise 
some verses to bee uttered by an Actor wherein might be 
some discourse convenient to render a good cause Of the 
Venetians presence. '"' 
Bascoigne came up with a neat device to connect the MontagUes 
with the Italian family of similar name (in fact, thp 
Montecchi) involving the recounted tale of kidnapping, 
shipwreck and war against the Turks, enabling the gentlemen 
in their costumes to arrive in the character of visiting 
Venetians -- having made their way up the Thames in a 
gondola. 
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Alfred Harbage includes in his Annals (-. )f English Drama 
975-1700 1,0 two, possibly three, entertainments explicitly 
relating to Venice -- the Mask fVenetian-:: e nat (-. ) rs, 
performed at court during Christmas 1554-5, The Venetian 
Comedy by the Admiral's Company in 1594, and The Dumb Sawd 
[possibly of Venice 3, presented by the King's Company in 
1623. All three masks are unfortunately lost, but their 
existence demonstrates both the Suitability of a Venetian 
setting in a form of theatre depending primarily on splendour 
of Costume, and the likelihood of an audience's being able to 
recognise the characters as Venetian from the manner of their 
dress. Many late Elizabethan plays contained scenes 
reminiscent of masks, and on the open stages of the public 
theatres, where elaborate stage scenery Such as Could be 
erected in private halls was not practical, the visual 
element must have depended to a much greater extent on 
costume. Here again we find Venetians. John Day's 1607 
The Travailes -. )f Three English Brothers contains a scene in 
which a banquet is prepared to the accompaniment of mLtSic; 
the stage directions read, 'Enter Sir Anthony, some 
Venetians, others with a banquet' (ed. Bullen, p. 375). The 
ritual and ceremonial of the casket scenes in The Merchant (-. )f 
Venice would also give ample opportunity for visual display. 
It is interesting to compare this popular image of the 
Venetian, expensively and gorgeously dressed, with the sober 
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and dignified appearance noted by so many travellers. Not 
that a contradiction exists, but rather an opposite emphasis; 
Fynes Moryson remarked on the 'sumptuous garments' hidden 
beneath plain gowns because of their 'strict Lawes from all 
antiquity restraining excesse in apparrell' Utinerary, IV, 
218). Visitors expected magnificence and found it 
concealed; the popular imagination has taken only the 
display, and,, as we shall see, relegated the restraint and 
gravity to other aspects of the Venetian character. 
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C) 'Double six thousand and then treble that... ' 
The impression of a pervasive wealth and prosperityq of 
which personal adornment Is only the most immediate 
expressiong is well in evidence in the many allusions to 
Venice in contemporary literature. In Volpone Janson 
purposely utilises this view of Venice as an integral part of 
his strategys we know Venice is richv its power founded on 
trade, not in the necessaries of life but in its luxuries; 
we see it here dominated by greed for more money, more goods. 
In the opening scene such knowledge as the audience possesses 
of Venice assists in creating the atmosphere of single-minded 
veneration for wealth; if the allusions to tradeq farming, 
industry or even shipping were to pass unrecogniseds there 
could be no missing the reference to the blowing of. 'subtle 
glass' or the financial dealings (191930-9). Sums of money 
are often mentioned: Vittoria in The Nhite Devil was 
'bought' from her father in Venice by Camillo, who 'spent 
there in sixe monthes, Twelve thousand Dukets, and... Received 
in dowry ... not one Julio * (IIIjiij247-9); in The Herchant 
of Venice, three thousand ducats for three months, a diamond 
worth two thousand ducatsq 'fourscore ducats at a sitting' 
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(III, i), 'Double six thousand and then treble that' (III, ii). 
Indeed, wealth,, its possession and loss, pervades The 
Merchant of Venice, from Portia's secure and unlimited 
resources to Shylock's desperately accounted cash, and floods 
the imagery with commerce, even to Portia's expressions of 
love for Bassanio -- 'Since you are dear bought, I will love 
you dear' (IIIqii). Strangely, however, Dekker and 
Massinger are the only writers to make reference of any 
substance to the regular civic ceremonial of Venice when so 
much of this wealth was on display. Dekker describes the 
Ascension Day sea-marriage that more than any other festival 
had caught the imagination of visitors: 
The aw'd Venetian an Saint Harkes proud-day, 
Never went forth to marry the rich-sea 
With casting in her lapp a ring of gold; 
In greater bravery then myselfe did freight, 
A fleete of gallant youthfull Florentines, 
All vow'd to rescue Rhodes, from Turkish slavery. 
(The Monder of a Kingdom, 1119 il 82-7) 
Massinger refers to one of the processions to S. Mark's which 
took place on most of the principal Venetian feast-days: 
Vpon a solemne day when the whole City 
Ioyn'd in deuotion, and with barefoote steps 
Pass'd to S. Harkes, the Duke and the whole Signiory, 
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Helping to perfit the Religious pompe, 
With which they were receaued; when all men else 
Were full of teares, and gron'd beneath the waight 
Of past offences... (The Renegado, IV, 1,19-25) 
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'the minion of Italy' 
But there is a thin divide between the magnificence of 
prosperity and luxurious indulgence. As the visitors to 
Venice came to be sharply divided in their moral attitudes 
towards the city, so in fiction many levels of approbation 
and condemnation are evident. Venice was a place of honour 
and nobility, worthy to add grace and compliment to the 
Montague wedding festivitiesl it was also a place of 
shameless sensual indulgenceg where greed and hypocrisy 
flourished among a decadent aristocracy. The delicate 
luxury articles in which Massinger's Vitelli dealso the 
'choyce China dishes... pure Venetian Christall ... and curious 
Pictures of the rarest beauties of Europa '(The Renegadog 19 
iii, 1-4) are the same Venetian manufactured produce as 
Volpone's oppressive accumulation of gold plate, 'Huge, 
Massy, and antique (I, 11,93-4). For Volpone the pleasures 
of wealth are there to be perverted; 'Prepare Me music, 
dances, banquets, all delights', he criesl 'The Turk is not 
more sensual in his pleasures Than will Volpone! ' U, v, E38- 
9). Most notable in this contextj and indeed one of the 
strongest impressions of Venice in the popular imagination, 
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is the sexual indulgence known to be a feature of life and 
society in the city. Roger Ascham's was the first horrified 
condemnation of immorality in Venice, and visitors to the 
city had condemned, ignored or indulged that particular trait 
of Venetian behaviour ever since. The number of casual 
references to sexual indulgence in Venice indicates the 
extent to which this had become a by-word. In The Honderful 
Year Thomas Dekker describes London at the proclamation of 
James I as 'more courted by amorous and lusty suitors then 
Venice, the minion of Italy*j1v the boy in Day's Humour out 
of Breath is of the opiniong 'And you be not fitted in Venice 
tis straunge, for tis counted the best flesh-shambles in 
Italy' (119 iv ed. Bullen, p. 430); Shakespeare's Don Pedro 
remarks, 'Nayv if Cupid have not spent all his quiver in 
Venice, thou wilt quake for this shortly' (Much Ado, Ili. ) 
Middleton's Hippolito in Blurtr Master-Constable, has seen 
I more men's heads spurned up and down like foot-balls at a 
breakfast, after the hungry cannons had picked them, than are 
maidenheads in Venice' Q, ij 25-6). and in Beaumont and 
Fletcher's The Laws of Candy Gonzalo claims: 
In Venice at this instant there do lye 
No less than threescore ladies in their gravess, 
And in their Beds five hundred for my love. (III is 135-7). 
In The Insatiate Countess, 'the chastest that are in Venice 
will stray for a good turn' (IIqiiq71-2)- In Uhat You Mill 
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Marston unexpectedly describes the Venetian state as I young, 
loose and unknit'q in total contrast to the customary view of 
the decadence of a declining, once great colonial power 
(11.11,225), and Duke Lorenzo Celso is the personification of 
the worst excesses of arrogance and sensualityi 
Still these same bawling pipes: sound softer strains! 
Slumber our sense: tut! these are vulgar strains. 
Cannot your trembling wires throw a chain 
Of powerful rapture 'bout our mazbd sense? 
Why is our chair thus cushion'd tapestryq 
Why is our bed tir6d with wanton sportsq 
Why are we clothed in glistering attiress 
If common bloods can hear, can feelq 
Can sit as soft, lie as lasciviousq 
Strut all as rich as the greatest potentate: -- 
Soul! and you cannot feast my thristing ears 
With aught but what the lip of common birth can tasteg 
Take all away; your labour's idly waste. 
(Vqijl96-20B)00 
The courtesan is one of the most characteristic Venetian 
figures in the popular imagination. Nashe's Unfortunate 
Traveller no sooner arrives in Venice than he is in the 
clutches of Tabitha and her pimp; in Deloney's Gentle Craft 
the hero Sir Hugh's only experience of Venice is of the 
enticements of 'deceiuing Syrens 'i 
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He was no sooner set on land, but he beheld whole 
troopes of lovely Ladies, passing up and downe in most 
sumptuous attire, framing their iestures answerable unto 
their beauties and comely personages. (ed. Lawlisq p-99) 
They sing him 'The Curtizans Song of Venice'q and after a 
single restless night he makes his escape. Middleton's 
Imperia in Blurt, Master-Constable is a vigorous and richly 
comic portrayal of the popular idea of a courtesan, obsessed 
with clothes, hairg make-up and men. Visitors to Venice had 
remarked on the thick cosmetics used by fashionable women, 
and Joseph Hall uses this to biting effect in the first 
satire of Book VI of the Virgidemiae : 
Her forehead fayre is like a brazen hill 
Whose wrincled furrows which her age doth breed 
Are dawbed full of Venice chalk for need. (11.295-7) 
Jonson's Lady Politic Would-be has a 'peculiar humour... Laid 
for this height of Venice' in order to model herself on the 
dress and behaviour of Just such a professional Venetian 
courtesan as Imperia (Volpone, IIIJ, 11-12). The point is 
clearly made that this does not include her sexual voracity - 
- Lady Would-be 'hath not yet the face to be dishonest' 
(I, v, 105) -- but her purpose in coming to Venice is 'for 
intelligence Of tires, and fashions, and behaviour, Among the 
courtesans' (11,1,26-9), and her first appearance, in Act 
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IIIV scene iv of Volponev is very reminýscent of Act 119 
scene ii of Blurtp Master-Constable. 
From wealthy, successful, lascivious Imperia to 
Othello 's pathetic, faithful Biancaq from suggestive comedy 
to the realities of Infection and disease prompting Webster's 
'Would I had ratted in some Surgeon's house at Venice, built 
upon the Pox as well as on piles, ere I had serv'd Brachiano' 
(The Hhite Devil, IlIgiii, 8-9). the popular impression of the 
Venetian courtesan was strongly enough delineated in the mind 
of audience or reader to affect the portrayal of any Venetian 
woman., heroine or villainess. Laxity of morals was seen as 
a feature of society as a whole, and in spite of the reports 
of visitors to Venice of the strict seclusion in which upper- 
class women were kept, little of this seems to have reached 
English literature, in which Venetian women tend to have the 
freedom of Englishwomen. 21 'I know our country disposition 
well'q says Iagoi 
In Venice they do let heaven see the pranks 
They dare not show their husbands; their best 
conscience 
Is not to leave't undoneg but kept unknown. 
(Othello IIIqii1q201-4) 
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Each fictional Venetian woman, heroine or villainess, stands 
against this background, which either explains her behaviour 
or strengthens its contrast. From the corruption of 
Vittoria Corombona to the harmlessly amusing bawdy 
conversation of Antonio and Mellida's Rosseline, sexual. 
immorality is expected; Desdemona's faithfulness is 
emphasized, as is the virtue of Paulina in Massinger's 
Renegado, by its exception. 
The times necessarily dictated a different attitude to 
sexual freedom in women and men, but though there is no male 
equivalent in moral terms for the courtesan and the implied 
essential sinfulness of sexual licence in women, Venetian men 
are usually portrayed with the same regard for what was seen 
as the prevailing licentiousness of Venetian society. 'Thou 
an Italian? ' wonders DonUsa, faced with Vitelli's reluctance 
to respond to her advances, 'Nay more I know't, a naturall 
Venetian, such as are courtiers borne to please fayre Ladies, 
Yet come thus slowely on? ' (The Renegado, Il, iv, 113-6). Two 
particular fictional characters illustrate the range of this 
attitude: the Duke of Venice, in John Mason's The Turke, 2-" 
and Gascoigne's Venetian Master r... 7. The former, rivalling 
the Duke of Ferrara for the hand of Julia, Duchess of 
Florence, is the typical courtly lover, to Ferrara's bluff 
and blustering soldier, though he shows equal courage and 
determination. Julia sees him as 'the smooth Venetian', 
here a term of approval: 
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In him loue seemeth as he is, calme and mild, 
Pleasing and sportfulls things rough and violent 
Dye like abortiue fruit before perfection. 
Th'are pursy and short breathd: th'ardor of true loue 
Burns in a calme breasts in him affections 
Are not like tempests ragings yet of force 
Like an euen gale of wind to beare laues ship 
Vnto the port of happinesse: his fire 
Burns and consumes not, but maintaine desire. (Ijiql26-34) 
I 
In contrast to Ferrara's violence and threats, he has the 
wisdom to see how their discord strengthens their common 
enemy, and his grief at Julia's supposed death is eloquent 
and deeply-felt, in contrast to Ferrara's contempt for 'loue 
sicke tearmes' and scornful inability to 'prostituteg An oyly 
passion curiously composd Of riming numbers' (Igiii, 6219623- 
5). Venice is the nobleg courtly lover, Ferrara the sincere 
but uncouth rival, and It is Venice who ends the play with 
the hand of Julia, and consummate dignity: 
We can but grieue at 
Embassadours from vs 
Euen to your Senatst 
Shall want no honors 
We give you libertyi 
Shall by the Senate 
great Ferraras losse: 
shall plead our sorrowes 
meantime his obsequies 
Signior Bordello 
what remaines vndone 
be confirm'di leade on. 
(Vliii92396-2401)2: 3 
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At the other end of the scale is Gascoigne's Fernando 
Jeronimi of the second version of his story. Set in Italy, 
more precisely in what was then Lombardy, near Florencel the 
hero is specifically a Venetian. Although little direct 
reference is made to Venice itself, it is interesting to note 
the various points in the narrative at which the reader is 
reminded of F. J. 's nationality. Elinor meets him in the 
garden and takes his arms 
The firste blowe thus profered and defended, they walked 
and talked traversing diverse wayesq wherein I doubte 
not but that the Venetian coulde quite himselfe 
resonably well. (ed. Cunliffe, p. 388) 
The music he later plays for her is a Venetian galliard with 
'the Ztalian dittie written by the worthy Bradamant unto yý 
noble Rugiers as Ariosto hath it'(ed. Cunliffe, Ilp. 405)9 and 
he is again 'the Venetian ' when Frances makes advances to 
him after she has told her story (Igp. 446). There is 
nothing noble or elevated about this rather sordid affair; 
it is not the qualities of a courtly lover that are 
emphasized, but the shallow skills of illicit sexual 
intrigue. Indeeds the other occasion on which he is 
specifically termed a Venetian is when he successfully deals 
with a nosebleedg 'for whiche accident the sayde Venetian, 
amongst other pretie conceits, had a present remedie' 
(Igp. 390); Gascoigne makes clear his opinion of the 
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triviality of such abilities. Finally F. J. 'tooke his 
leave, & (without pretence of returne) departed to his house 
in Venice i spending there y- rest of his dayes in a 
dissolute kind of lyfe' (I. p. 453). 
Between these two examples come many fictional Venetian 
lovers from Gonzalo with his boasted conquests in The Laws of 
Candy to Bassaniog whose extravagant and expensive outward 
display covers a sincerity and wholehearted generosity. In 
the English popular consciousness, however, a Venetian man 
was invariably at ease and well-taught in the ways of love 
and/or sexual pursuit. 
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e) 'Molto Maqnificentissima' 
Almost as well-recognised in England at this time was 
Venetian pride. The Venetian noble called himself a 
Magnifico and accepted no further degrees of social 
hierarchy; only the Doge was his superior. The carefully 
regulated rules of precedence in administrative or ceremonial 
proceedings depended upon office, and as such changed at 
regular intervals. Only a very few aristocratic posts -- 
chiefly, the dogeship and the procuracy -- were held for 
life, and the constitution was designed to prevent the growth 
of power and influence among individuals, families or 
factions. Venetian pride was naturally scorned by other 
Italians, and the same attitude is evident in English 
opinion; Venetians are frequently portrayed as having great 
dignity and authority, but pride in being a Venetian is 
almost exclusively shown as a negative characteristic. 
The popular view of this is well-illustrated in the 
Induction to Marston's Antonio and Hellida, in which the 
actors discuss the rdles they are to Play. "Pierog Duke of 
Venice" is adviseds 
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09 ho; then frame your exterior shape 
To haughty form of elate majesty 
As if you held the palsy-shaking head 
Of reeling chance under your fortune's belt 
In strictest vassalage; grow big in thought 
As swoll'n with glory of successful arms. (11.7-12) 
'If that be all9' replies Pierog 'fear not, I'll suit it 
right. Who cannot be proud, stroke up the hair and strut? * 
(11.13-14). Venice's pride is seen in political as well as 
personal terms. There are frequent references to national 
pride -- 'the proud Venetian state' (The Znsatiate COuntessq 
V,, i932),, 'that huge body, whose proud weight Our land shrunk 
under' (Beaumont and Fletcher, The Laws of Candyq Igii, 250-1). 
On a personal level, it ranges from lago's indignation that 
'three great ones of the city' should have I off-capp*d' to 
Othello on his behalf to no avail, to the horror of Randolfo 
and Andrea at the thought that their brother's widow might 
marry a Frenchman -- 'Shall our blood be mongrell'd With the 
corruption of a straggling French? ' (Uhat You Hill, I9ij18- 
9). So valued is noble status considered to have been in 
Venice that when Mosca's crimes are described to him by the 
court, the culmination of his villainies is that he had, 
. with Chis3 impudence, abused the court And habit of a 
gentleman of Venice, Being a fellow of no birth or blood' 
(Volpone, Vjxii9109-12). Lady Would-be, attempting to have 
her husband officially dealt with for consorting with a 
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supposed courtesans desperately threatenst * ... If the Senate 
Right not my quest in this, I will protest 'em, To all the 
world, no aristocracy' (Volpone, IV, iii. 1-3), 
Pride is occasionally presented in mitigating 
circumstances. Piero's insufferable conceit in Antonio & 
Hellida is quickly shown to be the product of an innate 
villainy that is personal rather than a national 
characteristic: 
The intestine malice and inveterate hate 
I always bare to that Andrugio 
Glories in triumph o'er his misery. 
(Antonio & Hellidag Igis 78-80) 
In Massinger's The Renegado the description of S. Mark's as a 
. proud Venetian temple' comes from Asambegg the Turkish 
viceroy of Tuniss and as such is an opinion for the audience 
instinctively to suspect rather than accept. It isq 
howeverg clearly the general view that the Venetian nobility 
held a highly inflated opinion of their own worth and 
importances and John Harington used this to great comic 
effect in The Metamorphosis of Ajax. For his purposesq what 
could be more satirically effective than the association of 
the subJect of his "treatise" with the self-importance of the 
'Magnificoes of Venice', and the mental picture of 'one of 
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the sonnes and daughters of S. Marke Eputting3 my device in 
execution'. 2? 1* His preceding solemn comparison of the state 
inquiry following the great 1569 explosion devastating the 
Arsenal to his own advice concerning the improved functioning 
of a domestic lavatory, and the well-known Joke he goes on to 
recount about the bodily functions of the wife of a certain 
'Holto Magnificentissino ', add to the humour. 
Ambition, the natural consequence of pride, was almost 
invariably an element in the tragic plots of Elizabethan 
drama. So integral was this to the motives of most 
contemporary dramatic villains that it contributed to a 
considerable distortion of the popular view of Venetian 
government. Lewkenor had made it abundantly clear in his 
translations that the entire constitution of the Venetian 
government had been designed and modified over the years with 
the express purpose of avoiding the gaining of any degree of 
personal power within the state, but the exigencies of drama, 
which mustq after all, deal with the actions and motives of 
individuals, meant that this aspect of Venice was continually 
forgotten or ignored. In Beaumont and Fletcher's The Laws 
of Candy Gonzalo's ambition is well in tune with Venetian 
attitudes% if his plans succeed, he soliloquizes, 'I will be 
Candy's king, And Duke of Venice too. Ha! Venice too! ' 
(11191973-4). To be Duke of Venice is clearly every bit as 
desirable, indeed, more so, than to be king of Candy. 
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Whereas it might well have been possible for military success 
to gain him the dogeship, the idea of his being at the same 
time king of a subJect province was not, and here all 
authenticity to the historical Venice becomes irrelevant. 
Marston's Duke Piero sees no limit to his own ambitions. 
His personal pride is enormous: 
Victorious Fortune, with triumphant hand, 
Hurleth my glory 'bout this ball of earth, 
Whilst the Venetian Duke is heaved up 
On wings of fair success to overlook 
The low-cast ruins of his enemies; 
To see myself ador'd and Genoa quake, 
My fate is firmer than mischance can shake. 
(Antonio & Hellida, Isi, 35-41)00 
In the sequel, Antonio's Revenge, he reveals his ultimate 
planss 
Antonio packed hence, I'll his mother weds 
Then clear my daughter of supposbd lust, 
Wed her to Florence' heir. 0, excellent! 
Veniceq Genoaq Florence at my. beckq 
At Piero's nod... (IIji, 113-17) 
... I'll conquer Rome, 
Pop out the light of bright religion; (IV, iii. 142-3) 
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The dramatic impetus has taken over -- there was no way in 
which one man could have gained sovereignty over Venice, 
Genoa and Florence, nor would Venice have sought the 
opportunity. Dynastic ambition is irrelevant to a non- 
hereditary and strictly constitutional head of statel and 
Venetian stability was based on its own independence from 
such alliances; the city's renowned insularity, moreover, 
was such that pride was rather to be found in marriage 
connections made within the circle of Venetian aristocratic 
families than in a foreign connection. What Marston 
requires here is an unrelieved villain with boundless 
ambition; adherence to the political facts is as unnecessary 
to his purposes as strict geographical accuracy. 
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f) 'my kinq (My country's father)' 
In fact9 many of the actions of fictional Venetians at 
this time would not have been permissible if English authors 
had regarded historical accuracy to be essential, or indeed 
fully understood the nature of the Venetian constitution. 
The Dukes of Venice are continually represented as hereditary 
rulers. John Day's Flarimell, in Humour Out Of Breath, 
describes herself as 'heire of Venice' (IlIvig ed. Bullen, 
p. 443); Marston presents his Duke Piero as an autocratic 
ruler, far more in the tradition of the Milanese Sforza for 
whom he is named than a doge of Venice, who has personally 
led the military expedition against Genoa. Piero relies on 
popular support, claiming 'the public power makes my faction 
strong', prompting the comment from Feliche, 'Ill when public 
power strength'neth private wrong' (Antonio & Hellida, 
l9i983,84). Subsequently, in Antonio's Revengeg the 
situation in which popular resistance to Piero's rule 
threatens to break out into open rebellion was one which 
centuries of meticulous revision of the Venetian constitution 
had rendered impossible. Such scenes as are described, had 
they developed at all, would have been swiftly dealt with by 
the operations of the Council of Ten: 
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The States of Venice are so swoll'n in hate 
Against the Duke for his accurs&d deeds... 
That they can scarce retain from bursting forth 
In plain revolt. (Vsi, 17-19,22-3) 
... I do find the citizens grown sick 
With swallowing the bloody crudities 
Of black Piero's acts; they fain would cast 
And vomit him from off their government. 
as I walked 
Muffled, to eavesdrop speech, I might observe 
The graver statesmen whispering fearfully. 
Here one gives nods and hums what he would speakI 
The rumour's got 'mong troop of citizens 
Making loud murmur with confus&d din: 
One shakes his head and sighsl '0 ill-used power! ' 
Another frets and sets his grinding teeth 
Foaming with rageq and swears, 'This must not be! ': 
Here one complats and on a sudden startsq 
And cries, *0 monstrous, 0 deep villainy! ' 
All knit their nerves and from beneath swoll'n brows 
Appears a gloating eye of much mislike; 
Whilst swart Piero's lips reek steam of wineq 
Swallows lust-thoughts, devours all pleasing hopes 
With strong imagination of -- what not? (Vliii, 24-39) 
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Indeed,, any idea of the commons as a political force wasq as 
Contarini had been at pains to convey, totally inapplicable 
to Venice. 'The popular voyce' may have been capable of 
resembling 'a crie of bauling hounds' in England, and many 
parts of Italy, but not Venice. 2,6 The English mind seems to 
have been unable to accept the idea of anything other than a 
monarchical head of state. In Rhat You Hill Doge Lorenzo 
Celso is hailed as 'Duke, princeg royal blood' (Vjij214); 
'the bloody crudities Of black Piero's acts' (Antonio's 
Revenge, V, iii. 19-20) have been accomplished without the 
constitutional check, of any of the Venetian legislative 
restraints; most Venetian dukes are portrayed as pronouncing 
their own Judgements an criminals brought before them, with 
Senators present as a supporting entourage. Duke Amagov 
about to sentence Isabellaq the Znsatiate Countess, states: 
The land and people's mine; the crimes being known, 
I must redress; my subjects' wrong's mine own. 
(IVIi, 11-12) 
Gonzalo in The LaNs of Candy speaks 
father)' (Igiil228-9). The Englisl 
Venice as having the personal power 
chief aristocracy and the political 
Italian ruling families. Only 
suitable protagonists in the drama 
revenge. 
of 'my king (My country's 
h clearly saw the Dukes of 
and prestige of their own 
authority of most of the 
as such could they be 
of power, ambition and 
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g) 'that royal merchant' 
Another aspect of Venetian society that the English seem 
to have been unable to grasp was the relationship between the 
Venetian aristocracy and commerce. Though many of the 
nobility had taken advantage of the expansion of their empire 
in mainland Italy during the fifteenth century to invest in 
property on the terra fernal and with the post-Agnadello 
recovery were again doing sov aristocratic prosperity and 
influence originated ins and was firmly based on, trade. In 
England, trade was a middle-class occupations the aristocracy 
supported by inherited (usually originally crown-granted) or 
land-based incomes their function almost exclusively military 
and administrative. Most of the portrayal of Venetian 
aristocracy in English fiction of this period reflects this 
attitude. Beaumont and Fletcher, Day, Gascoigne, Mason, all 
show their noble protagonists as military leaders and 
political heads of state; few make any reference to the 
commercial activities on which their power was based. 
Philip Massinger does recognise that Venice is at the centre 
of a trading network; The Renegado, set in Tunis, has 
Venetian merchants setting up their retail business in the 
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market place, hiring a shopq seeing to the safe unloading and 
storage of their stock of luxury articles -- 'not a Christall 
crackt, Or China dish needs sodring' (1,194-5) -- and dealing 
with prospective customers in the market. What he is 
showing, howeverg is very much the lower end of the process; 
Vitelli is no merchant prince, but a Venetian gentleman 
adopting a disguise in order to seek out his abducted sister. 
He is, in Massinger's Dramatis Personae, 'A Gentelman of 
Venice disguis'd'; Mustaphal albeit the 'Basha of Aleppo' 
and one of the villains of the pieceq describes him ast 
No Prince disguis'd; no man of markel nor honour, 
No daring vndertaker in our seruice, 
But one whose lips her foote should scorne to touch, 
A poore Mechanicke-Pedler. (II19iii, 77-E30) 
With Paulina's explanation of his real status to Donusa, it 
is clear that Massinger saw the terms 'merchant' and 
'gentleman' as Irreconcilables 
No Marchant, Madam, but a Gentleman 
Of the best ranke in Venice. (Vqvj12-13) 
Marston had a much clearer idea of the nature of the 
merchant aristocracy. His description of Albano in Rhat You 
Hill contrasts him with the French knightj Laverdure, who is 
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contemptuously dismissed. Albano was no knight, 
But one (that title off) was even a prince, 
A Sultan Solyman. Thrice was he madel 
In dangerous armsq Venice proveditore. (1.1.134-6) 
He was of the highest level of Venetian society, a 
I proveditore' in the armyl a 'potestate' at sea, 'Not peer'd 
in Venice, for birth, fortuneq love' (1,19205). Even sog 
however, Marston either needed, or felt that his audience 
needed, some extra dimension to mitigate the status of 
'merchant'. 'He was a merchant; ' says Andrea, 'but so 
bounteous, ' [my italics3, 
Valiant, wise learned, all so absoluteg 
That naught was valued praiseful excellent, 
But in it was he most praiseful excellent. (jqij137-40) 
Marston counteracts the seriousness inherent in the idea of a 
merchant by making Albano an extrovert, an individualist in 
his appearancei 
He would maintain't a base ill-usbd fashion 
To bind a merchant to the sullen habit 
Of precise black; chiefly in Venice state, 
Where merchants gilt the top; 
And therefore should you have him pass the bridge 
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Up the Rialto like a soldier 
(As still he stood a potestate at sea). (Iji, 142-8) 
To heighten the effect his ultra-fashionable clothes are 
described at length: 
In a black beaver felt, ash-colour plain, 
A Florentine cloth-of-silver Jerking sleeves 
White satin cut on tinsel, then long stock... 
French panes embroider'dq goldsmith's work, 0 God! 
Methinks I see him now how he would walk; 
With what a Jolly presence he would pace 
Round the Rialto. (1919149-55)27 
The point is made that he is 'honourable-rich' (1,1,204)9 and 
the very fact that this needs stating betrays Marston's 
awareness, conscious or unconsciousq that the case for an 
aristocracy involved in trade still needs to be argued. 
Jonson's Volpone is a 'Magnifico'g but no merchant. He 
exults in the fact that he has done nothing whatever to earn 
his gold, as it is in his character to glory 'more in the 
cunning purchase of Chis3 wealth Than in the glad possession' 
(Iji931-2). The other named merchants in the play have 
nothing of the aristocrat in their make-upo and it is to 
Shakespeare that we must turn to find the closest 
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understanding of the Venetian noble merchant. The two 
settings of The Merchant o-f Venice allow him to portray the 
hard-working commercial world of Venetian trade, as Belmont 
provides a background for all that is cultured, leisurely and 
aristocratic in the more accepted sense. Antonio, the 
merchant of Venice, fully satisfies the contemporary English 
idea of a gentlemang with his wealth, position and influence, 
his Courtesy and generosity, his fairness and acceptance of 
the due processes of law against him. A man of commercial 
wisdom, his business interests sufficiently diversified to 
withstand all but the most unexpected turn of fate, he 
nevertheless lives with the continual possibility of f C. Ai I Ure 
and bankruptcy. It is by emphasizing the risks and dangers 
of international commerce, and presenting to the audience the 
poetry and romance of the merchant adventure of the fifteenth 
and sixteenth centuries that Shakespeare creates a real 
concept of a merchant aristocracy understandable to the 
English mind. He links the notion of trade to images of 
'the ocean', 
There where your argosies with portly sail 
Like signiars and rich burghers on the flood, 
Or as it were the pageants of the sea -- 
Do overpeer the petty traffickers 
That curtsy to them, do them reverence, 
As they fly by them with their woven wings. (I, i) 
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This is the world of courage, imagination and inspirationg 
where the routine activities of buying and selling, 
organising and accounting, are the concerns of lesser beings. 
It is when these routine matters become the prime concern 
that trade becomes mundane, bourgeois. Shylock is the 
personification of the degeneracy of trade: for him it is 
the money that matters, the profits that count. He is bound 
by the caution that it is natural in Antonio to subordinate. 
Antonio is not ruled by his business activities. His low 
spirits at the beginning of the play are not due to concern 
about his venturesl his friend's interests come before all 
commercial considerationss and he even indulges in the most 
unbusinesslike activity of lending out money at no interest. 
So Shakespeare's gentleman can be a credible merchant as long 
as his world involves risk, and a certain aristocratic 
carelessness about his own affairs to prove his basic 
contempt for personal profit. The aristocratic merchant is 
essentially the one who can face financial ruing physical 
pain and death with resignation, rather than the loss of an 
amount of cash and valuables (and, admittedly, a daughter) 
with hysterical loss of self-control. 
It is this fragile balance of basically irreconcilable 
concepts that Shakespeare has come nearest to achieving among 
English writers of the time. The fundamental difficulty 
lies in the fact that trade is by its nature a matter of 
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gain. It cannot succeed without profitg and unless the 
profit can be directed towards a morally approved objective, 
the gain is personal. England, at the time of the great 
trade expansiong had the advantage of a monarchy. New 
territories could be sought and gained for the prestige of 
the crowng commercial advantage being overlaid by patriotism 
and a symbolic presentation of conquered lands to an anointed 
queen. Venice, even if motivated through the centuriesq as 
Contarini assuresq by an unselfish ambition for the common 
prosperity of the state, does not present to foreign eyes 
such a clear-cut image of devotional zeal. As the English 
consciousness found it difficult to grasp the nature of the 
dogeship, so the Venetian aristocracy, with no divinely or 
hereditarily appointed central figure, could not help but 
appear as a number of aristocratic families gaining and 
maintaining a wealthy empire for their own material 
prosperity. In these terms, the gulf between the concepts of 
'merchant' and aristocrat' could only be all but 
unbridgeable. 
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h) 'this strict court of Venice' 
Whatever the cloudiness of the impression in England at 
this time of many aspects of Venice and the way it governed 
itself, one idea was strongly implanteds the superiority of 
Venetian Justice. The Venetians themselves were immensely 
proud of their legal system. Guido Ruggiero, in his study 
of Violence in Early Renaissance Venice, sayst 
The doge displayed the sword of justice in public 
ceremony much as the pope displayed the cross. Both 
obJects were representations of the authority of the men 
who possessed them. 20 
He notes the fact that Jacobo Bertaldo, an early fourteenth- 
century state chancellor) felt that the ducal sword should be 
carried behind the doge in state processions to emphasize the 
symbolic importance of justice. O'" The sophisticated and 
intricate legal system developed by the republic was. held in 
great regard throughout Italy and the rest of Europe, and its 
reputation was clearly high in England. Whereas the English 
found it difficult to grasp the true nature of the Venetian 
constitution as a whole, they seem to have been able to 
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appreciate the efficient functioning of its legislative and 
Judicial machinery. In literature the law is seen as an 
unchallengeable moral authority; in practical termsy most 
plays set in Venice or Venetian territory at this time 
portray the doge and senate as the authority to which the 
protagonists appeal for a fair outcome to the injustices, 
crimes or confusions of the plot. The final scenes of the 
play see the entrance of the doge, or his representativesq 
and affairs are settledq Judgement pronounced. In some 
cases, such as Othello and The Laws of Candy, the official 
representative of the Venetian state presides over the 
dOnouement ; in others the Duke himself speaks the 
concluding lines of the playi 
Night, like a masque, is ent'red heaven's great hallq 
With thousand torches ushering the way; 
To Risus will we consecrate this evening; 
Like Mycerinus cheating of the dark, 
We'll make this night the day. Fair Joys befall 
Us and our actions. Are you pleas6d all? 
(The Znsatiate Countess, Vlii9237-42) 
And since this heat of fury is all spent, 
And tragic shapes meet comical events 
Let this bright morning merrily be crown'd 
With dances, banquetsv and choice music's sound. 
(Blurt, Haster-Constable, VqiiiqI85-S) 
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In Othello,, the Venetian state is implicitly present 
throughout the play; the authority is absolute, the fairness 
meticulous. In the third scene the Duke and senators are 
seen assessing the political crisis calmly and astutely. 
The Duke is courteous and sympathetic to Brabantiog assuring 
him of all the resources of 'the bloody book of law' should 
his case be proved. The impartiality he promises is soon in 
evidencep though Othello is a foreigner, Brabantio a 
Venetian senator, whose 'brothers of the state, Cannot but 
feel this wrong as 'twere their own'9 the Duke is quick to 
point out the lack of real evidencei 
To vouch this is no proof, 
Without more wider and more overt test 
Than these thin habits and poor likelihoods 
Of modern seeming do prefer against him. ýO 
Having listened to both sides of the case and heard 
Desdemona's deciding testimony, he pronounces Judgement in 
the form of a moral exhortation of unchallengeable wisdom, 
whose rhyming couplets add to the sense of timeless 
authority, as does Brabantio's acceptance of it. At the end 
of the play Lodovico is the representative of this authority. 
His methodical production of the evidence is followed by a 
calm pronouncement of what is to be the result of the tragic 
events which seems shocking in its lack of emotiont 
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You must forsake this room and go with us. 
Your power and your command is taken off, 
And Cassia rules in Cyprus. For this slave, 
If there be any cunning cruelty 
That can torment him much and hold him long, It shall be 
You shall close prisoner rest 
Till that the nature of your fault be known 
hi 
To the Venetian state. Comel bring away. (Vqii) 
The humanity of his outburst against Iago after Othello's 
suicide is all the more powerful, and the curtain descends on 
a final reminder of the Venetian state impassively awaiting 
his report. 
Again, in The Merchant of Venice, Shakespeare presents 
Venetian justice as supreme authority. If its reputation 
were not held in such high regard by his audienceg there 
would be less irony in the fact that the strict letter of the 
law is shown in practice to be deficient. Shylockq like 
Othello, has total confidence in Venetian justice: 
He plies the Duke at morning and at night, 
And doth impeach the freedom of the state 
If they deny him justice. (IIIIii) 
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'The Duke shall grant me Justice'. he claims (III. iii)q and 
indeed Antonio accepts thati 
The Duke cannot deny the course of lawl 
For the commodity that strangers have 
With us in Venice, if it be deniedl 
Will much impeach the Justice of the stateg 
Since that the trade and profit of the city 
Consisteth of all nations. (III. iii) 
Portial in the character of Balthasarg admits the justice of 
his claim. She reJects any suggestion that she should 'To 
do a great rightj do a little wrong' (IVIO an legalo rather 
than moral grounds: 
There is no power in Venice 
Can alter a decree establish6d. 
'Twill be recorded for a precedent, 
And many an error by the same example 
Will rush into the state. It cannot be. (Ivgi) 
The ironic result is that the venerated Venetian Justice is 
obliged to back the villain in what we know to be a 
drastically wrong course of action. The question of the 
rightness of Shakespeare's understanding and portrayal of the 
legal processes involved here have been amply discussed 
elsewhere; =' for this study it is the irony of Shakespeare's 
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use of the popular impression of Venetian law that is 
relevant. He has shown the strict letter of the law to be 
imperfect without humanity. Without the quality of mercy 
even Venetian law can be led to a perverse conclusionj a 
legal trick must be resorted to in order to avoid the morally 
wrong, though apparently legally just Judgement being made. -52 
'I stand here for law', says Shylockv and strict law seems to 
be defeated. 
The English saw Venetian law as scrupulously fair; 
foreigners like Othello and Shylock could expect the same 
strict impartiality as any Venetian citizen. Status and 
personal interest do not influence the lawi the Duke 
promises Brabantio redressl 'yea, though our proper son Stood 
in your action' (Othello, 19111), and Mendozal nephew to Duke 
Amago in The Insatiate Countess, receives a sterner Judgement 
for his supposed crime because of his greater responsibility: 
Theft in a prince is sacrilege to honour, 
'Tis virtue's scandall death of royalty. 
I blush to see my shame; nephewl sit down, 
Justice that smiles on those, on him must frown. 
(IVqiq)MM 
They also recognised its efficient machinery in the existence 
of a well-organised police force. Though the usual error is 
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often made, in attributing supreme authority to the person of 
the Duke instead of the State -- it had not been the 
prerogative of the Doge and councillors personally to 
exercise judgement since the serrata of 1297-89 when the 
consolidation of the constitution had begun -- the processes 
of the law are correctly seen as carried out by the 'Captain 
of the Watch and Watchmen' (Insatiate Countess ), I master- 
constable', 'beadle', j , watchmen' (Blurto Master-Constable 
and 'Commandadoriq Officers', and 'Saffi' (Volpone 
Indeed, in spite of Jonson's inaccuracy regarding the exact 
function of Venetian I avocatori', he has considerable 
knowledge of the various functionaries within the Venetian 
legal system. In Middleton's play the comic Blurt is, 
nevertheless, a direct representative of authoritys 
I am (for a better) the duke's own image, and charge 
youg in his namel to obey me. (i. ii, 71-3) 
The satire of his officiousness does not detract from the 
authority itself; in the final act the duke is a commanding 
figure: 
Sheathe all your weapons, worthy gentlemen; 
And by my life I swear, if Fontinell 
Have stain'd the honour of your sister's bed, 
The fact being death, I'll pay you his proud head. 
(Vqiiij3B-41) 
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He ensures the process of law -- had he not intervened 
Fontinelle would have been killed. 
The strength of the impression of Venetian Justice in 
England at this time is demonstrated by the way it is 
reinforcedq contradictedl satirised, or turned into comedy by 
contemporary dramatists. The conviction of the power and 
authority of the law is deeply enough implanted to allow a 
variety of dramatic effectsl which depend on acceptance of it 
as an unarguable fact. It gives Jonson the opportunity for 
great humour. To deal with Volpone we expect absolute 
authoritye what we get is four bumbling, opinionatedt 
gossiping magistratesl who have prejudged Celia and Bonario 
before Voltore embarks an his opening oration knowing 'this 
place most void of prejudice' (IV, v, 26). The entry of Lady 
Would-beg apologising for having '(forgettingly) transgressed 
Against the dignity of the court' (IVgvilS-6) turns that very 
court Into a place 'Where multitude and clamour overcomes' 
(IVgvi119). Mosca Justifies Voltore's fee by reminding 
Corbaccio that 'He talked a great while, You must consider 
that., sir' (IV, vi 86-7). Completely taken in by Volpone and 
Moscal the avocatori worry in case they have offended the 
heir by sending a public officer to fetch him, and one 
enquires as to his availability as a match for his daughter. 
After the farcical confusion, however, Justice is finally 
done, and it is an avocatore who voices the moral conclusion 
of the play: 
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Let all that see these vices thus rewarded, 
Take heart, and love to study 'em. Mischiefs feed 
Like beastsq till they be fat, and then they bleed. 
(Vgxii, 149-51) 
Marston derives amusement from the attempts of Rogero 
and Claridiana In The Znsatiate Countess to get themselves 
condemned in spite of the attempts of the Duke to be 
merciful. 'Our justice dwells with mercy; ' he assures them, 
'be not desperate. ' 'All the law in Venice shall not save 
me, I will not be saved', says Rogerol 'Fear not, ' returns 
Claridiana, 'I have a trick to bring us to hanging in spite 
of the law' (IV, I, 36940-1). m4 Both the plot and the 
subplot of the play lead to a process of trials and 
ironically it is the comic confusions of the two couples in 
the subplot which are dealt with by the Venetian Duke and his 
senators; the tragic sentencing and execution of the 
Countess Isabella is presided over by the Duke of Medinal 
Governor of Pavia. 
Marstong however, does have a very erroneous view of the 
principles of Venetian justice. His Duke Amago, as we have 
already seeng is a monarchical figureq not a Venetian Doge. 
The opening lines of Act IV express a view of the concept of 
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Justice that is very much in tune with Venetian sentiment, 
but it is definitely the person of the Duke in whom Judicial 
authority lies: 
Duke: Justice that makes princes like the godsq 
Draws us unto the senate, 
That with unpartial balance we may poise 
The crimes and innocence of all offenders. 
Our presence can chase bribery from laws: 
He best can Judge that hears himself the cause. 
1st. Senatori True, mighty duke, it best becomes our places 
To have our light from you, the sun of virtue; 
Subject authority, for gain, loveg or learg 
Oft quits the guilty and condemns the clear. 
1-10) me, 
The Duke goes an to make a most unVenetian decisions 
We'll sport with serious justice for a while, 
In show we'll frown an them that make us smile. 
(IV, iql7-18) 
In Mhat You Hill the scenario is even further from 
authenticity. Lorenzo Celso was indeed a Doge of Venice, 
but as we have seen there is little historical evidence to 
support Marston's decadent, sensual 'loose Venice Duke'. it 
might not have beeen impossible for a man of such tastes to 
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be elected Doge -- though unlikely, in view of the meticulous 
electoral process and the advanced age of most of those 
elected -- but the neglect of the ducal duties and 
responsibility would not have been tolerated by the 
constitutional restrictions of his powerg and certainly his 
attitude to the law would have ensured his speedy removal 
from offices 'He scorns all plaintsi makes Jest of serious 
suit'. says Jacomo (1, i, 230)q and towards the end of Act 19 
scene i. we have the lengthy stage directions 
Enter the Duke coupled with a Ladyl two couples more 
with them, the men having tobacco-pipes in their hands, 
the women sit; they dance a round. The petition is 
delivered up by RANDOLFO; the Duke lights his tobacco- 
pipe with it, and goes out dancing. 
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i) 'noble, wisel or 'supersubtle'? 
Since the mid-sixteenth century visitors to Venice had 
revealed opposing attitudes in their view of the city, based 
either on the evidence of its past glories or its present 
decadence. This "double standard" is evident in the 
fictional portrayal of Venetiansi on one side, the 
"gravitas" reported by so many travellers -- the sober dress 
and long beardsl the dignity and seriousness of merchant and 
magistrate -- and an the otherg the 'supersubtle Venetian*9 
adept at concealment of motives and intentions, whether 
towards the state or a deceived husband. 
Naturallyq the "gravitas" is emphasized in Gascoigne's 
wedding masks 'a noble wise Venetian 'j a 'worthy man', 
'this grave Venetian ... of selfe same worthy race'q 'These 
Noble men which are, the flawre of curtesie' (ed. 
Cunliffe, 1,82-4). John Mason's Duke of Venice in The Turke 
is a man of consummate dignity, whose wisdom, sincerity and 
restraint are continually pointed by contrast with his rival, 
Ferrara. Gravity and sincerity characterise the behaviour 
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of Antonio in The Merchant of Venices as opposed to Shylock's 
malevolencev selfishness and lack of control. Othello 's 
Duke, Senators and envoy, Lodovica, are all in the same 
tradition, as are the dukes of Venice in Blurt, Master- 
Constable and The Znsatiable Countess. 
Dramatic authority, then, is well-served by this 
particular image of the Venetian. But what of the opposite 
view? What exactly is the Venetian "subtlety"? 
Machiavelli had made the English think of subtlety as a 
characteristic of all Italians, perhaps best explained as a 
certain clever deviousness, not necessarily, but in practice 
almost always, a condemnatory term. For outright villainy 
we have Iago -- lyingi deceitful, hypocritical; it is 
fitting that he should employ the phrasel 'supersubtle 
Venetian' as a term of approval, as opposed to the 'erring 
barbarian', Othello (I, iii). At the other end of the scale 
is Gascoigne's Master Fernando Jeronimi with his easy 
facility for illicit dealings with married women. Nash's 
courtesan, Tabitha, and her pimp with the superbly Venetian- 
sounding name of Petro de Campo Frego, are adept at the 
skills of deceit and concealment. 
What will you conceit to be in any saints house that was 
there to seeke? Bookesq pictures, beades, crucifixesq 
why, there was a haberdashers shop of thO in everie 
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ch9ber. I warrant you should not see one set of her 
neckercher peruerted or turned awrieg not a piece of a 
haire displast. On her beds there was not a wrinkle of 
any wallowing to be found, her pillows bare out as 
smooth as a groning wiues belly, & yet she was a Turke 
and an infidelq & had more dooings then all her 
neighbours besides. (ed. McKerrow, 11,255) 
Wilton and the Earl escape the plats of this couple only to 
fall victim to another courtesan over a matter of counterfeit 
money, after which their own exchanged identities land them 
in worse troubleg as they are suspected of 'mischiuous 
conspiracies against Ithe3 state' (11,259). 
The Venetian fear of conspiracy is a feature of both 
Nashe's Unfortunate Traveller and Jonson's Volpone. For 
three centuries the Venetian constitution had been revised 
and re-shaped with the prime purpose of avoiding the gaining 
of political influence by any one individual faction. The 
checks an the authority of the dogel the powers of the 
Council of Ten, the secrecy within the government departments 
-- indeed, the scrupulous secrecy of the ballot itself -- and 
the soliciting of information from the public regarding any 
possible anti-government manoeuvring had led to a Venetian 
preoccupation, if not obsession, with state security. The 
Venetian nobility were even forbidden by law to converse with 
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foreigners of rank. This attitude was known to Nashe and 
Jonson; Jack Wilton, before he is himself accused of 
conspiracy, threatens Tabitha and Petra with a similar 
accusation. He listens to the Earl's mock plea on their 
behalf, and then assures them of his intention to rely on the 
law: 
raile on them I dyd not after his tale was ended, but 
sayde I would trie what the lawe could doe. Conspiracy 
by the custome of their countrie was a capitall offence, 
and what custome or iustice might affoorde they should 
bee all sure to feele. I couldl quoth I, acquite my 
selfe otherwise, but it is not for a straunger to be his 
owne caruer in reuenge. ' (ed. McKerrowg 111257) 
Janson builds his satire round Sir Politic Would-be's 
fascination with spies. Stone, the popular London fool, he 
maintains to have been 'one of the most dangerous heads 
Living within the state' (11,1,65-6), passing secret messages 
in vegetables and plates of meat. 'I have heard He could 
not read sir', objects Peregrinel 'So 'twas given out', 
replies Sir Politic, knowingly (11.83-4). Mountebanks, even 
baboons -- nor can he leave himself auto claiming a contact 
in the police force with access through the Great Council and 
the Forty to the Ten itself (IVqi). Peregrine turns his 
obsession against hims 
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The gentleman you met at th'port today, 
That told you he was newly arrived -- 
Ay, was 
A fugitive punk? 
No, sir, a spy, set an you; 
And he has made relation to the Senate 
That you professed to him to have a plot 
To sell the state of Venice to the Turk. 
me! 
For which warrants are signed by this time, 
To apprehend youg and to search your study 
For papers... (Vliv, 33-41) 
The whole plot of Volpone depends an the deception 
practised by Volpone and Mosca. The pretence, the many 
disguisesq the increase of pace until the audience are no 
longer sure who knows whatj create effects from broad humour 
to biting satire. The stratagem of the wives in Marston's 
The Insatiate Countess leads rather to humour than any 
serious point -- the fury of their errant husbands must be 
comic alongside the visciousness of the Countess Isabella and 
the tragedy of her fate. Though deceptions abound in 
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Marston's plays these are largely the exigencies of plot 
rather than character. Duke Piero Sforzaq the merchant 
Albano, Mendosa Foscariq Antonio, who probably manages the 
most effective disguise in Elizabethan or Jacobean drama -- 
these are not really "subtle". Gravity depends an the 
control of emotion, subtlety on its concealment, andl on the 
whole, Marston's characters are not prone to subordinating or 
hiding their emotions. Apart from Duke Amago, there is less 
gravity in evidence among the Venetian characters than an 
excess of noble emotiong and beyond the cleverness of Abigail 
and Thais, little real subtlety among the deceits and 
disguises. 
Jealousy is scarcely a subtle emotion, but it may lead 
to subtlety of action. Like subtlety itself, Jealousy was 
frequently considered an attribute of all Italians. There 
does seem to be, howeverv an impression that it was 
particularly rife among Venetians, presumably because of the 
general supposition that Venetians were particularly 
preoccupied with sexual affairs. Diamanteg Jack Wilton's 
eventual companion in Italy, had been imprisoned in Venice 
for the 'vngrounded ielous superstition which her doting 
husband had conceiued of her chastitie' (The Unfortunate 
TraveJJer, ed. McKerrow, 11,260)1 in The Znsatiate Countess 
Claridiana speaks of 'that curse laid on Venetians -- 
Jealousy' (IV,, i, 27). Jealousy leads to a desire for revenge 
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-- again a generally Italian attribute which seems to have a 
particular reference to Venice. Rogero explains his claimed 
killing of Mendosas 
I having a Venetian spirit, watched my time, and with my 
rapier ran him throughl knowing all pains are but 
trifles to the horn of a citizen. (IVgi, 63-5) 
Countess Isabella is astonished at the agreement of her two 
suitorss 'Venetians, and be reconciled with words? ' 
(IVvii, 130) 
Should murder be the outcome of a desire for revenge, 
the Venetians were particularly associated with poison, a 
more devious method of accomplishing one's aims than open 
attack. rt is Rogero who refers to the infamous poisoning 
of the chalice during Eucharistj mentioned by Morysons 'Had 
r known this, ' he says, having read his wife's apparent 
letter to Claridianal 'I would have poisoned thee in the 
chalicel this morningy when we received the sacrament' 
Njii9178-9). ý14, In Christ's Tears over Jerusalem 
(ed. McKerrow, 119179), Nashe maintains that 'the druggiers at 
Venice, to approue their Mithridate to the Phisitionsl take 
Spiders and eate them'. Where poison is feared, doctors are 
suspect; Jonson has Corbaccio assure Mosca that the 'opiate' 
he has brought for Volpone is safei 
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myself 
Stood by while 'twas madeq saw all th'ingredientsq 
And know it cannot but most gently work. 
(Volponeq Iliv, 14-16) 
'Noble, wise' or 'supersubtle'v the popular idea of the 
Venetian was therefore an eminently suitable character for 
the prevailing style of drama at his time. The grave and 
serious bearing so often remarked upon in descriptions of 
Venice gave weight and authority to the controlling forces 
against which the plot unfolded. The subtle craftiness that 
was, in the English mind, the mark of an Italian became a 
particular attribute of the Venetian when associated with the 
covert dealings of sexual intrigue. Where secrecy is an 
essential element of political and governmental procedures as 
well as a necessity in private affairsl the deceit and 
concealment of the intricate plats of tragedy or comedy, 
ambition, revenge or infidelity can flourish. 
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J) The LaNs of Candy 
To end this consideration of the popular English 
impression of Venice and its use and influence in drama and 
narrative at the end of the sixteenth century and in the 
early years of the seventeenthl I include a brief examination 
of a play in which this popular impression is essential to 
the dramatic purpose, and which makes specific use of the 
audience's preconceptions of Venice -- The LaNs of Candy, 
listed among the works of Beaumont and Fletcher, and written 
probably some time between 1619 and 1622. ý7 
In the opening scene of the play, Venice is presented as 
a ruthless colonial power, with a strong imputation of 
cowardice in the fact that the prince of the island of Candy 
(Crete) which it has attacked is still a child -- 'else I 
presume'l says Gasperol the Secretary of State, 'The bold 
Venetians had not dared to attempt So bloody an invasion' 
Mliq17-19). The Venetian lord, Gonzalo, is highly regarded 
by the Senate of Candy, in spite of 'the outrage of his 
countrymen' (1.24), and the reasons for this form further 
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accusations against Venice: at a time when the two powers 
were at peace, the Venetian admiral has attacked a Cretan 
merchant-shipq and Gonzalo has gained official disfavour by 
advocating the death-penalty for this crime; secondlyl the 
Venetian senate has passed a motion in favour of the conquest 
of Candy which Gonzalo publicly opposedg 'because it too much 
savour'd Of lawless and unjust ambition' (11.36-7). Thus 
from the outset Venice is seen in a totally unexpected light; 
in no other work of fiction at this time is it portrayed as 
aggressive,, bullying and ambitious. 
This can only reinforce the audience's acceptance of 
Gonzalo. Here is the courageousl honest nobility so often 
associated with Venice. He may have abandoned his country 
to Join with its enemies, but his country has been shown to 
be unJust; he is even generous enough to finance the Cretan 
general, Cassilane -- and if the slightest uneasiness remains 
in the audience's minds, Gonzalo in person will settle any 
doubts. He is a modest and dignified counsellor to the 
Cretan senate in the matter of the rivalry between Cassilane 
and Antinous, his perceptive comments and advice acknowledged 
by Porphicio; to complement this gravity and wisdom his wit 
in dealing with the princess Erota's outrageous conceit and 
his amiable humouring of the ridiculous Mochingo leaves him 
at the end of Act II a humorous and sympathetic figure. 
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The abrupt revelation of his real motives in the 
following scene at the opening of Act III is thus a complete 
surprise. At a stroke he is shown to be as devious as could 
be expected of any 'supersubtle Venetian's gaining the trust 
of the Cretans, passing military information to Venice, 
engineering the split between the two ablest Cretan 
commanders, and putting Cassilane at his financial mercy even 
to the extent of influencing the senate to billet their 
hostage, Fernandol on the almost bankrupt general, a 'perfect 
plotted stratagem' indeed (111,1.44). For a moment 
patriotism seems to mitigate his villainy -- 'Could you 
Imagine that I did not hate in heart My country's enemies? ' 
he asks Fernando: the man is not, after all a traitor. 
Moments later, howeverl his hypocrisy removes all sympathy: 
'Here comes a wise coxcombs a tame coward's he whispers to 
Fernando as Gaspero arrivesl thenj aloudq 
My lord Fernando, 
This gentleman, as humble as 
Is even this kingdom's treasi 
'Tis his chief glory that he 
Than honestq nor more honest 
In truth and faith. 
you see him, 
. irei in a wordl 
is not wiser 
than approved 
(IIIjij51956-61) 
Moreover, after Fernando and Gaspero have left, Gonzalo 
reveals in soliloquy that patriotism is no part of his 
thinking. His ambition stretches beyond the throne of Candy 
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to the dukedom of Venice; 'if not, yet Candy, Despite of all 
her power, shall be ruin'd' (11.77-8). With this dramatic 
disclosure, Gonzalo is transformed from a wise, generous and 
honourable exile to an appropriate product of an oppressive, 
tyrannical and dishonourable State. This impression is kept 
before the audience in the fourth act of the play, as 
Cassilane recounts the historical background to the political 
situationi 
Baldwin the emperor 
Pretending title, more through tyranny 
Than right of conquest or descent, usurp'd 
The style of lord o'er all the Grecian islands, 
And, under colour of an amity 
With Crete, preffer'd the marquess Mountferato 
To be our governors the Cretans, vex'd 
By the ambitious Turks, in hope of aid 
From the emperor, received for general 
This Mountferato; he, the wars appeased, 
Plots with the state of Venice, and takes money 
Of them for Candys they paid well; he steals 
Away in secret; since which time, that right 
The state of Venice claims o'er Candy is 
By purchase, not inheritance or conquest; 
And hence grows all our quarrel. (IVvii, 17-32): 30 
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'So a usurerg Or Lombard Jewq might with some bags of trash 
Buy half the western world' agrees Arcanes (11.32-4). At 
this stage in the playq however, the dramatic context is all 
important. Immediately before thisq we have seen the 
captive Venetiang Fernandog stating his hatred of 'unnoble 
practices'9 in love with the loyal Annophil, and admiring the 
qualities of her brother and father. He is already 
established as an honourable character, a generous witness to 
Antinous's prowess in battle and critical of Gonzalo's 
confided plans. Immediately following is the entrance of 
the Venetian ambassador Paolo Michaelq informed by Fernando 
of Gonzalo's actions and intentions, and from this point, at 
which we are made certain that the plots will not succeedl 
the familiar reputation of Venice is reestablished. Here is 
the customary last-act appearance of Venetian authority; 
here is the familiar figurej grave and dignified envoy of 'a 
Just and noble prince (V9i914) whose pronouncements he 
conveyst 
My lords, he bade me say, that you may know 
How much he scorns, and, as good princes oughtl 
Defies baseq indirectg and godless treacheries. 
To your more sacred wisdoms he refers 
The punishment due to the false Gonzalo, 
Or else to send him home to Venice. 
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After the initial direct challenge to the audience's accepted 
idea of the state of Venice as a colonial power, they are 
finally left with their preconceptions reinforcedv giving an 
added element of dramatic satisfaction to the d6nouement of 
the play. 
There is a second dimension to the ironic use of the 
audience's accepted impression of Venice in the nature of the 
Laws of Candy themselves. In the first scene Candys a state 
possessed of a senate and a Secretary of State, is portrayed 
as world-famous for its laws9 in particular, the punishment 
by death of ingratitudeq and the public rewarding of the most 
courageous soldier in the service of his country. Though 
the two laws in question clearly depend an dramatic necessity 
rather than an attempt at a serious representation of 
Judicial procedure, they are seen as the product of a legal 
system which 'Permits a like equality to aliens As to a home- 
born patriot' (11.60-1) -- and all this presented in an 
opening scene in which the audience's customary view of 
Venice is being strongly contradicted. The inadequacy of 
these world-renowned laws is quickly hinted at in the 
inability of the state to honour satisfactorily the two 
equally-deserving military commandersl and so giving rise to 
the split which threatens the safety of the state. 
Eventually this first law leads to the chaos in which the 
enacting of the second, -- the imposition of the death 
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penalty on anyone found guilty of personal ingratitude -- 
will result in the destruction of the state. Heightening 
the absurdity of the entire senate's being executed as a 
result of carrying out its own laws, the senator Possenne 
gravely accepts that ignorance is no defence in law: 
Though our ignorance 
Of Cassilane's engagements might assuage 
Severity of justice, yet to shew 
How no excuse should smooth a breach of lawq 
I yield me to the trial of it. (Vsi, 285-9) 
Even before this the law is demonstrated to be simplistic in 
the extreme. In place of the careful legal procedure so 
often portrayed in dramal seriously or satiricallyl here is 
simply accusation, plea of "guilty",, and Possenne's verdict9 
'You have doom'd yourself; We cannot quit you now' (Vji9133- 
4). No legal solutionj then, but an outcome based an the 
virtues of literary tradition, -- repentance, forgiveness and 
reconciliation. Personal and state affairs are neatly 
concluded, Venetian authority reestablished, and all 
questions of political independance resolved in the final 
lines: 
This is a day of triumph; all contentions 
Are happily accorded, Candy's peace 
Secured, and Venice vow'd a worthy friend. 
(VIi9412-14) 
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In The Laws of Candy, therefore, we see the popular 
impression of Venice itself a major protagonistj it is the 
ironic manipulation of the audience's accepted view of the 
city as the symbol of Justice and wise government which 
creates much of the dramatic suspense and resolution. The 
audience is disconcerted by the unusual presentation of 
Venice as a tyrannical colonial bully, and is therefore 
relieved to accept Gonzalo as the familiar figure of the 
noble, wise Venetian; they are consequently further taken in 
by hims more shocked by the revelation of his true nature, 
and correspondingly satisfied by the final d6nouenent. 
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NOTES 
Italian names were anyway particularly well-adapted for 
conveying the personalities of the characters; Cf. 
Vindicil Lussurioso, Supervacuo, Ambitioso, in Cyril 
Tourneur's The Revenger's Tragedy. 
2) It is tempting to recognise the names of the characters 
in Dekker's Monder of a Kingdom as typically Florentine, 
but this may well be coincidental. 
The concept of 'garden staires' is doubtfulv though not 
impossibleg and sounds more a feature of the Thames than 
the Venetian canals. No edition of Day's works 
contains numbered lines, so I include page references of 
the edition by A. H. Bullen, with additional material by 
R. Jeffs (London, 1963). 
4) Burghley refers to an interview with *M. La Mott' on 
January 27th., 1576 (Calendar of State Papers, Domesticl 
1547-80)9 p. 515. 
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5) It is a further temptation to suggest that Shakespeare 
knew nothing of the Jewish ghetto in Venice. At any 
time in which he might have visited the city, no Jew 
would have had a house from whose windows Jessica could 
have looked into 'the public street', but would have 
been obliged to live within the Ghetto, and there, by 
laws passed at the time of its establishment, no windows 
were allowed on the outside walls, nor could access be 
gained after the nightly locking of the gates. Could 
he have visited Venice and not known this? 
6) The terms 'proveditore' and 'potestate' werc., 
authentic, the latter being in Italian podesth$ though 
it applied to land rather than naval forces. 
It cannot, incidentally, be held at this time that 
being aware that the Rialto was an area rather than a 
bridge is an argument for particular knowledge of the 
city. it was not un ti1 the prol if er,:. At i on of 
illustrations of Venice in the eighteenth and nineteenth 
centuries that there would be any reason to assume that 
the name applied to the bridge only. 
7) Mario Praz gives a summary of the varying views in his 
chapter, 'Shakespeare's Italy' in The Flaming Heart 
(Gloucester, Massachusetts, 1966). 
Piero R6bora, L'Italia Pei Dramma Inglese (Milan, 1925), 
p. 254. 
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R6bora himself declines to enter the controversy of 
whether or not Shakespeare visited Italy, though he 
thinks probably not. In spite of this he is able to 
sayt 
Noi aggiungiamo che la descrizione della nottc. -? 
lunare, al principio del quinto atto del Hercant&,, 
sembra moFArare un'indubbia esperienza A notti 
mediterranee; e quasi istintivamente ripugna A 
credere che tali descriziioni abbiano potuto venir 
create in un paese dove la notte, fragrante (I 
vivente, assolutamente non esiste. ('We must add 
that the description of the moonlit night at the 
beginning of the%TIfth act, -of the Merchant seems tn 
show undoubted. experience, of Mediterranean nights; 
it is almost instinetivelyAnconsistent to believe 
that such descriptims could havo been created in a 
country where the-nightl-Iragrant and alive, does 
not exiltnat a11'(! 11: iop. Yjt. p4257. 
4 
9) J6nsoh 's, Conversations -withý Milliam Drummond of 
Hawthornden, 11.73-4 (BenJonson, ed. C. H. Herford and P. 
and E. Simpson, 1,114). This may well, however, be an 
overstatement of the order of Jonson's own on 
Shakespeare's "small Latin and less Greek". That he 
could at least read Italian seems to be supported by hi, * 
possession of a copy of Francesco Colonna's LR 
(continued overleaf) 
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Hyprierotomachia de P(-. )1iphiJo in the original I anguago, 
this Must have been acquired after his library W4 
destroyed in 16 23, and the wort. -. had been available i 
English since 1592 (see David MacPherson, 'Ben Jonscin 
Library and Marginalia' in Studies i ri Philology, lX'>C 
t 974) p. x . 38) . In Elizabethan Grotesque (LondW1 
1980) , p. 134 and p. 185, n. 9, Nei 1 Rhodes poi nts out th6 
Jonson also owned a copy of the Ragionamenti -- ý 
Italian -- by Aretino; Praz b elieves Aretino to be tr 
most probable model for Vol pone himself. 
Praz's -chapter an : Jonsop's Ttaly' in The Flamirl 
Hear t is a comprehensive survey of the dramatist' 
knowledge of Venice; , see also R. Cohen, 'The Setting C' 
Volpone' in Renaissance Papers (Spring 1979), pp. 65-7! ý 
R. H. Perkinson, Wolpone and the reputation of Venetig 
justice' in Modern Language Review, xxxv (1940), pp-11 
IS, and D. C. Boughner, 'Lewkenor and Volpone' in Note 
and Queries, n. s. ix (1962), pp. 124-30. 
10) C. T. Prouty, George Garcoigne, Elizabethan Courtier, 
Soldier and Poet (New York, 1942), p. 191. The first 
version of the story was published in 1573, the second 
in 1575. Prouty discusses the Italianisation of the 
later version in his chapter on Gascoigne the narrator, 
op-cit., pp. 189--23E3. 
The Morks of Thomas Nashe, ed. R. B. McKerrow, add. 
material by F. P. Wilson, 5 vols. (oxford, 1959), 11,199-328. 
12) Russell almost got to Venice. He was sent there from 
Rome in 1527, but could not make the journey owing to a 
broken leg; Thomas Wyatt took his place. 
13) Venetians: '... the Venetian-hosen, they reach beneath 
the knee to the gartering-place of the leg' (Philip 
Stubbes, The Anatomie of Abuses, ed. F. J. Furnivall, 2 
vols. (London, 1877-82), 1,56. 
14) 'How, A proper man without a beard? we shall 
scarce finde that sign in all Venice: for the 
propernesse of a man lives altogether in the 
fashion of his beard. ' (Humour out of Breath, 
. TII, iv, ed. 
Bullen, p. 454). 
Also Marston, Ohat You kill, III, i, 24-7: 
You would have me take upon me, Albano, 
A valiant gallant Venetian burgomasco. 
Well my beard, my feather, short sword, and my oath, 
Shal 1 do't, f ear not. 
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See Andrew Borde's description of the Venetians, ed. 
Furnivall, p. 186. 
15) The Novels of Thomas Deloney, ed. Merritt E. Lawliss 
(Bloomingtong 1961), p. 63. 
16) Samuel Purchasg Purchas His Pilgrimes (Glasgowg 1905)g 
VIIIg324. 
17) The introduction to A devise of a Haske for the right 
honorable Viscount Hountacute, in The Complete Norks of 
6eorge 6ascoigne, ed. J. W. Cunliffe, 2 vols. (Cambridgeg 
190791910)v 1,75. 
18) Philadelphia and London, 19401 revised by S. Schoenbaum 
(London, 1964). 
19) Edited by E. D. Pendry for the Stratford on Avon Library 
(Londont 1967), p. 42. 
20) Lorenzo Celsiq forty-seventh Venetian Dogeq was in 
office 1361-65 (and so considerably prior to the import 
of the tobacco-pipe). Elected after having defeated 
the Genoese, his fame seems to rest mostly on the 
successful suppression of a rebellion in Crete. There 
were some accusations of personal ambitiong but Petrarch 
praised him highly: 
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Laurentius vester dux illustris, et cognomine 
Celsus et re celsior ... ('Your famous doge Lorenzo, 
whose virtue well accords with his surname of 
Celso'); Petrarch, Le Senilis iii, 9, ed. Guido 
Martellotti (Turin, 1976). p. 48. 
Dux Laurentius, vere celsus vir ... et magnitudine 
animi et suavitate morum et virtutum studio 
superque omnia singulari pietate atque amore 
patriae memorandus. ('Doge Lorenzo, a truly great 
man... remembered for his greatness of mind, his 
harmonious way of life, the keenness of his 
integrity and above all for his exceptional piety 
and love of his country'; Le Senilij iv, 3; ed. 
Martellottiq p. 54. ) 
Celsus-j meaning "loftyq elevatedq great", gave rise to 
celsitudine, the old Italian form of altezza, or 
"Highness". In view of the character Marston has 
bestowed upon him, apparently with no historical 
Justification, it is interesting to note that celsus 
could also mean "haughty" or "proud". 
21) Jonson is aware of this; Corvino's wife, Celia, is 
Jealously confined: 
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She's kept as warily as is your gold -- 
Never does come abroad, never takes air 
But at a window. All her looks are sweet 
As the first grapes or cherries -- and are watched 
As near as they are 
There is a guard, of ten spies thick, upon her -- 
All his whole household... 
(Volpone l9v9118-229123-4) 
He also conveys a Venetian's surprise at the freedom of 
English wivess 
'Fore heaven, I wonder at the desperate valour 
Of the bold English, that they dare let loose 
Their wives to all encounters! 
(Volpone Lov, 100-2) 
22) Ed. Joseph 0. Adams, Jr. (Louvain, 1913). 
23) Not only do the rivals represent different "types" of 
loverl the competing claims of their love for Julia are 
founded on the political nature of their respective 
states. Whereas Venice's claim 'takes roote And growes 
vpon the promise of the State, I by the Senate was 
assur'd her loueq And on that ground the Justice of my 
cause Pleads', Ferrara was given a promise by the 'free' 
and I absolute' power of the Protector, 'Not 
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countermanded by a popular voice Or by th'ambitious 
factions of a Senate' (The Turke, Ili, 142-152). 
24) Sir John Harington, The Metamorphosis of Ajax, ed. Peter 
Warlock and Jack Lindsay (London, 1928), p. 99. 
25) This display of hubris is rebuked, interestingly, by a 
warning of Rome's ultimate fate, recalling the 
sixteenth-century tendency to see the Venetian empire as 
the successor to the Roman. Also interesting is the 
reference in the following line to 'this Babel pride' 
(1.58). it was Spenser's sonnet in Lewkenor's 
Government and Commonwealth of Venice that linked Rome 
and Venice with Babel. 
26) Day, Humour Out Of Breath, Vjiij ed. Bulleng p. 475. 
27) Bullen's edition contains Lamb's comment on Albano's dress: 
To Judge of the liberality of these notions of 
dress, we must advert to the days of Gresham and 
the consternation which a Phenomenon habited like a 
merchant here described would have excited among 
the flat round caps, and cloth stockings, upon 
Change, when those 'original arguments or tokens of 
a citizen's vocation were in fashion, not more for 
thrift and usefulness than for distinction and 
grace. '... (ed. Bulleng II, p. 338, n. ). 
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A forceful comment; but perhaps Lamb also misses the 
fact that the merchant concerned was not a citizen bUt 
an aristocrat? 
28) Guido Ruggierog Violence in Early Renaissance Venice 
(New Jerseyq 1980), p. 2. 
29) '... ostenditur ensis sive spata domini ducis, que 
post eum aportatur, ut doceantur de vindicta 
potencia et fortitudinis ducalis... '('the sword of 
the lard Duke is displayed to represent the 
invested authority and ducal power ... Jacobo 
Bertaldo, Splendor venetorum civitatis 
consuetudinem, ed. F. Schupfer, Bibliotheca 
Iuridica Medii Aevii, III (Bologna, 1901), pp. 12- 
13. 
30) Jonson makes a satirical point of what is or is not 
admissible as evidence; Bonario and Celia's 
consciences, and 'Heaven, that never fails the innocent' 
(Volpone, IV, vi, 16-18), are rejected as legally 
irrelevant. 
31) For exampleg George William Keeton, Shakespeare's Legal 
and Political Background (London, 1967). 
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32) In fact Bellario's judgement, passed on by Portia, is 
not a legal trick but a perfectly sound aspect of the 
law. The deficiency is in the court itself, which 
failed to perceive Bellario's conclusion. It is not 
Venetian justice that is deficient, but its agents. 
33) Jonson, in Volporte, sees it differently. Mosca, in 
aping the aristocracy, has committed the worse crime; 
Volpone himself, 'By blood and rank a gentleman, canst 
not fall Under like censure' (V, xii, 117-8). 
34) They use the same argument of precedent as Portia: 
Claridiana: Kill not thy Justicel duke, to save our 
lives: 
We have deservbd death. 
Rogero: Make us not precedents for after wrongs... 
(IV 91,50-2) 
35) In spite of the echo here of Contarini's 'one head and 
superior' (Lewkenor, p. 38)9 the principles of the 
Venetian constitution argue the opposite; it is by not 
having a single figure in authority that bribery is less 
likely, impartiality more assured. 
36) Sir Thomas Browne records a similar occurence in the 
Pseudodoxia Epidemica, or Enquiries into. Vulgar and 
Common Errors, book VII, chapter 19: 
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I hope it is not true, and some indeed have 
probably denied, what is recorded of the monk that 
poysoned Henry the Emperour in a draught of the 
holy Eucharist. 'Twas a scandalous wound unto 
Christian Religion, and I hope all Pagans will 
forgive it, when they shall read that a Christian 
was poysoned in a cup of Christ and received his 
bane in a draught of his salvation. (The Morks of 
Sir Thomas DroNne, ed. Geoffrey Keynes (Londong 
1928, new ed. 1964), 111546-7) 
Fynes Moryson, however, mentions an inscription in the 
church of 'Saint Mary of Mercy' recording the same crime 
in Venice, in this case the killing in 1511 of 'Jerom 
Savina... Prior of Saint Maries' (Ztinerary, I, ISO). 
37) The authorship of this play is in considerable doubt. 
Scholars have detected the hand of Massinger as well as 
varying degrees of Beaumont and Fletcher themselves. 
A. H. Bullen discusses the possibilities in his edition 
of Beaumont and Fletcher's worksy vol. III (London, 
1908), pp. 467-99 and is prepared to accept 1619 as a 
reasonable date for its first production. 
38) This account is, essentially, correct. The Venetian 
state is never, in fact, exonerated in the play, the 
final resolving of enmity into friendship shelving the 
question. 
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39) It was indeed Venetian policy to grant considerable 
autonomy to subject states; Contarini states# 
We leave to euery citty that commeth into the 
fellowship of our gouernments their own municipate 
lawes and statutesq and the Cittizens, euery one in 
their owne citties, obtaine many great and 
honorable places, and not a few towns of those 
abroad in the countries are gouerned by magistrates 
of their owne, chosen among themselves, as for 
those citties that are of greater fame, and in 
which our gauernours do rule, there do alwaies sit 
with them in Iustice, Doctors of the laws with 
whome our gauernours are to consult before they 
determine any thing... (Lewkenor, p. 148). 
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AFTERWORD 
Throughout its history, visitors have admired or 
condemned Venice, but rarely been unmoved. From its 
situation to its political influence, the city has always 
seemed so strikingly improbableg and English visitors have 
always been aware of the contrasts. From the first records 
they have noted the glories and the dangers of its great 
wealth and the contrast between the gravity and 
licentiousness of the Venetians, but these are only the most 
obvious elements in a world of paradoxes. Venice was the 
bulwark of Christendom that dealt commercially and 
diplomatically with the Islamic powers and paid exorbitantly 
to avoid agression. It was the heir of Rome that would 
never attain Roman greatness. It was an imperial power that 
had won its empire by trade rather than conquest, and yet it 
was obliged to hire foreigners to defend it against attack 
from mainland Italy. It was a strongly Catholic nation 
unintimidated by the Papacy. Its head of state was a ruler 
of unrivalled status and magnificences yet bereft of all 
personal authority. 
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These were to a great extent the paradoxes of the 
age& The sixteenth-century search for order in the life of 
the individual and society led naturally to Venice; society 
there was nothing if not well-ordered. A total absence of 
internal unrestj the constitutional impossibility of any 
faction's upsetting of the balance of power, thousand-year 
political survival -- all created a sense of national 
security lacking in most of Europe at this time. And what 
nation not secure in its form of government could not only 
have survived the crisis of the League of Cambrai but have 
apparently regained its prosperity and political influence in 
such a short time. In religious life, a Catholic state 
which invested its Doge with a spiritual responsibility 
beyond that of most temporal rulers of the time, and had a 
disinclination stronger than most to be subject to any degree 
of foreign authority, was inevitably a focus of interest to a 
nation whose church was in dispute with Rome effectively from 
the early sixteenth century. The question of individual 
freedom within society turned attention again to Venice, 
where the law was scrupulously efficient in dealing with any 
civil or criminal infringement, and yet the degree of 
personal freedom of action was a matter of continual remark 
among foreign visitors. 
Strongest of the elements in the English impression 
of Venice, however, is a sense of security. From the care 
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of the pilgrim on his dangerous and difficult Journey to the 
protection of the Protestant visitor against the worst 
threats of the Roman Inquisition, and indeed an into the time 
of the permanent residency of a British ambassador, Venice 
implied safety to the English traveller, not the temporary 
security dependant on political alliance, but a 
constitutional right of all within Venetian territories. it 
was the law that ensured protection of the pilgrim against 
exploitation and fraud, and the law that insisted an 
constitutional restraint to the zeal of the Office of the 
Inquisition. Venice's prosperity was founded on 
international trade, and made certain that the foreigner was 
always welcome in Venetian territaryl conditions made easy 
for his business affairsq his freedom of action unimpeded and 
his fair treatment under the law ensured. Basicallyl Venice 
inspired the confidence of long-established success -- after 
long years of trial and errorg growth to prosperity and 
management of it, things tended to work well. 
The concept of a thousand uninterrupted years of 
existence- implied perhaps the strongest element in Venice, s 
attraction. Whereas the English admiration for the 
stability and prosperity of the republic was firmly based an 
recognition of the practical excellence of its governmental 
systemq there was never at any time in its history a lack of 
conviction that Venice was divinely inspired and protected. 
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The continual ceremonial that so impressed the visitor, the 
symbolism that pervaded all levels of life, the strong 
religious foundation to the great sense of civic and 
national pride -- all contributed to the mystical dimension 
of Venetian fortunesq and especially in the sixteenth 
century, when it seemed that divine protection alone could 
explain the city's survival, let alone return to prosperity. 
While so much of the fascination with Venice had 
remained the same for three hundred yearsl the priorities had 
changed with the times, from the religious to the 
intellectual, the cultural to the political. Never during 
this period was there a total understanding in England of the 
essential nature of the Venetian constitution. While the 
efficient functioning of the government was studied and 
admired, the central power-structure was never fully grasped; 
the consciousness that could accept the nature of a monarchy 
or a republic could not comprehend the full ramifications of 
the famous Venetian 'stato misto'. Indeed, a certain degree 
of obscurity seems to have played its part in the very 
appeal, retaining an element of mystery that seemed in tune 
with the wonder Venice had always inspired. It was the 
closer contact of the seventeenth century that began to 
dispel this mystery, and with it much of the admiration. 
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So the interest in Venice at the end of the 
sixteenth century was more than ever based on paradox. 
While the intellect was fascinated by the sophistication of 
the governmental and legal systems, the political and social 
organisation, the imagination could dwell on all that was 
pensational, colourful, dangerous and vicious. The search 
for order and the fascination with the lack of it, the 
desirability of a just and virtuous way of life and the 
excitements and temptations of a thoroughly immoral one -- it 
could all be found in Venice. In many ways the city had 
become symbolic of the contemporary world-picture. In its, 
ideals were order, integrity, lack of personal ambition in 
favour of the common good, justice for all; in practice, 
civic pride Could become nationalistic arrogance, 
magnificence overbalance into luxurious indulgence, personal. 
freedom within the law degenerate into Ascham's freedom to 
sin without even noticing the sinning. 
But at the turn of the century the balance was 
holding: Venice survived; Venice continued to prosper. 
Throughout the sixteenth century the republic had held a 
particular interest for the English. Where else would the 
newly-emerging European power look but to another small 
nation, surrounded by sea, whose defence and commerce 
depended on strong naval forces and whose overseas colonies 
were administered with an efficiency that ensured the 
51C) 
survival and continual prosperity of the 
The symbolism noted by Lewkenor is moi 
coincidence; there had been much in 
contemporary interests to create a certain 
the virgin republic and the subjects of the 
the growth of another great maritime empire 
may well indicate lessons well learned. 
governing state. 
re than a happy 
historyq and in 
affinity between 
virgin queenj and 
founded on trade 
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